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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION: ROAD MAP FOR TRAVELERS

This exploration follows in the footsteps of travelers who left traces of their journeys in a wide range of literary and epigraphic records, devotional images, and archaeological artifacts with the goal of understanding how and why various Buddhist traditions flourished outside of the original homeland of the historical Buddha in ancient India. Interpretation of these sources helps to discern internal and external factors, along with historical contexts and socio-economic catalysts, which set this religion in motion throughout and beyond South Asia. The injunction purportedly spoken by the Buddha (and preserved in monastic codes, or vinayas) to “wander the path for the benefit and satisfaction of many people and out of compassion for the world” in order to “teach the dharma” gave canonical warrant for Buddhist mobility, although his instruction that “two must not go by a single (way)” was not strictly followed.1 Investigation of the religious agendas and practical details of their journeys helps to develop a fuller picture of the monks and nuns and other travelers who set out across the world’s highest mountain ranges, deep river valleys, and formidable deserts.

Rather than restricting themselves to a single Buddhist superhighway, Buddhist missionaries followed various itineraries, including major arteries, minor capillary routes, and “middle paths” to travel back and forth between destinations. Their roads frequently overlapped and intertwined with those of merchants and traders in pursuit of both religious and economic goals. Since both itinerant monks and cenobitic communities inhabiting residential monasteries depended upon donations for material support, the dynamic growth of Buddhist institutions was directly linked with the generation of surplus resources. Thus, Buddhist transmission, which necessarily involved the transformation of basic ideas and common practices through

---

interactions with local host cultures and other religious traditions, was symbiotically related to parallel processes of commercial and cultural exchanges. This book demarcates networks for the transmission of Buddhism and cross-cultural exchanges with the goal of explaining the ultimate success of the multidirectional movement of this pan-Asian religious tradition.

This introductory chapter provides a “road map” to theoretical models of religious mobility, critical issues in the study of religion and economics, and methodologies for analyzing primary sources. In the first section (Models for the Movement of Buddhism), a brief treatment of different metaphors and paradigms for understanding patterns of Buddhist movement widens the range of perspectives by exploring possible alternatives to the typical view of the spread of Buddhism by gradual diffusion. The following section (Merit, Merchants, and the Buddhist Saṅgha) highlights linkages between Buddhist networks and trade exchanges after engaging with debates over relationships between economics and religions. The third section (Sources and Methods for the Study of Buddhist Transmission) is an overview of relevant literary, epigraphic and archaeological sources and a guide to methods of interpretation, which is intended to familiarize readers with recent discoveries of manuscripts, inscriptions, and other materials. A synopsis of the other chapters (Outline of Destinations) at the end of this chapter is the starting point for an investigation of historical and economic contexts for networks of Buddhist transmission, commercial exchanges, and cross-cultural contact between South Asia and Central Asia.

Models for the Movement of Buddhism

Themes of mobility pervade Buddhist imagery, beginning with the religious biography of Śākyamuni Buddha, who relinquished his destiny of becoming a “wheel-turning” ruler (cakravartin) when he “set out” (Sanskrit: pravrajita) as a renouncer rather than fulfilling his duties as a settled householder in Kapilavastu. After a period of ascetic wandering and his subsequent awakening at Bodh Gaya, Śākyamuni set the “wheel of dharma” (dharmacakra) in motion with his first teaching at Sarnath. The wheel symbolizes this hagiographic event, which is also recalled by the Buddha’s gesture of “turning the wheel of dharma”
in recurring iconographic patterns. Dynamic turning of a wheel has polyvalent meanings in Buddhist art and literature, including the widespread metaphor of the “wheel of becoming” (bhavacakra) to depict the cycle of rebirth in medieval Buddhist art from India, Central Asia, China, and Tibet. In addition to the wheel, motifs of roads, ways, and paths are employed as analogies for the teachings of the Buddha, who is characterized as the re-discoverer of an ancient road. A basic feature of Buddhist rhetoric is the “Middle Way” between extreme practices of ascetic self-mortification and luxurious self-indulgence and between philosophical extremes of nihilism and eternalism. Another prominent example is the “Noble Eightfold Path” elaborated by the Buddha during his first teaching at Sarnath, which is glossed as the “Way leading to the end of suffering” (dukhanirodhāmani pratipad) in commentaries. Buddhist texts with titles such as the Path of Puri-

fication (Visudhimagga), and the Lamp for the Path to Awakening (Bodhipathapradīpa) demonstrate that Buddhaghosa, Atiśa, and other Buddhist scholars from very different traditions framed methods of reaching religious goals in terms of “paths” (mārga). Many of these Buddhist texts schematically ‘map’ doctrinal complexities and meditation techniques for reaching Nirvāṇa, fulfilling Bodhisattva vows, and realizing Buddhahood. On the basis of the variety of “mārga schemes” for reaching Buddhist goals, Robert Buswell and Robert Gimello argue that “the concept of ‘path’ has been given an explication more sustained, comprehensive, critical, and sophisticated than that provided by any other single religious tradition” (1992: 2). The project of finding pathways of practice and thought to escape from suffering is

---

4 Samyutta Nikāya ii.105–6.
5 Additional titles include the Path of Discrimination (Pāli Patisambhidāmagga), Sequence of the Path of Apparition (Māyadhvakrama of Niguma), and the Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path (Lamrimchenmo of Tsongkhapa in Tibetan), as well as verses under the heading of magga/mārga in Dhammapada/Udānavarga anthologies.
6 Examples include the thirty-seven factors of awakening, five paths, six/ten stages of the Bodhisattva’s career (according to the Daśabhūmika Sūtra), six/ten perfections, and the Bodhisattva path in fifty-three stages.
not exclusively Buddhist, but the repeated emphasis and continuous elaboration of mārga-type imagery shows that metaphors and motifs related to journeying are particularly apt. Epithets of the Buddha as a “caravan leader” (sārthavāha) and narratives of Bodhisattva merchants discussed later in this chapter suggest that literary and visual allusions to wheels, pathways, and vehicles to express abstract goals of release may have had considerable basis in the experiences of everyday Buddhist monks and merchants who traveled on ordinary roads to reach conventional destinations.8

Diffusion vs. Long-Distance Transmission

Buddhist traditional terms related to movement on multiple worldly and supramundane paths reflect an institutional history of remarkable mobility, which can hardly be characterized as a straightforward process of gradual diffusion. A theory of diffusion from point-to-point along established routes does not account for rapid accelerations, sudden halts, and periodic declines in the growth of the Saṅgha, or for the irregular travel patterns of Buddhist monks, merchants, and pilgrims who did not follow fixed itineraries. Models of “geographical diffusionism” involve an implicit assumption that cultural and religious changes emanate from a dominant core, typically a center of economic or political power, to dependent peripheries.9 In standard models for the “spread of Buddhism” by diffusion, Buddhist institutions gradually expanded from India to Central Asia and eventually to China in a gradual sequence.10 Erik Zürcher labels the basic pattern of

---

8 Juxtapositions between the “inferior vehicle” (Hinayāna), the “superior vehicle” (Mahāyāna), and the “diamond / thunderbolt vehicle” (Vajrayāna) refer to polemic differences over the interpretation and application of Buddhist doctrines, textual authenticity, and a host of other issues. Here it is sufficient to remark that the trope of ‘vehicle’ (yāna) can also be tied to metaphors of mobility.
9 Blaut, James M. 1993. The Colonizer’s Model of the World: Geographical diffusionism and Eurocentric history. New York: Guilford Press. Blaut criticizes the “super-theory” of diffusionism as a mechanism for explaining cultural innovation and change as a result of Eurocentric Inside-Outside models, but does not offer clear alternatives to the basic assumptions.
10 Early comments by Erik Zürcher typify the perspective that Buddhism “...must have slowly infiltrated from the North-West, via the two branches of the continental silk-road which entered Chinese territory at Tunhuang, and from there through the corridor of Kansu to the ‘region within the Passes’ and the North China plain...” (Zürcher, Erik. 1959. The Buddhist Conquest of China: The spread and adaption of Buddhism in early medieval China. Leiden: Brill. 2 vols., vol. 1. 22–3).
diffusion in which wandering Buddhist ascetics established residential monasteries near agricultural and commercial centers along trade and travel routes as “contact expansion.” According to Zürcher, diffusion by contact expansion required adequate surpluses generated by lay donors (dānapati) to support economically “parasitic” communities of monks and nuns:

Since the local monastic community was—economically speaking—parasitic, the maximum number of monks in a given parish (sīmā, “begging circuit”) was defined by the surplus production of the local lay believers who supported the saṅgha by their gifts. If the local monastic community grows—as every successful institution tends to do—surplus monks will wander away, in search of new hospitable localities; they will move along the main routes to places where new dānapati are to be found: a prosperous agrarian region, or a big city. In this way a continuous process of outward movement and gradual expansion is set into motion—a process that must have started very early, and that forms the most basic, grass-roots level force behind the spread of Buddhism as a monastic system. (1999: 9–10)

In this paradigm of contact expansion, the proximity of monasteries located on the main routes next to each other facilitated regular communication and constant feedback, thus accounting for complicated monastic organizations, formalized textual collections, and integrated religious doctrines. In contrast to smaller monasteries in the countryside, large-scale monasteries clustered near cities on a “network of...
highways” (Zürcher 1999: 11) benefited from élite patronage by rulers and merchants. Although contact expansion accounts for gradual movement between closely connected monastic centers, this structural framework for institutional spread by diffusion restricts the scope of changes in religious practices and ideologies, local contingency, interactions with regional cultures, and distinctive features of multiple centers.

Zürcher’s juxtaposition of oversimplified yet pervasive assumptions of diffusion by contact expansion to an alternative model of “long-distance transmission” is a very useful heuristic tool for understanding different patterns of Buddhist movement across transit zones between India and China. In contrast to his earlier views expressed in the Buddhist Conquest of China (1959) and other works, in later publications Zürcher argued that contact expansion does not apply to the initial phases of Chinese Buddhism during the Later Han period in the first two centuries CE.13 Anomalous ‘cultic’ practices and images associated with “Hybrid Court Buddhism” (1990: 159–162) appear quite early during this period and “a nucleus of organized monastic Buddhism” characterized by Zürcher as the “Church of Luoyang” (1990: 163) began to flourish by the middle of the second century with the arrival of An Shigao in 148 CE. However, Buddhist monasteries were only established later in the Tarim Basin of eastern Central Asia (modern Xinjiang), which remained a “Buddhological vacuum” (1990: 172) or a “mere transit zone” (1999: 13) until at least the middle of the third century CE.

In order to address this problematic gap and to explain anomalous features of early Chinese Buddhism that were not consistent with contact expansion, Zürcher developed a theory of long-distance transmission. Zürcher attributed irregular travel by foreign monks, unusual hybrid images, lack of coherent doctrines, and absence of monastic ordination rituals in the initial phases of Chinese Buddhism during the Later Han period to distinctive features of long-distance transmission, including “incidental and intermittent contact, long and difficult routes of communication, lack of feed-back, and unsystematic borrowing of elements detached from their original context” (Zürcher 1999: 15). He also emphasized that “Chinese Buddhism became a melting pot of different types of Buddhism, a mass of scriptural, dis-

13 See notes 10–11 for references to Zürcher’s earlier (1962, 1987) and later (1990, 1999) publications.
ciplinary, and scholastic traditions of various provenance that not seldom contradicted each other” because missionaries, texts, images, and rituals came via overland and maritime routes “from many centres simultaneously...from virtually the whole Buddhist world” (ibid., 16). Therefore, many distinctive elements of early Chinese Buddhism result from more dynamic process of long-distance transmission via multiple routes over great distances rather than regular patterns of diffusion from closely linked locations.14

Perhaps Zürcher’s deliberate contrast between contact expansion and long-distance transmission is overdrawn, since the two modes of movement overlap. After all, itinerant monks and prominent translators followed similar routes and benefited from elite patronage of monastic centers. Other objections have to do with the notion of “transmission” as a process in which Buddhist ideas, symbols, and institutions remain unchanged by cross-cultural encounters and exchanges, thus reifying unproductive lines of debate between ‘Indianization’ and ‘Sinification’ of Buddhism.15 Nevertheless, the model of long-distance transmission as formulated by Zürcher necessarily involves a high degree of transformation, and can help to clarify separate chronological stages, sociological levels, and geographical patterns in the movement of Buddhism, not only to early China, but throughout Asia in pre-modern periods.

Aquatic Metaphors of Religious Flows and Buddhist Networks

Hydraulic metaphors of religious ‘flows’ across boundaries also help to conceptualize changing patterns of long-distance transmission and transformation of Buddhism. Acknowledging that “Root metaphors have their limits” (2002: 261), Thomas Tweed expands upon spatial and locative themes of religious geography emphasized by other

---

14 Although Zürcher does not precisely define “long-distance,” his hypothesis that long-distance transmission implies that transmission over great distances rather than proximate contact with South Asia was responsible for innovations in early Chinese Buddhism.

15 Teiser 2006, for example, criticizes a theory of transmission (without explicit reference to Zürcher’s model of long-distance transmission) which does not account for regional and local transformation of Buddhist symbols, such as the bhavacakra. Sharf, Robert H. 2002. Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism: A reading of the treasure store treatise. Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, comments on scholarly predispositions to “to highlight fidelity to the Indian tradition (the Buddhist conquest of China) or the overpowering force of sinitic culture (the Chinese transformation of Buddhism)” (10).
scholars (such as Jonathan Z. Smith) to develop a theory of itinerant religions as ‘flows’ that are “on the move” rather than homogeneous unchanging static entities fixed in place.\(^{16}\) Tweed proposes to define religions as “confluences of organic-cultural flows that intensify joy and confront suffering by drawing on human and suprahuman forces to make homes and cross boundaries” (2006: 167). As he observes, ‘aquatic metaphors’ in Buddhist, Jain, and Hindu literature have multivalent applications: river crossings refer to ‘terrestrial’ pilgrimage places, ‘corporeal’ life-cycle rituals are associated with different life-stages, and the “flood” of sensory attachments must be overcome in order to reach the “far shore” of the “ocean” of rebirth.\(^{17}\) For example, very early Buddhist verses preserved in the first chapter of the Pāli Suttanipāta (Sn), Gāndhārī manuscripts of the Dharmapada, and Sanskrit versions of the Udānavarga implore monks to give up desire (literally “thirst”), doubt, and other hindrances in order to leave this shore and the far shore (present life and future rebirth), just as a snake sheds its skin:

That monk who has completely cut off his thirst,  
Having dried up the swift-flowing stream of desire,  
Leaves behind this life and the next,  
Just as a snake leaves behind his old, worn-out skin. (Sn 3)\(^{18}\)


\(^{17}\) Tweed 2006: 155–6, n. 36.

The monk who rids himself of the of the five hindrances is without affliction,
Has crossed over doubt, and is free from pain,
Leaves behind this world and the next,
Just as a snake leaves behind his old worn-out skin. (Sn 17)\(^{19}\)

These verses addressed to monks exemplify ideals of homeless itinerancy, but Tweed’s theory of religion also accounts for ways in which religious practitioners (including Buddhist monastic renouncers) establish “dwellings” and “make homes” by localizing narratives, rituals, codes, and artifacts (Tweed 2006: 162). His elegant description of spatial practices of mapping social and natural terrain according to “spiritual cartographies” seems to refer to processes of domestication, which is an important dynamic in Buddhist contexts of interaction between lay and monastic communities that must adapt to different environments and host cultures.\(^{20}\) He regards economy, society, and politics as other types of “transfluvial currents” (2006: 131) that compel and block religious flows, thus viewing exogenous networks as secondary formations at institutional levels.\(^{21}\) Tweed admits that his ‘flow’ models of religious transmission (crossing) and domestication (dwelling) are imprecisely situated in historical contexts and risk submerging individual agency in impersonal streams (2006: 172, 174). He poses the question: “…if we try to trace the complex flows that emerge from ‘initial conditions,’ will interpreters be washed away while trying to chart the transfluence of innumerable causal currents?” (2006: 172). If the movement of Buddhist itinerants, ideologies, and visual repertoires can be viewed as religious flows, the task of this exploration is to map networks for channeling these flows across geographical

---


19 Brough 1962: 131 (verse 90), Lenz 2003: 75 (verse 13), Norman 1985: 2 (verse 17). Except for “crossed over” (which is preserved in the Pāli version, but not in Gāndhārī or Sanskrit), the translation follows Lenz.

20 Models for the “domestication of the Sāṅgha” are elaborated in the subchapter on Domestication of Gandhāran Buddhism in Chapter 4, 253–256.

21 Tweed provides examples of Aśoka’s role in promoting Buddhist expansion (2006: 131) and the Silk Road as a “trans-Asian network” (2006: 132). These examples are discussed in greater detail in Chapters 2 and 6.
territories and historical periods without getting washed away in a deluge of details.

A “networks approach” to patterns of Buddhist transmission also helps to understand relationships between religious mobility and cultural, intellectual, material, and, of course, economic exchanges. In the broadest sense, networks facilitate the movement or “flow” of material and cultural goods as well as people and ideas through “conduits” joined by variable “nodes” of economic, political, and/or religious power. Just as trade networks accelerate commercial exchanges of commodities via multiple routes connected to “hubs,” religious networks contribute to dynamic processes of conversion, migration, patronage, and institutional expansion, as well as the transfer and permutation of doctrines, practices, and artifacts. Since network analysis has been applied more extensively to the natural and social sciences, especially to studies of economic transactions, scholars in the humanities in general and religious studies in particular suspect that these models are overly functional, reductionist, and deterministic. Network analysis has been criticized for limiting the role of intention and agency, since extreme applications aim to show how actors are governed by systematic patterns in a structured system. However, rulers, administrators, merchants, scholars, and religious specialists create their own networks for interactions amongst themselves and with other groups rather than merely being acted upon by static structures. Rather than embedding religious mobility and cross-cultural transmission within economic, political, and social networks, it is possible to map parallel overlapping networks. Routes and nodes belonging to these networks frequently overlap, since centers of power, wealth, and administration often have multiple functions as places of religious veneration and cultural production of literature and art. While social, economic, and cultural factors can impose limits or act as catalysts for expansion, par-

22 Vasquez, Manuel. 2008. “Studying Religion in Motion: A Networks Approach” Method and Theory in the Study of Religion 20: 151–184 argues for the primacy of “power” relationships, and proposes that a networks approach is a useful corrective to deterritorialized metaphors of hydraulic flows and spatial approaches that “reify the local…as a bounded whole held together by a unified cultural system” (167). While acknowledging the “dangers” of reductive network approaches (168), he suggests that networks can be re-conceptualized as dynamic structures that facilitate movement.

allel networks for religious mobility are not strictly confined to trade networks or fixed political boundaries.

Despite resistance to adapting a networks model to the study of religion, scholars working in different fields and separate religious traditions have successfully developed frameworks for network applications. James Heitzman (1997: 181–201), for example, analyzed donor networks for the patronage of Chola period Hindu temples based on an onomastic study of personal names in inscriptions. Monica Smith applies a network model to a comparative archaeological and historical study of “ancient states” of the Incas, Sasanians, and Mauryans, with ramifications for models of Buddhist patronage. Rodney Stark and William Sims Bainbridge examine the role of pre-existing social networks in attracting converts to a Doomsday group, a New Age commune, and the Mormon church. Links between Islamic networks and Sufi master-disciple brotherhoods, missionary traders, political dynasties, literary cultures, social movements, ethnic identities, and kinship classifications have recently received considerable scholarly attention.

Although Buddhist networks have not received as much attention, significant archaeological, epigraphic and literary evidence demonstrates links between regional networks of shrines and monasteries that facilitated religious transmission and long-distance trade networks used for exchanges of high-value commodities between South Asia and Central Asia. An interpretation of these sources situates the

---

28 Notable exceptions include Stanley Tambiah’s work on monastic educational networks for the mobility of modern Thai novices and monks: Tambiah, Stanley Jeyaraja.
establishment and growth of Buddhist networks in specific geographical contexts and historical frameworks from the middle of the first millennium BCE to the end of the first millennium CE. Interconnected networks of arteries and capillaries were used for ancient migrations into the Indian subcontinent, interregional and long-distance trade, and cross-cultural transmission. Mapping of conduits between nodes for the localization of religious, economic and political power in India and the northwestern borderlands of Gandhāra is based on distribution of remains of stūpas, monastic and wayside shrines, images, artifacts, coins, inscriptions, and manuscripts, as well as eyewitness accounts of visitors. Graffiti and petroglyphs of individual travelers, visitors to shrines, itinerant monks, novices, students, long-distance traders, and local donors reflect different stages and levels of Buddhist transmission and multicultural flows through northern Pakistan, which served as a pivotal transit zone to the southern Tarim Basin in eastern Central Asia. Exchanges of material and religious commodities at Central Asian hubs located on branches of the so-called silk routes that formed an overland network across Asia demonstrate links between commercial and cultural transmission.

**Merit, Merchants and the Buddhist Saṅgha**

An investigation of a nexus between historical patterns of Buddhist transmission and transcultural trade exchanges inevitably raises questions related to longstanding debates about theoretical frameworks for the study of economy and religion. Forging a “middle way” between polarizing disputes over the primacy of economy or religion by demonstrating mutual imbrication of these two seemingly separate spheres would be a suitable Buddhist solution, but it is necessary to recognize

---


29 Inscriptions and petroglyphs from northern Pakistan are treated in detail in Chapter 5: *Capillary Routes of the Upper Indus*, 268–273, 278–287.
at the outset that distinctions between ‘profane’ economic patterns and ‘sacred’ religious realms are largely contrived. The dichotomy between the study of economy and the study of religion is largely due to late eighteenth century theories about the “naturalization” of economic patterns acting according to their own laws and the demarcation of religion as a separate sphere of belief and practice removed from the material world. From strictly “formalist” standpoints, Buddhism and other religious traditions are epiphenomenal results of economic causes of supply and demand, production and consumption, and class dialectics (according to Marxist analysis). However, models of economic determinism that require the quantification of capital, population, land ownership, and other inputs are very difficult to apply to pre-modern non-western societies, since the preserved sources typically lack sufficient economic data to test hypotheses.

Max Weber argued against economically determinist positions by seeking to identify religious influences on social and political economies in world history. In his introduction to *Collected Essays in the Sociology of Religion*, he asserted: “The magical and religious forces, and the ethical ideas of duty based upon them, have in the past always been among the most important formative influences on conduct” (1922/1930: xxxix; 2001: 160). In *The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit*
of Capitalism and in later volumes on the “Economic Ethics of World Religions,” including The Religion of India, he proposed to identify “inner-worldly asceticism” (1958 [1921]: 337) with the underlying “spirit” of Protestant capitalism in northern Europe, in contrast to the “world-indifferent behavior” (ibid. 333) exemplified by Buddhist renunciation.34 However, his attempt to identify European economic success with a Protestant ethic and to attribute “the lack of economic rationalism and rational life methodology in Asia” (1958 [1921]: 340) to Buddhist and other renouncer movements not only oversimplifies interactions between monastic communities and lay donors in Asia, but also overlooks significant relationships between European Christian monastic institutions and economic history.35

Weber’s arguments for the role of religion as an underlying motivation has continued to shape the perspectives of “substantivists” such as Karl Polanyi, who aimed to show that long-distance trade exchanges and other economic processes are embedded in social relationships and religious values.36 Polanyi posited a sequential hierarchy of reci-
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35 Ilana Friedrich-Silber discusses Weber’s “Western” and more specifically “Calvinist” bias against monasticism in general, and refers (fn. 27) to scholars (such as Tambiah 1973) who emphasize that “Buddhism’s potential for economic dynamism and worldly involvement may have been much greater than Weber granted” (1995: 10) in Friedrich-Silber, Ilana. 1995. Virtuosity, Charisma, and Social Order: A comparative sociological study of monasticism in Theravada Buddhism and medieval Catholicism. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Stark, Rodney. 2005. The Victory of Reason: How Christianity led to freedom, capitalism, and Western success. New York: Random House comments that Weber’s thesis “…was widely embraced despite the fact that it was so obviously wrong” (2005: xi), but his own argument that “the Christian commitment to rational theology that surely predated Protestantism by far more than a millennium” (xiii) was responsible for Western (European) capitalism is also deeply flawed due to his apparent lack of awareness of pre-modern interactions between Asian religions and economics.

proximity tied with tribal society, redistribution associated with archaic societies, and market exchange only emerging after 1800 in western societies. However, Buddhist literary, epigraphic, and archaeological sources indicate that all three forms of transaction were simultaneous.\(^{37}\) Andre Gunder Frank dismissed Polanyi’s theory of a “Great Transformation” to a market economy in Europe during the nineteenth century as Eurocentric since Asia, not Europe, played the major role in “a single global world economy with a world-wide diffusion of labor and multilateral trade from 1500 onward” (1988: 52).\(^{38}\) Other advocates of “world systems” propose the integration of earlier Afro-Eurasian regional trade networks, including maritime trade across the Indian Ocean between India and China between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries, with even earlier precedents in Buddhist exchanges via overland routes across Central Asia.\(^{39}\) Critics of the world system model caution against “definition being mistaken for explanation” (Renfrew and Bahn 1991: 334) when ancient and modern economic worldviews, internal and external exchanges, and scales of commercial and cultural flows are insufficiently distinguished.\(^{40}\) Marxist-oriented theories of economic and cultural exchanges within world systems have also been criticized for limiting the concepts of center and periphery to functionalist paradigms in which exogenous changes (such as the impact of Buddhism) are imposed on peripheral satellites by powerful core regions.\(^{41}\) Nevertheless, more flexible conceptions of multiple centers as shifting nodes within dynamic networks are useful rubrics
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39 Sen, Tansen. 2003. *Buddhism, Diplomacy, and Trade: The realignment of Sino-Indian relations, 600–1400*. Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press discusses models of Indian Ocean “world systems” reconstructed by Jerry Bentley (ca. 1000 CE) and Janet Abu-Lughod (13th century), and argues for a “gradual restructuring of commercial exchanges between India and China from a Buddhist-centered to a market-dominated activity” (2003: 202) by the end of the 10th century, with a vigorous phase between the 11/12th and 14/15th centuries.


for understanding patterns of trade exchanges and religious transmission in peripheral regions, which as transit zones linked core areas of political and cultural power but independently adapted and transformed outside influences to develop localized markets for transregional economic and religious interactions.

While this treatment focuses on overlapping networks for cross-cultural trade and Buddhist transmission along long-distance routes in South and Central Asia, a “new paradigm” of “religious markets” provides an alternative model for viewing similarities between economic and religious behavior in comparative historical contexts. A basic premise of this model is that “ordinary people behave religiously just as they presumably behave economically” (Warner 2002: 7). Rodney Stark and Roger Finke distinguish between a “demand-side” of “religious consumers” who employ rational choice in their doctrinal affiliations and institutional participation on the one hand and a “supply-side” of constantly shifting religious organizations which fill market niches on the other hand. As a corollary, they propose that competition for market share between religious firms (churches, denominations, sects, and cults) to meet the needs and preferences of religious customers (devotees, patrons, “joiners,” and committed renouncers) stimulates participation. This economic model for religious participation and patronage is potentially useful as a heuristic tool for assessing the growth of Buddhist monasticism in very competitive religious markets of ancient India and its ultimate success in filling niches in Central Asia and East Asia. However, Steve Bruce caustically observes that “There is rather a good case for saying that economics does not explain economic action terribly well but, leaving that aside, it provides little or no purchase on religious action” (2002: 182). Bruce acknowledges that propositions of rational choice and religious economics “sometimes coincide with the truth” (ibid.), but

---

traditional religious behavior is not dependent on economism. The application of rational choice theories of religious identity to Asian traditions that do not require exclusive allegiance is especially problematic, since it is not necessary to switch between ‘brands’ when multiple affiliations are possible, and the boundaries between religions are not very well defined. Although a “market model” can not be imposed on Buddhist transmission, aspects of “religious economics” help to clarify basic economic structures which are necessary for the expansion of monastic institutions and to point out relationships between Buddhist values and material cultures, commodities, and other spheres of cultural transaction.

Buddhist Economies of Merit

A symbiotic structural exchange of material donations for religious merit directly connects the establishment, maintenance, and growth of Buddhist monastic institutions to networks of social and economic support. As ascetic renouncers (śramaṇas), Buddhist monks and nuns ostensibly depend on gifts from donors to sustain their religious lifestyle, since monastic regulations mandate against their direct participation in economic activities.47 After going forth on the path of homeless wandering, monks, nuns, and novices must reject all worldly possessions except the “requisites” of food, clothing, shelter, and medicine supplied by lay patrons, according to normative vinaya codes.48 In practice, a much broader range of donations is permitted in order to maintain residential monasteries inhabited throughout the year.49 Although the accumulation of personal wealth is forbidden, rules governing communal ownership of property by the saṅgha allowed Buddhist monasteries to receive unlimited donations.50 As monks and nuns make themselves available to give religious

instruction to lay supporters in return for material donations, they participate in a symbiotic relationship in which “the ‘gift of the law’ (dharmadāna) compensates for the ‘material gift’ (āmiṣadāna)” (Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 66). In exchange for their religious gifts, donors receive religious merit (punyā), which can be transferred to relatives, teachers, and “all beings” (as widely attested in Buddhist epigraphic formulae). The practice and promotion of generous giving (dāna) simultaneously encourages selfless renunciation of material wealth, especially if it is given away with the proper intentions, and embeds an economic stimulus for its acquisition, since additional donations result in greater merit. In this structure of mutual and symbiotic
exchange in which monastic communities depend upon lay patrons for material donations, an economic surplus is necessary to support the growth of Buddhist monastic institutions. While acknowledging that basic material conditions of surplus resources must be available for monastic communities to survive, the institutional expansion of Buddhism is not fully determined by economics alone, since other social and cultural factors, as well as religious motivations, play important roles. Nevertheless, monastic dependence on lay support directly connects material support of the saṅgha to commercial networks for long-distance trade exchanges and patronage by merchants and other wealthy donors.

_Buddhist Material Culture and Long-Distance Trade_

The distribution of archaeological sites of Buddhist shrines and monasteries on routes for commercial exchange indicate symbiotic relationships between religious institutions and economic networks.

tance of the material gift (amīṣadāna), thus reifying an apparent bias against mundane exchanges in Mauss’s theory of the gift, as succinctly noted by Tambiah: “...Mauss was partially color-blind to the margins of material gain that greased the spirit of reciprocity” (1984: 340). Laidlaw, James. 1995. *Riches and Renunciation: Religion, economy, and society among the Jains*. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 294 ff. examines Jain theories and practices of gift-giving based on ethnographic studies, and observes that monks and nuns acknowledge that they reciprocate for donations by teaching the laity (325). Also see Walsh 2007 for a very useful assessment of theories of gifts (Mauss, Derrida) and commodities (Marx, Bourdieu) applied to Chinese Buddhist concepts of merit.

The “idea of a surplus” is discussed by Bailey, Greg and Ian W. Mabbett 2003. _The Sociology of Early Buddhism_. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 66–76. However, their conclusion that a surplus above subsistence level was not necessary for Buddhist donations (234) contradicts earlier statements that “…an ascetic movement like Buddhism could not have survived in the absence of a broadly based disposable surplus of production above subsistence needs” (66). Benavides, Gustavo. 2005. “Economy” in Lopez 2005, 77–102 remarks that “…a degree of abundance is the pre-requisite for asceticism” (2005: 82). Max Weber refers to the location of monasteries near cities as an advantage to “the purely parasitic character of Buddhistic income seeking” (1958 [1921]: 230). In a keynote address to the IABS conference in Bangkok in 2002 (“Relying on the dharma and not the Person: Reflection on Authority and Transmission in Buddhism and Buddhist Studies.” _Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies_ 26.1, 9–24), Paul Harrison wryly remarks that “Both the Saṅgha and academia are also institutions sustained by the economic surpluses of society, in which people are afforded the leisure and the means to pursue objectives which many outside simply do not understand or see the point of. Monks and nuns, like academics, have throughout the history of Buddhism been regularly denounced as parasites, and have just as enthusiastically been supported by the societies in which they lived” (2003: 24).
In a brief article on “Early Buddhism, Trade and Empire,” James Heitzman (1984) suggested that relatively early Buddhist sites clustered near cities or on routes connecting cities provided opportunities for “ostentatious display” (132) and thus functioned as “symbols of hierarchy” (133). A triad of Buddhist institutions, trade routes, and political power implies that the spheres of religion, commerce, and rulership significantly overlapped, but determining the economic role of early Buddhist monasteries in trade networks and their impact on the changing political landscape of ancient India based solely on archaeological evidence remains a formidable challenge. Kathleen Morrison (1995) lodges criticism against an overemphasis on connections between urban and monastic centers patronized by powerful and wealthy donors at the expense of smaller Buddhist establishments in rural hinterlands with significant agricultural resources supported by a broad array of donors. P. Krishna Mohan Reddy has argued that a
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56 Himanshu Prabha Ray sees links between long-distance trade and Buddhist monastic networks operating at ideological, social, economic, and community levels. She asks but does not directly answer questions about “the role of long-distance trade in stimulating social change” (1995: 143) in “Trade and Contacts,” in Thapar, Romila, ed. 1995. Recent Perspectives of Early Indian History. Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 142–175. She is equally circumspect in The Winds of Change: Buddhism and the maritime links of early south Asia. Delhi: Oxford University Press: “What is being envisaged is not a causal relationship between the emergence of Buddhism and the expansion of trading networks, but an interactive support system that constantly evolved and adapted itself between 300 BC and AD 300” (1994: 122).

Connection between trade and Buddhist establishments has been overgeneralized in the Andhra region of eastern India, since stūpas and monasteries are concentrated in coastal areas of the Godavari delta, but not on important inland routes across the Deccan plateau. The importance of products from the local and regional hinterlands of central India leads Monica Smith to suggest that “…the overall impact of long-distance exchange on the socio-political constructs of the subcontinent may be overestimated when exchange is investigated solely from the point of view of exotic commodities” (2002: 148). Such critiques do not invalidate the general model of a symbiosis between Buddhist monastic institutions and trade networks, but do illustrate local and regional complexity.

While archaeological investigations can contribute valuable perspectives on the study of local and long-distance trade networks based on the distribution of materials, there are significant limitations to reconstructing a “complete system” of cultural and economic exchange because geographical origins, centers of production, and patterns of consumption are often difficult to identify. According to C.C. Lamberg-Karlovsky, archaeological studies of trade relationships require chronological frameworks, data to determine production, supply and demand, quantitative and contextual analysis, and knowledge of geology, composition, and modes of production of trade goods. In his report on contacts between Shortughai in northeastern Afghanistan and lower Indus valley sites in the second millennium BCE, Henri-Paul Francfort points out the difficulty of mapping commercial routes on the basis of archaeological finds, since it is not possible to determine frequency of exchanges. Archaeological critiques raise broad questions
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60 Renfrew and Bahn 1991: 307–338 provide a useful overview of issues and methods in the archaeological study of contact, exchange, and cultural interaction.


62 Francfort, Henri-Paul. 1989. *Fouilles de Shortughai: Recherches sur l’Asie Centrale protohistorique*. Paris: Mission archéologique française en Asie centrale. vol. 2, 413. Robin Coningham comments that “…the most we can do is to identify items not available locally” (in Allchin 1995: 64) when a distinction between “down-the-line-exchange” and “direct trade” is unclear.
about whether long-distance trade is a “catalyst of civilization” or a “simple epiphenomenon” (Francfort 1989: 1.281). Caution against over-interpretation of limited primary source materials is necessary, but the “mutually appropriative movement of goods between hands” (Polanyi 1957: 266) through intermediate and long-distance trade networks enhances demand and intensifies the value of certain commodities and also closely parallels the movement of technical knowledge, religious and cultural ideologies, and symbolic systems.63

Buddhist donations of precious commodities demonstrate an intertwined relationship between religious and economic values, since high-value / low-volume objects were highly significant as both commercial goods in long-distance trade exchanges and as Buddhist symbols. Commodities referred to as the “seven jewels” (saptaratna), including gold, silver, crystal, beryl, carnelian, coral, and pearls, are frequently found among the contents of reliquary deposits and valorized as laudable donations in Buddhist texts (especially but not exclusively Mahāyāna sūtras).64 Based on archaeological patterns and


64 As Xinru Liu demonstrates in “Buddhist ideology and the Commercial Ethos in Kuṣāṇa India” (1988: 92–101, reprinted in Hawkes and Shimada 2009: 177–191), components of the saptaratna vary considerably in Sanskrit and Pāli literary sources. The standard list of items in the Mahāvastu includes gold (suvarṇa), silver (rūpya), beryl (vaidūrya), crystal (spaṭīka), red precious stones (lohitikā), coral (musāragalva), and pearls (muktā). Other lists refer to varieties of red precious stones as rohitamukti and replace pearls or other items with āsmagarbha (amber, coral, diamond, or emerald). The model for this list was probably the “seven jewels” of a king: disc (cakra), elephant (hastin), horse (aśva), gem (mani), queen (stri), minister (parināyaka or āmātya), and treasurer (grhapati), which are frequently referred to in Buddhist literature and depicted in Buddhist art (for example, on the pedestals of Pāla period sculptures and miniature stūpas at Bodh Gaya). In addition to Liu’s reference (1988: 94) to the Kalawān stūpa at Taxila, also see Errington, Elizabeth. 1998. “Gandhāra Stūpa Deposits.” Arts of Asia 28.2, 80–87; Errington, Elizabeth, and Joe Cribb. 1992. The Crossroads of Asia: Transformation in image and symbol in the art of ancient Afghanistan and Pakistan. Cambridge: Ancient India and Iran Trust, 172–197; Willis, Michael D. 2000. Buddhist Reliquaries from Ancient India. London: Published for the Trustees of the British Museum by British Museum Press, particularly p. 90, no. 19, fig. 103 for deposits in the Bhojpur stūpas at Sāñcī; Subrahmanyam, B. 1999. Buddhist
literary references to the seven jewels, Xinru Liu argues that “…the circulation of luxury commodities stimulated the standardization of the concept of the saptaratna, and the ritual meaning the Buddhist movement brought to these goods increased their value and enlarged their market” (1988: 100 / 2009: 189). Liu’s conclusion that “Buddhist values created and sustained the demand for certain commodities traded between India and China during the first to the fifth centuries AD” (1988: 175) is highly debatable, since commodities such as gold with intrinsic economic values can be adopted for religious purposes, even in traditions (like Buddhism and Christianity) that explicitly reject worldly riches.65 Furthermore, the symbolic value of gold, jewels, gems, and other luxury commodities in Buddhist relic deposits in Gandhāra (at least) may have been influenced by the use of these items in royal burial practices in neighboring areas of western Central Asia.66 Although arguments for the influence of commercial and cultural factors on the symbolic values of religious commodities tend to be more convincing than vice versa (i.e., ritual demand determining economic value), scholarship on ‘material culture’ emphasizes the impact of commodities on social transformation and explores the roles of religious practices, ethics, and norms in the “moral economy” underlying the “objective economy.”67 By positing that “…merit, like goods, could be transferred and exchanged” (Liu 1988: 101 / 2009: 190), Xinru Liu, Michael Walsh, and Andy Rotman extend market theories of religion promulgated by Rodney Stark, Rodney Finke other theorists of the

---

65 Compare, for example, the sumptuous display of gold, silver, gems, and textiles in Christian contexts in Janes, Dominic. 1998. God and Gold in Late Antiquity. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.


so-called ‘new paradigm’ to Buddhist economies of merit, whereby merit is to be viewed as a material commodity. 68

Buddhist Inscriptions of Meritorious Merchants

Buddhist inscriptions demonstrate that patronage networks played critical roles in the growth of monastic institutions and provide concrete evidence of donors with commercial backgrounds. Donative inscriptions at stūpas, caityas, and monastic sites in early India reveal that donors came from a broader range of social backgrounds than the traditional élite of Brahmin householders and kṣatriya rulers. 69 At many sites (e.g., Bharhut and Sāñci), the largest single group of donors were monks and nuns, who evidently owned personal property despite prohibitions on private wealth. 70 The fact that monks and nuns often acted as patrons of Buddhist shrines and images provides evidence that the monastic community was not completely dependent on donations from lay supporters. Nevertheless, many lay donors whose occupational backgrounds are indicated by specific titles in donative inscriptions clearly belonged to merchant groups or families. The most common mercantile designation in Indian Buddhist inscriptions is śrēṣṭhin (Sanskrit), seṭhin (Pāli/Prakrit), and other variants, which D.C. Sircar defines as “a banker or merchant or the foreman of

68 Walsh in particular strongly argues for an economistic view that “…merit was a commodity, a commodified object of exchange, and in this sense always part of a distribution of power that constituted part of an exchange for salvation…. Merit, as an object of exchange in the Chinese Buddhist context, was (and is) a product of labor, a direct result of a donor who labors to produce the donation, and the recipient who labors to award the merit and explicate its meaning to a wider society, a process that was the direct consequence of an agricultural culture” (2007: 373). Rotman, Andy. 2003. Monks, Merchants, and a Moral Economy: Visual culture and the practice of faith in the Divyāvadāna. Thesis (Ph. D.) University of Chicago, Dept. of South Asian Languages and Civilizations, 277–284 similarly argues for a “commodification of merit” in which “everything is for sale” through donations to the saṅgha.


70 Lamotte 1988 (1958): 414 observes that of 126 donors at Bhārhut, 24 were bhikṣus and 14 were bhikṣunis. Schopen, Gregory 1996a. “What’s in a Name? The Religious Function of the Early Donative Inscriptions.” In Dehejia, Vidya, ed. 1996. Unseen Presence: The Buddha and Sanchi. Mumbai: Marg Publications, 58–73 (= Schopen 2004: 382–394) calculates that almost 40% of donors at Sāñci were monks or nuns, with the proportion rising to 60% at Sāñci stūpa 2. For the relative proportions of monastic to lay donors at other early Indian Buddhist sites, see Schopen 1997a [1985a]: 30ff.
a guild” (1966: 317). Other merchant titles attested in Indian Buddhist inscriptions include sārthavāha / sathavāha72 (perhaps denoting a merchant involved in long-distance trade in inscriptions), vanij / vāniya73 (probably traders in basic goods), negama74 (members of guilds of traders or artisans), hairanyaka / herañika75 (goldsmiths or treasurer), gandhika (usually translated as “perfumers” but a broadly meaning merchants and shopkeepers), and vyāvahārika (a general term for a businessman). Merchant titles appear in inscriptions marking individual and group donations, as well as in donations by wives, daughters, sons, and other members of merchant families. For example, an inscription written on a large stone bowl found on the outskirts of Mathura records a donation to the Mahopadesaka teachers in the “goldsmiths’ monastery” (Suvanakāra-vihara):

The gift of Ayala, the son of Imdrasama (Indraśarman), for the worship of all Buddhas in the Suvanakāravihāra for the acceptance of the Mahopadesaka teachers.76

While Indian Buddhist inscriptions from Mathura reflect the role of merchants, traders, their wives, and their relatives as significant patrons, it is important to note that Jain monasteries in Mathura also received gifts of images and other items from similar groups of commercial donors.77 Although occupational titles are not very common in inscriptions from further Northwest in the Indian subcontinent,

72 Lüders 1912 (1973): nos. 1062, 1065, 1066 at Kuḍa in western India
73 Lüders 1912 (1973): nos. 1213, 1214, 1229, 1230, 1239, 1278, 1281 (vāniya) and nos. 1285, 1292 (vāniyini [wives]) at Amarāvati in southeastern India
74 Lüders 1912 (1973): nos. 987, 995, 998, 1000, 1001, 1024 at Kānherī (Mumbai/Bombay), nos. 1127, 1139 at Nāsik, and no 1172 at Junnar in western India
75 Lüders 1912 (1973): nos. 987, 993, 996, 1033 at Kānherī and nos. 1239, 1247, 1297 at Amarāvati
77 Lüders and Janert 1961: 46–47, no. 15 (pedestal inscription from the remains of a Jain stūpa at Kānkālī Tīla recording the gift of an image of Rśabha by Dattā, the wife of a cotton-dealer: kārppāsika); Quintanilla, Sonya Rhie. 2007. History of Early Stone Sculpture at Mathura, ca. 150 BCE-100 CE. Leiden: Brill, 277–278, nos. 17, 19, figs. 153, 156–8 (āyāgapatā plaques from Kānkālī Tīla donated by the goldsmith
Graffiti of itinerant merchants in the upper Indus region of northern Pakistan show that they were engaged in Buddhist patronage and long-distance trade.\textsuperscript{78}

\begin{figure}
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\caption{Figure 1.1. Trapaśa and Bhallika, Gandhāran Sculpture, Chandigarh Museum Courtesy of the American Institute of Indian Studies}
\end{figure}

Patronage Patterns in Buddhist Literary Narratives

By extolling the generosity of donors who gave material support to the Buddha and the early monastic community, Buddhist textual traditions promote merchants as exemplary figures to be emulated by other patrons. Donors from the lifetime of the Buddha range from villagers of Uruvilvā who made simple gifts of milk-rice and grass to wealthy supporters such as Anāthapinḍada in Śrāvastī, whose gift of the Jetavana monastery with its pavement of coins is commemorated in literary and artistic narratives. The widely transmitted story of two merchants named Trāpaṣa and Bhallika who gave gruel and honey in bowls provided by the guardians of the directions to the Buddha emphasizes the role of merchants as the first lay devotees (Fig. 1.1). 79 According to some versions, they received relics of the Buddha’s hair and nails, which the Buddha instructed them to enshrine in stūpas in their home countries.80 The portrayal of Trāpaṣa and Bhallika as early


80 Strong, John. 2004a. *Relics of the Buddha*. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 72–82 discusses traditions connecting the distribution of the hair relics given to Trāpaṣa and Bhallika to sites in Myanmar (Burma) and Sri Lanka, but the place of origin of Trāpaṣa and Bhallika is associated with Bactria in the pilgrimage of Xuan-zang. This localization probably reflects a late association of Bhallika with Bāhlīka (the Sanskrit geographical term for Bactria), sometimes confused with Vāhīka, “an old
donors and promoters of relic veneration and stūpa worship in other regions suggests that Buddhist authors valued the material support of traders, merchants, and wealthy figures (like Anāthapiṇḍada) and hoped to draw more donors like them into patronage networks.

In addition to hagiographical accounts of Śākyamuni’s present lifetime, numerous stories about merchants, long-distance trade, and overland and maritime journeys connected with previous births of the Buddha and bodhisattvas appealed to this important audience of donors. Pāli commentaries on jātaka stories about the circumstances of his earlier births before his rebirth as Prince Siddhārtha link the bodhisattva to families of traders sixty-seven times.81 Merchants also play significant roles as protagonists in avadānas (a closely related genre of previous-birth narratives) in Buddhist Sanskrit literature. Among avadānas in the Divyāvadāna, an anthology drawn largely from the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, a sizeable proportion (9 out of 38 avadānas) involve merchant caravans or maritime journeys, leading Andy Rotman to identify an “unmistakable commercial ethos” (2003: 35).82 Merchants and stories about trade are also prominently represented among narratives collected in the Avadānaśataka and the Mahāvastu.83 Merchants are portrayed as wealthy bankers, caravan

---

81 Gokhale, Balakrishna Govind. 1977. “The Merchant in Ancient India.” Journal of the American Oriental Society 97.2, 125–130. Pāli jātaka commentaries (to be distinguished from the canonical verses) were composed by the fifth century CE.

82 Rotman 2003: 35, fn. 41 lists 9 avadānas with accounts of merchant caravans or maritime journeys: Koṭikarna-avadāna (no. 1), Pārña-avadāna (no. 2), Supriya-avadāna (no. 8), Dharmaruci-avadāna (no. 18), Sahasodgata-avadāna (no. 21), Sangharakṣita-avadāna (no. 23), Ćudapakṣa-avadāna (no. 35), Mākandiya-avadāna (no. 36), Maitrakanyaka-avadāna (no. 38). If the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya is dated after the time of Kaniska in the second century CE (although Schopen 2004: 20–22 suggests that it may belong to pre-Kuśāna or early Kuśāna periods prior to Kaniska), a relatively later date for the Divyāvadāna in the 3rd–5th century seems likely. Rotman, Andy (translator). 2008. Divine Stories: Divyāvadāna. Boston: Wisdom Publications refers to a scholarly consensus for dating the text of the Divyāvadāna between 200–350 CE (6) and discusses its Mūlasarvāstivāda affiliation (15–19).

83 The Avadānaśataka (edited by Śpeyer, J.S. 1906–9. Avadānaçataka: A century of edifying tales belonging to the Hinayāna. 2 vols. St. Petersbourg: Commissionnaires de l’Académie Impériale des Sciences; translated by Feer, Léon. 1891. Avadāna-Çataka: Cent légends bouddhiques. Paris: Musée Guimet (reprint, Amsterdam; APA-Oriental Press, 1979) includes a Sārthavāha-avadāna (no. 4) and a Śrēṣṭhi-avadāna (no. 48), along with other stories involving sārthavāhas (nos. 6, 11, 23, 24, 36, 77, 80, 81, 85, 86, 88), śrēṣṭhis or characters in their families, and maritime voyages. A date for the for-
leaders and itinerant traders in petty commodities. In the Cūḍapakṣa-
avadāna (Divyāvadāna 35), for example, a poor servant is able to accu-
mulate enough wealth through commercial transactions to become a
rich merchant. Wealthy characters are not always portrayed favorably,
since avarice (mātsarya) necessarily leads to misfortune.

Many stories emphasize rewards to poor donors who give relatively
small donations of whatever they possess with selfless intentions in
order to illustrate the karmic results of generosity and to stimulate more
elaborate donations by wealthier patrons. According to Dhammapāla’s
(Pāli) commentary on Vimānavaṭṭhū 1.1:

...even so little as a handful of rice-beans or a piece of rag or a spread
of grass or leaves or a gall-nut in decomposing (cattle-) urine bestowed
with devout heart upon a person who is worthy of receiving a gift of
devotion will be of great fruit, of great splendor, and of great pervasive-
ness. (Falk 1990:140)

Since these narratives illustrate karmic causation, birth into a wealthy
family or into a powerful position is depicted as a positive result of
donations given during previous lifetimes. Such positive valuations of
wealth are certainly not unique to Buddhist literature, since Sanskrit
and Prakrit didactic narratives in the Pañcatantra, Kathāsaritsāgara,
and Jain traditions share thematic concerns with the karmic conse-
quences of generous donations. However, normative dharmaśāstra
and arthaśāstra texts assign merchants to a relatively low status, since
their economic power is considered inferior to the ritual importance

84 The fifth decade of the Avadāna-śataka is a collection of stories about the karmic
results of avarice.

85 Falk, Nancy Auer. 1990. “Exemplary Donors of the Pāli Tradition.” In Sizemore
Stories of the mansions. London: Pali Text Society, 1–2. This passage is also translated
by Peter Masefield, assisted by N.A. Jayawickrama. 1989. Elucidation of the Intrin-
sic Meaning so named Commentary on the Vimāṇa Stories (Paramattha-dīpanī nāma
Figure 1.2. Simhala *avādana*, Mathura sculpture, Indian Museum, Kolkata (author’s photo). The middle of the panel depicts the rescue of merchants by a horse (*Avalokiteśvara*).
of Brahmins and to the political authority of Kṣatriyas. Rather than demeaning the value of material wealth, Buddhist literary viewpoints on merchants and trade implicitly acknowledge the necessity of receiving donations from prosperous patrons as well as other marginalized social groups.

The bodhisattva who rescues travelers from distress during overland and maritime journeys is also a significant fixture in Buddhist stories about merchants. H.P. Ray points out that while dharmaśāstra rules forbid orthodox Brahmins from traveling by sea, “it is however in Buddhism that the notion of a protector who could be called upon in distress either by merchants traveling in caravans or by seafarers, developed into the ideal of a Bodhisattva” (1994: 153). Illustrations of seafarers in distress in Buddhist art from India and Central Asia (as in the so-called “cave of the swimmers” in Kizil) have been identified with Buddhist literary narratives. Narratives about bodhisattvas who rescue shipwrecked merchants and sailors in Sanskrit, Pāli, Gāndhārī, and other Buddhist literary sources demonstrate that the popularity of this motif, regardless of geographical orientation. For example, a Gāndhārī summary of a previous birth story of a bodhisattva (bosisatva-provayoge) who was a “merchant of the great ocean” (sa[mudr][av][a]nige) cast ashore when his ship was destroyed is similar but not exactly parallel to narratives about a bodhisattva merchant who gave up his own life to save the lives of his companions. Expanded versions of stories about merchants

---

86 Gokhale 1977: 125–130 problematically links anti-mercantile attitudes with Indian feudalism, but dharmasūtra and dharmaśāstra texts reflecting such views generally belong to earlier periods in the late centuries BCE and early centuries CE than the time assigned to the emergence of feudalism after the Guptas. It is tempting to attribute the secondary status of merchants and traders to a social divide between conservative Brahmins belonging to rural village milieus and other groups in dynamic urban settings, but such a division is overdrawn since Brahmins (and the literature they produced) were not confined to the countryside. In general, religious condemnation of trade is minimal in Hindu culture compared with Christian and Islamic cultures (Laidlaw 1995: 325, referring to Jonathan Parry).


rescued from peril during difficult maritime journeys are connected with avadānas of Pūrṇa, Dharmalabdha, Maitrakanyaka, and Śrṇakoṭikarna. The story of a caravan leader (sārthavāha) named Simhala who is rescued by a bodhisattva in the form of a horse (identified with Avalokiteśvara in Mahāyāna versions) from female ogres (rāksasas) when shipwrecked on an island is retold in numerous Buddhist texts and artistic representations (fig. 1.2).

The role of Avalokiteśvara as a savior of merchants in distress is elaborated in Mahāyāna sūtras, as illustrated by invocations in the Lotus Sūtra (Saddharmapuṇḍarikasūtra) to chant his name when ships are blown off course towards lands of rāksasas and when merchants are traveling on dangerous roads infested with robbers. Since Avalokiteśvara and other bodhisattvas who rescue travelers from distress have a spe-


cial appeal for traders and other devotees on long-distance journeys, it is not surprising to find them portrayed in petroglyphs and venerated in inscriptions at wayside shrines in the upper Indus region.\footnote{Hinüber, Oskar von. 1989b. “Buddhistische Inschriften aus dem Tal des oberen Indus.” In Jettmar, ed. 1989, 84–89, nos. 80–88, pls. 157–158, 163.}

In Pāli and Buddhist Sanskrit literature, the commercial epithet of “caravan leader” (sārthavāha) is applied to the Buddha in order to portray him in the role of a guide and protector of his followers on the journey across the worldly realm of saṃsāra to the ‘other shore’ of nirvāṇa.\footnote{Pāli references to the Buddha as satthavāha include Samyutta Nikāya 1.192: “So they attend on the victor in battle, the unsurpassed caravan leader—the disciples bearing the triple knowledge, who have left Death far behind” (Bodhi, Bhikkhu, trans. 2000. The Connected Discourses of the Buddha: A New Translation of the Samyutta Nikāya. vol. 1. Boston: Wisdom, 288), with a commentarial explanation that “He is the caravan leader (satthavāha) because he leads beings across the desert of saṃsāra on the chariot of the Noble Eightfold Path” (463, n. 517). In the Mahāvastu, “caravan leader” occurs as an epithet of Siddhārtha (Senart 1883: 2.164.11) and as an epithet for a devotee who will become a Buddha by removing withered flowers from a shrine (2.393).}


\footnote{Quintanilla 2007: 256–257 (Appendix 1, no. 5:1.1. namo bhagavato l.2. satthavāha l.3. māṇībhadasa . . .) interprets satthavāha as a title of the father of one of the donors instead of an epithet of Māṇībhadra, as translated by Dineschandra Sircar: “Adoration to the Holy One, the leader (protector?) of caravans, Māṇībhada!”}
that the Buddha was promoted as a superior tutelary figure for traders in an environment of inter-religious competition for surplus resources. Literary motifs of the Buddha and the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara as patron saints of caravan traders and narratives of merchants as donors to the Buddhist saṅgha reflect intimate connections between religious transmission and trade. While it is very difficult to glean a kernel of objective historical reality from Buddhist textual traditions, monastic authors employed commercial epithets, allusions to merchants, and laudatory references to traders to promote donative practices and to illustrate core doctrines of karmic retribution (with rewards for generosity and punishments for stinginess). By cultivating networks of commercial patrons as significant donors, whose roles are apparent in donative inscriptions and in the archaeological distribution of monasteries and stūpas on long-distance and regional routes between urban nodes, Buddhist institutions benefited from a basic structural impetus to exchange material gifts for religious merit. Having introduced ways in which literary discourses link commercial patronage to the accumulation of merit by merchants, who (along with other classes of donors) helped to supply the resources necessary for the expansion of the Buddhist saṅgha, the following section addresses the role of Buddhist institutions in the development of trade networks by reading between the lines of normative rules in monastic codes.

Religious Economy of Buddhist Monasteries in Vinaya Literature

Analysis of normative vinaya rules intended to regulate almost all aspects of monastic life and social interactions of monks and nuns with lay communities reveals many interesting details about monastic participation in commercial transactions and interactions with merchants involved in trading activities. The relevance of vinaya texts for investigating Buddhist patronage, material culture and everyday life has long been recognized, as Lamotte comments: “the Vinaya is an inexhaustible mine of curious and precise information on Indian life in general and that of the Buddhist monks in particular” (1988 [1958]: 167). The relative dating of codes belonging to separate lineages and various layers of these complex texts is still disputed, so scholars now hesitate to accept information gleaned from vinayas as an accurate reflection of socio-economic conditions during or shortly after the time of Śākyamuni. Many problems arise from a basic rule (common to all vinayas) specifying punishments for monks and
nuns who handle gold and silver and engage in “buying and selling” (krayavikrayam). Myriad exceptions to this rule in vinaya texts such as the Mūlasarvāstivādin Uttaragrantha permit the monastic community to accept money, invest perpetual endowments, lend and borrow on interest, deal in commodities, and own servants and slaves. Based on rules for handling money in versions of vinayas preserved in Chinese translations, Jacques Gernet comments: “[I]t appears that commercial and financial activities were unevenly developed in the circles in which the Vinaya were compiled and that the various Buddhist sects adopted a more or less conciliatory attitude with regard to commerce” (1995 [1956]: 162). Although idealized views of Buddhist monks and nuns assume that rules restricting their possessions prevent economic engagement, the involvement of the saṅgha in the economic life of society is apparent. While lay officials with titles such as “monastery superintendents” (vihārasvāmin) and “legitimizers” (kalpikāra) acted as intermediaries for some transactions, Buddhist inscriptions recording permanent endowments and specific vinaya rules concerning the ways and means of financing residential Buddhist monasteries clearly indicate that monks and nuns participated in a range of economic activities.


100 Schopen 2000a: 103–105 (2004: 14–15) gives an expanded list of economic activities of Buddhist monks sanctioned in the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, which is the primary basis for Schopen’s analysis in other articles collected in Schopen 2004.


102 Schopen, Gregory. 1994a. “Ritual Rights and Bones of Contention: More on Monastic Funerals and Relics in the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya.” Journal of Indian Philosophy 22, 31–80 suggests that reluctance to acknowledge the commercial and financial roles of Buddhist monasteries may be related to Protestant or Romantic bias in the study of Buddhism: “Perhaps because of the Protestantization—or at least romanticization—of early Buddhism, we are not in the habit of thinking about the economic aspects of Buddhist monastic practice” (1994a: 56 = 2004: 307).
activities. Some of the ways in which Buddhist ‘renouncers’ participated in commercial transactions at individual and institutional levels in spite of vinaya restrictions against handling gold and silver may be compared to the role of Roman Catholic clergy and monastic orders in the medieval European profit economy (after ca. 1050) despite vows of religious poverty and prohibitions of usury.

Although monastic rules developed in the Sri Lankan Theravādin milieu do not necessarily apply more generally to other South Asian monastic communities, Pāli vinaya references to Buddhist monks traveling with caravans indicate that commercial and religious mobility often coincided. Rules attributed to the Buddha, such as “I allow you, monks, to enter on the rains in a caravan” and “I allow you, monks, to enter on the rains in a boat” explicitly acknowledge that monks are allowed to travel with trade caravans during the rainy season retreat (Pāli vassavāsa). Provisions for expiation of offenses allude to monastic participation in commercial travel. For example, monks

---


104 Little, Lester K. 1978. Religious Poverty and the Profit Economy in Medieval Europe. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press examines the roles of various religious orders which adapted to an economic shift to a profit economy in the middle of the 11th century by establishing monasteries in rapidly growing cities (25), acting as monastic landlords (64), becoming involved in moneylending (65), using a “marketplace vocabulary” (200) to critique new moral problems associated with avarice—which replaces pride as “the root of all evil” (36), and benefiting from the material support of patrons (203–205). Also see Stark 2005: 57–66 for a succinct overview of “The Rise of Religious Capitalism” although his arguments for linking the dominance of capitalism in Europe to ‘rational’ Christian theology (in juxtaposition to Islamic prohibitions of lending with interest) deliberately oversimplify much more complex historical and economic processes and ignore cases in which earlier religious movements (such as Buddhism) facilitated commercial trends without the leading to the results that he attributes to Christianity. Friedrich-Silber cautions that “…we must be careful not to project upon traditional monasticism as a whole a picture of economic expansion and “rationalization”” (1995: 144) and distinguishes the entrepreneurial successes of medieval Catholic monasteries from Theravāda monasteries in Sri Lanka (145).


106 I am grateful to Mark Allon for suggesting that the Pācittiyavagga is a rich source for rules concerning merchant caravans and monks.
who arrange to travel with traders knowing that their purpose is robbery or tax evasion must admit their mistake, but “there is no offense if they go not having arranged” or if they do not realize that the caravan is going to engage in plunder or corruption. Another rule limiting donations from caravans is connected with a delay caused by excessive alms taken from a devotee (upāsaka) who was subsequently robbed when he set out to travel. These examples indicate that itinerant monks not only followed the same travel routes as long-distance traders, but often traveled together with them and solicited them for donations. This intermingling of monks and merchants on overlapping religious and commercial missions can be extrapolated to the journeys of other travelers, including Chinese pilgrims and envoys to India.

Other vinaya regulations offer detailed instructions for the monastic community’s involvement in commercial transactions. For example, the section on “Lodgings” (Sayanāsana) in the Cullavagga of the Pāli vinaya stipulates that valuable textiles given to monasteries could be traded for “(something) advantageous” in order to increase other provisions. Such “advantageous” exchanges allowed monasteries to acquire various commodities, such as produce necessary to feed visitors, including itinerant merchants. Xinru Liu’s suggestion that “the Buddhist saṅgha provided valuable services for the traders” (1988: 122) may be compared to medieval European cloisters such as the St. Denis priory of Toury “where merchants and pilgrims found...a pleasant

---

107 Horner 1938–66: vol. 3, 15–17 [4.131–2, §66.2]; Bailey and Mabbett connect this passage with the value of monks as impartial mediators, but the rebuke of a monk who “had travelled with a caravan which he knew was engaged in theft” (2003: 218) suggests that this rule was not only directed at dishonest monks, but also at limiting harm to the saṅgha’s reputation through association with unscrupulous merchants.


109 In addition to the journeys of Song Yun and Huisheng to Gandhara and Swat in 518–522 CE (Beal, Samuel, trans. 1884. Si-yu-ki. Buddhist records of the Western World. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, lxxxiv–cvi), diplomatic exchanges between the Tang court and the rulers of Kanauj in northern India between 619–753 demonstrate the overlap of military and religious aims (Sen 2003: 16–21, 34–44). While Xuanzang’s meeting with King Harsavardhana of Kanauj initiated these exchanges, Wukong’s pilgrimage journeys in India began with his participation in an official mission to Kapisa, located in modern Afghanistan (Chavannes, Édouard and Sylvain Lévi 1895. “L’itinéraire d’Ou-k’ong (751–90).” Journal Asiatique 6 n.s. 9, 341–384).


111 Schopen cites an episode in the Mālasarvāstivāda-vinaya in which the Buddha orders monks to sell rice to a visiting group of merchants, and comments “...being in one business, the business of attracting donors, required engaging in other businesses as well, like buying and selling grain” (2004: 33).
Permanently endowed tax-free landholdings to Buddhist monasteries lessened their dependence on donations from individual donors, to the extent that they were able to function as significant economic institutions. Medieval Sri Lankan monasteries, for example, controlled a significant proportion of the arable land and large irrigation networks, thus functioning as important economic as well as religious hubs. The intertwining of religious and economic networks stimulated material and ideological exchanges and processes of cross-cultural mobility. As monastic institutions expanded and consolidated support networks throughout Asia in the first millennium CE, the Buddhist *saṅgha* facilitated commercial transactions long before medieval Catholic monasteries participated in the profit economy in Europe during the second feudal age. Buddhist monks and nuns were not just passive recipients of unreciprocated gifts restricted to basic necessities of food, clothing, shelter, and lodgings, but made their own donations of personal property to earn merit for themselves and their relatives while accumulating significant resources of land and portable wealth to sustain and strengthen the economic position of the corporate *saṅgha*. Rather than inhibiting trade and economic growth (as Weber assumed by contrasting the otherworldly asceticism of Asian renouncer movements with this-worldly asceticism of Protestantism), Buddhist religious economies based on symbiotic exchanges of material donations for religious merit stimulated the generation of surplus resources. By using merchant commercial metaphors, incorporating merchants into narrative motifs, and promoting the Buddha as a “caravan leader” and Avalokiteśvara as a patron and protector of merchants, the monastic authors who gave the “gift of dharma” (*dharma-dāna*) encouraged itinerant traders, financiers, and other donors to accumulate commodities, and profits, which could be generously given to the *saṅgha* in

---


113 Gunawardana, Ranavira 1979. *Robe and Plough: Monasticism and economic interest in early medieval Sri Lanka*. Tucson: Published for the Association for Asian Studies by University of Arizona Press examines the economic and political position of Buddhist monasteries in medieval Sri Lanka. Also see Friedrich-Silber 1995: 86–87, who refers to the economic activity of “Sri Lanka’s regime of monastic landlordism” as a transgression of interdictions against commerce, although a more thorough analysis of Pāli *vinaya* texts would reveal other allowances for institutional commercial transactions in addition to those cited here.
exchange for more important religious goods. Patterns of movement by monks and nuns who were the primary religious agents of long-distance transmission overlapped considerably with the itineraries and commercial interests of commercial agents who generated the surplus wealth which was necessary to establish shrines and to sustain residential monasteries. Before mapping geographical and historical contexts for specific linkages between Buddhist networks of transmission and trade networks in the following chapters, a guide to methodologies for interpreting relevant primary sources serves as an inspection of the components of the vehicle (to borrow another Buddhist trope connected with mobile traditions).

Sources and Methods for the study of Buddhist Transmission

A synthesis of texts, inscriptions, and archaeological materials reveals patterns of Buddhist transmission which stand out in sharper relief when multiple sources are utilized for interpretation. Such an approach requires consideration of fundamental questions about how the primary sources related to the social and economic history of Buddhism:

1) What is the basis for situating these sources in chronological and geographical contexts? Addressing issues of time and place is necessary to discern the viewpoints of authors and producers of textual and material artifacts, as well as their audiences.

2) How does source analysis shed light on issues of institutional expansion, trade networks, and mobility? Is it possible to use evidence from religious sources to address questions about cultural, social, and economic contexts without reductionist oversimplification?

3) How can internal Buddhist discourses illuminate historical processes of cross-cultural exchange, inter- and intra-religious dialogues, and shifting practices? While scholarly skepticism requires further questioning of emic claims of conversion narratives, for example, examination of underlying motives and assumptions can help to understand the practical and ideological concerns of Buddhist communities.

4) Can external sources be correlated with Buddhist sources to provide more comprehensive viewpoints on religious, historical, and economic contexts? ‘Outside’ sources include travel itineraries,
coins and seals, and other written and visual materials that are not
directly connected with monastic production.

5) Which etic perspectives in the academic study of Buddhism help
to clarify relationships between sources, and which scholarly biases
have clouded their interpretation? While the field of Buddhist
Studies has inherited a tendency to privilege literary texts from
the so-called Oriental Renaissance in the nineteenth century when
scholars such as Eugène Burnouf initially identified common fea-
tures in accounts of the Buddha’s life, teachings, and community in
Sanskrit, Pāli, and Tibetan texts,114 many recent scholars have chal-
lenged uncritical acceptance of this basic bias (which is certainly
not unique to the study of Buddhism).115 Gregory Schopen char-
acterizes this longstanding bias as a “Protestant Presupposition” in
that Protestant reformers located religion in scripture rather than
‘vulgar’ external works and elevated doctrinal ideas over manifesta-
tions of devotion.116 Such methodological critiques are not intended
to dismiss the importance of textual sources for illuminating key
doctrines, but to seek answers to questions about material culture,
religious practices, and socio-economic concerns by broadening
inquiries to include a wider variety of literary discourses, epigraphic

114 Burnouf, Eugène. 1844. Introduction à l’histoire du bouddhisme indien. Paris:
Imprimerie royale (translated by Katia Buffetrille and Donald S. Lopez, Jr. as Introduc-
tion to the History of Indian Buddhism. Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press,
2010). For appreciative accounts of Burnouf’s contributions, see Schwab, Raymond.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1984 (translation by Gene Patterson-Black and
Victor Reinking of La renaissance orientale. Paris: Editions Payot, 1950) and Yuyama,
Tokyo: International Research Institute for Advanced Buddhology, Soka Univer-
sity. The contributions of other influential figures in the history of the discipline are
described by de Jong, J.W. 1987. A Brief History of Buddhist Studies in Europe and

115 Almond, Philip. 1988. The British Discovery of Buddhism. Cambridge: Cam-
bidge University Press, 37; Lopez, Donald S., ed. 1995b. Curators of the Buddha: The
study of Buddhism under colonialism. Chicago and London: University of Chicago

116 Schopen, Gregory. 1991b. “Archaeology and Protestant Presuppositions in the
Kieschnick 2003: 20 traces a tendency to distinguish “scriptures as the source of spir-
tual insights” from religious artifacts as “outward things” to Mircea Eliade’s dichot-
omy between sacred and profane. Lewis 2000: 167–177 criticizes an overemphasis on a
limited range of “master texts” and a focus on scholastic doctrines, monastic concerns,
and orthodox viewpoints at the expense of everyday practices.
sources, and archaeological remains. While striving to avoid “the bugaboo of binary oppositions” (Swearer 2008: 109) between literary and material sources, élite scholasticism and popular practice, and the abstract thought and concrete practices, the goal here is to synthesize different genres of textual sources, epigraphic evidence, and archaeological materials, while acknowledging limits to their interpretation. The following outline of sources aims to introduce methodologies for approaching these valuable sources.

Panorama of Buddhist Literature

Texts belonging to Buddhist and non-Buddhist literary traditions contribute significantly to understanding social and historical contexts for various stages in the inception and expansion of Buddhism beyond South Asia. While traditional narratives touch on particular features, episodes, and themes in the transmission of the Buddha’s teachings and the history of different communities, the complete story is not related in any one text or language. Instead of a unified account, versions of the “Buddha’s words” (buddhavacana) were initially transmitted orally in multiple languages, and his followers were instructed to transmit his teachings “in their own dialects” (Pāli: sakāya niruttīyā). Recovering the original words, teachings, language, or languages spoken by the Buddha is difficult if not impossible, since relatively late Pāli sources refer to the first written transmission of Buddhist texts in Sri Lanka only in the first century BCE. Information gleaned through philological comparisons of Buddhist texts preserved in different languages from separate periods is extremely valuable, but the normative ideals prescribed in Buddhist literature are not necessarily descriptions of historical reality (as indicated by the discussion of vinaya prohibitions against monetary transactions in the previous section). This cautionary

---


point about using literary sources does not exclude the possibility that Buddhist texts reflect practical details about the everyday lives of monks, nuns, and devotees, especially since such details reveal important viewpoints and attitudes.

Literature in Pāli is more extensive and accessible than other Indian Buddhist literary traditions largely due to its continuous use, reproduction, and preservation by Theravāda communities in Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia. The authoritative collection of texts into the “three baskets” (Tipitaka) along with important para-canonical texts, commentaries, and digests have been edited and translated into English in publications of the Pāli Text Society and electronic versions are available online. However, Pāli texts do not necessarily represent the oldest or relatively “pure” versions of the Buddha’s teachings, since new material continued to be added to the “canon” until at least the fifth century CE during the time of Buddhaghosa’s commentaries. Although the Theravāda tradition views Pāli as equivalent to Māgadhi, a vernacular language of northeastern India believed to have been spoken by the historical Buddha, scholars have convincingly demonstrated that Pāli is an artificial literary language more closely related to the languages of western India, with some features of other contemporary regional vernaculars and later Sanskritisms. Thus, a treatment of the early history of Buddhist transmission can not rely solely on Pāli texts, but must also engage with other South Asian Buddhist literary traditions.

The earliest Buddhist manuscripts (or South Asian literary texts in general) are not in Pāli, but in a related vernacular language of the Northwest called Gāndhāri. This regional language was written in the Kharoṣṭhī script, which was used from the third century BCE in

---

121 Norman 1997b: 139.
122 Oberlies, Thomas. 2003. “Asokan Prakrit and Pāli.” In Cardona, George and Dhanesh Jain, eds. 2003. The Indo-Aryan Languages. London/New York: Routledge succinctly lays out the evidence for the argument that “Pāli as we have it . . . is basically a language of western India” (166).
123 Bailey, Harold W. 1946. “Gāndhāri.” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 11, 764–797 is responsible for coining the name of this language, which had previously been termed Northwest Prakrit.
Aśokan rock edicts in northwestern Pakistan to the fourth century CE in administrative documents from the southern Tarim Basin in Xinjiang. A single manuscript of an incomplete version of the Dharma-pada in Gāndhāri found near Khotan in 1892 suggested that a more extensive Buddhist literature in Gāndhāri may have flourished, but until recently Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions, coin legends, and other types of documents provided only tangential confirmation. The discovery of additional collections of birch-bark scrolls and fragments of Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts acquired by the British Library, Robert Senior, Martin Schøyen, and the University of Peshawar in the 1990s confirms that Buddhist monastic communities in ancient Gandhāra composed, transposed, and preserved a significant corpus of Buddhist texts “in their own language.” While the general content of sūtras and verse

---


texts, Abhidharma commentaries, *vinaya* texts (in the Bajaur collection), summaries of *Avadānas* and *Pūrvayoga* stories of previous births, and some early or Mahāyāna texts (in the Schøyen and Bajaur collections) is not unexpected, published editions of some of these texts reveal interesting similarities with and differences between versions in other Buddhist languages.\(^{127}\) Early Buddhist texts in Gāndhārī fill gaps in knowledge of textual transmission between northern India, the northwestern borderlands, the silk routes of Central Asia, and China.\(^{128}\) Since these manuscripts have only recently become available, examples drawn from these texts receive considerable attention here.

In contrast to the regional use of Gāndhārī and the limited application of Pāli as the canonical language of the Theravāda tradition, Sanskrit was eventually adopted as the predominant language of pan-Buddhist transmission by the middle of the first millennium CE. Since the historical Buddha is understood to have instructed his followers to transmit his teachings in vernacular languages, the role of Sanskrit as a Buddhist literary language may seem paradoxical, as K.R. Norman remarks:

> ...Buddhism, which had started out as a revolt against the social and religious system which was exemplified by the use of Sanskrit for literary and religious purposes, now began itself to embrace Sanskrit as a medium for the propagation of the *Buddhavacana*. (1997: 95)

---


Oskar von Hinüber plausibly links the use of Sanskrit to the pragmatics of Buddhist expansion: “...as soon as Buddhism began to spread over a larger area, the development of a language widely understood became imperative” (1989c: 351). In a recent treatment of the “literarization” of Sanskrit, Sheldon Pollock argues that the Buddhist shift from resistance to appropriation of Sanskrit was connected to a broad expansion of the “prestige economy” (2006: 59) of Sanskrit, which was no longer restricted to religious purposes but was also used in royal eulogies and formal poetry. The adoption of Sanskrit in Buddhist literary texts parallels a transition in the languages of Indian inscriptions from Prakrit to “Epigraphical Hybrid Sanskrit” by the middle of the second century CE. Patterns of “Sanskritization” or insertion of Sanskritic features in Pāli, Gāndhārī, and other hypothetical “Buddhist Middle Indic” literary languages can be identified in varieties of mixed Sanskrit and Buddhist Sanskrit that Franklin Edgerton termed “Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit.”

---


style from the *Mahāvastu* with archetypal features of Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit (especially in verse sections) to classical Sanskrit in the epic poems (*mahākāvyas*) of Aśvaghoṣa and learned treatises (*śāstra*) of Buddhist thinkers such as Nāgārjuna. Lamotte’s observation that Buddhist authors who transposed passages from Buddhist languages into Sanskrit or composed texts in Sanskrit were not merely “repeaters” but could “add new to the old” (1988: 581) seems especially valid with regard to Mahāyāna sūtras, although recent identifications of Gāndhāri manuscripts of Mahāyāna texts complicate Lamotte’s presupposed connection between Buddhist Sanskrit and Mahāyāna literature. Discoveries of Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts in Xinjiang, Bamiyan (central Afghanistan), and Gilgit (northern Pakistan) dating from between the second and early eighth centuries CE and from later periods in Nepal and Tibet reflect the widespread persistence of Sanskrit as an important Buddhist literary language. Although versions of many Buddhist texts in Indic languages are no longer extant,
Chinese and Tibetan translations give scholars access to an extensive corpus of Buddhist literature.\(^{136}\)

Relationships between Buddhist literary cultures can be discerned by studying patterns of textual transmission based on languages of Buddhist translation, relative chronologies, and distribution of manuscripts. Systematic selection, redaction, classification, and preservation of Buddhist texts in separate but related Pāli, Gāndhārī, Sanskrit, Chinese, and Tibetan collections reflect the choices made by monastic agents who were responsible for transmitting the Dharma to include or exclude certain ideas, values, and practices which they attributed to the normative sanction of the Buddha’s words (buddhavacana). Rather than accepting traditional accounts of the codification of the Buddha’s teachings in early communal recitations or ‘councils’ (saṅgīta) convened after his parinirvāṇa, differences between these collections show that fluid processes of generating Buddhist discourses considerably varied as monks and nuns belonging to separate ordination lineages moved from place to place with the expansion of the saṅgha. Instead of uncritically accepting what is transmitted in textual traditions as authoritative evidence for “what the Buddha taught,” it is necessary to ask questions about why Buddhist authors and transmitters chose to feature particular narratives and individuals (such as stories about previous births of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas as merchants), doctri-

136 The formation of Chinese and Tibetan collections of Buddhist literature is beyond the scope of this survey, but it is important to note that many apocryphal texts were not directly translated from Sanskrit or other Indic originals. Nattier, Jan. 2008. A Guide to the Earliest Chinese Buddhist Translations: Texts from the Eastern Han and Three Kingdoms Periods. Tokyo: International Research Institute for Advanced Buddhism, Soka University emphasizes that “...we should assume that any text translated in the second or third century CE was not based on Sanskrit, but rather on one or another of the many Prakrit vernaculars” (2008: 22). In a useful survey of Indian Buddhist literature preserved in Chinese and Tibetan, Paul Demiéville observed that in contrast to Pāli and Tibetan sources, “Dans le Canon chinois...toutes les écoles indiennes sont représentées par des traductions qui s’échelonnent sur près de dix siècles, du II\(^\text{e}\) au XI\(^\text{e}\)” (In Renou, Louis and Jean Filliozat, eds. 1947–1953. L’inde classique: manuel des études indiennes. Paris: Payot [reprint, Paris: École française d’Extrême-Orient, 2000]), vol. 2, 399).
on the Buddhist literary milieu are difficult to reach, the effort to find intertextual connections can reveal links between Buddhist intellectual networks, which often produced manuscripts and other religious commodities at or near hubs for long-distance trade. A discrepancy between methods of interpreting literary and material sources commented upon by Nicola Di Cosmo with regard to the study of ancient Chinese history certainly also applies to the study of Buddhism:

The textual sources often refer to an inherited tradition and, in any case, incorporate the thought process of their authors; the material evidence (as a body) is relatively accidental, and its interpretation and usefulness depend on the questions asked by modern scholars. (2002: 3)\textsuperscript{137}

This investigation aims to bridge the gap by taking both potential sources of evidence into account in order to find common patterns of cross-cultural transmission.

Buddhist Inscriptions: Epigraphic markers of transmission

Inscriptions offer unique perspectives on the study of trade networks and Buddhist transmission, but they have been underutilized in comparison to literary sources.\textsuperscript{138} Inscriptions are typically used to corroborate textual references, but disagreements between the two types of sources can result in an “awkward situation” in which epigraphic and archaeological sources “…have to sit quietly in the corner spinning cloth for the emperor’s new clothes” (Schopen 1991b [1997a]: 3).\textsuperscript{139}

Richard Salomon comments:

The resolution of such conflicts is no simple matter, but there can be no question that in Buddhological studies as a whole the testimony of inscriptions has not generally been given the weight it merits, and that the entire field of the history of Buddhism, which has traditionally been


\textsuperscript{139} Chattopadhyaya, Brajadalal. 1994. Making of Early Medieval India, Delhi: Oxford University Press makes similar remarks in regard to early medieval Rajasthan: “epigraphic evidence, while it may not always contradict the evidence of literary texts…does not happily blend with the evidence of such texts either” (1994: 90).
Gregory Schopen provocatively argues that epigraphic material “... predates what we can definitely know from literary sources...” and more accurately depicts “…what a fairly large number of practicing Buddhists actually did” (1997a [1985a]: 30). Buddhist inscriptions typically provide enduring written records of merit for donors who gave various items to monastic communities. Among the inscriptions from the stone railing that surrounded the stūpa at Bharhut, located in central India on overland routes between the Ganga-Yamuna doāb to the...
north and the Deccan peninsula to the south, are several recording
donations of pillars, such as this example:

Pillars (*thabhā*), the Gift of Bhikhuni Nāgilā from Moragiri. (fig. 1.3)¹⁴⁰

This donative inscription, which is written above another label inscription in a different hand identifying the Bodhi tree of the previous Buddha Vipaśyin,¹⁴¹ indicates that the donor of this carved stone pillar was a Buddhist nun who came to Bharhut from Moragiri (Sanskrit: Mayūragiri), which, along with the inscriptions of donors from Vidiśā and Pātāliputra, demonstrates significant mobility on routes passing through Bharhut in the 2nd–1st century BCE.¹⁴² An inscription from Mathura in northern India recording a gift of a pillar by a monk named Jivaka, who was originally from Udḍiyāna, or the Swat valley in northwestern Pakistan, provides another example of mobility and circulation between monastic communities around 300 CE:

In the year 77, in the 4th (month) of summer, on the 4th day, in the monastery of Mahārāja Rājātirāja Devaputra Hūvīśka the gift of the monk Jivaka, the Odīyanaka (native of Udḍiyāna), (consisting in) pillar-base 25. May welfare and happiness of all sentient beings prevail. To the community of the four quarters.¹⁴³

Many donative inscriptions also give important details about the titles of nuns and monks and the identity of their ordination lineages, thus illustrating the geographical distribution of mainstream Buddhist schools and Mahāyāna affiliations of individuals in particular areas in certain periods.¹⁴⁴ For instance, two inscriptions at Bodh Gaya record donations of a shrine and an image of the Buddha by a Sri Lankan

---


¹⁴² Hawkes, Jason. 2009. “The Wider Archaeological Contexts of the Buddhist Stūpa Site of Bharhut.” In Hawkes and Shimada 2009: 146–174 suggests “There would, in fact, seem to have been a conscious effort on the part of the monastic community to establish the site in relation to these routes” (2009: 161). The location of Bharhut within a network of interregional routes is discussed in Chapter 3 within the subchapter on the Southern Route (*Daksināpatha*) pp. 211–212.


monk (*sthavira*) named Mahānāman, whose title of śākyabhikṣu and donative formula are employed widely but not exclusively in Mahāyāna inscriptions of this period (6th century CE):

Om! This is the religious offering (*deyadharmmo’yam*) of the Śākyamonk (śākyabhikṣu), the Elder (*sthavira*) from Āmradvīpa (Sri Lanka), Mahānāman. May whatever merit there is (in this gift) be for the attainment of supreme knowledge by all beings.\(^{145}\)

Buddhist records of donations of material items provide concrete information about the daily life of monastic residents and their interactions with a wide range of patrons, including but not limited to rulers, administrators, merchants, craftsmen, and (significantly) their wives and daughters. This record of a lay female devotee (*upāsikā*) named Harisvāminī in 450–451 CE illustrates her patronage of a monastery at Sāñcī, which she supported with a perpetual endowment (*āksañayānīvī*) of coins for maintaining lamps to illuminate images of the Buddha and the four previous Buddhas, with directions that the merit of her act be directed to her parents:

By the female lay devotee Harisvāminī, the wife of the male lay devotee Sanasiddha, having directed (the merit) to her parents, these twelve coins (*dināras*) are given as a perpetual endowment to the noble *saṅgha* of the four directions at the great monastery (*mahāvihāra*) of Kākanādabota (Sāñcī)…. With the increase (of interest) on one coin given to the throne of the four Buddhas a lamp of the blessed Buddha is to be lit daily at the throne of the four Buddhas…\(^{146}\)

An enormous corpus of graffiti inscriptions from the Upper Indus region in the modern Northern Areas of Pakistan discovered only recently since the construction of the Karakorum Highway merits attention in Chapter 5, since these epigraphic sources record the movement of visitors on routes between the frontiers of South and Central Asia.


Since Indian epigraphic sources for the study of trade and transmission receive considerable emphasis in this study, additional background information about the historical development of writing systems and languages will be helpful. Rock edicts and other inscriptions of the Mauryan emperor Aśoka provide the first definite attestations of the Brāhmī and Kharoṣṭhī scripts in the middle of the third century BCE.\(^{147}\) Brāhmī was widely used for writing Buddhist inscriptions in Prakrit regional vernacular languages in the post-Mauryan period throughout most of the Indian subcontinent. As Sanskrit gradually eclipsed regional Prakrits in northern Indian inscriptions in the early centuries CE (as already discussed), regional styles of Brāhmī develop.\(^{148}\) After a period of overlap in the third to fourth century CE, Brāhmī replaced Kharoṣṭhī in the Northwest as well, so that the vast majority (approximately eighty percent) of graffiti inscriptions from the Upper Indus region is written in Brāhmī from about the fourth to seventh centuries CE. Other scripts derived from regional varieties of Brāhmī were eventually adopted for writing South Asian languages as well as non-Indic languages in Southeast Asia, Central Asia, and Tibet.\(^{149}\) Just as the use of Sanskrit linked widespread Buddhist communities within and outside of India proper, so also the broad dissemination of writing systems based on Brāhmī probably facilitated communication.


In contrast to Brāhmī, which was widely used in Buddhist and non-Buddhist inscriptions, manuscripts, and other materials in numerous languages, the Kharoṣṭhī script was reserved almost exclusively for writing Gāndhārī, a northwestern Prakrit which served as an important Buddhist literary language in early manuscripts. The geographical range of Kharoṣṭhī radiated outwards from ancient Gandhāra (where Aśokan edicts in Kharoṣṭhī at Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra in modern Northwest Pakistan are the earliest examples) to the Punjab and northwestern India (including Mathura), and throughout Afghanistan to southern Tajikistan and Uzbekistan in the Oxus/Amu Darya watershed, and extended to the Tarim Basin in modern Xinjiang. Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions generally record Buddhist donations of reliquaries, sculptures, and a variety of other objects, but the use of Kharoṣṭhī for writing visitors’ inscriptions, coin legends, and administrative documents indicate that the script was utilized for secular as well as for religious purposes. A gradual transition from Kharoṣṭhī to Brāhmī in the third to fourth century reflects the decline of Gāndhārī and the transition to Sanskrit as the primary language of Buddhist transmission between the northwestern frontiers of South Asia and the silk routes of Central Asia.

An extensive range of written materials in addition to Buddhist inscriptions in Brāhmī and Kharoṣṭhī shed valuable light on cross-cultural interactions. Graffiti inscriptions at sites in the Upper Indus region of northern Pakistan written in South Asian languages and scripts (including Proto-Śāradā, a closely related script which replaced Brāhmī in the seventh century in Northwest Pakistan and Kashmir) as well as Middle Iranian (particularly Sogdian, but also Bactrian), Chinese, and Tibetan certainly reflect transregional movements in a...

---

multilingual environment. As explicitly Buddhist inscriptions from this area make up a relatively small proportion of the graffiti, non-Buddhist inscriptions can indicate important details about cultural and regional identities and shed light on interactions with foreigners from outside of the Indian subcontinent and with local indigenous inhabitants and their religious beliefs. Visitors’ graffiti with proper names, records of donations of petroglyph images as “religious offerings,” and label inscriptions invariably provide more information about religious practices rather than doctrinal ideals. When inscriptions are found in situ (as in the case of graffiti or excavated written materials) or if the find-spot is known, the evidence from epigraphic sources can be situated in particular places with much greater security than information gleaned from literary sources. Formulae of dated inscriptions with references to historical eras and palaeographic analysis of written characters permit the chronological range to be narrowed down with greater certainty than is possible for textual traditions. Unlike literary sources, inscriptions retain their original form without selective emendation through processes of editorial transmission. Despite the difficulties of incomplete preservation and limited scope due to the repetition of formulaic patterns, the treatment of inscriptions is given significant weight in this study because epigraphic materials offer useful perspectives on Buddhist practices, patterns of mobility, and everyday concerns of individual agents of transmission in specific places and times.

Archaeological Sources: Material Contexts for the Establishment of Buddhism

Archaeological materials arguably provide the most tangible evidence for Buddhist mobility by demonstrating localization of Buddhist presence and movement of artifacts, images, and coins from one region to another. Early Buddhist art and archaeology amply demonstrate that the presence of the Buddha was localized at stūpas, which functioned as memorial mounds for the bodily relics of Śākyamuni Buddha (or objects and events linked to his hagiographical accounts), previous Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, prominent followers, and narratives of former lives. Veneration of stūpas was the primary way worshipping the

---

151 Now see Hawkes and Shimada, eds. 2009 for alternative approaches to those in Dallapiccola, Anna Libera, and Stephanie Zingel-Avé Lallemant, eds. 1980. *The Stūpa*:
Buddha at particular places, where his presence was localized. Stūpas are identifiable by ubiquitous architectural features ranging from a basic platform (medhi) with a dome (anda) surmounted by a row of disks (chattrāvalī) to much more elaborate structures surrounded by decorated railings and elaborate gateways, staircases up multiple terraced levels to paths for circulation around the central dome, and pillars, niches, and detailed superstructures. Excavations of stūpas frequently reveal chronological stages of construction and reconstruction involving enlargement of the early core, renovations with new materials, and expansion of the complex with addition of elements as veneration and patronage increased. Mortuary patterns of burial ‘ad sanctos’ in which smaller subsidiary stūpas with anonymous deposits of bones and ashes of monastic devotees and lay followers surround the central stūpa indicate that physical proximity to the remains of the Buddha had special significance for devotees. As stūpas function as the pre-eminent archaeological indicators of devotional practices for worshipping the Buddha, these shrines supply valuable evidence for discerning levels of transmission in a given area.

The religious function of Buddhist stūpas is directly connected to the worship of different types of relics, which establish the “actual living presence of the Buddha” (Schopen 1997a [1987a]: 134). According to versions of his final days in the Mahāparinirvāṇa sūtra, Śākyamuni’s explicit instructions that his bodily relics (śarīra) were to be placed in stūpas at crossroads following the customary burial practice for a ruler...
(cakravartin) directly connect the relic cult to the construction of stūpas (and monasteries) near junctions of trade and travel routes. The portability of Buddhist relics across Asia is attested widely in archaeological finds, and materials from relic deposits serve as historical data for practices central to the establishment and transmission of Buddhism. Epigraphic and textual evidence confirms that the merit resulting from the establishment of relics in stūpas in new areas was a powerful incentive for localizing the presence of the Buddha and expanding Buddhist sacred geography. John Strong emphasizes that “…relics came to be seen not just as spreaders of the presence of the Buddha, but also as exotic emblems of this new religion of Buddhism—something that Brahmanism, Confucianism, or Shintō did not have” (2004a: 232).  


156 Kevin Trainor (writing about relic veneration in Sri Lanka) emphasizes the locative aspect of relic worship: “The power of the relic to identify particular locations as centers of sacrality, that is, to create places of powerful religious significance, constitutes one of the distinctive functions of the relic cult in the Buddhist tradition” (1997: 97). John Kieschnick (focusing in the relic cult in Chinese Buddhism) connects the “portability of relics” to proselytization: “…the portability of relics, a tangible way of transporting Buddhist devotional practices and concomitant religious doctrines to new regions, was well suited to the Buddhist proclivity for proselytizing (2003: 30). Salomon, Richard and Gregory Schopen. 1984. “The Indravarman (Avaca) Casket Inscription Reconsidered: Further Evidence for Canonical Passages in Buddhist Inscriptions.” Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 7, 107–123 have found that donative formulae in Kharoṣṭhī reliquary inscriptions from the early first century CE and in textual passages from the Gilgit Sanskrit manuscript of the Saṅghābhedavastu and the Ekottarāgama quoted by Yasomitra in his Abhidharmakośa commentary refer to the “Brāhma merit” generated by the establishment of relics in a “previously unestablished place.”
This study expands upon contributions to the study of relics and Buddhist devotional rituals, regional history, and religious symbolism by situating archaeological and epigraphic evidence for relic veneration in economic contexts of long-distance trade networks.

The concept of a relic extended beyond physical relics (śarīra) to materials that had been contacted by the Buddha or could be used to commemorate his life and teachings. Relics of commemoration are added relatively later to Pāli literary classifications, but the observation by Michael Willis that “the three relic types…should be taken as points on a sliding scale which to some extent allowed one type of relic to be substituted and transformed into another” (2000: 16) points towards structural incentives for expanding relic categories. The “sliding scale” of relics was eventually broadened to include textual materials regarded as “dharma relics” (such as manuscripts, inscriptions, seals, dhāranīs, etc.). Mahāyāna Buddhist traditions associated with the “Cult of the Book” (as Gregory Schopen terms a range of practices calling for the worship of sūtra texts) regard such textual relics as the “Dharma body” (dharmakāya), which some polemic discourses claim are superior to other forms of worshipping the Buddha’s physical body. A verse formula giving a brief synopsis of the doctrine of causation and cessation (beginning ye dharmā hetuprabhavā…) inscribed on clay seals deposited in miniature stūpas and images in shrines throughout the Buddhist world also served as a focus for...

Like bodily and textual relics, images materialize the presence of the Buddha in particular places. The earliest anthropomorphic images of the Buddha appear in Mathura, Gandhara and Swat in the first century CE after a long phase of symbolic representation.\footnote{Art historical / iconological debates about the “aniconic” phase of early Buddhist art between Susan Huntington and Vidya Dehejia are summarized by Karlsson, Klemens. 2000. Face to Face with the Absent Buddha: The Formation of Buddhist Aniconic Art. Uppsala, Sweden: Uppsala University. Also see Brown, Robert L. 1998. “The Miraculous Buddha Image: Portrait, God, or Object?” In Davis, Richard H., ed. 1998. Images, Miracles, and Authority in Asian Religious Traditions. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 37–54, esp. 42–44, for arguments against Huntington’s restrictive explanations of the absence of the Buddha’s human image as resulting from depictions of places rather than events. Carter, Martha. 1993. “Petroglyphs at Chilas II: Evidence for a Pre-iconic Phase of Buddhist Art in Gandhara.” In Gail, Adalbert J. and Gerd J.R. Mevissen, eds. 1993. South Asian Archaeology 1991. Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 349–366, demonstrates that earlier rock drawings accompanied by Kharoṣṭhī inscription do not depict the Buddha in human form in contrast to later petroglyphs from other sites around Chilas and Thalpan.} The “Image Cult” was promoted by monastic and lay patrons who labeled their gifts of sculptures to stūpa complexes, murals in Buddhist cave monasteries, as well as smaller or more rudimentary images, including petroglyphs, as “religious offerings” (deyadharma/devadharma).\footnote{Schopen, Gregory. 1988. “On Monks, Nuns, and ‘Vulgar’ Practices: The Introduction of the Image Cult into Indian Buddhism” Artibus Asiae 49.1–2, 153–168 (= Schopen 1997a: 238–257) argues against the view of the worship of images as a corruption of the Buddha’s ethics by pointing out that inscribed images of the Buddha were often donated by monks and nuns. Deyadharma formulae are also used to record donations of a wide range of non-visual materials to Buddhist communities, including architectural elements (doors, cells, pillars) in western Indian cave inscriptions, water pots from Gandhara (including those found with the British Library collection of Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts), and Sanskrit manuscripts from Gilgit.} Since Buddhist narratives about seemingly insignificant donations (of grass, dirt, flowers, etc.) repeatedly emphasize that the intention motivating a gift is considered more important than an object’s physical value, gifts of “ordinary images” and elaborate works of art from donors with different social backgrounds have similar results and fulfill identical purposes: they generate merit for donors and expand opportunities...
for worshipping and remembering the Buddha. Colossal images of the Buddha located along important trade routes at Bamiyan, Gilgit, and the Upper Indus served as devotional landmarks for local patrons, monastic residents, visiting pilgrims, and traveling merchants. Just as the deposit of relics in *stūpas* localizes and expands the geographical range of Buddhist devotional practices, the installation and consecration of images as “commemorative relics” broadened the “field of merit” by stimulating more devotees to make selfless acts of generosity with pure thoughts and intentions.

With the aid of numismatic and epigraphic evidence of donative inscriptions on sculptures and other visual materials, Buddhist art can be better situated in chronological and regional contexts. Since coins are datable to relatively specific periods and localized at geographical centers of production, they serve as useful indicators of cross-cultural interactions. Hoards of Roman coins in southern India and Sri Lanka and Saka and Kuṣāṇa coins in Khotan (Xinjiang) provide numismatic evidence of long-distance trade networks between the Indian subcontinent, the Mediterranean world, and Central Asia in the early centuries CE. When the historical framework is fairly secure, studies of coins and images reveal complex patterns of cross-cultural transmission through borrowing of specific elements from outside on the one hand and appropriation and transformation of symbolic values in response to various internal circumstances on the other hand. While the adoption or incorporation of stylistic elements is often still viewed
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163 The term “ordinary images” is borrowed from Abe, Stanley K. 2002. *Ordinary Images*. Chicago and London: University of Chicago, which he uses to designate “a large body of visual imagery ‘of the usual class’ . . . created for those of a lesser social, political, and economic standing” (1). Abe specifies that the patrons of “ordinary images” were not the lowest class, but “subélites” including small landowners, merchants, lower officials, and others without high political or aristocratic standing (2–3).


165 Renfrew and Bahn observe that: “coins often give an accurate indication of the intensity of interactions in space and time because they can usually be dated and because the place of issue is frequently indicated” (1991: 333).
as resulting from a process of gradual diffusion of influences from one region to another, the actual routes, economic conditions, and political, religious, social, and cultural background frequently remain vague. This effort to map networks is intended to clarify these contexts for the movement of Buddhist images across geographical and chronological boundaries. A synthesis of the literary, epigraphic, and archeological sources (including visual images) is the basis for investigating relationships between trade networks and the transmission of Buddhism.

Outline of Destinations

Having outlined some of the sources, methods, and theories at the outset of the journey, where do paths of Buddhist transmission lead? Before embarking, it is necessary to identify a starting point and destinations, both in terms of chronological time and geographical space.

Chapter 2: Historical Contexts for the Emergence and Transmission of Buddhism within South Asia

The second chapter establishes a diachronic foundation for the study of trade and transmission beginning with the emergence of Buddhism in northern India during the time of the historical Buddha around the fifth century BCE and continuing through the first millennium CE. Issues related to the emergence and growth of renouncer movements in very competitive social, economic, and religious environments are addressed in this re-examination of the initial phases of Buddhist formation in northeastern India from approximately the fifth century BCE to the Mauryan period. The focus of the historical overview shifts to contacts between India, Iran, and Central Asia in the early centuries CE, since various groups migrated to South Asia along routes that were also used in the transmission of Buddhism in the opposite direction to their former homelands. Although it will not be possible to completely fill every gap in the history of Indian and Central Asian Buddhism, historical contexts for the patronage of Buddhist monastic institutions in later periods during the first millennium CE receive particular emphasis.
Chapter 3: Trade Networks in Ancient South Asia

Roads for the expansion of Buddhist communities throughout ancient India known as the ‘Northern Route’ (uttarāpatha) and ‘Southern Route’ (dakṣināpatha) are explored in the third chapter. These terms generally designate geographical / cultural regions of northern and southern India, often in relation to the location of the author of a text, the original homelands of travelers, or the domain of rulers whose exploits are eulogized in inscriptions. These arteries of commercial and cultural exchange, which were linked to much larger overland and maritime networks, served as paths of Buddhist transmission. Literary references as well as epigraphic and archeological evidence associated with particular nodes demarcate paths and patterns for the transmission of Buddhism in the Indian subcontinent.

Chapter 4: Old Roads in the Northwestern Borderlands

An extension of the Northern Route beyond the northwestern frontier of South Asia is a particularly significant part of the itinerary and is detailed in the fourth chapter. This chapter focuses on the domestication of Buddhist narratives, art and architecture, literary culture, and monastic institutions in ancient Gandhara, a pivotal border region for cross-cultural contact between Indian, Iranian, Hellenistic, and Central Asian spheres located in northwestern Pakistan and eastern Afghanistan. Archaeological remains of stūpas and monasteries, distinctive artistic traditions which had a wide impact beyond South Asia as well as donative inscriptions and several collections of early Buddhist manuscripts written in the Gândhārī regional language amply demonstrate that Buddhist institutions flourished in many impressive centers of cultural production in the Gandhāran region. Buddhist cultures in the Swat valley (ancient Uḍḍiyāna) and Bajaur in northwestern Pakistan and in Kashmir were closely linked with Gandhāra, but developed their own artistic and literary traditions and localized shrines and narratives, as attested in the accounts of Chinese pilgrims.

Chapter 5: Capillary Routes and Buddhist Manifestations in the Upper Indus

Inscriptions and rock drawings in the Upper Indus, Gilgit, and Hunza valleys of northern Pakistan demarcate a network of capillary routes
that directly connected branches of the Northern Route with the so-called ‘Silk Routes’ in the Tarim Basin of eastern Central Asia. Manifestations of a Buddhist presence in petroglyphs of stūpas, jātakas, hagiographical events in the life of Śākyamuni, and previous Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and the names of Buddhist visitors and local devotees who patronized wayside shrines are examined in detail in the fifth chapter. Although Buddhist monasteries did not proliferate until the Palola Śāhis of Gilgit acted as literary and artistic patrons in the late sixth to early eighth century CE, this region was a crucial transit zone for Indian, Iranian, and Chinese travelers. A careful examination of different layers of Buddhist evidence from this area shows that although the high mountain desert environment lacked adequate surplus resources to support large-scale residential monasteries, travelers on pathways through the deep river valleys and across passes through the western Himalayas, Hindu Kush, and Karakorum mountain ranges still acted as successful agents of long-distance transmission.

Chapter 6: Long-Distance Transmission to Central Asian Silk Routes and China

An investigation of trans-regional exchanges between South Asia, Central Asia and China in the sixth chapter provides the broad context for understanding the initial pattern of long-distance transmission of Buddhism through the transit zone of Xinjiang via numerous routes from multiple centers. Material evidence for Buddhist establishments in Khotan, Miran, and other oases in the southern Tarim Basin during the first centuries CE is emphasized, but artistic traditions and literature connected with centers on the northern and intermediate silk routes near Kucha, Turfan, and Dunhuang are also discussed. Diverse Central Asian and Chinese Buddhist traditions did not arrive from either Bactria or Gandhara via a single main artery of the Silk Road, but resulted from more complex processes of transplantation, transmission, and transformation.

Chapter 7: Conclusion: Alternative Paths and Paradigms of Buddhist Transmission

The concluding chapter of this exploration of premodern trans-Asian networks demonstrates that routes for economic and cultural exchange functioned as paths for the transmission of Buddhism. Intermediate
and long-distance trade routes across topographical, linguistic, and cultural boundaries enabled Buddhist missionaries to “spread the dharma” at élite and sub-élite levels. Manifestations of the presence of the Buddha in the form of reliquary stūpas, inscriptions, and images show that the process of transmission involved more than adoption of philosophical ideas and religious ideals. As flexible religious systems rather than monolithic unchanging entities with fixed doctrines and rigid orthodox rules, Buddhist traditions were able to adapt to different environments. The ability to change with shifting conditions of economic support and to appeal to a wide audience of potential patrons differentiates the lasting success of Buddhist missions outside of the Indian subcontinent from other religions originating in South Asia. This reassessment of sources, methods, and models illuminates paths and processes of Buddhist transmission across Asia in order to answer longstanding questions about why the saṅgha was able to successfully transmit the dharma in its various manifestations beyond the homeland of Śākyamuni Buddha.
Interpreting the past is a critical concern for Buddhist communities, despite stereotypes that associate mystical disregard of history with Buddhism and other South Asian religious traditions. Flexible narratives about the past have shaped Buddhist identities by providing models of meritorious action and have contributed to expansion beyond northeastern India by establishing locative links to the Buddha’s presence. Stories about the Buddha’s life and the formation of the sangha connect his birth, awakening, teachings, miraculous performances, and recruitment of followers to specific places and temporal frameworks. Hagiographical accounts of the rediscovery of the “True Dharma” (saddharma) taught by previous Buddhas in earlier ages and the turning of the “Wheel of Dharma” (dharmacakra) in the present auspicious age (bhadraloka) may seem ahistorical, since the accomplishments attributed to Śākyamuni Buddha are not particular to his own historical circumstances. Although restrictive views of history as an objective chronicle of past events would deny any value to traditional identifications of links between causes in past lives and consequences in present or future lifetimes in Buddhist literary sources, maximalist conceptions of history as an effort to understand “how human actions are significant and have a notable impact on our world” (Nattier 1991: 139) provide more scope for understanding why interpretation of past actions was important for present concerns.

The aim of this chapter is to clarify geographical and chronological contexts for patterns and processes in the formation of Buddhism in ancient and early medieval South Asia and its transregional expansion

---

1 For literary traditions about Buddhas of the past, auspicious present aeon (bhadraloka), and the future, see Nattier, Jan. 1991. Once Upon a Future Time: Studies in a Buddhist prophecy of decline. Berkeley, Calif: Asian Humanities Press, 19–26; Strong, John. 2001. The Buddha: A short biography. Oxford: Oneworld, 20–21, Table 1.1 and Strong 2004a: 25–49. Nattier emphasizes that “…it is a central contention of virtually all schools of Buddhism that the Buddha’s experience is by definition repeatable and is accessible (at least in theory) to all living beings” (1991: 7–8).
outside of the Indian subcontinent, particularly in the northwestern frontiers of areas of modern Pakistan and Afghanistan. Beginning with the period of the historical Buddha’s lifetime in the fifth century BCE, the chronological range of this overview extends to the late first millennium CE. A detailed macrohistory of South Asian Buddhism is beyond the intended scope, but significant junctures between political, economic, and social networks for Buddhist mobility are emphasized in an effort to identify factors and catalysts for cross-cultural transmission. An historical-critical approach to literary, epigraphical, numismatic, and archaeological sources elucidates regional variation and different actors, features, stages, and levels of Buddhist movement, which fluctuated considerably with shifting political and commercial alignments. This effort to investigate the role of trade exchanges, intercultural encounters, and inter- and intrareligious relationships in the establishment, expansion, and decline of Buddhist institutions spurs several questions, which are addressed throughout the chapter. What was at stake for Buddhist communities in formulating stories about the Buddha’s present and past lives, describing the formation of the saṅgha, and locating events in regional settings? How did interactions with other groups, including competing renouncer movements, Brahmins, and exogenous migrants, shape Buddhist perspectives and practices? What do available sources from within and outside of Buddhist traditions reveal about the impact of social and economic changes on Buddhist institutions? Which roles did Buddhist models of exchange, patronage, and supramundane power play in commerce and socio-political legitimation?

In the following subsections, which are structured diachronically and regionally, I explore the formation and transmission of Buddhist ideologies and institutions in changing historical and cultural environments, since Buddhist traditions did not originate autonomously or remain static.

A. Initial Phases of the Establishment of Buddhist Communities in Early India
B. Legacy of the Mauryans: Aśoka as Dharmarāja
C. Migrations, Material Exchanges, and Intercultural Interactions in Northwestern Contact Zones
D. Saka Migrants and Mediators between Central Asia and South Asia
E. Dynamics of Mobility during the Kuśāṇa Period
Hagiographic accounts of the Buddha’s religious biography combine legendary narratives with information about the religious, social, economic, and political climate of his time, as viewed through later literary lenses.\(^2\) Rather than separating historical fact from literary fiction in order to demythologize the life story of the Buddha, the analysis of Buddhist literary sources postdating the lifetime of the Buddha and archaeological findings presented here is intended to establish basic chronological and geographical parameters and to understand the contexts in which he and his followers flourished. Although the historical Buddha’s precise dates are difficult to pinpoint, situating his lifetime in the fifth century BCE has widespread implications for South Asian history as well as religious and intellectual traditions during a period of dynamic social and cultural change.

Scholarly consensus on Śākyamuni Buddha’s date, which is in fact the earliest historical date for building a relative chronology of late Vedic religions and ancient Indian political dynasties, has recently shifted in favor of a “short chronology” from a “long chronology” in response to a 1988 symposium in Göttingen and the multivolume publication of proceedings edited by Heinz Bechert.\(^3\) Although a “Nirvāṇa era” beginning with Śākyamuni’s *parinirvāṇa* in 543 BCE is attested

---

\(^2\) Strong 2001 provides a useful overview of hagiographical traditions for the life (and previous lives) of the Buddha according to various literary sources. Strong’s stated goal is to portray the “Buddha of story” rather than the “Buddha of history” since traditional legends “...are certainly more plentiful, more interesting, and more revelatory of the ongoing concerns of Buddhists” (2001: 2). Historicist approaches privileging Pāli and Sanskrit literary sources over vernacular biographies of the Buddha are criticized by Hallisey, Charles. 1995. “Roads Taken and Not Taken in the Study of Theravāda Buddhism.” In Lopez 1995b: 31–61 (reprinted in Derris, Karen, and Natalie Gummer, eds. 2007. *Defining Buddhism(s): A reader*. London: Equinox Pub.).

in Pāli *vamsa* literature, Bechert observes that “…there is no reliable second source to corroborate the validity of this chronology” (1989: 97). A “corrected long chronology” places the end of the Buddha’s lifetime in ca. 486 BCE by adjusting the date for the *parinirvāṇa* 218 years before the Mauryan ruler Aśoka was consecrated in ca. 270–268 BCE. However, literary sources outside of the Pāli tradition support a “short chronology” for the *parinirvāṇa* only one century before Aśoka’s consecration, therefore corresponding to ca. 370 BCE. The suspiciously round number (100) probably indicates an approximate rather than absolute date, so an “adjusted short chronology” of the Buddha’s death around 400 BCE is now widely favored. This somewhat arbitrary date avoids a problematic link between the beginning of Aśoka’s rule and a second Buddhist communal recitation (*saṅghīti*) or “council” at Vaiśālī, which was also supposed to have taken place a century after the *parinirvāṇa* but is not as clearly linked with Aśoka as later councils. The issue of determining the date of the historical

---


5 As detailed in the following subsection of this chapter, Aśoka’s 13th Major Rock Edict provides a firm synchronism between the reign of Aśoka and five contemporary Hellenistic rulers in ca. 255 BCE.

6 Evidence for a “short chronology” of the Buddha’s *parinirvāṇa* 100 years before Aśoka’s consecration in *Dīpavamsa* 1.24–26 and 5.55–59 supports Bechert’s hypothesis that the long chronology” of 218 years was a later development (1989: 104 ff., 1991: 329–343). The earliest attested link between the Buddha’s *parinirvāṇa* and Aśoka’s reign a century later occurs in an avadāna set during the time of Aśoka “a century after the Blessed Buddha achieved *parinirvāṇa*” (*vasāsāda parinurvude budhe bhagavade*) in a first century CE Kharoṣṭhī manuscript (British Library fragment 4.6 recto).

7 Prebish, Charles. 2008. “Cooking the Buddhist Books: The implications of the new dating of the Buddha for the history of early Indian Buddhism.” *Journal of Buddhist Ethics* 15 observes that “…most participants [in the Göttingen symposium] suggested that the Buddha died within approximately a few decades on either side of 400 BCE” (1).

8 Prebish examines implications of the “short chronology” for the dating of early councils at Rājagṛha, Vaiśālī, and Pātaliputra, concluding that the Vaiśālī council occurred 37 years before Aśoka’s coronation in 268 BCE, followed shortly by a “non-canonical” council at Pātaliputra marking the beginning of Buddhist sectarianism and another “canonical” council in Pātaliputra (attested only in Pāli sources) 18 years later (ca. 250 BCE). Prebish’s argument that “…we should use all the sources available to us, and not just those that affirm a hypothesis that is convenient to our suppositions and anticipated expectations” (2008: 14–15) implies that conflicting sources should be accepted in order to construct a hybrid chronology for the date of the Buddha’s *parinirvāṇa*. 
Buddha is also intertwined with traditional Jain dates for the nirvāṇa of Mahāvīra (alleged to be a Jain contemporary of Śākyamuni) in 528 or 510 BCE. 9 If we follow a short chronology for the historical Buddha’s parinirvāṇa between ca. 400 and ca. 370 BCE, his lifespan of 80 years began in the early-mid fifth century BCE.

Table 2.1: Proposed dates for the Historical Buddha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Birth</th>
<th>Parinirvāṇa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Chronology (Nirvāṇa Era)</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>543 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Long Chronology</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>486 BCE10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Short Chronology</td>
<td>ca. 480</td>
<td>400 BCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Chronology</td>
<td>ca. 450</td>
<td>370 BCE11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to situating the historical Buddha’s lifetime in a relatively specific time-frame between the middle of the fifth century and the beginning of the fourth century BCE, it is also possible to locate hagiographical events memorialized in Buddhist literature, inscriptions, monuments, and art in a geographical network of sacred sites. For example, an inscription of Aśoka marks the location where Māyā gave birth to Siddhārtha Gautama in a forest near the village of Lumbinī in southern Nepal:

The King, Beloved of the gods, of Loving Regard, when he had been anointed twenty years, came in person and worshiped, because the Buddha Śākyamuni was born here. He had constructed walls inlaid with stone (?) and had erected [this] stone pillar, because [i.e., to proclaim that] the Lord was born here. The village of Lumbinī was made exempt from taxation and [subject to paying only] one-eighth share [of its produce].12

---

9 Śvetāmbara and Digambara dates for Mahāvīra’s nirvāṇa conflict with Hemacandra’s report of a time-span of 155 years before the reign of Candragupta, who began ruling after the Indian expedition of Alexander of Macedon between 327–5 BCE (Bechert 1989: 98–101).
10 218 years before Aśoka’s coronation in ca. 370–368 BCE.
11 100 years before Aśoka’s coronation.
12 Translated by Salomon 1998a: 264 (Appendix, selection 1: Rummindeī Minor Pillar Edict of Aśoka; see Falk 2006: 177–180 for further references and a discussion of silavagadhabhīcā or –ca, which he translates as “stone railing” instead of “walls inlaid with stone”).
The epigraphic evidence of Aśoka’s commemoration of a visit to the Buddha’s birthplace at Lumbinī confirms the localization of pilgrimage practices connected with this event by the middle of the third century BCE. The location of Kapilavastu, where Siddhārtha was raised by his aunt Mahāprajāpatī as the son of Śuddhodana, a chief of the Śākya clan, remains controversial. An early set of four sites placing the awakening at Bodh Gaya, initial teaching at Sarnath, and parinirvāṇa at Kuśinagara were later expanded to a list of eight sites, each with their own narrative cycles. Noting that the hagiography of the Buddha grew in tandem with the proliferation of Buddhist pilgrimage places, John Strong remarks: “...‘where’ something happened is as significant as ‘what’ happened there” (2001: 5). Locative connections reinforce claims to antiquity of oral discourses said to have been spoken by the Buddha, doctrinal principles and monastic rules linked with early recitations, and pilgrimage and ritual centers. While Jonathan Z. Smith identifies the promotion of a “locative, imperial worldview” with “scribal elites who had a deep vested interest in restricting mobility and valuing place” (1978: 293), Buddhist efforts to localize hagiographic events in northeastern India and the Terai region of modern Nepal did not inhibit or restrict mobility.

Having situated the historical Buddha in northeastern India, what can be said about the society in which he lived and taught? Portrayals of Siddhārtha as a royal prince indicate that he was to be viewed as an archetypal Kṣatriya scion in the traditional socio-religious hierarchy. However, fifth-fourth century BCE social contexts are difficult to reconstruct because Buddhist textual sources from periods later than the time of the historical Buddha tend to reflect their own contemporary social mores. Non-Buddhist traditions prescribing rigid stratification

---

13 The sites of Gotihawa and Pipri near Lumbini have been excavated and the surrounding area has been surveyed by Verardi, Giovanni. 2007. *Excavations at Gotihawa and Pipri, Kapilbastu District*, Nepal. Rome: IsIAO.


16 This distinction is not always maintained in works dealing with the social history of early Buddhism, including Bailey and Mabbett 2003 (especially chapters 2 and 5), Chakravarti, Uma. 1987. *The Social Dimensions of Early Buddhism*. Delhi: Oxford University Press, and Fick, Richard. 1897. *Die sociale gliederung im nordöstlichen Indien*
among the four varṇas (Brahmins, Kṣatriyas, Vaiśyas, and Śūdras) are not descriptive of social realities, but tend to reflect normative models and ideals.\textsuperscript{17} Buddhist literary texts consistently reflect these normative distinctions between Brahmins, Kṣatriyas, and other wealthy householders (often termed gṛhapatis) and groups of laborers, servants, and the poor with status largely determined by birth.\textsuperscript{18} Rather than challenging social and economic structures, Buddhist arguments against alleged Brahminical claims to purity valorize the superiority of ethical purity over ritual action.\textsuperscript{19} Didactic verses collected in the “Brāhmaṇa Varga” of widely transmitted Dharmapada/Udānāvarga collections clearly illustrate this critique,\textsuperscript{20} which is expressed in the first verse of a Kharoṣṭhī manuscript of the Dharmapada from Khotan:

One does not become a Brahmin by matted dreadlocks, clan, or birth; but having expelled small and large wrongs in every way, an expeller of wrongs is someone called a Brahmin.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{17} Patrick Olivelle’s comments on the social background of the Upaniṣads (Olivelle, Patrick. 1996. \textit{Upaniṣads}. Oxford: Oxford University Press, xxiv–xxix) are directly relevant to Śākyamuni Buddha’s context. However, Dharmasūtras, which are more concerned with maintaining separate varṇas, belong to periods later than the middle of the third century BCE, according to Olivelle (1999. \textit{Dharmasūtras: the Law Codes of Ancient India}. Oxford: Oxford University Press, xxxii–xxxiii). Olivelle compiles Dharmasūtra passages on the varṇa system in 2005. \textit{Dharmasūtra parallels: containing the Dharmasūtras of Āpastamba, Gautama, Baudhāyana, and Vasiṣṭha}. Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 41–50.

\textsuperscript{18} Bailey and Mabbett 2003: 42–3 cite numerous Pāli passages listing degraded families (nicā kulā) of cāndālas, hunters, bamboo workers, chariot-makers, and refuse-removers in juxtaposition to a list of people reborn into high families of wealthy warriors, priests, and householders.


\textsuperscript{20} Bailey and Mabbett 2003: 196 ff. (Chapter 9: The \textit{Dhammapada} and the images of the Bhikkhu).

Although the Buddha is sometimes portrayed in modern accounts as a social reformer or revolutionary through selective citation of passages critical of Brahmins, social contexts reflected in Buddhist literature are probably best understood against a background of dynamic social change rather than reactions against stagnant social hierarchies.

Buddhist hagiographic traditions clearly acknowledge that Ājīvikas and Jain śramaṇa movements competed for religious and intellectual eminence in northern India when Siddhārtha renounced his duties to become a wandering mendicant. In accounts of the six years prior to his awakening in Bodh Gaya, Siddhārtha encountered other śramaṇa proponents of heterodox viewpoints and ascetic practices. Johannes Bronkhorst provocatively argues that a “fundamental spiritual ideology” shared in common by Buddhism, Jainism, and Ājīvikism was “a product of the spiritual culture of Greater Magadha” (2007: 28), which had “…a culture of its own which was different from the culture of the authors of Vedic and early post-Vedic literature” (2007: 9). Although Bronkhorst’s attempt to localize shared assumptions about rebirth and karmic retribution in Magadha is not ultimately convincing, his point that early Buddhist doctrines were formulated in the context of debates between different śramaṇa communities rather than in reaction to “Hindu” religious ideas and norms resonates with Louis de la Vallée Poussin’s opinion that “the Brāhmanism from which Buddhism sprang is not the Brāhmanism of the Brāhmaṇa and the Upaniṣad, but represents, even better than the latter, the ancient Indian yoga” (quoted by Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 7).

---

22 Remarking that “To present him as a sort of socialist is a serious anachronism” (2006: 30), Richard Gombrich rejects attempts to portray the Buddha as a social revolutionary (Gombrich, Richard F. 2006. Theravāda Buddhism: A social history from ancient Benares to modern Colombo. 2nd rev. ed. London: Routledge [1st ed. 1988]).


24 Bronkhorst, Johannes. 2007. Greater Magadha: Studies in the Culture of Early India. Leiden/Boston: Brill. Also see Bronkhorst, Johannes. 2004. “Hinduism and Buddhism.” In Buswell 2004: 1.329. In my review of Bronkhorst 2007 (Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 18.3 [2008], 381–3), I do not accept Bronkhorst’s localization of a single underlying “spiritual ideology” exclusively in Magadha (however broadly he intends to define the cultural region as wherever the historical Buddha lived) because the origins of basic ideas about rebirth, karmic retribution, the self, and ascetic practices probably belonged to a more extensive geographical and cultural milieu.
What is at issue is the extent to which basic theories of a self (ātman) that transmigrates through the cycle of continuous rebirth (the saṃsāra paradigm) originated internally from the Vedic background or were introduced through processes of inter-religious contact, structural developments of rebirth eschatologies, or other external possibilities. While certain Vedic ideas and practices (such as animal sacrifice and Brahminical authority) are clearly rejected by Jains and Buddhists, the composers of the early Upaniṣads (particularly the Brhadāranyaka Upaniṣad and Chāndogya Upaniṣad) were also questioning, challenging, and reformulating Vedic rituals, cosmologies, and established mores. Since śramaṇa traditions and the early Upaniṣads belong to a similar climate of intellectual ferment in northern India during a period of significant social and religious change, scholars have attempted to establish relative chronological relationships and to identify directional influences. In contrast to the consensus view that Buddhism and Jainism “emerged not long after the composition of the early Upaniṣads” (Olivelle 1996: xxiii), Bronkhorst argues that “at least some portions of the early Upaniṣads—perhaps precisely the portions that introduce the belief in rebirth and karmic retribution into the Veda—were composed more or less at the time of the Buddha, or later” (2007: 258). Although K.R. Norman finds “…echoes of Upaniṣadic statements in the Buddha’s sermons” (1997b: 33), especially in the opposition between the Buddhist doctrine of “no self” (Sanskrit anātman / Pāli anattā) and the equivalence between the individual self (ātman) and universal self (brahman) in the Chāndogya Upaniṣad, it is not clear that Buddhists were responding to specific passages in early Upaniṣads. Instead of postulating that Buddhist ideas developed in reaction to prior speculations in the early Upaniṣads, it seems quite likely that they emerged from a shared nexus of intense intellectual


26 Although he acknowledges possible similarities in thought and language, Bronkhorst rejects Norman’s arguments for a specific link between the Buddhist doctrine of anattā as expressed in in the Alagaddāpama Sutta (Majjhima Nikāya I 136) and the equation of ātman and brahman attributed to Śāṇḍilya in the Chāndogya Upaniṣad by pointing out that the Pāli sutta does not mention the concept of brahman and the notion of a permanent “immutable” self is “largely absent from the early Upaniṣads” (2007: 217). Bronkhorst dismisses other “superficial similarities” (2007: 218) proposed by Richard Gombrich as evidence for early Buddhist familiarity with Upaniṣads.
and philosophical debate and competition with other śramaṇas and Brahmins in the middle of the first millennium BCE.

Economic conditions of rural prosperity, urban growth, political consolidation, and expanding trade networks contributed to the institutional organization of the Buddhist saṅgha, which emerged in an environment of material prosperity rather than hardship. While agricultural surplus was not the only causal factor of a “second urbanization” in the Ganga-Yamuna doab following a long hiatus of about a millennium from the “mature phase” of the Indus Valley civilization (ca. 2300–1800 BCE), urban centers remained “predator[s] on the countryside” (Erdösy 1987: 17).27 Although the presence of Northern Black Polished (NBP) ware beginning ca. 550 BCE in the eastern Ganges plain is a sign of “incipient urbanism” (Thapar 2003: 140),28 archaeological evidence does not display traits of “thriving urbanisation” (Erdösy 1987: 14) until the third century BCE. Buddhist literary references to large cities at the time of the Buddha have led many interpreters, including Max Weber, to posit causal relationships between the growth of cities and the emergence of Buddhism.29 However, Gregory Bailey and Ian Mabbett criticize the “urbanization hypothesis” as a “post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy” of “treating effects as causes” (2003: 34). They acknowledge that the Pāli canonical texts on which they depend to support their argument that Buddhism arose after a period of rapid urbanization belong to later periods (2003: 4), but nevertheless base their analysis of economic and social contexts from the fifth century BCE down to the time of Aśoka almost exclusively on this problematic textual tradition, which “does not coincide with the earliest phase of urbanization, but with the more mature period” (Thapar

28 Thapar, Romila. 2003. Early India: From the origins to AD 1300. Berkeley: University of California Press refers to a general pattern in which “Closely placed, small settlements of the Painted Grey Ware gave way to appreciably larger settlements…” (140) associated with NBP. Erdösy, George. 1995. “City States of North India and Pakistan at the Time of the Buddha” in Allchin 1995: 100–105 reviews the chronology for the appearance of NBP, and concludes that 550–400 BCE is the most likely date for its early phase, a date which is considerably later than ca. 700 BCE proposed for the beginning of the NBP phase at Sringaverapura cited by other authorities, including Chakrabarti 1995: 169.
2003: 140). Thus, many features reflected in archaeological and textual sources from this general period in the late first millennium CE, including the expansion of local, regional, and long-distance trade networks, must instead be seen as concurrent with rather than prior or posterior to the formation of early Buddhism.

Later Buddhist, Jain and purānic sources refer back to sixteen “great countries” (mahājanapadas) of ancient India which competed for political and economic preeminence in the mid-late first millennium BCE. Rather than designating states with fixed boundaries, the term

---

30 Adopted from Allchin 1995: 116, fig. 7.4.
31 Raychaudhuri, Hemchandra. 1923. Political History of Ancient India from the accession of Parikshita to the extinction of the Gupta dynasty. Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1923, 45–79 compiles references to rulers of the mahājanapadas in Buddhist, Jain, and purānic sources, which belong to varying periods. Lamotte 1988 [1958]:
janapada generally corresponds to a “socio-cultural region” (Wagle 1966: 30) composed of smaller units of villages, towns, and cities. Thus, the major janapadas are closely linked with the emergence of urban administrative capitals. The geographical distribution of these territories extended from the Northwest (Gandhāra and Kamboja) to central and southern India (Avanti, Cedi, and Asmaka), with the heaviest concentration in the Ganges basin (including Magadha and Anga at the eastern extreme). This range was much broader than the Brahmanical limits of the “Land of the Āryas” (Āryāvarta), which is defined in the Dharmasūtras and the Mahābhāṣya of Patañjali (probably second century BCE) as “The region to the east of where the Sarasvatī disappears, west of Kālaka forest, south of the Himalayas, and north of the Pāriyātra mountains” (Olivelle 2005: 36).32 The exclusion of Magadhans and other easterners from the Brahminical heartland of Āryāvarta may suggest that they were “still not completely brahmanized” (Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 7). Romila Thapar observes that the widening of geographical horizons in Jain and Buddhist traditions parallels an eastward shift in the religious “epicentre” (2003: 138) from Vedic centers in the west to the northeastern regions where śramaṇa movements originated and flourished.


32 This definition of Āryāvarta is found in Baudhāyana Dharmasūtra (1.2.9), Vasiṣṭha Dhamasūtra (1.8) and in Mahābhāṣya (I p. 475 l. 3). In Mānavadharmaśāstra 2.21–22 (maybe second century CE), virtually identical boundaries (“The land between the Himalaya and Vindhya ranges, to the east of Vinaśana and west of Prayāga”) correspond to the “Middle Region” (madhyadeśa), while Āryāvarta more broadly includes areas “from the eastern to the western sea” (Olivelle, Patrick, trans. 2004. The Law Code of Manu, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 24).
A realignment of political power among the rulers of northeastern India is illustrated in Buddhist texts, which emphasize the importance of early patrons. During Śākyamuni’s lifetime, the kingdom of Magadha vied with Kosala for control of northern India. Since the Buddha stayed in Śrāvastī, the capital of Kosala, during many rainy seasons (varṣavāsa), King Prasenajit is depicted as a prominent patron, along with his chief queen Mallikā and other local donors, especially the wealthy merchant Anāthapindada. For example, a story about the Buddha’s acceptance of an invitation from Anāthapindada’s female servant Puniga (Sanskrit: Pūrṇikā; Pāli: Puṇṇikā or Puṇṇā) is briefly summarized in an avadāna in a first century Kharoṣṭhī manuscript:

Puniga was the (*maid) of the householder Anasapadiga (Anāthapindada). The Bhagavat was addressed by King Praseniga (Prasenajit). The Buddha did not agree [to his request] … and he did not agree [to the request] of all the householders. This narrative exemplifies the role of female patrons, including individuals like the maidservant Punniga, whose offer to the Buddha to stay in Śrāvastī is deemed more sincere than invitations from Prasenajit, Anāthapindada and other wealthy male householders. However, the localization of Buddhist literary narratives in Kosala is a common archetype, since Śrāvastī during the reign of Prasenajit is the formulaic setting for numerous discourses attributed to the Buddha.

Under King Bimbisāra, a brother-in-law of Prasenajit who was also lauded as a patron of the early Buddhist community, Magadha became the most powerful kingdom in northern India, with the capital at Rājāgrha regarded as a wealthy center and major site for the early


34 Malalasekera 1937: s.v. Anāthapindika, Kosala, Mallikā, Pasenadi (Pāli citations).

35 Allon 2001: 304 (Appendix 2: The Gāndhāri Avadāna of Puniga). A Pāli version of this episode is preserved in Manorathapūranī 4.34–5 (also see Malalasekera 1937: sv. Puṇṇā Therī 3 for further citations to verses attributed to her in Therīgāthā 236–251).

Buddhist saṅgha. Ajātaśatru, the infamous parricide who imprisoned and starved Bimbisāra to death eight years before the Buddha’s parinirvāṇa, further consolidated Magadhan control of overland routes and established a small fort at Pātaligrāma, which later became the city of Pātaliputra. Despite his connection with a failed attempt by Devadatta to assassinate the Buddha, Ajātaśatru later hosted the Buddha and his entourage in Rājagrha before his final journey to Kuśinagara. Ajātaśatru and his ministers play major roles in the events preceding and following the Buddha’s Mahāparinirvāṇa. Ajātaśatru continued to rule for another 24 years, followed by five successive parricides, rule by the minister Siśunāga, and the rise and fall of the Nanda dynasty. Although the historical memory of these figures preserved in religious and literary sources can not be corroborated by coins, inscriptions, or reliable historiographical traditions from outside of South Asia, the emergence of the Mauryan empire based in Magadha coheres well with archaeological evidence for the growth of powerful cities in the prior period.

Legacy of the Mauryans: Aśoka as Dharmarāja

Mauryan control of important nodes along overland routes in the Indian subcontinent significantly influenced early patterns for the growth and expansion of the Buddhist saṅgha. While the saṅgha’s

37 Chronological details connected with Bimbisāra’s genealogy and reign remain unclear. Raychaudhuri acknowledges that “There is considerable disagreement between the Purāṇas and the Ceylonese Chronicles regarding the chronology of the kings of the Bimbisārian (or Nāga) and Siśunāga dynasties” (1923: 116). Magadhan dynastic genealogies in Buddhist and Jain sources are compiled by Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 87–104 and Tripathi 1942: 113–114, who gives a separate table following purānic chronologies, which limit his reign to 28 rather than 52 years (Tripathi 1942: 94, fn. 1). According to Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 4, Magadha was organized as a kingdom only during the Buddha’s time. Tripathi 1942: 104–108 comments on economic conditions and Thapar 2003: 152–155 discusses administration. The total of 200 years for the total length of the reign of Bimbisāra, Ajātaśatru, and their successors until the time of the first Nanda ruler in chronologies reported by Pāli vamsas is very suspicious, while purānic alternatives transpose numerous figures.

38 If a short chronology for the Buddha’s parinirvāṇa around 370 BCE is adopted, only about 30 years is allowed between the end of Ajātaśatru’s reign and Candragupta Maurya’s accession. Pāli chronologies limit the “9 Nandas” to 22 years, but the reigns of Siśunāga (Susunāga), and Kālāśoka and his ten sons would have to be telescoped from 68 years to less than 10 years. Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 89 doubts the existence of Kālāśoka, thus shortening the chronology.
horizons were initially limited to the Ganges River basin in northern India during the time of the Buddha, the initial extension of Buddhist establishments throughout South Asia was greatly accelerated by high level support from the Mauryan emperor Aśoka, who is portrayed as an ideal patron in Buddhist literature. In comparison to what can only be vaguely known about conditions in the period of the historical Buddha, a wider variety of contemporary sources provide more reliable evidence of religious and political life during the Mauryan period from about the last quarter of the fourth century BCE to the beginning of the second century BCE. As the earliest written evidence for the study of ancient South Asia, Aśokan inscriptions directly indicate conditions in which Buddhist institutions began to flourish by the middle of the third century BCE. The fragmentary reports of Megasthenes, a Seleukid ambassador to the Mauryan court at Pātaliputra under Aśoka’s grandfather Candragupta, preserve an outsider’s cross-cultural perspective on India seen through Greek lenses. Candragupta and Aśoka are primarily remembered in Jain and Buddhist literature, but the literary images of these Mauryan rulers as exclusive patrons

---

39 In addition to Hultszch 1925 and Falk 2006 cited in the first chapter (p. 52, fn. 147), also see translations by Bloch, Jules. 1950. Les inscriptions d’Asoka. Paris: Les Belles Lettres; Sircar, Dineschandra. 1967b. Inscriptions of Aśoka. Rev. ed. New Delhi: Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India; and Thapar, Romila. 1961. Aśoka and the Decline of the Mauryas: With a new afterword, bibliography, and index. London: Oxford University Press (revised edition, Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1997), 250–266. For further references to important studies of Aśokan inscriptions by Paul Kent Andersen, Colette Caillat, K.R. Norman, Ulrich Schneider, and previous scholars, see the extensive bibliography in Falk 2006: 13–54 and the general survey in Salomon 1998a: 133–140. A running tabulation includes 14 Major Rock Edicts inscribed at 9 locations, 6 Major Pillar Edicts at 6 sites (19–20 Aśokan pillars have been discovered, but not all are inscribed, and some are inscribed with edicts other than the set of 6 Major Pillar Edicts), similar versions of Minor Rock Edicts at 17 sites, separate edicts at 7 sites, 3 locations of cave inscriptions, and versions of Greek and Aramaic edicts. Updated editions of the entire corpus of Aśokan inscriptions remains a desideratum.


The *Arthaśāstra* attributed to Kauṭilya, Candragupta’s Brahmin minister, presents itself as a guide to ancient Indian statecraft and political economy during the Mauryan period, although it primarily reflects much later third century CE conditions.\footnote{Kangle, R.P. 1969–. *The Kautālya Arthaśāstra*. University of Bombay studies, no. 1–2. [Bombay]: University of Bombay, 3 vols. The dating of the text is extensively discussed by Trautmann, Thomas R. 1971. *Kauṭilya and the Arthaśāstra; a statistical investigation of the authorship and evolution of the text*. Leiden, Brill. Thapar acknowledges that the text was reworked by Viśṇugupta in the third or fourth century CE, but still uses the text to treat Mauryan administration based on her opinion that “the institutions are in the main Mauryan” (1961: 224).} In this survey of historical contexts for Buddhist transmission in Mauryan India, inscriptions of Aśoka are privileged over literary sources, which must be approached carefully with an understanding that biases of later periods have influenced how the Mauryan legacy is remembered.

Candragupta Maurya, the founder of the dynasty, seized control of Magadha after rising to power from obscure origins. Candragupta can be identified with Sandrokottos, an Indian ruler who may have encountered Alexander of Macedon during his expedition to Gandhāra, Punjab, and the lower Indus valley between 327–325 BCE.\footnote{Karttunen 1997a: 36–7, 257–264 suspects that the “Candragupta legend” may be apocryphal, but does not deny the possibility of a meeting with Alexander. Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 218–219 comments on references to the meeting with Alexander in accounts of Justin (15, 4, 12 ff.) and Plutarch (Life of Alexander, 62, 9). Bongard-Levin, G.M. 1998. *Ancient Indian History and Civilization*. Delhi: Ajanta (1st ed. New Delhi : Arnold–Heinemann, 1985), 64 adds further details about the supposed meeting, which could have taken place after Candragupta had initially attempted to overthrow the Nandas. According to Thapar 2003: 177, William Jones first identified Sandrocottus with Candragupta. Also see Raychaudhuri 1923: 137 ff.} Based on a reported meeting between Candragupta and Alexander, historians propose that Candragupta probably began to rule between 324–313 BCE.\footnote{Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 219 claims that Candragupta seized power in 324 BCE, Thapar 2003: 175 states that the Mauryan empire was founded ca. 321 BCE, Bongard-Levin 1998: 65 favors 317 BCE, Karttunen 1997a: 259 suggests that he first participated in an uprising against Macedonian rule in the Northwest between 317–312 BCE, and Bechert 1989: 101 opts for 313 BCE based on Jain sources which date the accession of Candragupta 155 years after the Nirvāṇa of Mahāvīra in 468 BCE.}
In exchange for 500 trained war elephants, Candragupta acquired the northwestern provinces (including Gandhāra) from Seleukos Nikator, a successor of Alexander, in 303 BCE. Although the extent of direct administrative control is unclear, the expansion of Mauryan power from Magadha to Gandhāra under Candragupta essentially unified the older mahājanapadas along the “Northern Route” (uttarāpatha) for the first time in South Asian history. According to Jain traditions, Candragupta stepped down to accompany the Jain elder Bhadrabāhu to Śravanakāla in South India, where he fasted to death. Candragupta’s successor, Bindusāra, may have extended Mauryan dominion further into the Deccan peninsula and favored the Ājīvikas while ruling for a period of about 25 years, but his reign is not documented as well as those of Candragupta and Aśoka.

The Mauryan empire reached its zenith during the reign of Aśoka (ca. 270–232 BCE), whom Buddhist traditions revere as an ideal emperor (cakravartin), although he is virtually ignored by other traditions until his rediscovery in the nineteenth century. Aśoka’s murky background may support Buddhist literary accounts in which he assumed the throne as “Aśoka the cruel” (Caṇḍāsoka) after a struggle with rival

---


46 Northern Route (Uttarāpatha) is discussed in detail in the third chapter (pp. 186–203). Fussman, Gérard. 1987b. “Central and Provincial Administration in Ancient India: The Problem of the Mauryan Empire” Indian Historical Review 14.1–2, views Candragupta’s use of military force to expand Mauryan dominion as the impetus for a “complex administration” with a “communications network” (55) along a system of roads described by Megasthenes and referred to in Aśokan inscriptions, but points out that administrative control was not necessarily centralized in Pātaliputra since provincial officials had considerable autonomy.


48 Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 222–3; Thapar 1961: 17–18, 2003: 178. Bindusāra ruled for 27/28 years according to Pāli vanasas, 25 years according to purānic chronologies. These figures can be calculated from the date of Aśoka’s consecration (ca. 270 BCE), although Pāli traditions refer to a 4 year hiatus between the death of Bindusāra and Aśoka’s reign.
contenders, who were eliminated in fratricidal conflicts.\(^{49}\) However, Pāli narratives of mass slaughter of ninety-nine brothers are likely to have been embellished, since Aśoka refers to his brothers and sisters in inscriptions.\(^{50}\) In the *Divyāvadāna*, Aśoka’s subjugation of a revolt while he was serving as heir-apparent prince in Taxila suggests instability before he became the Mauryan ruler, but Pāli chronicles place him in Ujjain instead of Taxila.\(^{51}\) In any case, the gory details behind Aśoka’s rise to power figure prominently in literary biographies, which portray him as an especially cruel and violent ruler before his transformation into a Buddhist patron.

As discussed in the previous section, dates for the historical Buddha hinge upon Aśoka’s consecration in the middle of the third century BCE. Aśokan inscriptions are not dated in a continuous era that can be correlated with the Common Era, but references to five contemporary Hellenistic rulers in the 13th Major Rock Edict issued after the 13th year of his reign serve as “the bedrock of the chronology of Indian history, interlocking the date of the Mauryas with Hellenistic kings” (Thapar 2003: 182).\(^{52}\) The synchronism between the dates for these rulers and the internal chronology of Aśoka’s reign years establishes almost certain dates for the beginning of his rule between 274–268 BCE, making a consecration around 270 BCE (or slightly later) fairly

---


\(^{50}\) Bloch 1950: 105 and Hutsch 1925: 192 provide a synoptic tables for a passage in the 5th Major Rock Edict in which Aśoka refers to the households of his brothers, sister, and other relatives.


\(^{52}\) Bloch 1950: 130 and Hultsch 1925: 210 gives synoptic texts of the 13th Major Rock Edict based on versions from Girnar, Kalsi, Shahbazgarhi, and Mansehra. Amti-yoga is identified with Antiochus II Theos of Syria (261–246 BCE), Tulamaya with Ptolemy II Philadelphus of Egypt (285–247 BCE), Antekina with Antigonus Gonatas of Macedonia (276–239 BCE), and Maka with Magas of Cyrene (deceased before 250 BCE). Alikyashudala (Alikasudara in Kharoṣṭhī) can be identified with Alexander of Epirus (272–255 BCE) or Alexander of Corinth (252–244 BCE).
sure. This approximate date not only provides the crucial linchpin for the history of South Asian Buddhism, but also has important ramifications for the relative chronology of ancient Indian political, intellectual, and cultural history.

Patterns of distribution of Aśokan inscriptions indicate the geographical extent of the Mauryan empire at its peak (Map 2.2: Distribution of Aśoka’s Inscriptions). Major Rock Edicts located in the Mauryan borderlands demonstrate that Aśoka’s domain eventually extended to ancient Kaliṅga (modern Orissa) in eastern India, the western coast of India (Girnar in Gujarat and Sopara in Maharashtra), southern India (as far as Suvaṅgirī in Karnataka), and the northwestern frontiers in modern Pakistan and eastern Afghanistan. While most of Aśoka’s inscriptions are written in Middle-Indo-Aryan Prakrit vernacular languages using the Brāhmī script (which was probably developed for this purpose during the Mauryan period), Major Rock Edicts written in Kharoṣṭhī at Mansehra and Shahbazgarhi (in northwestern Pakistan) reflect linguistic and cultural differences within the Mauryan realm. Greek and Aramaic versions of Aśokan inscriptions from Kandahar (southeastern Afghanistan) show that Mauryan officials also used non-Indic administrative languages and scripts for transmitting imperial messages.

In addition to supplying concrete evidence for the dates of his reign and the territorial boundaries of his empire, inscriptions issued by Aśoka refer to administrative policies, patronage of various religious communities, and the application of his principles of Dharma. Aśoka addressed his orders to various officials who were responsible for writing and transmitting his instructions. For example, the Rājukas (rural

---

53 Bongard-Levin 1998: 68 proposes an absolute date of 268 BCE for Aśoka’s consecration based on an astronomical calculations of a solar eclipse in 249 BCE, which he proposes to link with Aśoka’s pilgrimage to Lumbini in his twentieth regnal year based on literary references to a solar eclipse during his tour of Buddhist sites. Some additional time may be allowed for communications about contemporary rulers to filter through the ancient world to Aśoka’s court (Karttunen 1997a: 266).

54 Salomon 1998a: 73–75.

Map 2.2: Distribution of Aśokan inscriptions (based on coordinates in Falk 2006)
officials) who were appointed for “the welfare and happiness of the country people” were given “independent authority in judgement and punishment” although he instructs them to allow a respite of three days to men condemned to capital punishement.56 Passages in several inscriptions seem to reflect an ideal view that ethical interactions should transcend social and religious differences. He encouraged his subjects to perform Dharma ceremonies which promote “regard for slaves and servants, respect for teachers, restrained behavior towards living beings, and donations to śramaṇas and Brahmans”57 and defined the “gift of Dharma” (Dhaṁmadāna / Dhramadane) as “good behavior towards slaves and servants, obedience to mother and father, generosity towards friends, acquaintances, and relatives and towards śramaṇas and Brahmans.”58 Other passages called for generous donations to both Brahmans and śramaṇas and expressed a tolerant attitude towards “all sects” (Bloch 1950: 121) or “religious communities” (Sircar 1967b: 55):

King Priyadarśin, Beloved of the Gods, honors all religious groups (pāsamā, prasamā), both ascetics and householders, with various gifts and honors. But the Beloved of the Gods does not consider gifts or honors to be as valuable as increasing what is essential for all religious groups. This increase in what is essential is manifold, but its basis is restraint of speech, so as not to extol one's own religious group or denigrate others' at improper occasions, or only do so mildly on appropriate occasions.59

Although Aśoka promoted “restraint of speech” (vacigutti), the admonition against sectarian polemics reflects intensive competition between groups of Brahmans and śramaṇas for imperial patronage. Inscriptions lauding generosity to Brahmans and recording donations of caves to the Ājīvikas at Barabar indicate that Aśoka’s patronage

56 Translation of in the 4th Pillar Edict issued in his 26th regnal year follows Thapar 1961: 263, who also discusses this pillar edict in more detail (1961: 103–108). Fussman explains that the expression janasa athe refers to “the material affairs, the material happiness of the people” (1987b: 57).
extended to multiple religious communities and not exclusively to Buddhists.60

The promulgation of “Dharma” in Aśoka’s inscriptions raise questions about the role of the Mauryan state in the growth of Buddhist institutions during his reign. Before addressing this issue directly, it is necessary to recognize that Aśoka interpreted Dharma broadly as religious piety, personal morality, and social ethics applicable to his entire realm rather than adopting a specifically Buddhist sense of the term. The governing principles of Dharma are succinctly defined in the 2nd Pillar Edict:

Dharma is good. And what is Dharma? (It is) few faults, abundant virtues, compassion, generosity, truthfulness, and purity.61

Aśoka’s view of Dharma encompasses ideals of nonviolence, tolerance, moderation, and respect for parents, teachers, and elders, which are drawn from a wide variety of orthodox Brahmanical perspectives and heterodox Buddhist, Jain, and probably Ājīvika values. Since Buddhist doctrines of the Four Truths, Eightfold Path, “no self” (anātman), or release from rebirth through the attainment of nirvāṇa are not mentioned in non-Buddhist inscriptions, scholars have debated the extent to which Aśoka intended to implement Buddhist principles or appropriated certain elements to formulate official propaganda to unify disparate religious groups within the Mauryan empire with an acceptable ideology. Although Richard Gombrich and Romila Thapar, for example, hold that Buddhist ideas inspired Aśoka’s formulation of Dharma, K.R. Norman regards his Dharma policy as “exclusively a moral one” with “no hint of anything exclusively Buddhist” (1997b: 117).62

---

60 Falk 2006: 258–269 re-examines the architecture and inscriptions of the Barabar caves, and presents a new reading and translation of three donations by Aśoka in his 12th and 19th regnal years. The excavation of caves in the Nāgārjuni hills (nearby Barabar) donated to the Ājīvikas by Daśaratha, one of Aśoka’s descendants, may have begun while Aśoka was ruling (Falk 2006: 257, 276).

61 Bloch 1950: 162; Hultzsch 1925: 120–121; Sircar 1967b: 71; Thapar 1961: 262. It is interesting to note that dharma is translated as eusebeia (“piety”) in a bilingual Greek-Aramaic inscription and in partial Greek translations of the 12th-13th major rock edicts in Kandahar (Falk 2006: 242–245; Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 714–715; Pugliese Carratelli and Garbini 1964: 33). Bongard-Levin observes that the Greek term conveys the idea of rightousness, not religious belief and explains that Aśoka’s moral precepts were “traditional ethical principles easily comprehended by various strata of the population regardless of their ethnic origin or religious allegiance” (1998: 79).

62 Gombrich attempts to identify “distinctively Buddhist values” (2006: 131) in Aśokan inscriptions by pointing out similarities with prescriptions for Buddhist lay
of major rock edicts and pillar edicts inscribed throughout the Mauryan domain, Aśoka appears to have maintained a distinction between the official Dharma and his own commitment as a Buddhist devotee, which he clearly expressed in other inscriptions discussed below.

The violent conquest of Kāliṅga was a pivotal turning point that caused Aśoka to express deep remorse and to adopt “Victory of Dharma” (dharmavijaya) as the goal of his rule. In the 13th Major Rock Edict, Aśoka declared that the impetus for him to practice, desire, and teach Dharma was the mass deportation of 150,000 people, killing of 100,000, and the subsequent loss of life of many more resulting from the subjugation of Kāliṅga during the eighth year of his reign. In this singular epigraphic record, Aśoka juxtaposes military conquests to the “Victory of Dharma” by proclaiming:

This Dharma inscription has been written so that my sons and grandsons would not pursue new conquests. They should delight their own minds, regarding real victory (won by) patience and leniency. They must realize Victory of Dharma is the real conquest.

The bloodshed in Kāliṅga may have prompted Aśoka to embrace Jain and Buddhist principles of nonviolence (ahimsā), but the application of this ideal was tempered by the need to suppress rebellions and punish criminals. In the same inscription, a threat to punish forest tribes makes it very clear that Aśoka was not willing to relinquish the use of violence if his power was threatened. Thus, Aśoka’s admonitions

morality in Pāli texts such as the Sigālovāda sutta and the Kūṭadanta sutta. According to Thapar, “…much of the ideology of Dhamma which he enunciated was inspired by Buddhism. But to equate it totally with Buddhism and to suggest that Aśoka was propagating Buddhism as a state religion is to read more into the edicts than was intended by the monarch” (1975: 42). Thapar believes that Aśoka’s Dhamma served as a “group of unifying principles” (2003: 201) rather than a narrow sense of religious piety. Lamotte asserted that “Aśoka himself makes a clear distinction between his personal Dharma…and the Buddhist Law” (1988 [1958]: 228).

Norman 1997b: 114–115 attributes Aśoka’s Buddhist conversion to remorse for carnage in a war with Kaliṅga, but the chronology of the undated Minor Rock Edicts (which Norman believes were issued in his 11th regnal year) does not necessarily indicate that he became a Buddhist upāsaka after the Kaliṅga war.

Norman’s view that “…Aśoka expanded his empire by force, but thereafter devised the principle of victory by morality [Dhamma] and commended it to his successors” (1997b: 118) seems apparent from the evidence of the 13th Major Rock Edict.


Fussman’s comments on this passage in the 13th Major Rock Edict help to clarify the apparent contrast between the ideal of nonviolence and its application: “…the
against violence coupled with threats against resistance argue strongly against over-idealizing his image as a ruler who governed according to nonviolent principles, since it was still necessary for him to enforce Mauryan power.

Aśoka’s inscriptions recording visits to Buddhist sites and addressed directly to the Buddhist saṅgha deserve particular attention for illuminating early pilgrimage practices, tensions within monastic communities, and the circulation of orally transmitted texts. Aśoka explicitly identifies himself as a Buddhist lay follower in fourteen versions of his Minor Rock Edicts composed in his tenth regnal year and distributed widely throughout the Mauryan empire:

Thus speaks the Beloved of the Gods. More than two and a half years have passed since I became a Buddhist layman (upāsake), but I was not zealous. Now more than a year has passed since I approached the saṅgha and have become more zealous.67

His visits to the site of the Buddha’s awakening (sambodhī), Siddhārtha’s birthplace at Lumbini and the stūpa of the previous Buddha Konākamana at Nigāli Sāgar indicate a strong proclivity to Buddhist devotional practices.68 These epigraphic records show that his literary reputation as “the stūpa builder par excellence” (Strong 1983: 109) had some basis, although no Aśokan inscriptions discovered to

---

date are connected with the establishment of relics or the construction of *stūpas* of Śākyamuni.

Three versions of the so-called “Schism edict” written on pillars at Sarnath, Sāñcī, and Kauśāmbī seem to indicate that Aśoka ordered his administrators to intervene directly in the affairs of the Buddhist *saṅgha*. Common to all three versions is an admonition against causing a split in the community: “Whoever creates a schism in the *saṅgha*, whether monk or nun, is to be dressed in white garments, and to be put in an uninhabited place.” Although their interpretation remains disputed, the inscriptions refer to problems of division in the community (*saṅghabheda*), which Aśoka may have been called upon to police. K.R. Norman (1997b: 122–129) compares the anti-schism edicts to different Pāli versions of a third communal recitation believed by the Theravāda tradition to have been held at Pātaliputra during the time of Aśoka. Norman concludes that the Aśokan inscriptions and Pāli accounts of a third council do not necessarily refer to the same event, but suggests that Aśoka may have indirectly intervened to evict infiltrators who were not Buddhist monks or nuns from a royally supported monastery or monasteries.

A separate Aśokan edict found at Bairat in Rajasthan but brought to the Asiatic Society in Calcutta after its discovery recommends particular texts to Buddhist monks, nuns, laymen, and laywomen. While some identifications remain uncertain, the seven “discourses on dharma” (Prakrit: *dhamma-paliyāyāni* / Sanskrit: *dharma-paryāyāh*) referred to in this inscription provide a valuable glimpse of the types of texts that were being circulated through oral transmission in the middle of the third century BCE. As K.R. Norman observes, “...we can say

---


that some sort of collection of the *Buddhavacana* was in existence in Aśoka’s time” (1997b: 142). The short individual verse texts selected by Aśoka belong to a very early stratum of Buddhist literature, probably before they were classified into fixed textual categories of *nikāyas*, *āgamas*, and *piṭakas*. The significance of Aśoka’s recommendation of these texts extends beyond issues of textual classifications and relative chronology, since he explained that his motive for addressing the lay and monastic community was to ensure the durability of the “True Dharma” (Prakrit: *sadhama* / Sanskrit: *saddharma*). His concern about the vulnerability of the Buddha’s teachings to decline or disappearance was probably not merely formulaic, but grounded in the turbulent political and religious realities of his age.

Buddhist traditions claim that Aśoka played an active role in the transmission of Buddhism by sending missionaries beyond Mauryan India, but his inscriptions do not provide corroboration. In the 13th Major Rock Edict, Aśoka lists realms of contemporary Hellenistic rulers, neighboring kingdoms, and imperial territories where his prescriptions for Dharma are followed, and grandiloquently claims that his instructions are followed even in places not visited by his envoys.73 Even if such exaggerated proclamations were believable at some level (if Aśoka’s envoys did reach distant lands), the Dharma that was transmitted would not have been the Dharma taught by Buddhist monks and nuns, but the more general imperial ideology brought by royal Mauryan messengers. Similar reservations apply to another passage in the 5th Major Rock Edict in which Aśoka refers to the appointment of “Dharma Ministers” (*dharma-mahāmātras*):

> They are busy in all sects, establishing *Dhamma*, increasing the interest in *Dhamma*, and attending to the welfare and happiness of those who are devoted to *Dhamma* among the Greeks (*Yonas*), the Kambojas, the Gandhārans, the Riṣṭhikas, the Pitinikas, and the other peoples of the west.74

References to the borderland inhabitants of the northwestern frontiers of the Mauryan empire suggest that the *Dharma-mahāmātras* were

---

73 Thapar 1961: 256.

74 Translation according to Thapar 1961: 252 (see pp. 156–158 for additional commentary on *mahāmātras*, although viewing these officials as social welfare agents is probably anachronistic).

and *Upatissa-pasine* with *Suttanipāta* vv. 955–975) are uncertainly agreed upon (Schopen 1997a [1985a]: 24–5).
Mauryan imperial agents rather than Buddhist missionaries. While it is possible that Buddhist monks and nuns may have accompanied diplomatic missions, the strongest support for such an interaction is not from inscriptions, but from much later accounts in Pāli chronicles attributing the conversion of Sri Lanka to Aśoka’s son Mahinda and daughter Saṅghamittā. Although Aśokan Buddhist inscriptions and the remains of Mauryan period stūpas and monasteries generally support his portrayal as an ardent patron of the saṅgha, the expansion of Buddhism during this period should be attributed to relatively stable political and economic conditions rather than state patronage.

A virtual silence in Brahmanical Sanskrit sources with regard to Aśoka’s legacy contrasts sharply with his legendary status in Buddhist literature. Despite Aśoka’s undoubtable historical achievements, characters with the name of Aśoka are rarely mentioned in the Mahābhārata, perhaps in oblique association with demonic asuras. Although “Buddhism was in the air for the poets of the Mahābhārata” (Hiltbeitel 2005: 129), there is not a single explicit reference to the Buddha or to the Buddhist tradition. Such omissions of important historical figures and religious ideologies suggest that Aśoka’s role was deliberately downplayed because of his support for the Buddhist saṅgha in the post-Mauryan period, when the core of the Mahābhārata may have been composed.

---

75 Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 297 does not regard Pāli accounts of the initial transmission of Buddhism to Sri Lanka as reliable, but Gombrich 2006: 135–136 believes the accounts of Aśokan missions are more credible. According to Kevin Trainor, there is “solid historical evidence that the basic facts of the mission to Sri Lanka are trustworthy” (1997: 86), but the primary evidence is a Brāhmī inscription marking a stūpa of the Idika (Īṭhīya) and Mahinda, a common name that is not clearly preserved.


78 The dating of the Mahābhārata as a whole remains disputed due to conflicting views about what is considered to be the “core” of the epic narrative as opposed to
Mahābhārata scholars have long attempted to find reflections of Aśoka in certain characters and to identify heterodox ideologies expressed in the treatment of Dharma.79 Starting with the premise that “...political and religious ideas are profoundly influenced by the events and social trends in which they arise” (1997: 333), Nick Sutton suggests that ideological tensions between Dharma and the use of violence are voiced by “the fictional Yudhiṣṭhira representing the historical Aśoka and other kings of similar inclination” (1997: 334).80 Sutton argues that their mutual “abhorrence of warfare” (1997: 335) following military conquests in Kaliṅga and the battle at Kurukṣetra illustrate unease with normative Kṣatriya values. James Fitzgerald agrees that a “Double Crisis of Dharma” was precipitated by Aśoka and other rulers who “elevated the world-denying, brahmin criticizing movements to positions of imperial honor equal to or superior to that of the Vedas” (2004: 115). However, Fitzgerald views Yudhiṣṭhira not as a representation of Aśoka but as a rebuttal or refutation of his “blithe embrace” (137) of nonviolence, since Yudhiṣṭhira and his Pāṇḍava brothers and allies justify violent actions to restore Dharma. Thus, the composers of the Mahābhārata in the centuries following Aśoka consciously juxtaposed Yudhiṣṭhira, the ideal Kṣatriya ruler who “stands steady in battle,” to the Buddhist emperor (cakravartin) and Dharma- ā jā Aśoka. Alf Hiltbeitel accepts the possibility of polysemic juxtapositions between Yudhiṣṭhira and Aśoka, suggests parallels between the Brah-
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79 Hiltbeitel comments that questions about relationships between the Mahābhārata and Buddhism were raised by Adolf Holtzmann, whose ‘inversion theory’ linked Aśoka with a foreign Buddhist Duryodhana, and, as he puts it, “certain authors are still playing with the same gamepieces” (2005: 108). Biaudeau 2002 proposed that the “initial shock” (l’ébranlement initial, 1.103) of Aśoka’s embrace of Buddhism led to a Brahmanical reaction (1.113), resulting in an epic “riposte to the Buddhist menace” (1.136). Biaudeau elaborated on this hypothesis in her conclusion: “Épopée et Bouddhisme” (2.747–782).

min general Droṇa and the historical figure of Puṣyamitra Śuṅga, and notices similarities between the denigration of stūpa (edūka) worship in Mārkaṇḍeya’s *ex eventu* prophecies of barbarization and criticisms of religious festivals in Aśokan inscriptions. However, he cautions that “one-to-one readings [such as Yudhiṣṭhira as a representation or refutation of Aśoka] may have something persuasive about them without being as singly correct as their proposers propound” (2005: 129). While juxtapositions between Aśoka’s interpretation of Dharma and Yudhiṣṭhira’s reconfiguration of Kṣatriya identity have stimulated scholarly interpretations, reading the *Mahābhārata* as a response to issues of religious patronage and rivalry during the Mauryan period may circumscribe this complex text too neatly and narrowly. The *Mahābhārata* may just as likely belong to chronological and historical contexts from the second century BCE through third century CE when Indo-Greek, Saka, and Kuśāṇa rulers established dominion over northern India and Buddhist institutions expanded beyond central nodes and main routes formerly controlled by the Mauryans.

The historical memory of Aśoka as a model royal Buddhist patron persisted far beyond South Asia, but his impact on ancient Indian political history and non-Buddhist religious traditions is difficult to assess. The dynastic succession after Aśoka is vague, and the Mauryan empire disintegrated within fifty years of his death in ca. 230 BCE. Daśaratha, who may have directly followed Aśoka, donated caves to the Ājīvikas at Nāgārjunī Hill near Barabar and is known in some purāṇic genealogies, but is not mentioned in Buddhist or Jain sources. In the *Divyāvadāna*, Asoka’s successor Kuṅāla was sent to subdue a revolt in Taxila, where he was blinded as a result of an order issued by Tiṣyarakṣitā, the chief queen. According to this account, Kuṅāla’s son Samprati (who is known in Jain literature as a great patron) then became emperor after Aśoka exhausted the empire’s resources by

---

81 Hiltbeitel 2005: 113, 126. According to Hiltbeitel, “further reminders of an interface with a Buddhism compounded by mlecchification” (2005: 127) reflect a basic antipathy between Brahmins and heterodox Buddhists. His decoding (following Biardeau 2002: 2.753–758) of Jarāśandha as a representation of Māra (or Aśoka) in juxtaposition to Krṣṇa as a figure of Bhakti devotionalism associated with Mathura is less convincing.


making donations to the Buddhist *saṅgha*. The last Mauryan ruler, according to purānic sources, was Bṛhadaratha, who was overthrown by his Brahmin general Puṣyamitra, the founder of the Śuṅga dynasty, around 185 BCE. Historians have attributed the rapid decline of the Mauryas within a span of less than fifty years after Aśoka’s death to the impossibility of administering such an immense territory, a cumbersome bureaucracy, an economic crisis marked my devaluation of Mauryan coinage, Brahmanical reaction to official patronage of Buddhists and other śramanas, and the failure of Aśoka’s nonviolent Dharma policy to meet the needs of governance or to fulfill Kṣatriya norms. While a completely satisfying explanation can not be offered here, the salient point to note is that political and religious dynamics of the Mauryan period provided a crucial impetus for the expansion of Buddhist institutions, which survived the downfall of the dynasty of the Buddhist tradition’s most famous patron.

*Migrations, Material Exchanges, and Cross-Cultural Transmission in Northwestern Contact Zones*

Movements of people, materials, languages, symbols, and religious ideas and rituals have had numerous impacts on the northwestern frontier of South Asia, which was never an isolated or static enclave. Multiple itineraries used by exogenous migrants for crossing rivers (particularly the Indus and its tributaries in the Punjab), mountain ranges (such as the Hindu Kush, Pamirs, and Karakorum), and deserts demonstrate that permeable geographical boundaries did not hinder mobility. A brief treatment of much earlier material exchanges and migrations introduces themes of contact and mobility, thus setting the stage for the arrival of various groups in the northwestern borderlands after the collapse of the Mauryans in the early second century BCE. The wide distribution of lower Indus Valley seals and other artifacts from the Persian Gulf to Shortughaï in the Amu Darya/Oxus River valley in Badakhshan (northeastern Afghanistan) demon-

---

86 Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 354–357; in the *Divyāvadāna* (Strong 1983: 292–294) Puṣyamitra belongs to the Mauryan line, but he is remembered as an enemy to the *saṅgha*. 
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strates long-distance maritime and overland trade connections until ca. 1800 BCE. Similarities between burial practices associated with the Bactria-Margiana Archeological Complex (BMAC, ca. 2100–1500 BCE) and the Gandhara Grave Culture (ca. 1700–1400 BCE) as well as grave sites in Baluchistan suggest a pattern for the movement of Proto-Indo-Aryans from the western Central Asian steppes through the Oxus basin and across the Hindu Kush of central Afghanistan to northwestern South Asia. Nūristānī languages still spoken in northeastern Afghanistan may also represent vestiges of early migrations, since they belong to a separate linguistic branch of Indo-Aryan that appears to have diverged from archaic forms of Old Indo-Aryan (as preserved in vedic Sanskrit). References in the Rgveda to rivers and other toponyms located in modern Afghanistan and northwestern Pakistan strongly indicate geographical familiarity with the northwestern subcontinent. Protohistoric networks of long-distance trade contacts, archeological evidence of migrations between Central Asia and South Asia, and the spread of Indo-Aryan languages are preludes for later historical contexts of Buddhist transmission to the northwestern frontiers of South Asia.

Contacts with the Achaemenid empire of ancient Iran and the Hellenistic successors of Alexander of Macedon initiated a series of cross-cultural encounters in the Northwest. Old Persian inscriptions of Darius I (522–486 BCE) and Xerxes (486–465 BCE) indicate that Gandhāra (Gadāra) and Sindh (Hiduš) in present-day northwestern and southern Pakistan were the easternmost Achaemenid provinces.\(^{91}\) Relying on the account of Scylax of Caryanda, the Greek historian Herodotus (4.44) briefly refers to an expedition sent by Darius I to explore the Indus River around 518–519 BCE.\(^{92}\) This account seems to confirm that the lower Indus valley was included in the domain of Darius I, who received 360 talents of powdered gold in tribute from this province, thus exceeding the amount of revenue from any other province.\(^{93}\) Despite these epigraphic and literary references to Achaemenid tributary provinces in India, it is important to acknowledge significant differences between official images and the difficult reality of administering an empire extending from the Mediterranean to the Indus. Pierre Briant wisely cautions:

---


\(^{93}\) Herodotus (3.94–95) calculates that 360 talents of gold-dust annually received by Darius from the twentieth satrapy of India (the lower Indus) is equivalent to 4680 silver talents, since gold is worth thirteen times the value of silver. The story relayed by Herodotus (3.98, 102–105) of how the Indians acquired such a large supply of gold by using great ants “in size somewhat less than dogs, but bigger than foxes” (Rawlinson, George, trans. 1942. *The Persian Wars*. New York: Random House, 262) raises suspicions about the credibility of this figure. Tarn 1985 [1951]: 108 dismisses the story, but Karttunen 1989: 37–38, 171–176 discusses possible sources for the story of the gold-digging ants and points out that the source of the gold was not the lower Indus.
It appears clear that neither the country lists nor the depictions of peoples are intended to give a realistic picture of the administration or the geography of the Empire. Instead, the lists and depictions are primarily the vehicles of the very idea of royal and imperial power. (Briant 2002 [1996]: 183)

The extent of direct Achaemenid control over the northwestern Indian subcontinent remains unclear, especially in regard to Taxila and areas east of the Indus River.

Fragmentary accounts of the Persika and Indika attributed to Ctesias of Knidos, a Greek physician who served in the Achaemenid court for sixteen or seventeen years until 398/7 BCE, illustrate how fantastic and factual information about India was filtered to a Greek audience through Iran.94 Unfortunately, Ctesias’ account of the Achaemenid network of routes across the Iranian plateau and western Central Asia to the Indian subcontinent has not survived, since the ‘Royal Road’ between Sardis and Susa described by Herodotus (5.52–4) was “just one royal road among many others” (Briant 2002 [1996]: 357).95 As Pierre Briant comments, “…many other itineraries, often much shorter and often following mountain or desert routes, are left out” and “It was in fact impossible to travel by such routes without local guides” (2002 [1996]: 360). While official documents indicate that the main roads primarily served political and military purposes, Briant observes that “information on customs and tolls seems to confirm the breadth and density of trade” (387).

Cross-cultural borrowings from Achaemenid Iran were certainly possible, but Indian sources do not explicitly refer to transmission

---

94 Karttunen 1989: 80–85 discusses the “bad reputation” (80) of Ctesias among classical authors and modern scholars, but cautions that “we cannot always use modern criteria when judging ancient authors” (81). Karttunen’s observation that authors like Herodotus and Megasthenes who are viewed as (relatively) more trustworthy were also “fond of marvels” (82) is contested by Parker, who argues that “The marvel, so important to Ctesias’ ethnography with its tendencies towards natural history, became an embarrassment to the development of a new kind of historiography that was beginning to emerge” (30–31). Parker reviews current scholarship, including a commentary on fragments attributed to Ctesias by Lenfant, Dominique. 2004. La Perse; l’Inde; autres fragments. Collection des universités de France, v. 435. Paris: Belles lettres. Now also see Nichols, Andrew. 2008. The Complete Fragments of Ctesias of Cnidus: Translation and commentary with an introduction . Gainesville: University of Florida Ph.D. Dissertation.

95 According to Photius’ summary, the Persika of Ctesias “described the relays (stathmoi), days elapsed, and parasangs between Ephesus and Bactria and India” (Briant 2002 [1996]: 357).
in either direction. The derivation of the Kharoṣṭhī script from Aramaic, which was used throughout the Achaemenid realm, is relatively straightforward, but the development of Brāhmī as a chancellery script for writing Aśokan inscriptions may have also been related to an effort to emulate the royal inscriptions of Achaemenid or later Seleukid rulers. Achaemenid influences on Mauryan art and architecture have also been suggested, but the evidence for this period of Indian art is very limited. The possibility of Iranian influences on later layers of rock art in the Upper Indus valley is stronger, but Achaemenid sources seem unlikely. Nevertheless, the long period of Achaemenid control (however nominal) of the northwestern borderlands prior to the conquests of Alexander of Macedon is likely to have enhanced its already hybrid Indo-Iranian culture by opening additional channels of trade, travel and communication.

Hellenistic Interactions

Alexander’s attempt to invade India initiated cross-cultural interactions between Hellenistic and South Asian civilizations in the contact zones between the Indus and Oxus rivers. After conquering the Achaemenid heartland of ancient Iran following the battle of Gaugamela in 331 BCE, Alexander of Macedon led a large military expedition to Central Asia (Bactria and Sogdia) and the northwestern regions of South Asia (Gandhāra, Punjab, and the lower Indus) between 330–325 BCE. Since he retreated down the Indus River following a difficult expedition rather than pursuing further conquests in the Indian subcontinent, the question of whether he intended to subdue only the eastern borderlands of the Achaemenid empire or to complete a world

---

Fig. 2.1: Heliodoros Pillar in Vidiśā (courtesy of the American Institute of Indian Studies).
conquest remains open to debate.\(^9^9\) Along the way, he established garrisons at important nodes where Greek colonists maintained Hellenistic cultural and religious ties long after his death in Babylon in 323 BCE.\(^1^0^0\) Although localizations of eponymous “Alexandrias” and other cities purportedly founded during his South Asian campaigns are uncertain, relatively recent discoveries of archaeological evidence from Kandahar (Alexandria in Arachosia) and Ai Khanum confirm the survival of Hellenistic cultural life in border areas of South Asia.\(^1^0^1\) In addition to Greek and Aramaic inscriptions of Aśoka in Kandahar (discussed previously), a second century BCE Greek epitaph from the family tomb of a trader named Sophytos, the son of Naratos, indicates that Hellenistic literary culture continued to be cultivated:

For a long time the house of my forefathers was flourishing when the irresistible fury of the Three Fates destroyed it. I, unfortunate Sophytos, scion of the family of Naratos, quite young and deprived of the wealth of my family, who had cultivated the arts of Apollo the archer and the Muses together with the virtue of wisdom, considered how to restore my ancestors’ house to a new grandeur. Having borrowed money to make it fructify, I left my country, determined not to return before amassing a great fortune. Therefore, I took up commerce in many cities. I accumulated great wealth without suffering any harm. Here I am, having returned after innumerable years to my fatherland, with much praise and amidst my friends’ rejoicing. And at one and the same time, I have reconstructed and beautified my ancestors’ house, which was dilapidated, and since the family tomb had fallen to the ground, I rebuilt a new one. And I had this stele erected next to the road so that it will speak thus: look at my accomplishments. Well worthy to be imitated. May my sons and grandsons preserve the house which they owe to me.\(^1^0^2\)

\(^9^9\) In assessing the legacy of Alexander in Asia, Holt emphasizes that “We might avoid preconceptions about Alexander’s personality and impact by asking what the king did rather than dreamt…” (1989: 8). Foucher, Alfred. 1942–1947. La vieille route de l’Inde de Bactres à Taxila. 2 vols. Paris: Éditions d’art et d’histoire, argued that Alexander “would do no more than place his feet in the imprints left by Cyrus and Darius I” (2.191).


This inscribed stele shows that Indian merchants like Sophytos, whose name is probably equivalent to Subhūti and whose father’s name may be derived from Nārada in Sanskrit, adapted Greek religious practices and philosophical outlooks while “amassing great fortune” through “commerce in many cities.”

Hellenistic culture also flourished at Ai Khanum, “a full Greek polis” (Karttunen 1997a: 47) located at the confluence of the Oxus and Kokcha rivers in northeastern Afghanistan. Excavations by the French Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan between 1965–1978 revealed Greek and Iranian temples, a gymnasium, a theatre, an arsenal, and a palace, as well as Greek dedicatory and funerary inscriptions and copies of Delphic maxims set up by Clearchus of Soli. Archaeological, epigraphic, and numismatic evidence for the presence of Greek colonists and Hellenized local inhabitants at Ai Khanum (until its abandonment around 145 BCE) demonstrates that long-distance contacts and exchanges between the Mediterranean, Iranian, and Indian worlds continued long after the period of Alexander’s expedition. Although Alexander was not remembered in ancient South Asian sources, recent discoveries associated with his successors who adapted to dynamic political, economic, and religious conditions in borderland outposts challenge the earlier assessments of W.W. Tarn and A.K. Narain, who juxtaposed imperialistic Greeks to proto-nationalistic Indians.

---


105 Tarn unfavorably compared the military impact of Alexander’s expedition to his Achaemenid predecessors: “His success was far more evanescent than that of Darius; a few years after his death the only traces left of his rule, not counting the Paropamisades
From around 250 BCE until the late first century BCE, Bactrian and Indo-Greek kings successfully established control of regional domains while struggling to defend against Sakas and other groups migrating across Central Asia. Their dynastic history is mostly reconstructed through numismatic analysis of widely distributed coinage, which along with other forms of material evidence reflects a synthesis of Greek, Indian and Iranian languages and writing systems, political titles, religious symbols, and artistic styles. For example, Agathokles, an Indo-Greek ruler around 190–180 BCE, issued a special series of silver coins with the earliest attested images of Kṛṣṇa-Vāsudeva and his brother Balarāma-Saṁkaraśana, and another series of bronze coins with either Subhadrā, their sister, or Laksṇi, the Indian goddess of wealth and fortune. Osmund Bopearachchi (1993: 23) suggests that

[...]


Bopearachchi 1991: 172–180; Bopearachchi 1993: 23; Errington and Cribb 1992: 62. Holt comments that Agathokles "was a man of two worlds, a scion of east and west" (1989: 1). According to Ghosh, Suchandra. 2007. "Understanding Transitions at the Crossroads of Asia: c. Mid Second Century BCE to c. Third Century CE" *Studies in History* 23.2, 289–310, the images on these coins are "...the oldest depiction[s] of Indian deities that we have, and as such are symbolic of an intermingling of Hellenistic with Indian cultures" (2007: 304, fig. 4).
these coins of Agathokles with legends written in Greek, Brāhmī and Kharoṣṭhī may have been issued for the Indian territories where he had only recently proclaimed himself king. Although his predecessor Demetrius is usually regarded as the first Greek ruler to have made conquests south of the Hindu Kush, on the basis of a recent discovery of a Kharoṣṭhī inscription dated in year 201 “of the Greeks” (yañana) and year 73 of the Azes era beginning in 58/7 BCE, Richard Salomon argues that Agathokles may have been responsible for initiating an “Indo-Greek era” in 186/5 BCE. In addition to instituting the first continuous historical era, the Indo-Greek rulers also left imprints in the form of military and political titles, Macedonian month names used in epigraphical dating formulae, and the use of the Greek alphabet for writing the Bactrian language. Contact and exchange was generally limited to the northwestern frontiers, where layers of Hellenistic influence persisted after the last Indo-Greek rulers disappeared from the political scene in the first century BCE.

The presence of Indo-Greeks in the Northwest during the last two centuries BCE has stimulated debates about their responses to religious and cultural features of the Indo-Iranian borderland environment. Although many deities depicted on their coins belonged to the Hellenistic pantheon, Indo-Greek rulers from Agathokles onwards (as well as Sakas, Parthians, and Kušānas) adopted a wide range of Iranian and Indian deities, Buddhist symbols, and South Asian titles and

---

109 Karttunen 1997a: 273–4 discusses the extent of the Indian domains of Demetrius based on literary references, which also associate Greek conquests of India after Alexander with Apollodotus and Menander. A recently discovered Greek inscription of Heliodotus (Bernard, et al. 2004: 333 ff.; Rougemont 2005: 133–4, fig. 2) from Kuliab in Tajikistan recording a dedication to Hestia refers to Demetrius as a “glorious victor” (kallinikos is a laudative epithet) and to his father Euthydemos as “the greatest of all kings” but does not indicate that their dominion extended beyond ancient Bactria. MacDowall, David. 2005. “The Role of Demetrius in Arachosia and the Kabul Valley.” In Bopearachchi and Boussac 2005: 197–206 focuses on the silver and copper coins of Demetrius (also see MacDowall 2007: 99).

110 Salomon, Richard. 2005a. “The Indo-Greek Era of 186/5 BC in a Buddhist Reliquary Inscription.” In Bopearachchi and Boussac 2005: 359–401 (CKI 405: http://www.ebmp.org/a_inscription.php?catid=CKI0405). Salomon discusses other Brāhmī, Kharoṣṭhī, and Bactrian inscriptions that may be dated in this era, which is explicitly attested in a Brāhmī inscription in year 116 “of the reign of the Yavanas” (yavanarajyasya), which would correspond to ca. 70 BCE. Jakobsson, Jens. 2009. “Who Founded the Indo-Greek Era of 186/5 BCE?” Classical Quarterly 59.2, 505–510 speculates that the era may have been promoted by Menander and Antimachus II. I have not yet seen an article by Widemann, François. 2004. “Une confirmation numismatique de l’era yavana de 186/5.” Nomismatika Chronika 23, 37–45.
epithets. W.W. Tarn attempted to explain Indo-Greek patronage of Buddhism as a strategy to gain local support against Indian rulers such as Puṣyamitra, who seized power after the collapse of the Mauryans and restored Brahmanical institutions, according to Sanskrit purāṇic traditions. Such a juxtaposition between foreign Greek supporters of Buddhism in the Northwest and traditional Indian kings who maintained “Hindu” orthodoxy oversimplifies more complex patterns of religious patronage of multiple South Asian religious traditions.

Greek patronage of Buddhism is most clearly associated with Menander, a powerful Indo-Greek ruler of the Punjab and northwestern India around 150 BCE who issued numerous coins and is known in both Buddhist and western classical literary traditions. However, Menander’s silver coins showing Athena in various martial poses do not indicate a Buddhist affiliation and his bronze coins depict an eclect-

111 Karttunen 1997a: 309–315 discusses the representation and localization of Greek gods and the representation of local gods in Greek form. In “The Greek Kingdoms of Central Asia” (in Harmatta 1994: 98–129), Paul Bernard observes that “With very few exceptions, the official state pantheon was entirely Greek” (1994b: 114), but temples dedicated to local and Iranian deities at Ai Khanum “owed nothing to Greek tradition” (ibid., 115). Bernard ameliorates this apparent discrepancy between numismatic iconography and religious architecture, archaeology and art by commenting that “the Greeks themselves had probably never, except in their own official state religion, put up any barriers between their own gods and those of their subjects, and so had paved the way to their progressive assimilation” (127). MacDowall, David. 2007b. “Coinage from Iran to Gandhāra—with special reference to divinities as coin types.” In Srini-vasan 2007: 233–266 surveys deities depicted on Bactrian, Indo-Greek, Indo-Scythian, and Indo-Parthian coins.

112 Although Narain 1957: 98–9 effectively counters Tarn 1984 [1951]: 175, similar arguments are adopted by Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 385 and Seldeslachts, Erik. 2007. “Greece, the Final Frontier? The Westward Spread of Buddhism.” In Heirman and Bumbacher 2007: 131–166, who writes that “The Greek struggle with Puṣyamitra gave the Buddhists the prospect of renewed influence . . . What may be sensed is that strategic reasons made some Greeks the promoters of Buddhism and some Buddhists supporters of the Greeks” (141).

tic mixture of ambiguous symbols, including the wheel which could be associated with a wheel-turning emperor (cakravartin) or the wheel of dharma (dharmacakra). In contrast to the numismatic evidence, Pāli and Chinese Buddhist texts invariably portray Menander as an important Buddhist patron. In shorter and earlier versions, Menander is satisfied with the responses of the learned monk Nāgasena and donates an expensive wool blanket and 800 meals to the Buddhist community, but it is only in the expanded Pāli version that Menander (Milinda) relinquishes his throne, converts to Buddhism, and becomes a lay follower (upāsaka). Although the Moralia of Plutarch refer to the distribution of Menander’s relics (mnēmeia), such burial practices are more likely to be connected with Hellenistic hero cults than Buddhist worship of the relics of a lay patron. Thus, Buddhist literary traditions

114 Bopearachchi 1990: 48 and Fussman 1993a: 85–90 agree that the numismatic evidence does not confirm Menander’s conversion to Buddhism, but comments by Paul Bernard (see note 110) on discrepancies between the official state pantheon and religious architecture and archaeology may help to reconcile differences between depictions of deities on Menander’s coinage and his reputation as a Buddhist patron in Buddhist literary traditions.


116 Fussman, Gérard. 1994a. “Upāya-kausālya: L’implantation du bouddhisme au Gandhāra.” In Bouddhisme et cultures locales: Quelques cas de réciproques adaptations, eds. Fukui Fumimasa and Gérard Fussman. Paris: École Française d’Extrême Orient, 25–26 remarks that Menander’s conversion to Buddhism and assumption of upāsaka status should be understood only in the sense that he was not hostile to Buddhism, since aside from the Milindapañha’s version, there is no other indication that affirms his exclusive preference for Buddhism.

adopt Menander “as one of theirs” (Lamotte 1988 [1958]: 425) but do not prove that he was exclusively Buddhist, since he probably supported a wide array of religious groups seeking his support, just like any other South Asian ruler.

In adopting South Asian models of religious patronage, the distinctive identity of the Indo-Greeks eventually disappeared as they became fully Indianized. While King Menander is praised as a Buddhist patron (if not a convert), a Greek ambassador (yonadūta) named Hēliōdōros sent from Taxila to Vidišā in central India by the Indo-Greek king Antialkidas, refers to himself as a devotee (bhāgavata) of Viṣṇu in a late second century BCE Brāhmī inscription (fig. 2.1: Heliodoros Pillar). Hēliōdōros donated a pillar of Garudā, the eagle who serves as Viṣṇu’s animal emblem, during his visit to the court of Kāśiputra Bhāgabhadra, whom historians have attempted to identify with Śuṅga kings listed in purānic genealogies such as Bhadraka/Odrika or Bhāga(-vata). Some Greek names and titles also appear in Buddhist inscriptions from the Northwest and in Buddhist cave inscriptions from western India. However, references to Yavana (or

Press, “A hero cult involves setting apart one particular grave, known as a heroon, from other burials by marking off a special precinct, by bringing sacrifices and votive gifts, and occasionally by building a special grave monument” (1985: 203). Burkert’s comments about connections between the rise and popularity of hero cults during Hellenistic times and the establishment of “effectice presence” in a “specific locality” suggest structural resonances with Buddhist relic cults that may have appealed to a Greek audience in the Northwest.

---

118 Salomon 1998a: 265–267 (Appendix 2: Besnagar Pillar Inscription of Hēliōdōros, fig. 12, with further references on p. 266).
119 Sircar, Dineschandra. 1965. Select Inscriptions bearing on Indian History and Civilization. Vol. 1: From the Sixth Century BC to the Sixth Century AD 2nd ed. Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 88–89 suggests that “Bhāgabhadra may be identified with Bhadraka, the fifth Śuṅga king according to the Bhāgavata Purāṇa (88, n. 4). However, this identification is dismissed by Narain 1957: 119, who instead identifies Bhāgabhadra with the ninth Śuṅga king known as Bhāga or Bhāgavata. A Śuṅga connection remains hypothetical, since Kāśiputra Bhāgabhadra may have been a local or regional ruler of Vidišā.
120 Fussman 1994a: 26 points out that only the Kharoṣṭhī inscription of the Meridarch Theodoros may belong to the period of the Indo-Greek rulers in the Northwest, although other Greek names appear in later inscriptions. Since very few Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions (with the exception of the Aśokan edicts) can be dated before ca. 50 BCE, it would be misleading to conclude that “This lack of information on the Greeks in the inscriptions of Gandhāra and Panjab seems to indicate that there was no noticeable Greek influence on Buddhism…” (Dietz, Siglinde. 2007. “Buddhism in Gandhāra.” In Heirman and Bumbacher 2007: 56). For Yavanas in western Indian inscriptions, see Karttunen 1997a: 297–298, who refers to hypotheses for associating them with merchants advanced by Stein, Otto. 1935. “Yavanas in early Indian inscriptions.” Indian
Yona) donors with Indian and Iranian names do not strictly designate Greek descendants, since “...the connotation of Yavana underwent changes from being identified as Greek to Graeco-Iranian, Hellenist Indian, Indianized Greek, and Graeco-Roman or anyone coming from the West” (Ghosh 2007: 291).

Alfred Foucher strongly advocated for the importance of an amalgamation of Hellenistic models with Indian and Iranian traditions in the Buddhist art of Gandhāra. However, Foucher’s theory of a “Graeco-Buddhist” school of art and his arguments for a Greek origin of anthropomorphic images of the Buddha remain controversial. Foucher and other proponents of Hellenistic influences in Gandhāran Buddhist art have struggled to explain a chronological gap between the heyday of Indo-Greek rule in the Northwest in the second century BCE and the first appearance of identifiable Hellenistic features in Buddhist art of Gandhāra only in the first century CE. Lamotte, for example, acknowledged that “...this influence took a long time to become apparent and that although it was implanted during the Indo-Greek occupation, it did not bear fruit until first the Śaka-Pahlava period, and then the Kuśāṇa” (1988 [1958]: 429). This problematic lag between the hypothetical ‘implantation’ and concrete ‘manifestation’ of a proposed Hellenistic ‘synthesis’ in Gandhāran Buddhist art raises questions about the impetus, extent, and significance of the long survival of Greek stylistic features, which were transmitted through numerous intermediaries and are more related to technical

---


123 Foucher posited that Hellenism lay dormant in Gandhāra until a combination of factors including the expansion of Buddhism and increasing commerce led to a “rebirth of influence under the Indianized form” (1947: 324) when “the Hellenistic seed bore its fruits under a dynasty not very different from that which implanted it” (1947: 333). Fussman 1994a: 26 points out that the period of Buddhism’s success in Gandhāra is either contemporary with or posterior to the downfall of the Indo-Greek rulers.
detail rather than religious ideology. Maurizio Taddei identified Hellenistic models and narrative motifs in Gandhāran Buddhist art and architecture, but recognized that these foreign elements were appropriated from a wide range of Hellenized cultures extending from the Mediterranean to Egypt, Parthia, and Gandhāra, where local and exogenous groups chose to adopt, preserve, and innovatively develop distinctive styles of art and iconography. Since Italian excavations of an Indo-Greek urban center at Barikot in the Swat valley of northwestern Pakistan have revealed “the undeniable presence of workshops and craftsmen of Hellenistic tradition active in the Northwest” (Callieri 2007: 158), Hellenistic ateliers may have continued to contribute to the mélange of iconographic elements and architectural styles evident in Gandhāran Buddhist art in the early centuries CE.

Relationships between Iranian and Hellenistic cultures and the Buddhist traditions of Gandhāra and Central Asia are addressed further in Old Roads in the Northwestern Borderlands (Chapter 4) and Long-Distance Transmission to Central Asian Silk Routes and China (Chapter 6). A tendency of many earlier scholars such as Foucher and Lamotte to overemphasize the impact of the Achaemenids and Indo-Greeks on the history of Buddhism has been counterbalanced by efforts to downplay ‘foreign’ influence. Interactions between Brahmans who were already well established in the region since vedic times, Buddhist newcomers, socially assimilated exogenous migrant groups, and local intermediaries (like Sophytos) who appropriated Iranian and Greek languages, writing systems, titles, customs, and ideas for their own political and economic benefit contributed to dynamic hybridity.

---

124 Fussman, while accepting the possibility of a “synthèse hellénico-Bouddhique” (1994a: 27) long after the end of Indo-Greek political domination, argues that the artistic traditions of Gandhāran Buddhism are ideologically identical to those of Mathura and Amarāvati.


127 Conversations with Georgios Halkias and Damien Janos, modern yavana in Bochum, Germany, dialogues with Suchandra Ghosh and Abhishek Singh Amar, and the participation of colleagues in a project on Dynamics in the History of Religion between Asia and Europe for the International Consortium for Research in the Humanities (IKGF) have helped to clarify issues related to the synthesis of
Thus, intercultural exchanges in the northwestern borderlands in the late first millennium BCE established foundations for patterns of cross-cultural mobility and transmission which culminated in the following periods of the Sakas and Kušāṇas.

Saka Migrants and Mediators between Central Asia and South Asia

As Indo-Greek power waned, various groups of Sakas established control of important nodes on networks of long-distance routes used for migrations, trade, and cultural transmission between Central Asia, the Iranian borderlands, and the northwestern Indian subcontinent. Their domination of overland routes corresponds to a critical period of heightened patronage and growth of Buddhist institutions in the first century BCE and first century CE. The profound impact of the Sakas in South Asia is gaining greater recognition, although many previous scholars regarded the Sakas (sometimes called Indo-Scythians) as mere imitators of their Indo-Greek predecessors. For example, W.W. Tarn opined that the “Sacas simply stepped into the shoes of the Greeks” (1984 [1951]: 323). Subsequent Kušāṇa dominion over a more extensive empire extending from Bactria to northeastern India has overshadowed Saka precedents. Finally, the conflation of Sakas (Śakas) with other immigrant groups (including the Indo-Greek yavanas and Iranian pahlavas) has obscured their position. Brahmanical xenologies integrate these powerful but impure mleccha rulers into the varṇa hierarchy as degraded Kṣatriyas. Nevertheless, the establishment of continuous Indian historical eras which are still in use, the Azes

128 For a more detailed treatment of Śaka and Kušāṇa migration routes, see Neelis, Jason. 2007. “Passages to India: Śaka and Kušāṇa Migrations in Historical Contexts.” In Srinivasan 2007: 55–94. This section is a synopsis of this longer article, but focuses on the relevance of these migrations for patterns of Buddhist transmission.

(Vikrama) era of 58 BCE and the Śaka era of 78 CE, were originally tied to the reigns of Saka rulers, whose chronologies are reviewed below. In addition to linguistic borrowings of Iranian loanwords into Sanskrit and Prakrit languages, the initial use of Sanskrit in official inscriptions and the adoption of poetic conventions (kāvya) in epigraphic eulogies (prāśasti) are connected with Saka centers in Mathura and Gujarat during the first two centuries CE.\(^{130}\) The active role of Sakas as patrons of Buddhist literature, art and archeology is apparent in early Buddhist manuscripts from Gandhāra, pre-Kuśāṇa sculptures from Mathura, and Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī inscriptions from northwestern and western regions of South Asia, but they also supported other religious groups as well.\(^{131}\) Sakas and other Iranian and Central Asian immigrants were not merely passive converts to Buddhism, but played active roles as mediators for the trans-cultural flow of Buddhism beyond India.

*Saka migrations to South Asia*

Saka immigrants, who began to arrive in South Asia around the beginning of the first century BCE, belonged to separate branches of nomadic and sedentary groups that inhabited areas of Central Asia extending from the Pontic steppes north of the Black Sea to western Mongolia. Peoples known as Sakas in Iranian and Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions, Śakas in Sanskrit, and Scythians in western classical sources are broadly associated with material cultures and artistic styles classified as the “Scythian triad” (consisting of bronze and iron weapons, horse-

---

\(^{130}\) Damsteegt 1978: 204–216; Sheldon Pollock comments: “The radical reinvention of Sanskrit culture seems to have occurred—at least, it is here that we can actually watch it occurring—precisely where one might expect it, in a social world where the presuppositions and conventions of the vaidika culture were weakest: among newly immigrant peoples from the far northwest of the subcontinent (and ultimately from Iran and Central Asia), most importantly the Śakas (the so-called Indo-Scythians), especially a branch of the Śakas known as the Western Kuśāṇas” (2006: 67). Buddhist (hybrid) Sanskrit inscriptions and literature are discussed in Chapter 1 pp. 44–54.

riding gear, and the so-called animal style). However, these features were shared by a wide range of Eurasian nomads and are not as clearly apparent in South Asia as in Central Asian burial mounds (kurgans). Before the period of migration to South Asia, three distinct groups of Sakas appear in Achaemenid monumental art and Old Persian inscriptions issued during the reign of Darius I (522–486 BCE):

1) Sakas “who are across the sea” (paradraya) in areas north of the Black Sea are mentioned only in the Naqš-i Rustam inscription, but Herodotus (4.1–162) provides many details about this group of Scythians in his account of the Darius I’s campaign against them (ca. 513 BCE).

2) Sakas “wearing the pointed cap” (tigraxauda) correspond with the Sakas or Scythians with “pointed helmets” (Greek: orthokorybantioi) listed by Herodotus (3.92) in the tenth satrapy of Media. In addition to the Naqš-i Rustam inscription, an inscription of Darius at Susa and an inscription of Xerxes from Persepolis refer to this group of Sakas.

3) “Hauma-drinking” (haumavarga) Sakas appear together with the previous group in Old Persian inscriptions and are referred to as Amyrgian Scythians by Herodotus (7.64). They originally inhabited regions around the Syr Darya (Jaxartes River) in the Ferghana and Alai valleys of western Central Asia, but also settled in the Helmand valley and southeastern Iran (Seistan). Since this region around the Hamun Lake “is a land where the steppe and the sown are intermingled and nomads are on all sides of the lake which is large in winter while almost vanishing in the late summer” (Frye

---


135 Kent 1953: 211–212.

1963: 72), different groups of Sakas may have temporarily settled there in periodic seasonal migrations.\textsuperscript{137}

In other Old Persian inscriptions of Darius at Behistun, Persepolis, and the Susa foundation charter, the Sakas are listed immediately after the satrapy of Gandhāra.\textsuperscript{138} W.J. Vogelsang (1992: 304–315) argues that the Sakas who infiltrated eastern Iran from areas to the north during the first half of the first millennium BCE played major roles in the establishment and maintenance of Achaemenid power. According to Vogelsang, Saka migrations to the Iranian plateau and onwards to the Near East or to the Indian subcontinent can be viewed as a recurring pattern in which nomadic migrants from Central Asia initially disrupted settled life, but eventually “...were adopted within local structures, and either disappeared from view as a distinct ethnic unity, or turned into the new ruling class of the sedentary people, often mingling with the old group of the autochthonous population” (1992: 305). This characterization aids in understanding patterns of migration of exogenous Sakas to northwestern India towards the end of the first millennium BCE, although it is not necessarily the case that all of these groups came to South Asia from eastern Iran.

Chinese historical annals (\textit{Shi ji} and \textit{Han shu}) refer to Saka and Kuśāṇa migrations from the Western Region (\textit{Xiyu}) of China in Central Asia during the second century BCE.\textsuperscript{139} According to the \textit{Han shu} (96A.10b, 96B.1b, 61.4b), westward Yuezhi migrations forced the Sai

to migrate south from areas around the Ili Basin (in modern Kyrgyzstan). While the Chinese character transliterated as Sai or Se (pronounced *sәk/sәg/seg) corresponds closely enough to Iranian Saka, Gândhârî Saga, and Sanskrit Śaka, distinctions between the Sakas and other groups are not always clear (as is also the case with Iranian and western classical sources describing Central Asian nomadic movements). Geographical details about Saka migrations beyond the Western Region (Xiyu) are somewhat vague, but the Chinese sources nevertheless indicate that at least one branch of Sakas began to move into the northwestern Indian subcontinent without passing through the Iranian plateau. A passage in the Han shu (96B.1b) specifies that the Sai crossed the “hanging passage” (xuan du), located between Shatial and Swat in the gorges of the upper Indus River in modern Pakistan. Han shu (96A.10b) also indicates that the Sakas eventually conquered Jibin, a territory commonly associated with Kashmir or Kapiśa (Begram in Afghanistan), but here perhaps referring to Gandhâra.

During the final two centuries BCE, three separate groups of Sakas migrated to South Asia via overland routes from southeastern Iran, Bactria, and the Tarim Basin. Despite topographical difficulties of the proposed routes from eastern Central Asia across the Pamir and Karakorum mountains to Swat and Gandhâra, artifacts from the Pamir region and bronze objects with Scythian stylistic affinities from mountain valleys in northern Pakistan and the late survival of

---

140 Hulsewé (1979: 104, fn. 210) transliterates Sai while Thierry (2005: 451, fn. 39) uses Se. Gérard Fussman cautions that Chinese sources do not clearly distinguish the Sai from the Yuezhi, which in his view are “...shifting confederations of tribes without any linguistic, ethnic (i.e. racial) and probably cultural, unity” (Fussman, Gérard. 1996. “Southern Bactria and Northern India before Islam: A Review of Archaeological Reports.” Journal of the American Oriental Society 116, 252).

141 For localizations of the “Hanging Passage” see Stein, Marc Aurel. 1942. “From Swat to the Gorges of the Indus.” Geographical Journal 100.2, 49–56 and Jettmar, Karl. 1987a. “The ‘Suspended Crossing’—Where and Why?” In Pollet 1987: 95–101. Benjamin 2007: 107–109 refers to earlier theories of Chavannes and more recent investigators such as Tsuchiya who prefer to associate xuan du with the Khunjerab or Mingteke passes that connect Tashkurgan in Xinjiang with the Hunza and Gilgit valleys in northern Pakistan, but localizations identified by Jettmar and Stein are more accurate.


‘animal style’ features in petroglyphs provide evidence of Saka migrations through northern Pakistan. Another closely related branch of Sakas may have migrated to the northwestern frontiers of South after crossing the Hindu Kush following conflicts with the Yuezhi and Bactrian Greeks in Bactria during a period of instability in the second century BCE. Strabo (11.8.2) and Justin (41) attribute the decline of the Bactrian Greek kingdoms to various groups of nomads, including Sacarauloi/Saraucae, with whom the Sakas have been identified. Although Strabo and other classical authors were unclear about distinctions between various groups of nomads, Konow’s remark that “Scythian pressure on the Greek empire in Bactria... seems to coincide with the Indian conquests” (1929: xxii) suggests a scenario in which migratory movements of Sakas and other Central Asians forced Bactrian Greek rulers such as Demetrius and Agathokles to extend their dominions to areas south of the Hindu Kush beginning in the early second century BCE. Since Indo-Greek kings appear to have remained in control of Kapiśa during the second century BCE, a Saka military conquest does not appear to have been likely, but a series of nomadic movements may have been partially responsible for the displacement of Greek rulers first from Bactria and again from Gandhāra, Taxila and the Punjab in the middle of the first century BCE. A third wave of Sakas migrated to the western borderlands of South Asia from Seistan in southeastern Iran and Arachosia in southern Afghanistan after a series of conflicts with the Arsacid dynasty of Parthia between 130–80

114


147 Tarn’s statement that “The beginning of the end for all Greek kingdoms in India was the Saca conquests” (1984 [1951]: 320) assumes that political and cultural shifts necessarily result from military conquests.
historical contexts 115

BCE.148 From areas of the lower Indus valley known as Śakadvīpa or Śākadvīpa (“Śaka continent”) in Sanskrit Purāṇas, this group of Sakas expanded to the Saurāśtra peninsula of Gujarat and into the western hinterlands of the Indian subcontinent, where the Kṣahārāta and Kārdamaka lines of Western Kṣatrapas continued to rule until the end of the fourth century CE.

Saka Rulers in the Northwest

Numismatic sequences and dated inscriptions are the primary sources for reconstructing chronological frameworks for the dynastic history of Saka rulers in the northwestern and western Indian subcontinent in the first century BCE and early centuries CE. Greek and Kharoṣṭhī coin legends indicate that Maues (or Moa in Kharoṣṭhī) was the first Śaka ruler to declare himself “king of kings” (Greek: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ/ Kharoṣṭhī: rajatiraja) in areas of Gandhāra, Swat, and Taxila in the early first century BCE.149 Since his coins are more commonly found in areas of northwestern Pakistan rather than in regions around Kabul or in southeastern Afghanistan, he and his predecessors probably followed routes from the north across the Hindu Kush, Pamir, or possibly the Karakorum mountains rather than migrating from southeastern Iran, Afghanistan, and the lower Indus, as sometimes suggested.150

148 Justin (42.1–2) provides an account of relationships with the Sakas during the reigns of Phraates II (who died in 138 BCE during a campaign against the Sakas) and Mithridates II (123–88 BCE), who reached an accommodation with the Sakas (Konow 1929: xxxvii–xxxix; Lamotte 1988: 451–2, Narain 1957: 140–141, Senior 2001: 11–12, Tarn 1984 [1951]: 320).


In addition to issues of coins that reflect his major position as a powerful regional ruler in the Northwest, a Kharoṣṭhī inscription recording the establishment of Buddhist relics in Taxila dated in year 78 “of Mahārāja Moga the Great” (maharayasa mahamātasa mogasa) indicates that Saka kṣatrapas (“Satraps”) acknowledged his importance by using a continuous era named after him, although this inscription is the single attestation of such a reckoning system. While Maues himself is not directly connected with material evidence of Buddhist patronage, he appears to have initiated a decentralized administrative network of Saka mahākṣatrapas, kṣatrapas and loosely affiliated subordinates who were avid Buddhist donors.

The most prominent successor of Maues was Azes (Aya in Kharoṣṭhī), who also declared himself “King of Kings” on widespread and voluminous issues of coins following the decline of Indo-Greek rulers, from whom he adopted depictions of Hellenistic deities. Since Azes initially issued coins jointly with Spalirises, an Indo-Parthian official, he appears to have expanded his dominion to Taxila and other areas of northwestern Pakistan from a base in the region of Arachosia in southeastern Afghanistan rather than directly inheriting the regions previously ruled by Maues. Azes’ likely successors (Azilises and

---


152 Salomon, Richard. 1974. “The Kṣatrapas and Mahākṣatrapas of India.” Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Südasiens 18, 5–25 concludes that these titles attested in Indian coins and inscriptions denote regional subordinates and semi-independent or independent rulers depending on the political context.


Azes II) continued to produce numerous coins, including very common types with a figure on horseback holding a spear or whip. Azes is also credited (perhaps in hindsight) with initiating a dynastic era beginning in 58 BCE which later became identified with the so-called Vikrama era still used in South Asia. Since this important era (which no longer bears his name) was adopted by later regional rulers who acknowledged the authority of the dynastic lineage of Azes in their inscriptions and coins, his impact on this period of South Asian history deserves greater emphasis. Robert Senior links Azes with “unification of the Punjab and a great increase of wealth, evidenced by his huge output of coinage” as well as “a revolution in religious ideas brought about by the cultural mix resultant from his sitting at the hub of the Silk route” (2001: 65). Such an assessment of Azes’ legacy may be exaggerated by a narrow emphasis on numismatic sources, since Azes, like Maues, is not directly connected to patronage of religious institutions and is not mentioned in literary sources. Nevertheless, the consolidation of Saka power after Azes began to rule in 58 BCE by a confederation of regional rulers who established control of major routes connecting Gandhāra to Mathura had significant implications for political, economic, and religious history.

Buddhist Patronage by the Apracas and Odis
Regional Saka subordinates, allies, and officials supported Buddhist institutions by donating relics, building stūpas, and giving donations to monastic communities in their domains. Members of the Apraca

155 Although most other numismatic specialists maintain that the “spear versus whip” criterion for distinguishing coins of Azes I from those of Azes II “holds reasonably well for separating earlier and later Azes’ coins” (Mitchener 1976: 6.481), Senior 2001: 63, 71, 83 argues that Azilises’ coins follow those of Maues and precede issues of Azes and dismisses the distinction between Azes I and II by regarding later coins of Azes as posthumous issues. While the relative chronological sequence remains disputed (and it is beyond my scope to resolve numismatic debates), it is interesting to note that horseriders with whips also appear in petroglyphs from various sites (Hodar, Gichi Nala, Chilas, Thalpan, and Hunza-Haldeikish) in northern Pakistan, but it is not very clear that Azes’ coinage was the source of this imagery.

family in the northwestern borderlands of Pakistan and Afghanistan made numerous Buddhist donations recorded in Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions dated in the era of Azes. 157 Although most of these inscriptions lack specific provenance, the domain of the Aparacas was probably centered in Bajaur and extended to Swat, Gandhāra, Taxila, and parts of eastern Afghanistan in the last half of the first century BCE and the early decades of the first century CE. Since the discovery of an inscribed reliquary casket from Shinkot in Bajaur donated by the Apraca king Vijayamitra (who evidently founded the dynasty), other inscriptions record donations of relics by at least four generations of kings, queens, and court officials. 158 Apraca kings known from Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions, coins, and seals included Indravasu, Viṣṇuvarmaṇ (perhaps identical to Viśpavarmaṇ), and Indravarman, but the dynastic genealogy remains uncertain. 159 Another important member of the Apraca lineage was the “general” (strateγa) Aśpavarmaṇ, who appears as a character in a Buddhist avadāna preserved in first-century Kharoṣṭhī manuscript fragments and whose name is inscribed on a silver saucer found at Sirkap in Taxila. 160 Since Aśpavarmaṇ’s coins overlap with late or


posthumous issues of Azes (II) and the Indo-Parthian ruler Gondophares (see below), he probably flourished from ca. 20–50 CE.\textsuperscript{161}

Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions indicate significant relationships between the Apracas, Odi kings, contemporary Saka \textit{ksatrapas}, the early Kuṣāṇas, and other local dynasties during a politically turbulent period from the end of the first century BCE to the middle of the first century CE. A silver drinking vessel with an animal-style ibex figure formerly belonging to the “Yagu king” (\textit{yaguraño}) Kharayosta (or Kharaosta) that was rededicated as a Buddhist reliquary by Indravarman (Aśpavarman’s father) may indicate that this object was given to the Apracas as a gift in exchange for some form of tribute or assistance.\textsuperscript{162} The Apracas were also connected by marital alliance with the Odi kings in the Swat valley, since a royal relative and officer named Suhasoma in a Buddhist reliquary inscription of Senavarman (Fig. 2.2: Reliquary \textit{Stūpa} of Senavarman, the King of Odi) was married to Vasavadattā, according to a Kharoṣṭhī inscription recording her donation of a waterpot.\textsuperscript{163} Vasavadattā, the donor of the waterpot, may be identified with the sister of the Apraca prince Indravarman, since she is mentioned in a Kharoṣṭhī reliquary casket inscription.\textsuperscript{164} Since Senavarman’s inscription mentioning Suhasoma also refers to Sadaśkaṇa, a son of the first Kuṣāṇa ruler Kujula Kadphises, the role of the Apracas and Odi rulers as powerful regional Buddhist patrons can be synchronized with the early Kuṣāṇas during a period of dynamic religious activity and political fluctuations at the beginning of the first century CE.\textsuperscript{165}

\textsuperscript{161} Senior 2001: 92–94.
\textsuperscript{162} This interpretation of CKI 21 (http://www.ebmp.org/a_inscription.php?catid=CKI0241) is suggested by Salomon 1996b: 442–443.
\textsuperscript{165} Lines 8g-9b of the Senavarma Inscription(CKI 249: http://depts.washington.edu/ebmp/inscriptions.php) link Suhasoma and with Sadaśkaṇa: \textit{maharaja-rayatirayara} Kuyula-Kataphsa-putro Sadaśkaṇo devaputro sadha anakaena Suhasomena asmakarena sayuga-savalavahaṇa sadha guśurakehi ca puyita “Sadaśkaṇa, son of the
Fig. 2.2: Reliquary Stūpa of Senavarman, King of Oçi (Source: Czuma and Morris 1985: 165, no. 82)
Mathura Kšatrapas and Mahākšatrapas

Kšatrapas and Mahākšatrapas reigning in Mathura extended Saka administration and religious patronage from the northwestern borderlands to an important cultural and commercial center in the Ganga-Yamuna doāb by the late first century BCE. Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions...
on a lion capital from Mathura provide keys to understanding links between various Saka families which ruled Taxila and Mathura. Since its discovery in 1869 by Bhagvanlal Indraji, epigraphists have struggled to read and interpret the inscriptions written on all surfaces of the sculpture (on its top, back, sides, front, and bottom). A relatively long passage written on top and on back of a rectangular block joining the adorsed lions commemorates the installation of Buddhist relics and donation of a stūpa and monastery to a Sarvāstivādin monastic community by the “Chief Queen” (agramahesi) of Mahāksatrapa Rajula. Although the phrasing is ambiguous, her name may be understood as a compound, Ayasia Kamuia, or as Ayasia, the daughter (dhitra) of the Kamu[ia]. She was apparently the daughter of Kharaoosta, whose name appears twice in the Mathura lion capital inscriptions with the title of “heir apparent” (yuvarāṇa and yuvaraya in Gāndhāri correspond to Sanskrit yuvarāja). Since Kharayosta (a variant of Kharaoosta) is identified as a Mahāksatrapa’s son in a Kharoṣṭhī inscription on the silver goblet rededicated as a Buddhist reliquary by the Apraca prince Indravarman, the Mathura lion capital inscriptions indicate kinship connections between the family of Mathura Kṣatrapas and Saka lineages in the Northwest.

Another Mathura lion capital inscription refers to Mahāksatrapa Kusula Patika, who can be identified with the donor (mahādānapati) of Buddhist relics named Patika, the son of Liaka Kusulaka, the Kṣatrapa of Cukhsa, according to a Kharoṣṭhī inscription from

---

166 Konow 1929: 30–49, no. 15, pls. VI–IX; Sircar 1965: 114–119, no. 24, pls XVII–XXII; Thomas, F.W. 1907–8. “The Inscriptions on the Mathura Lion-Capital.” Epigraphia Indica 9, 135–147; CKI 48 (http://www.ebmp.org/a_inscription.php?catid=CKI0048). Although Konow attempts to read and interpret the haphazardly written inscriptions on the lion capital as a single epigraphic record, Sircar and Thomas split the inscriptions into separate groups. The Kharoṣṭhī characters vary in size, but do not appear to have been written by separate hands at different times. John Rosenfield suggested that “...a ceremonial gathering at Mathurā of a large number of Śaka princes” (1967: 134) may have served as a context for writing these records, which resemble informal graffiti.

167 Salomon 1996b: 424 (Inscription II: mahāksatrapa-patrasa [yagura[m]a khara-[jyostasa...]= CKI 241 (http://www.ebmp.org/a_inscription.php?catid=CKI0241). Since Kharayosta has the title of Yabgu-king (yagura[m]a) in this inscription and the title of heir-apparent (yuvaraya) in the Mathura lion capital inscriptions, it is likely that the Mathura inscriptions were written before he was elevated to the position of Yabgu-king. Yabgu, a Central Asian title corresponding to Chinese xihou, was adopted in Kuṣāṇa coin legends (Hulsewé 1979: 121–123, Rosenfield 1967: 11, Thierry 2005: 462–469, 498). Kṣatrapa Kharaoosta is known as the “son of Arta” and as the father of Hajatria in Greek and Kharoṣṭhī coin legends (Senior 2001: 98–100).
The appearance of the title and name of Mahākṣatrapa Rajula’s son Kṣatrapa Śuḍasa in the lion capital inscriptions demonstrates that they were written before he inherited the title of Mahākṣatrapa, as Śuḍasa is known in Brāhmī inscriptions from Mathura, including a Jain āyavati plaque inscription of a female donor named Amohini dated in year 72. If this date is reckoned according to the Azes/Vikrama era of 57–58 BCE, a correspondence with 14–15 CE provides a terminus ante quem for the Mathura lion capital inscriptions as well as the period when Saka historical figures such as Mahākṣatrapa Patika and Yuvarāja Kharaosta were in power. Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions written on the bottom surface of the Mathura lion capital call for the honor (puyae for Sanskrit pūjāyai) of the donation to extend to “all Buddhas, the Dharma, and the Sangha” and to “all of Sakastan.” The somewhat unusual use of the formula with Sakastana may reflect some conception of a Saka domain in the northwestern Indian subcontinent. By establishing themselves as powerful rulers and administrators in Mathura, Taxila, and the Punjab, the Sakas controlled a network of routes that connected the northwestern frontiers with the Indian heartland.

Indo-Parthians: Mahārāja Gondophares or the Gondopharids?

By the middle of the first century CE, Saka Kṣatrapas and Mahākṣatrapas in the Northwest evidently served under the nominal authority of Indo-Parthian rulers related to Mahārāja Gondophares. However, the interpretation of numismatic and epigraphic sources for the reign of Gondophares is complicated by the “homonymy problem” (Alram 1999, 37, fn. 123) of several kings with this name or title meaning ‘winner of glory’ during the late first century BCE and early first century CE.170

168 Konow 1929: 23–29, no. 13, pl. V.1; Sircar 1965: 124–125, no. 27; CKI 46 (http://www.ebmp.org/a_inscription.php?catid=CKI0046). See note 151 for references to discussions of the date of this inscription in year 78 of Maues.

169 Quintanilla 2007: 168–172, 275–276; Sircar 1965: 120–121, no. 25, pl. XXIII. An alternative reading of the first figure in the date as 40 rather than 70 is supported by Senior 2001: 100 on the basis of his proposed numismatic chronology for the coins of Rajuvula (Rajula), but the arguments of Sircar 1965: 125 n. 3 and Quintanilla 2007: 275–6 for a reading of 72 based on epigraphic and art historical evidence are more convincing.

170 Senior argues that “‘Gondophares’ is in reality a title (Vindapharna—Old Persian for ‘winner of glory’)” (2001: 108) adopted by several successors to an original Gaondophares I, who should be dated before c. 20 BCE. B.N. Puri. 1994. “The Sakas
Gondophares/Guduphara has been identified with King Gudnafar in the Christian apocryphal account of the visit of St. Thomas to India, but these late hagiographical sources do not necessarily provide a reliable basis for clarifying the rather complicated political history of the northwestern Indian subcontinent during the early decades of the first century. The legacy of Gondophares and his successors as powerful and Indo-Parthians” (Chapter 8 in Harmatta 1994) adopts the argument that the ‘Winner of Glory’ title “became a sort of family name for many subsequent members of the family” (200). However, Senior’s challenge to the general consensus for dating Gondophares I from c. 19–46+ CE has not received much support (Srivastava 2007: 85–92).
rulers who expanded Indo-Parthian dominion from Arachosia (southeastern Afghanistan) to Gandhāra, Taxila, Jammu, and the western Punjab is primarily reflected in the production and distribution of coins produced in different mints. The single epigraphic attestation for the reign of Gondophares is a Kharoṣṭhī inscription reportedly from Shahbazgarhi or the Takht-i Bahi Buddhist monastery in the Mardan district of Northwestern Pakistan dated in the twenty-sixth regnal year of Mahārāja Gudavhara (maharayasa gudavharasa) and in year 103 of an unspecified era. If the date in year 103 is calculated according to the Azes era of 58/7 BCE, the period of Gondophares’ reign apparently extended from c. 19 CE to at least 45–46 CE, but it is not certain that Guduvhara refers to Gondophares himself or to a successor ruling in his name. Since Gondophares and other members of his family probably seem to have ruled “...by co-operating with powerful forces on the ground and by absorbing them into [their] sphere[s] of influence” through “...a system of absorption allowing local rulers to keep their independence” (Senior 2001: 110), nominally subordinate local rulers (such as the Apraca general Aśpavarman) had significant roles. Although chronological details remain disputed and the role of the Gondopharid dynasty in political history before the advent of the Kuṣāṇas is still not clearly understood, Indo-Parthian hegemony in the Northwest in the middle of the first century CE corresponded with “a period of great prosperity and cultural achievement” (Rosenfield 1967: 129).

that an Indo-Parthian ruler with this name was still known in Syria after c. 250 CE, but do not provide evidence that St. Thomas actually met him or that he controlled Taxila.


174 Senior 2001: 125 proposes that Mahārāja Guduvhara is to be identified to Sases, a descendant of Gondophares who issued coins with legends similar to the titles used in the coins of Gondophares I, but the Kharoṣṭhī inscription provides no indication to confirm this hypothesis.
The Kṣaharāta and Kārdamaka Kṣatrapas in Western India

The Kṣaharāta and Kārdamaka lines of Saka rulers, commonly known as the Western Kṣatrapas, contended for power with the Sātavāhana dynasty from the first century CE. These two groups of Sakas probably came from the lower Indus region of Sind after migrating from southeastern Iran (Süistan) in the first century BCE. The term Kṣaharāta appears in inscriptions from Taxila and Mathura and on coins issued by Saka rulers in Sindh and Saurāṣṭra (the Kathiawar peninsula of modern Gujarat). Although the relationship with these Kṣaharatās is not very clear, Bhūmaka and his son Nahapāna issued coins as Kṣaharāta Kṣatrapas in western India. Brāhmī donative inscriptions in Buddhist caves at Nasik, Junnar, and Karle in the Western Ghats by Nahapāna’s daughter Dakhamitrā and her husband Uṣavadāta are dated in years 41–6 of an unspecified era. The chronology of Nahapāna’s rule hinges on whether these dates refer to his regnal era or to the Śaka era beginning in 78 CE, which would result in dates corresponding to c. 119–124 CE. If years 41–46 instead refer to Nahapāna’s regnal years, his apparently long reign can be situated in the mid-first century CE, which would permit an identification with Manbanos, the ruler of Barygaza (modern Broach in Gujarat) in the Periplus Maris Erythraei, a koinē Greek navigational text dated

---


176 See p. 115, note 148.


to c. 40–70 CE.\textsuperscript{181} While secure dates for Nahapāna’s period are elusive, overstrikes of his coins by the Sātavāhana ruler Gautamiputra Sātakarṇi, who is praised for destroying the Śakas, Yavanas, and Pahlavas and for “exterminating the race of the Kṣaharātas” in an inscription of his descendant Vāsiṣṭhiputra Pulumāvi, indicate that the Kṣaharāta Kṣatrapas in western India were defeated by the Sātavāhanas.\textsuperscript{182} Jain commentaries referring to a conflict between Nahavāna of Bharukaccha (Broach) and the Sālavāhana (Sātavāhana) rulers of Paithāna (the Sātavāhana capital at Pratiśthāna) lend support to the numismatic and epigraphic evidence.\textsuperscript{183} Quasi-historical memories of ongoing conflicts between the Sakas and Sātavāhanas in western India are also reflected in the \textit{Kālakācāryakathānaka}, a medieval Jain hagiographic narrative which connects the origins of the Azes/Vikrama era of 57/8 BCE and the Śaka era of 78 CE with the arrival of Sakas in Ujjayinī after they crossed the Indus and conquered Saurāṣṭra.\textsuperscript{184} The struggle between the Sātavāhanas and the Sakas for control of seaports and routes across the Western Ghats to the Indian hinterland was likely to have been motivated by the lucrative trade in a variety of commodities that circulated in maritime commerce between India and Egypt during this period.\textsuperscript{185}

A separate branch of Western Kṣatrapas apparently called Kārdamakas succeeded the Kṣaharāta Kṣatrapas and continued to rule in Gujarat, Ujjayinī, and parts of western India until 415 CE. The origins of this family are uncertain, but a reference to a Kardamaka king who was reborn as a pig as a result of selfishness in Kharoṣṭhī manuscript fragments suggests links with Sakas in the Northwest.\textsuperscript{186}


\textsuperscript{182} Nāsik cave inscription of Vāsiśṭhiputra Pulumāvi: Mirashi 1981: 1.31–35, 2.41–49 (no. 18, ll. 5–6) and Sircar 1965: 203–207 (no. 86); overstrikes of Nahapāna’s coins are discussed and illustrated in Senior 2001: 1.135, 2.197; also see Fynes 1995: 44, Raychaudhuri 1923: 261, Sircar 1969: 81.

\textsuperscript{183} Shrava 1947: 62; Sircar 1969: 81.


\textsuperscript{185} See \textit{Seaports and Maritime Routes across the Indian Ocean} in Chapter 3 pp. 217–226.

The earliest attested figure in this line of Saka Kṣatrapas was Caśṭana, the son of Ysāmotika (or Zāmotika), who issued inscriptions dated in years 6, 11, and 52 of the Śaka era of 78 CE, an astronomical era perhaps connected with the beginning of Caśṭana’s rule.\(^{187}\) The dates in these inscriptions indicate that Caśṭana had an unusually long reign of 52 years (until at least 130 CE). While D.C. Sircar and V.V. Mirashi maintain that Caśṭana was appointed Kuṣāṇa viceroy after Nahapāna’s death “with instructions to recover the lost areas of the satrapy from the Sātavāhanas” (Sircar 1969: 86), this reconstruction is largely based on the identity of the Śaka era with a later era initiated by Kaniśka and the possibility that an image of Caśṭana appears in a Kuṣāṇa dynastic shrine outside of Mathura.\(^{188}\) The expansion of the dominion of Caśṭana and his descendants to Ujjayinī and other areas of western India does not indicate that they served as Kuṣāṇa subordinates, but instead acted as independent regional rulers who filled a void after the downfall of the Kṣaharātas and a temporary decline of the Sātavāhanas in the middle of the second century CE.\(^{189}\)

---

\(^{187}\) Mirashi 1981, 2.115–9, nos. 45–9, 153–6, no. 63 and Sircar 1965, 173–175, nos. 63–66. Mirashi, Sircar, and Raychaudhuri 1923: 266 deny that the Śaka era of 78 was initiated by Caśṭana, while Fynes claims that Caśṭana’s accession date “is almost certainly marked by the commencement of the Śaka era in AD 78” (1995: 44). Falk 2002: 94 suggests that the beginning of the Śaka era may reflect the beginning of Caśṭana’s rule of Ujjayinī on an auspicious date, since the first day of Caitra (April), 78 CE corresponds with the conjunction of the sun, moon, and Jupiter in Ares. The longevity of this era may be linked to its usefulness in casting horoscopes.

\(^{188}\) Falk, Harry. 2001. “The yuga of Sphujiddhavaja and the era of the Kuṣāṇas.” Silk Road Art and Archaeology 7, 121–136; 2002: 91–95, has called attention to the fact that the Śaka and Kaniśka eras are treated as separate reckoning systems in the Yavanajātaka. Rosenfield 1967: 145–146 (fig. 3) provisionally labels an image from the Māṭ devakula as “the Caśṭana statue” but acknowledges that Lüders (1961: 145–147, §100) reads mastana rather than śastana, which is very difficult to reconcile with Caśṭana’s name in Brāhmī inscriptions and coins of the Western Kṣatrapas. For further details about the dating of the Kaniśka era, see Early Kuṣāṇa Genealogy and Chronology pp. 133–137.

\(^{189}\) Ptolemy’s Geography (7.1.63) (translated by McCrindle, J.W. 1885. Ancient India as described by Ptolemy. Calcutta: Thacker, Spink, & co, 152–155), which was written c. 140 CE, refers to the capital (Greek basileion) of Tiastanos (=Caśṭana) at Ozene (Sanskrit Ujjayinī, modern Ujjain). For references and further discussion, see Eggermont, P.H.L. 1966. “The Murundas and the Ancient Trade-Route from Taxila to Ujjain.” Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient 9.3, 264–265; Rosenfield 1967: 132; Sircar 1969: 87.
A Sanskrit inscription praising Caśṭana’s grandson Rudradāman clearly reflects the historical and cultural impact of the Western Kṣatrapas. The inscription dated in 150 CE (Śaka year 72) commemorate repairs to an embankment on Lake Sudarśana at Junagadh, where the Girnar version of Aśoka’s Major Rock Edicts was inscribed approximately four centuries earlier. The composition of this eulogy (praśasti) of Rudradāman’s exploits in ornate classical Sanskrit rather than Prakrit was a significant innovation in Indian cultural history. Mahākṣatrapa Rudradāman is praised as a skilled and learned overlord of territories extending from the lower Indus (Sindhu-Sauvīra) to coastal areas just to the north of modern Mumbai (Aparānta, with its capital at Sopāra). According to the claims in the inscription, he twice conquered the Sātavāhana ruler (Sātakarni), who is described as “Master of the Southern Route” (daksināpatha-pati). Despite the agonistic relationship with the Sātavāhanas, a Sanskrit inscription recording a donation of a water cistern in a Buddhist cave at Kanheri (within the urban area of Mumbai) refers to a marriage alliance between the Kārdamakas and the Sātavāhanas. A Sātavāhana queen who donated the water cistern was a Kārdamaka descendant and the daughter of Mahākṣatrapa Ru-, probably to be identified with Rudradāman or another Western Kṣatrapa. The Kārdamakas consolidated their

190 Kielhorn, Franz. 1905. “Junagadh Rock Inscription of Rudradaman; the Year 72.” Epigraphia Indica 8, 36–49; Mirashi 1981: 2. 121–130 (no. 51); Sircar 1965: 175–80 (no. 67). Falk 2006: 118–120 (Fig. 6 is a very clear photograph of part of the Rudradāman Sanskrit inscription), 287–288 (Girnar dam) examines the Aśokan edicts and the site of the dam built by Rudradāman. A later inscription issued during the time of Skandagupta is discussed later in this chapter under Shifting Networks of Political Power and Institutional Patronage during the Gupta Period, p. 155.

191 Comments on the Junagadh inscription of Rudradāman by Pollock 2006: 67–73 highlight its significance as a turning point in Sanskrit literary culture, but his contention that a “desacralization of Sanskrit” (70) was initiated by the Sakas “in the interests of a new cultural politics” (73) seems hyperbolic, since earlier trends towards Sanskritization are evident in religious donations from Mathura.


193 Bühler, Georg. 1883. “On the Relationship between the Andhras and the Western Kšatrapas.” Indian Antiquity 12, 272–274 noted the marital link between this family of Western Kṣatrapas and the Sātavāhanas. The Kārdamaka royal lineage (kārdamakarajavāniṣa) is only referred to in this inscription.
position as a regional power through marital ties with the Śatavāhanas as well as other dynasties in the Indian subcontinent.

The Kārdamaka lineage of Western Ksatrapas continued to rule areas of western India from their bases in Ujjayinī and the Kathiawar peninsula until the end of the fourth century CE. In addition to the marriage between the Kārdamaka princess and the Śatavāhanas discussed in the previous paragraph, the Western Ksatrapas also established marital alliances with the Licchavīs of Vaiśālī in the Buddhist heartland and the Iksväkus in the Krishna-Godāvari delta in the eastern Deccan, where the queens belonging to this dynasty made Buddhist donations at Nāgārjunakoṇḍa. This regional dynasty of Kārdamakas issued inscriptions, coins, and seals (including a monastic sealing of the “Mahārāja Rudrasena vihāra”) until the period of the impe-


rial Guptas, when they lost control of ancient Mālava and Saurāṣṭra.\textsuperscript{197} As regional counterparts, rivals, and successors to the Kuśāṇas and the Sātavāhanas, the Western Kṣatrapas and Ikṣvākus controlled an important network between coastal ports for long-distance maritime trade and hinterland nodes in western and eastern India with thriving Buddhist communities in the second and third centuries CE.

*Saka Summary*

By establishing themselves as powerful sovereigns at critical nodes in western and northwestern India, the Sakas of Ujjayinī, Mathura, and Taxila controlled important routes belonging to overland and maritime trade networks. Although their role in social, religious, and cultural transformations in this dynamic period of South Asian history has not (until recently) received as much attention as earlier Hellenistic or later Kuśāṇa impacts, various donors connected with Saka courts directly contributed to the growth of Buddhist religious institutions. The establishment of relics in *stūpas* and gifts to Buddhist monasteries by Mahākṣatrapa Patika in Taxila, the Apraca Prince Indravarman and his wife Uttarā, King Senavarman in Oḍi, Queen Ayasia in Mathura, and the Western Kṣatrapas are widely attested in Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī inscriptions. References to Mahākṣatrapa Jihonika, Stratega Aśpavarman, the Kardamaga King, and other Sakas in Gāndhārī *avādānas* acknowledges and reflects their supporting roles in “the great flowering of Gandhāran Buddhism” (Salomon 1999a: 180). The Sakas, like the Sātavāhanas and other dynasties with whom they competed, conformed to the traditional role of Indian rulers as donors to multiple groups without necessarily adopting an exclusive religious identity.\textsuperscript{198} Perhaps their adoption of Indian patterns of rulership, appropriation of South Asian religious symbolism on issues of coins, and use of Gāndhārī, other regional Prakrit languages, and Sanskrit in inscriptions facilitated their gradual acceptance as Kṣatriya rulers. However, a distinctively Saka cultural identity is difficult to recognize in literary sources that tend to reflect the ideological values and anachronistic


\textsuperscript{198} Fynes 1991; Marshall 1951: 1.57–58.
historical memories of much later periods. Nevertheless, recent discoveries of manuscripts and inscriptions support Sten Konow’s characterization of the Sakas as “the great intermediators” (1929: xxvi) who imported Iranian, Hellenistic, and Central Asian elements into South Asia and exported Indian religious and cultural ideals to Central Asia with the transmission of Buddhism.

Dynamics of Mobility during the Kuşâna Period

Kuşâna control of a network of routes between western Central Asia and the northern Indian subcontinent accelerated patterns of cross-cultural exchange, long-distance trade, and religious transmission from the first to third centuries CE. The Kuşânas belonged to a branch of the Yuezhi (as their ancestors are known in Chinese sources), which had migrated from eastern Central Asia to Bactria under pressure from other nomadic groups during the second century BCE. The early Kuşânas followed similar routes as the Indo-Greeks and Sakas into the northwestern borderlands of South Asia. Kujûla Kadphises, who established the Kuşâna line of emperors, expanded his domain across the Hindu Kush to Swat, Gandhâra, and Taxila by the middle of the first century CE, apparently overlapping with contemporary Gondopharid rulers (discussed previously). By the time of his grandson Kanişka (whose second century CE date is discussed below), the Kuşâna realm extended beyond the northwestern urban centers of Taxila and Mathura to the traditional capitals of the ‘great countries’ (mahâjanapadas) of Kosala, Vatsa, Magadha, and Aṅga in northeastern India, according to a Bactrian inscription from Rabatak in northeastern Afghanistan. The list of of these four cities was prob-

199 Annotated translations of primary Chinese historical sources (Han Shu 96A and Shi ji 123) by Hill 2009, Hulsewé 1979, Thierry 2005, and Zürcher 1968 are referred to in note 139. Also see Benjamin 2007 for a synthesis of Chinese literary sources, archaeological evidence, and western classical sources for the Yuezhi migration to Bactria.


201 The Rabatak inscription claims that Kanişka captured the cities of Sâketa [ancient Śrāvasti] (sagedo), Kauşâmbi (Kōzambo), Paṭaliputra [modern Patna] (Palabotro), and Śrī Campâ (Ziri Tambo). The inscription was first published by Joe Cribb and Nicholas Sims-Williams. 1995–1996. “A New Bactrian Inscription of Kanishka the Great.” Silk
ably intended to reinforce claims that Kaniška “submitted all India to his will” (Sims-Williams 2004: 56), since “he who controlled these four janapada controlled India down to the Bay of Bengal” (Fussman 1998: 602). By administering a network from the Oxus basin to the Ganges delta, the Kušāṇas effectively unified major nodes of the northern routes known as the Uttarāpatha.202 Kušāṇa administration of this artery of commercial and cultural exchanges facilitated long-distance movement of merchants and missionaries between South Asia, Central Asia, and East Asia.

**Early Kušāṇa Genealogy and Chronology**

Recent scholarly advances have helped to resolve (or at least clarify) longstanding disputes about early Kušāṇa history, genealogy and chronology. Chinese historical annals indicate that the Yuezhi predecessors of the Kušāṇas originally inhabited the region between the Qilian and Tien Shan mountains before conflicts with the Xiongnu forced them to gradually migrate westwards across the Tarim Basin to the Ili River Basin at the beginning of the Han period from c. 207–162 BCE.203 By c. 128 BCE (after the downfall of Bactrian Greek kingdoms), Yuezhi migrants were settled north of the Oxus River on the border of

---

202 See Chapter 3: Trade Networks in Ancient South Asia—Northern Route (Uttarāpatha) pp. 186–204.

203 According to Thierry’s analysis (2005: 448, 490–491 [texts 3–4]) of relevant passages in Han shu 96A and Shi ji 123, the original homeland of the Yuezhi should be localized in territories to the west of Dunhuang. Also see Benjamin 2007: 45–97 (who accepts the standard localization of the Yuezhi homeland in Gansu) and Liu, Xinru. 2001. “Migration and Settlement of the Yuezhi-Kushan: Interaction and Interdependence of Nomadic and Sedentary Societies,” *Journal of World History* 12.2, 268, who refers to Lin, Meicun. 1995. The Western Region of the Han-Tang Dynasties and the Chinese Civilization [in Chinese: Han Tang xiyu yu Zhongguo wen ming. Beijing: Wen wu chu ban she], 64 ff. For comments on complex intertextual relationships between Han Shu 61 and 96 and Shi ji 123, described by Zürcher as “probably a patchwork made up of fragments of Han shu 61 and 96” (1968: 358), also see M.A.N. Loewe’s introduction to Hulsewé (1979: 13–25), Fussman 1998: 631 ff., and Thierry 2005: 427–428, who rejects the previous hypotheses of Zürcher and Loewe that Shi ji 123 was reconstructed from Han shu 61.
Bactria (designated as Daxia in Chinese sources) when the Han emissary Zhang Qian arrived on a diplomatic mission seeking an alliance against the Xiongnu. According to some of these sources, the Yuezhi realm was divided into five separate districts ( yabgus ), which were eventually unified by the Yabgu of Guishang named Quijiuque, who can be identified with Kujūla Kadphises, the putative founder of the Kuṣāṇa dynasty.

Over his very long career (he lived past 80 years of age) Kujūla Kadphises crossed the Hindu Kush and conquered neighboring territories of the Indo-Parthians, the Kabul valley, Puṣkalāvatī, and Gandhāra. As he acquired power in these areas, Kujūla Kadphises assumed the titles of “ Kuṣāṇa Yabgu steadfast in dharma ” ( kuṣāṇa yavugasa dhramatīṣdasa ) and “ Great King, King of Kings ” ( maharaja rajatrīra ) in Kharoṣṭhī legends on coins. His coins are patterned after the posthumous issues of Hermaios, the last Indo-Greek ruler of the Kabul valley, and the bull and lion coin-types of Jihoniga, a Saka Mahāksatrapa in the Punjab between ca. 30–40 CE. Royal portraits of Kujūla Kadphises adopted from gold coins of the Roman emperor Augustus (31 BCE–14 CE) provide a general terminus post quem. It is not possible to fix an absolute chronology for Kujūla Kadphises based on Chinese literary references or numismatic sources, but a reference to his son Sadaṣākaṇa in the Kharoṣṭhī reliquary inscription of Senavarman pro-

---

205 Identification of places conquered by Quijiuque/Kujūla in Hou Han shu 118.9a remain uncertain, but Fussman’s explanation (1998: 637–638) that the general order in which these territories are listed (Gaofu/Kabul—Puda/Puṣkalāvatī—Jībin/Gandhāra) reflects the sequence of Kuṣāṇa conquests seems plausible.
206 Bopearachchi and Rahman 1995, 37–44; for other examples, see Errington and Cribb 1992, 66, no. 34, 81, no. 75; Mitchiner 1976, 8.681–682, Type 1044–1045; and Rosenfield 1967, 12, Type I, coins 1,2,3.
208 Errington and Cribb 1992, 66–68, no. 35; Mitchiner 1976, 8.688, Type 1053; Rosenfield 1967, 13–14, Type II, coins 4,5.
vides a synchronism with the Apracas in the early-mid first century CE.\(^{210}\) However, if Kujula Kadphises was acknowledged as a powerful Kusāna sovereign by subordinate rulers of the Odī dynasty in the Swat valley sometime during the first half of the first century CE (as indicated in the Senavarman inscription), his reign would have overlapped with the Indo-Parthian overlord Gondophares (ruling from ca. 20–46 CE).\(^{211}\) This quandary has raised questions about relationships between the Gondopharids and the early Kusānas, since epigraphic and numismatic evidence indicates that both lines exerted considerable influence during the middle decades of the first century CE, with the Kusānas eventually dominating.

The Bactrian inscription at a sanctuary (bagolaggo) in Rabatak (northern Afghanistan) with images of Iranian gods and goddesses constructed during the first year of the reign of Kaniska has clarified the genealogical succession of three generations of Kusāna rulers following Kujula Kadphises.\(^{212}\) In the passage: “for King Kujula Kadphises (his) great grandfather, and for King Vima Taktu (his) grandfather, and for King Vima Kadphises (his) father, and also for himself, King Kanishka” (Cribb and Sims-Williams 1995/6: 80), Joe Cribb identifies Vima Taktu with a Kusāna ruler who issued numerous coins with the title of ‘Soter Megas’ (“Great Savior”).\(^{213}\) Extensive distribution of this ruler’s coins reflects an extension of Kusāna hegemony from northern Afghanistan into parts of central Asia.

---

\(^{210}\) See Buddhist Patronage by the Apracas and Odīs (pp. 117–120) for a discussion of the synchronism proposed by Salomon (1999a: 141–149; 2007: 276–277) based on the marital link between the Apraca princess Vasavadattā and the Odī courtier Suhasoma attested in Kharoshthi inscriptions (CKI nos. 242, 249, and 369).

\(^{211}\) The chronology of Gondophares based on references in Christian apocryphal literature and a Kharoshthi inscription reportedly from Takht-i Bahi (CKI 53) is detailed in Indo-Parthians: Mahārāja Gondophares or the Gondopharids? (pp. 123–125).

\(^{212}\) See note 201 for complete references.

\(^{213}\) Fussman 1998: 604 and Mukherjee 1995 [1999]: 10 question Sims-Williams’ reading of the name of Vima Taktu in line 13, but the alternative of Sādakana proposed by Mukherjee is not tenable. According to Sims-Williams, Vima Taktu’s name is legible in the opening lines of the Bactrian version of the Dasht-i Nawur inscriptions, and “Vima Taktu is the only reading which fits the traces of the king’s name in both the Rabatak and Dasht-i Nawur inscriptions” (2004 [2008]: 65). A Brāhmī inscription on the base of a statue of a seated Kusāna ruler at Māt read as 1. mahārājo rājātirājo devaputro 2. Kusānapu[s]r[i]o sālhi [Vema] Ta[kṣu]masya by Lüders (1961: 135, §98) may correspond with Vima Taktu in the Rabatak inscription. MacDowall, David. 1968. “Soter Megas, the King of Kings, the Kushāna.” Journal of the Numismatic Society of India 30, 28–48 proposed that a “nameless king” intervened between Kujula Kadphises and Vima Kadphises before the discovery of the Rabatak inscription.
Afghanistan to northern India as far east as Banaras during his reign in the late first century CE. Vima Kadphises, who is clearly identified as Kaniska’s father in the Rabatak inscription but whose name is not really legible in other epigraphic sources,\(^{214}\) issued the first Kuṣāṇa gold coins and adopted grandiloquent titles such as “King of Kings” in Greek coin legends, and “Great King, King of Kings, Lord (King) of All the World, Great Lord (King), Savior” in Kharoṣṭhī.\(^{215}\) The style of depicting Vima Kadphises in a standing pose making an offering at a small altar mostly found on his copper coins is adopted in images on coins of later Kuṣāṇa emperors as well as royal statues in shrines at Surkh Kotal in Afghanistan and Māt across the Yamuna River from Mathura and in petroglyphs from Shatial and Khalatse on the upper Indus River.\(^{216}\)

An absolute date for the beginning of a continuous era initiated by Kaniska is disputed, but recent findings have raised significant doubts about an identification of the Kaniska era with the Śaka era of 78 CE.\(^{217}\) A formula for calculating the difference between the Śaka and “Kośaṇa” eras in the *Yavanaśākata* (79.15), an astronomical treatise written by Sphujidhvaja in 269 CE, clearly distinguishes between “the number of years that have passed of the Kośaṇas” (kośaṇagatābdasamkhya) and the “the time of the Śakas (i.e., the year in the Śaka era)” (kālah śakānāṃ).\(^{218}\) The formula apparently indicates that 149 years separ-
rate the two eras, but Harry Falk (2001: 130) calculates 127 CE as the beginning of the Kośāna era (which is assumed to be equivalent to the Kaniṣṭha era) by subtracting 100 from 149 years and by adding 49 to 78 CE. Falk’s proposal that one hundred years must be omitted from the formula seems likely, since there are very strong arguments for the omission of numerals for hundreds in inscribed sculptures and other inscriptions with dates in the Kaniṣṭha era.²¹⁹ Although Sphujidhvaja and other astrologers were not aware that 127 CE (rather than 227 CE) was the initial date of the historical Kośāna/Kaniṣṭha era, Falk’s proposed resolution to longstanding debates over a separate Kaniṣṭha era coheres quite well with current understanding of early Kuśāna dynastic history. However, the solution remains hypothetical until an inscription dated in both the Śaka and Kaniṣṭha eras confirms Falk’s interpretation of the formula in the Yavanajātaka.

Paradigms of Patronage under Kaniṣṭha and Huviṣka

Buddhist literary traditions liken the Kuśāna emperor Kaniṣṭha to a second Aśoka, but epigraphic and numismatic evidence indicates that he probably supported multiple religious communities. Evidence for Kaniṣṭha’s patronage of Buddhist institutions is primarily based on accounts of Chinese Buddhist visitors as well as Sarvāstivādin and

---

²¹⁹ Lohuizen De Leeuw, Johanna E. Van 1949. The “Scythian” Period: An approach to the History, Art, Epigraphy and Palaeography of North India from the 1st Century BC to the 3rd Century AD. Leiden: Brill [reprint, Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1995], 235–262 and Lohuizen De Leeuw, Johanna E. Van 1986. “The second century of the Kaniṣṭha era.” South Asian Studies 2, 1–9 proposed that the numerals for hundreds were omitted from many Kaniṣṭha era dates. Falk, Harry. 2004. “The Kaniṣṭha era in Gupta records.” Silk Road Art and Archaeology 10, 167–176 proposes that Kaniṣṭha era dates with omitted hundreds are also found in some Gupta inscriptions. Patterns of either very low or high numbers suggest that hundreds are omitted from Kaniṣṭha era dates in Kharoṣṭhī graffiti from northern Pakistan.
Mahāyāna texts preserved in Chinese, Tibetan, Central Asian, and Iranian languages rather than contemporary Indian Buddhist texts and inscriptions. Faxian and Xuanzang as well as later Chinese pilgrims and Al-Bīrūnī credit Kaniska with the construction of the monumental Shāh-jī-ki Dēri stūpa in Puruṣapura (modern Peshawar). A copper casket found at this site and inscribed with a Kharoṣṭhī inscription was once believed to have been a Buddhist reliquary donated by Kaniska, but is now recognized as a “perfume box” given by two administrative superintendents of the “fire-room” in “[Mahārāja Kaniska’s monastery” ([mahara]jasa kanishkasa vihare) in the city of Kaniskapura. While this epigraphic evidence links Kaniska with a major monastery in Peshawar, Buddhist imagery on Kaniska’s coins is relatively limited, since Iranian, Hellenistic, and Indian deities are more frequently depicted. As Ellen Raven remarks:

Buddha’s image was not employed before Kaniska on Kuśāṇa coins, and never again after him. The Buddha is just one of a wide range of deities, from the pantheons of Iran, the Hellenistic world, Rome, and India, selected to express the king’s concern for material abundance and prosperity of his realm, military triumph, legitimacy of his rule, and divine sanction for his kingship.

Buddhist narratives with Kaniska as a prominent figure have been composed in or translated into Chinese, Tibetan, Central Asian, and Iranian languages, but he is not mentioned in Pāli literature or in Sanskrit purāṇas. A connection between Kaniska and the convening of a

---


224 Rājatarāṅgīni 1.168–172 (Kalhana’s 11th century Sanskrit chronicle of Kashmir) refers to the founding of towns and Buddhist shrines and monasteries in Kashmir by Huṣka, Juṣka, and Kaniska 150 years after the Buddha’s Nirvāṇa, which may reflect local historical memories of Kuśāṇa patronage posterior to the time of Aśoka (Stein,
Buddhist council in Kashmir, Gandhāra, or Jalandhar (in the Punjab) which supposedly led to the writing of Sarvāstivādin Abhidharma texts on copper plates is probably a “pious fabrication” (Rosenfield 1967: 32) modeled on Theravāda accounts of a third council in Pātaliputra sponsored by Aśoka. Chinese and Tibetan Buddhist traditions also portray Kanīṣka as a literary patron of Aśvaghoṣa, the author of the Buddhacarita and Saundarananda, and claim that Mātrceta wrote a “letter to Mahārāja Kaṇika” (Mahārājakanikalekha) to instruct him in Buddhist principles.225 Buddhist claims that Kanīṣka was a sympathetic lay devotee and a Buddhist monarch probably have more to do with hagiographic topoi associating him with Aśoka than with his direct and certainly not exclusive patronage of Buddhist institutions.

As concrete evidence does not confirm that Kanīṣka was a Buddhist convert like Aśoka, historians of this period theorize that his support of Buddhism was due to a political need to promote his status as a cakravartin by making donations to diverse groups in the expanding Kuśāna domain.226 Although he acknowledges that Kuśāna rulers and officials under Kanīṣka sponsored a variety of religious institutions (including Buddhist stūpas), Xavier Tremblay contends that the Kuśānas were

225 Rosenfield 1967: 30–34 refers to other literary figures (“theologians” is somewhat misleading, since their topics extended beyond theological concerns to philosophy, doxography, biography, and monastic law) such as Vasumitra, Pārśva, Samgharāṣa, Dharmatrāta, and indirectly Nāgārjuna, since the Suhrṣllekha attributed to him was probably the model for Mātrceta’s Kaṇikalekha. As Rosenfield emphasizes, “…these associations can not be taken at face value, for in the pious, pseudo-historical records of the faith, the names of great kings were often linked with those of great writers” (1967: 30).
226 Rosenfield 1967: 29–30 (“…Kanishka’s patronage of the faith must have been essentially politic…Kanishka may well have been, like Constantine, attracted by a variety of religions and guided as much by the exigencies of politics as by his own spiritual needs”). Verardi, Giovanni. 1983. “The Kuśāna Emperors as Cakravartins. Dynastic Arts and Cults in India and Central Asia: History of a Theory, Clarifications, and Refutations.” East and West 33, 225–294 argues against Rosenfield’s thesis of a distinctive dynastic cult of the Kuśānas, but maintains that their patronage of Buddhists, Brahmins, Jains, and other religious groups was due to their need to represent themselves as cakravartins in order to address “…the problem of their own legitimation on Indian soil” (1983: 268). Chattopadhyay, Bhaskar. 1975. Kushāna State and Indian Society: A Study in Post-Mauryan Polity & Society. Calcutta: Punthi Pustak, 179 and Sircar, Dineschandra. 1971b. Some Problems Concerning the Kuśānas. Dharwar: Kannada Research Institute, 3 agree that a “catholic religious policy” (Sircar 1971b: 3) was favored, although Chattopadhyay argues in favor of syncretism and against eclecticism.
Mazdeans and rhetorically asks: “Must then the whole of Budhist lore around Kaniška (none of which is earlier than the fifth century) be a pious fake?” (2007: 87) Such a question rests on an assumption that Kaniška and other Kušāṇa emperors sublimated their own individual religious identities in order to govern a vast domain encompassing diverse religious cultures between the Oxus basin in ancient Bactria and the Ganga-Yamuna doāb in northern India. However, as Gérard Fussman (among others) has pointed out, acceptance of the Buddha’s teachings (Dharma) did not require lay devotees to give up their own Hindu, Iranian, indigenous, or other religious beliefs and practices.

Although he did not necessarily favor Buddhists over other Indian or Iranian religious groups, under his aegis conditions of material prosperity fostered an increase in the production of Buddhist art and literature, and it is not accidental that the Senior collection of Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts was deposited in a stūpa inside a pot inscribed with a date in the twelfth year of his reign (ca. 140 CE).

Buddhist inscriptions, manuscripts and archaeological remains clearly indicate significant growth of monastic institutions and attest the emergence of the Mahāyāna movement during the long reign of Huvīṣka. Since the dated inscriptions of Kaniška end in year 23 of his era (corresponding to ca. 150–151 CE if the era began in 127 CE) and the dated inscriptions of Huvīṣka begin in year 26 (ca. 153–154 CE), Huvīṣka’s immediate succession is somewhat uncertain. The tremendous output of gold coins and inscriptions dated between years 26 and 64 (until ca. 191 CE) indicate that Huvīṣka ruled for at least 35 years during a prosperous phase of South Asian cultural and economic history. A Mathura Brāhmī inscription from the time of Huvīṣka’s

---

227 Tremblay, Xavier. “The Spread of Buddhism in Serindia-Buddhism among Ira-

nians, Tocharians, and Turks before the 13th century.” In Heirman and Bumbacher


228 Fussman 1994a: 25, 42.


230 Rosenfield observes that “The numismatic and epigraphic traces [of Huviṣka’s

rule] are the most copious of any Kushan prince” (1967: 59) and calls the gold coins

issued by Huviṣka a “veritable shower of gold” (1967: 60). His suggestion (based on

the predominance of Iranian deities represented on Huviṣka’s coins) that “the tastes

and interests of the Kushan princes were somewhat at variance with that of their

subjects, as might be expected in a feudal social order imposed by foreign invaders” (1967: 73) neglects an “in-built conservatism” (Errington and Cribb 1992: 51) in numismatic designs, which do not necessarily reflect personal convictions or religious

identities of rulers.
successor Vāsudeva (dated in year 77, corresponding to ca. 204 CE) refers to “the monastery of the mahārāja rājātirāja devaputra Hūvīṣka” (Lüders 1961: 68, § 31). This epigraphic evidence to Huviska’s monastery at Jamalpur mound in Mathura parallels epigraphic and literary references to Kaniṣka’s monastery in Peshawar. As during the time of Kanisaka, Kuśāṇa subordinate officials who recorded donations to numerous religious groups in inscriptions sometimes shared their religious merit with their overlord, Huviska. For example, the “principal lot” (agrabhaga) of merit is assigned to Mahārāja Rājātirāja Hūvīṣka in a reliquary vase inscription from Wardak in central Afghanistan dated in year 51 (ca. 178 CE).²³¹ Nascent Indian Mahāyāna traditions are attested in a Mathura Brāhmī inscription on the pedestal of “an image of the Blessed One, the Buddha Amitābha” (Schopen 1987b: 111) dated at or near the beginning of Huviska’s reign (year 26).²³² Huviska was portrayed as a Mahāyāna follower “who has set forth on the (Great) Vehicle” (Salomon 2002b: 256) in a version of an avadāna narrative preserved in fourth century Buddhist Sanskrit manuscript fragments in the Schoyen collection.²³³ A literary parallel to a similar story set in Huviska’s court is preserved in the Chinese translation of the Kalpanāmanḍitikā or Sutrālanākāra (Dazhuanyan lun jing).²³⁴ However, Prasenajit of Kosala rather than Huviska is the king in a shorter version in the *Saṃyuktaratnapiṭakasūtra or *Kṣudrakapiṭaka (Za bao zang jing).²³⁵ The Mathura inscription and the narrative with


²³⁴ Huber, Édouard, trans. 1908. Sutrālanākāra [attributed to Aśvaghоṣa, translated into Chinese by Kumāraśīva]. Paris: E. Leroux, 423–426, no. 73. Sanskrit fragments of this narrative in the source text, Kalpanāmanḍitikā Dṛṣṭāntapankiti of Kumāralāta, are no longer preserved.

Huviṣka as a Mahāyāna follower do not prove that he played a role in the promotion of Mahāyāna, but do seem to indicate that “the time of Huviṣka was a pivotal one in the development of the Mahāyāna” (Salomon 2002b: 261).

Vicissitudes of the Later Kuśānas

Following the period of Huviṣka, the dynastic fortunes of the Kuśānas gradually declined during the reign of Vāsudeva and his successors in the third century CE. Brāhmī inscriptions dated in Kaniṣka era years from 64 or 67 (ca. 191–194 CE) to 98 (ca. 225–6 CE) demonstrate that Vāsudeva ruled for at least thirty years. His apparently Vaiṣṇava proper name and his coins with images of Śiva (Ooesho) standing in front of Nandin (his bull vāhana) reflect a trend towards greater Indianization.236 The territory controlled by Vāsudeva may have been reduced to regions of North India and parts of the Punjab, since he is not mentioned in inscriptions from the Northwest, and the burial of his coins around Taxila suggests a crisis.237 According to Rosenfield (1967: 104–105), at least two other Kuśāna rulers were named Vāsudeva, but it is not necessary to add more Vāsudevas to the Kuśāna genealogy if the Kaniṣka era begins in 127 CE rather than 78 CE. A later Kuśāna ruler named Kaniṣka (II) who copied Vāsudeva’s coin types appears to have directly succeeded Vāsudeva after the first century of the Kaniṣka era (ca. 227 CE).

Brāhmī inscriptions from Mathura and Sāñcī dated in years 24 and 28 during the reign of an otherwise unknown Kuśāna ruler named Vāsiṣṭha probably belong to the second century of the Kaniṣka era (with corresponding dates in 251–2 and 255–6 CE).238 A Kharoṣṭhī

---

236 Rosenfield 1967: 104; Sircar, Dineschandra. 1971c. “Vāsudeva-Kṛṣṇa and Nārāyaṇa in Early Vaiṣṇavism.” In Studies in the Religious Life of Ancient and Medieval India. Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 16–38, states that Vāsudeva’s name “…indicates the Bhāgavata leanings of the later Kuśānas who had an important gubernatorial centre at Mathurā” (22). However, the Śiva and Bull motif on his coins (which appeared earlier on the coins of Wima Kadphises) indicates that Vāsudeva’s religious identity was not exclusively Vaiṣṇava.


238 A Brāhmī inscription on an inscribed pillar (yūpa) from Išapur near Mathura is dated in the 24th year “of the reign of mahārāja rājātirāja devaputra sāhi Vāsiṣṭha” (Lüders 1961: 125–6 [§94]), and another Brāhmī inscription on a fragment of a seated Buddha probably from Jamalpur mound in Mathura is dated in year 28, but the reading of Vāsiṣṭha’s name is uncertain (Lüders 1961: 63 [§28]). A Brāhmī inscription on the
an inscription found at Ārā near Attock on the Indus River in northwest Pakistan refers to a son of Vāsiška (Vazeška) named Kaniška (III) ruling with full imperial titles in year 41 (ca. 268 CE), which seems to indicate that the Kušāṇas were still acknowledged as powerful rulers in this region.\(^{239}\) While scholars have suggested that Vāsiška and a nephew named Kaniška vied with Huviška, it seems more likely that the numerals for hundreds have been omitted from the Kaniška era dates in inscriptions of Vāsiška and his son named Kaniška (III), whose reigns fall in middle to end of the third century CE.\(^{240}\) Thus, they probably came into conflict with Shapur I, the Sasanian ruler of Iran from 241–271 CE, who claimed to have conquered part of the Kušāṇa realm possibly as far as Peshawar by ca. 260 CE.\(^{241}\) Kushano-Sasanian rulers continued to produce Kušāṇa-type coins until the fourth century period of the Sasanian ruler Shapur II (309–379 CE). The political history of the former territories of the Kušāṇas in the northwestern borderlands from the late third to early fourth century CE is almost as opaque as the end of Kušāṇa rule in Mathura and the Ganga-Yamuna doāb, which is likewise “lost in the general obscurity which hovers over North Indian history in the later third century” (Rosenfield 1967: 115).

---


\(^{240}\) Rosenfield 1967: 57–60; Harmatta, János, et al. 1994. “Religions in the Kushan Empire.” In Harmatta, ed. 1994 posits a “triple kingship” (323) after Kaniška I when Vāsiška, Huviška, and Kaniška II all ruled in year 30 of the Kaniška era, but a Bactrian inscription at Airtam and the Kamra Kharoṣṭhī inscription (CKI 158, cited in the previous note) do not support this speculative reconstruction.

Kuśāna Conclusions

From about the second half of the first century CE to the middle of the third century CE, the Kuśānas maintained control over important nodes on a network of overland routes connecting Bactria in western Central Asia with the heartland of northern India. A chain of cities from Termez in the Oxus valley to Bagram in the Hindu Kush, Peshawar in Gandhāra, Taxila in the Potwar plateau of the Punjab, and Mathura on the Yamuna River linked the multicultural empire of the Kuśānas to the Northern Route (uttarāpatha). Although the Kuśānas did not directly administer western Indian ports ruled by the Western Kṣatrapas or the so-called silk routes in the Tarim Basin, it is likely that alliances with regional rulers allowed the Kuśānas to act as intermediaries between trans-Asian overland and maritime networks.\(^{242}\)

Kuśāna power was linked to long-distance trade in luxury items such as silk from China, jade from Khotan, lapis lazuli from northeastern Afghanistan, and other precious commodities which appear in lists of the “seven jewels” (saptaratna) in Buddhist texts.\(^{243}\) The stability of overland commercial routes controlled by the Kuśānas helped to generate material surpluses used to support religious institutions, which received ample donations recorded in Kharosṭhī, Brāhmī, and Bactrian inscriptions. Kuśāna emperors such as Kaniṣka and Huviṣka are credited with the construction of stūpas and monasteries in Peshawar and Mathura and appear in narratives as exemplary rulers comparable to Aśoka and Prasenajit, but their direct role in the growth of Buddhist monasticism was probably less significant than local officials and lay donors whose offerings of relics, images, and other meritorious gifts helped to establish and maintain residential communities of monks and nuns. Kuśāna facilitation of commercial exchanges, dynamic mobility, and cross-cultural contact between South Asia and Central


\(^{243}\) Liu 1988/2009 and 1998 proposes that the development of a Buddhist commercial ethos was result of Kuśāna period prosperity.
Asia was a significant catalyst for the expansion of Buddhist networks during this crucial period in the first three centuries CE.

**Shifting Networks of Political Power and Institutional Patronage during the Gupta Period**

Following the Kuśāṇa period, Buddhist institutions successfully adapted to economic and political transitions, despite commonplace assertions that “Buddhism in Gupta India was losing out to Brahmanism” (Liu 1988: 128). A brief interlude of perhaps less than 50 years, sometimes referred to as a “Dark Interval” (Tripathi 1942: 234–236), between the post-Kuśāṇa phase in the late third century and the beginning of the Gupta period in 319 CE was marked by the ascendance of various regional powers, such as the Western Kṣatrapas, Iksvākus, and Vākāṭakas.\footnote{The cultural impact and patronage patterns of the Western Kṣatrapas and Iksvākus are discussed earlier in this chapter (*Kṣaharāta and Kārdamaka Kṣatrapas in Western India*, note 195 for the Iksvākus), and the Vākāṭaka patterns of institutional support are treated in the following subchapter (*Vākāṭaka Networks of Religious Patronage*).} Epigraphic records of permanent endowments (*akṣayaniṇī*), gifts of landed property, and interest-earning donations that enabled monasteries to reduce their dependence on individual donations attest to the persisting strength and accelerating growth of Buddhist institutions.\footnote{Schopen 1994c (“Doing Business for the Lord”): 533–534 (= 2004: 52–53) points out that *akṣayaniṇī* grants dating from as early as the 1st–2nd centuries CE before the Gupta period in Andhra, Kānheri, and Mathura were widespread instruments for} Buddhist art and architecture at Bodh Gaya,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kuśāṇa Rulers:</th>
<th>Kaniṣka era dates</th>
<th>CE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kujula Kadphises</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>early-mid 1st century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vima Taktu (Soter Megas)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>mid-late 1st century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vima Kadphises</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>late 1st century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaniṣka</td>
<td>1–23</td>
<td>127–ca. 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huviṣka</td>
<td>26–64</td>
<td>ca. 153–191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāsudeva</td>
<td>64/7–98</td>
<td>ca. 191/194–225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaniṣka II</td>
<td>[1]05–[1]17</td>
<td>ca. 232–244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaniṣka III</td>
<td>[1]41</td>
<td>ca. 268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flourishing Buddhist and Jain ateliers at Mathura, and numerous high quality Buddhist sculptures with Gupta period inscriptions from Sar-nath reflect an acceleration rather than slackening of artistic production at Buddhist shrines in north India.246 Although it is beyond the scope of the overview in this chapter to address internal developments within Buddhist traditions, Gregory Schopen has persuasively demonstrated that epigraphic formulae referring to monks as Śākyabhiṣkus, textual production of Mahāyāna sūtras, and doctrinal elaborations associated with prominent figures mark the institutionalization of Mahāyāna during the Gupta period.247 Historians such as Ramashankar Tripathi argue that the “catholicity of the age” (1942: 274) and the “beneficent rule of Gupta emperors who were men of catholic culture” (277) was responsible for the vitality of Buddhist literary and visual culture. While some Gupta subordinates acted as Buddhist donors, the Guptas themselves generally drew on Vaiśnava imagery and language to portray themselves as “supreme devotees” (parama-bhāgavatās), perhaps in a conscious effort to legitimate themselves as supreme rulers.248 The impact of this official propaganda appears to have been limited to dynastic temples, such as those at Udayagiri, and does not seem to have adversely affected Buddhist communities, since Buddhist monuments located within walking distance at Sāñcī continued to prosper. Therefore, the pattern is one of increased Buddhist artistic and literary output, which was probably stimulated by a competitive religious atmosphere.

supporting a variety of religious institutions. Also see Maity, Sachindra Kumar. 1970 [1957]. Economic Life in Northern India in the Gupta Period (Cir. AD 300–550). Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 36–42.


Vākāṭaka Networks of Religious Patronage

The Eastern and Western Vākāṭakas dominated the northern Deccan from the late third to fifth centuries and effectively controlled overland networks across India. Recent excavations of an Eastern Vākāṭaka temple complex at Mansar near Rāmagiri in Maharashtra and ongoing research in the Buddhist caves at Ajanṭā patronized by the Western Vākāṭakas have reaffirmed their cultural and religious significance. The historical and geographical origins of the early Vākāṭaka kings remain obscure, but a relationship with Nāga rulers who succeeded the Kuṣāṇas in Mathura and Vidiśā is indicated by epigraphic references to the marriage between the daughter of Bhavanāga, the Bhāraśiva king of Padmāvatī (identified with Pawāyā about 125 miles south of Mathurā in Madhya Pradesh) and Gautamiputra, the son of Pravarasena I, a “Vākāṭaka emperor” (saṃrād-vākāṭaka) from ca. 275–335 CE. After Pravarasena’s reign, the Vākāṭaka genealogy split into two separate lines of the Eastern Vākāṭakas ruling in Nandivardhana (in ancient Vidarbha outside of modern Nagpur) and the Western Vākāṭakas in Vatsagulma (modern Basim further to the southwest). By the end

---


252 Bakker 1997: 168 (Appendix II) and Mirashi 1963: v–vi provide genealogical charts of separate Vākāṭaka lineages, but Mirashi cautions that “The Vākāṭaka chronology is still more or less conjectural” (v). Although many scholars view the Eastern Vākāṭakas as the “main branch” or interpret the predominance of one line over the
of the fourth century, the Eastern Vākātakas had become allies with the Guptas through a marriage between Rudrasena II (a grandson of Gautamiputra) and Prabhāvatī Guptā, the daughter of Candragupta II (reigning ca. 376–415) and Kuberanāgā (who belonged to one of the Nāga families). Following her husband’s death in 405 CE, Prabhāvatī Guptā reigned as a powerful dowager queen and continued to exercise significant influence over her sons Dāmodarasena (reigning ca. 415–422) and Pravaresena II (422–457), who shifted his royal residence to Pravarapura (modern Mansar) and constructed an impressive temple to Śiva named Pravareśvara.253

In apparent contrast to the Eastern Vākātakas, who depicted themselves as devotees of Viṣṇu and Śiva in their inscriptions and established a network of Hindu temples and shrines around Rāmagiri, the Western Vākātakas are directly linked with elaborate Buddhist cave complexes at Ajanṭā and Ghaṭotkaca during the reign of Hariṣeṇa at the end of the fifth century (ca. 460–478).254 While some caves at Ajanṭā were excavated as early as the first or second centuries BCE (nos. 9, 10, 12), praśasti inscriptions indicate that Hariṣeṇa’s minister Varāhadeva was the donor of the Ghaṭotkaca cave and Ajanṭā cave 16, while a local ruler who was subservient to Hariṣeṇa donated Ajanṭā caves 17 and 19.255 Buddhist paintings and architecture in the Ajanṭā caves not only serve as valuable art historical evidence, but also reflect the cir-

other in different periods, Kulke, Hermann. 2004. “Some Thoughts on State and State Formation under the Eastern Vākātakas.” In Bakker 2004: 1–9 comments on Vākātaka historiography and argues that “The inscriptions of both so-called branches of the Vākātakas thus neither contain any hint at a united dynasty nor at the quest for some kind of superiority by one of the two branches” (2004:3).


254 Spink 2005: vol. 2, 3–8, 174–196 limits the period of construction and painting of the later Ajanṭā caves to a “Short Chronology” of ca. 462–480, when a crisis following the death of Hariṣeṇa lead to “breakdown of patronage.” However, Williams 1982: 181–187, von Stietencron (in Bakker 2004: 107–108), and other scholars (including Schlingloff and Zin, see note 264 below) hold that a longer range must have been necessary. Bakker 1997: 41 points out that the Buddhist caves were not dedicated by Hariṣeṇa himself, and probably continued to be excavated after the Aśmakas had gained control of the area from the Western Vākātakas.

calculation of both mainstream and Mahāyāna texts (such as Āryaśūra’s Jātakamālā and probably the Saddharma-puṇḍarikā-sūtra) as well as widespread symbols such as the “Wheel of existence” (bhavacakra). \(^{256}\) Hans Bakker suggests that control of an important north-south trade route through Ajantā connecting Ujjainī to Pratiṣṭhāna stimulated Buddhist donations by Western Vākāṭaka courtiers, while Eastern Vākāṭaka donations of land grants to Brahman communities and temples can be attributed to a prosperous rural agrarian economy. \(^{257}\) Bakker’s hypothesis of a correlation between the growth of a significant Buddhist complex at Ajantā and a network of overland trade routes belonging to the Dakṣināpātha corresponds well to the general pattern in which Buddhist shrines and monasteries are located on or near major trade networks. \(^{258}\) However, a strict dichotomy between urban patronage of Buddhists and rural support for Brahmans would be misleading, since many important Buddhist shrines (like Ajantā) are found far away from cities.

Gupta ‘Golden Age’ Reappraised

A persistent historiographical dichotomy between the ‘Golden Age’ of imperial Gupta rulers who are portrayed as quasi-nationalist supporters of “vigorous Brahmanic revival and restoration” (Bhandarkar 1920: 51) and a decline of Buddhist institutions with the withdrawal of...
foreign support does not withstand scrutiny. Claims that “Brahmanical Hinduism became dominant all over India, and other religious systems were more or less neglected” (Chatterjee 2005: 199) are typically followed by retractions (“...but Buddhism retained its hold in many centres”), since Buddhist material and cultural contributions as well as internal developments during this period are difficult to overlook. Michael Willis traces the modern construction of a Gupta ‘Golden Age’ to Vincent Smith, for whom “...the reign of a great monarch in a golden age would have to have been long, happy and glorious” (2005: 142–143). Romila Thapar has questioned “…the notion of a uniformly Golden Age that encompasses an entire society” (2003: 280) and argues that “the Gupta period is the threshold to a marked mutation of north Indian society during the late-first millennium AD rather than a revival or renaissance” (2003: 282). The Guptas appropriated precedents set by earlier Indian rulers by revising and reinventing the past, so that their dynastic names, titles, inscriptions, and dating systems can seem like “a historical palimpsest” (Thapar 2003: 283).


262 Āli, Daud. 2004. Courtly Culture and Political Life in Early Medieval India. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press also highlights the significance of the “Vākāṭaka-Gupta imperial formation” as the beginning of a “400–year period (c. 350–750 CE) which saw the development, crystallization, and proliferation of a common political culture throughout all major regions of the subcontinent” (2004: 20).
Gupta origins are uncertain, but a marriage between Candragupta I and Kumāradevī, a Licchāvi princess in Magadha, where Buddhist institutions maintained a very strong presence, probably allowed them to initially consolidate their power in northeastern India. Since this region (ancient Magadha) was also the homeland of the Mauryas, the personal name of Candragupta may deliberately recall this earlier line of rulers founded by a figure with an identical name. The Guptas emulated the Kuṣāṇas by giving the imperial title of Mahārājādhirāja to Candragupta and successive Gupta rulers and by striking coins based on Kuṣāṇa models. The Guptas continued to use the Kaniska era (with hundreds omitted) in inscriptions dated “in the continuous year” (kālānuvartamāna-saṃvatsare) along with a “victorious royal year” (vijayarājya-saṃvatsare) of the Gupta era beginning in 319 CE. Since the Gupta era was not used until the time of Candragupta II, who began ruling sometime before 388 CE, Candragupta I and his successor Samudragupta are somewhat arbitrarily assigned reigns of 20 to 25 years.

263 Bhandarkar et al. 1981 suggests that since Kumāradevī was apparently the Licchāvi ruler’s only child, “she naturally succeeded him to his kingdom and administered it along with her husband” (1981: 6). A link with the Licchavis is clear from the Allahabad pillar inscription, which indicates that Samudragupta was the ‘daughter’s son of the Licchavi, born from mahādevi Kumāradevī’ (l. 29: licchavi-dauhitrasya mahādevyaṁ Kumāradevyāṁ=uphannasya).


266 Following Falk 2004: 169–172, the date of the Mathura pillar inscription of year 61 “in the continuous year” is calculated from 327 CE rather than 319 CE.
The commemoration of Samudragupta’s exploits in a classical Sanskrit inscription written on an Aśokan pillar at the confluence of the Ganga and Yamuna rivers marks an important juncture in South Asian political and cultural history. Thapar remarks that “It is curious that he should have chosen this pillar, carrying the pillar edicts of Ashoka, suggesting either that he was claiming some historical continuity or, if the earlier inscriptions could still be read, that he was taking a contrary stand to the views of Ashoka” (2003: 283). Although the first four lines (two verses) of the inscription are damaged, the genealogy of early Gupta rulers near the end of the inscription specifies that Mahārājas (Śrī)Gupta and Ghaṭotkaca and Mahārājādhīrāja Candragupta preceded Samudragupta. The epigraphic eulogy (praśasti) in praise of Samudragupta’s military expeditions and personal qualities was composed by a court poet named Harisena. This ornate composition of mixed prose and verse is regarded as an impressive example of the campū style of Sanskrit poetry (kāvya) and represents a significant transition from Prakrit to Sanskrit in royal inscriptions, since “From this point on, all the inscriptions of the Guptas and their neighbors an feudatories in northern India were written in correct classical Sanskrit” (Salomon 1998a: 92). Daud Ali (2004: 83) argues that ubiquitous references to ‘fame’ (kīrti, yaśas) in this inscription of Samudragupta and thousands of other praśasti show that building a reputation was probably an important motivating factor.

Caution is necessary in interpreting the claims of conquest attributed to Samudragupta, however, since the “the conventional bombast and rhetorical exaggeration of the praśasti style” (Salomon 1998a: 229) was not intended to serve as an objective account of historically verifiable events. Thus, Harisena’s claims that Samudragupta increased his glory by “capturing and then liberating” twelve southern kings of Daksināpatha and “violently exterminating” eight kings of Āryāvarta in a ‘conquest of the directions’ (digvijaya) can not be accepted at face value, since his military expeditions were probably limited to

---

267 Fleet 1888: 1–17 (no. 1); Sircar 1965: 262–268 (no. 2).
268 Ali 2004: 46 comments that Harisena was awarded the titles of ‘officer for peace and war’ (sandhivigrahika), ‘princely counselor’ (kumārāmātya), and ‘great leader of the forces’ (mahādaṇḍanāyaka) for assuming various service functions in the royal household, and was probably treated on a level similar to military retainers and vassals (2004: 46). Richard Salomon remarks that “...the composition of such panegyrics was perhaps more a labor of daily bread than of love” (1998a: 236).
269 See also Salomon 1998: 110–113 for further discussion of epigraphic praśastis.
regions directly to the south and east of the Narmada River valley not controlled by the Vākāṭakas and to territories adjacent to the Ganga-Yamuna doāb.\(^\text{270}\) References to Kuśāṇa successors in the Northwest as Daivaputra-Ṣahi-Ṣāhanu-Ṣāhis and to the Western Kaṭrapas (probably) as Śaka-Muruṇḍas together with the Simhalas “and all the other island-dwellers” (ṣarva-ḍvipa-vaśibhir-) more likely reflects a vague awareness of distant rulers and peoples than submission to Samudragupta.

Samudragupta issued a series of gold coins with the emblem of Garuḍa (the mount, or vāhana, of Viṣṇu) and another series of coins and seals commemorating the performance of a horse sacrifice (āśvamedha).\(^\text{271}\) Later Gupta inscriptions of Kumāragupta issued in year 96 (415/6 CE) and of Skandagupta (reigning ca. 456–467) refer to Samudragupta as “the restorer of the Aśvamedha sacrifice that had long been in abeyance” (Fleet 1888: 44, 51).\(^\text{272}\) While numismatic and epigraphic evidence reflects the religious proclivities of Samudragupta and the Gupta dynasty, R.C. Majumdar’s statement that “there can be hardly any doubt that his reign marked a distinct revival of the old glory and influence of the Brahmanical religion which had suffered decline since Aśoka made Buddhism the dominant religion of India” (1954: 15) pushes this evidence too far, since his impact on religious beliefs and practices beyond the royal court was relatively limited.

After Samudragupta’s reign, there was a succession dispute between Rāmagupta and Candragupta II, who eventually consolidated Gupta dominion. Jain image inscriptions from Vidiśā referring to Mahārājādhirāja Rāmagupta and gold coins issued by Kācagupta

---

\(^{270}\) Fleet 1888: 12–13 (lines 19–21). For efforts to localize the rulers who are said to have been conquered, see Bhandarkar, Chhabra and Gai 1981: 12–25 and Sircar 1965: 265. Following La Vallée Poussin 1935: 45, it is necessary to read between the lines of fantastic formulae which “give an aspect of vassality to their diplomatic relations,” since the foreign countries were completely independent.

\(^{271}\) Raven 1994 thoroughly examines Gupta gold goins with the “Garuda-Banner” issued by rulers form the Samudragupta to Skandagupta and discusses epigraphic references and images on royal seals and Gupta period art, concluding that “…the valiant king of birds, Garuḍa Vainateya, is the perfect representative of Gupta kingship, might and glory” (1994: 196), and symbolizes a bond between Gupta kings and Vāsudeva/Viṣṇu. Lindquist, Steven. 2003. “Enigmatic Numismatics: Kings, Horses, and the Aśvamedha Coin-type.” South Asian Studies 19, 105–112 argues that the images of the horse and Śrī on the Aśvamedha coins of Kumāragupta I and Samudragupta fulfill narrative and representational purposes, since the king can be identified with the horse and the queen with Śrī.

(probably identical to Rāmagupta) lend credence to Sanskrit and Arabic literary references to a struggle between Rāmagupta (Rawwāl in Arabic) and Candragupta (Barkamāris) in which Candragupta killed Rāmagupta and took his wife Dhruvadevi after Rāmagupta was defeated by the Śakas (Western Kṣatrapas). As Michael Willis remarks, rivalry for the Gupta throne was fiercely contested:

Each king was forced to engage in a vigorous struggle for political, military and ritual supremacy. The system was sufficiently precarious and predatory that the king’s attempt to create a working circle of power could come unraveled at any moment (2005: 144).

Rāmagupta’s “circle of power” appears to have been restricted to the Mālava region around Vidiśā and it is uncertain that he ruled for very long (ca. 375–380 is a very rough estimate).

Candragupta II succeeded in expanding the Gupta domain during a long reign of over thirty years (ca. 380–415). His own marriage with Kuberanāgā, a Bhāraśiva Nāga princess, and the marriage between their daughter Prabhāvatī Guptā and the Eastern Vākātaka ruler Rudrasena II cemented alliances with important allies in northern and central India. His conquest of the Western Kṣatrapas in Ujjayini and Gujarat at the beginning of the fifth century (ca. 409/10 CE) was a signal event, since the Guptas now controlled important links between overland networks and ports in western India. Legends associating Vikramāditya (an epithet of Candragupta II) with the establishment of the Azes (so-called “Vikrama”) era of 58 BCE anachronistically recall his campaigns against the Western Kṣatrapas. By building monuments for worshipping Viṣṇu in the form of Nārāyaṇa, Varāha

---


274 La Vallée Poussin 1935: 47.


(boar) and Narasimha (man-lion) at Udayagiri outside of Vidiśā, Candragupta II explicitly identified himself as a “supreme devotee” \(\text{(paramabhāgavata)}\).\(^{277}\) However, a donation by Amrakārdava at the nearby site of Sāñcī \(\text{stūpa}\) 1 during the reign of Candragupta II shows that patronage of Buddhist communities by members of the Gupta court continued.\(^{278}\)

After a period of relative stability during the first half of the fifth century, the strength of the Gupta dynasty declined precipitously as a result of internal turmoil, external threats, and the growing autonomy of regional subordinates. Kumāragupta I, a son of Candragupta II and Dhruvadevī, ruled for at least thirty years from ca. 415–447.\(^{279}\) Inscriptions issued during his reign are mostly Brahmanical donations, although a few Jain and Buddhist inscriptions are attested.\(^{280}\) After Kumāragupta, there was another succession dispute between his brother Ghatotkacagupt and his bastard son, Skandagupta.\(^{281}\) At Junagadh, on the same rock inscribed with the Girnar version of Aśoka’s major rock edicts and Rudradāman’s \textit{praśasti} inscription of 150 CE, an elaborate Sanskrit inscription records the construction of a temple to Viṣṇu and repairs to the dam on Sudarśana lake between 455–458 CE by a local subordinate of Skandagupta named Cakrapālita, whose father Parnadatta had been appointed governor of Saurāśtra.\(^{282}\) Another private donor of five Jain images at the village of Kakubha (modern Kahāum in Gorakhpur district in northeastern Uttar Pradesh) in 460 CE effusively praised Skandagupta:

Lord over a hundred kings, who is like Śakra (Indra), whose audience hall is fanned by the breeze from the bowing of the heads of hundreds of kings, who was born in the lineage of the Guptas, whose glory has spread afar, and who prospers above all others.\(^{283}\)


\(^{278}\) Fleet 1888: 29–34 (no. 5); Williams 1982: 37.

\(^{279}\) Dates for Kumāragupta I are fixed by the Bilsad pillar inscription of Gupta year 96 (415–416 CE) and the Dāmodarpur copper-plates of Gupta year 128 (447 CE) (Willis 2005: 136).


\(^{282}\) Fleet 1888: 56–65, no. 14; Sircar 1965: 307–316. The appointment of Parnadatta and his son Cakrapālita as hereditary Gupta regional administrators apparently resulted from a practice of “appointing protectors (or ‘mini-Guptas’: \textit{goptrn}) in all countries” \(\text{(sarvvesu desesu vidhāya goptrn, line 6, verse 7).}\)

In the Bhitarī stone pillar inscription, Skandagupta claimed to have restored the fortunes of his faltering dynasty by conquering the Hūnas.\textsuperscript{284} Skandagupta was followed by a quick succession of Gupta rulers: Narasimhagupta, Kumāragupta II, and Budhagupta within a single decade (468–476/7 CE).\textsuperscript{285} Seals of Budhagupta and Viṣṇugupta from Nālandā provide evidence for the establishment of this important center of monastic scholarship in the Gupta heartland.\textsuperscript{286} Vainyagupta himself acted as a Buddhist donor in the Guṇaighar Copper-Plate inscription of 507 CE from the Comilla district in modern Bangladesh, but this is the only example of direct Gupta patronage and belongs to the latest phase of Gupta dynastic history.\textsuperscript{287} The limited distribution of inscriptions and seals of Vainyagupta and Viṣṇugupta seem to indicate that a short-lived Gupta resurgence at the beginning of the sixth century was restricted to Bihar and Bengal. The Guptas relied on a network of allies to establish and maintain control of critical regions, but their former regional subordinates asserted themselves and groups of outsiders, particularly the Hūnas, filled the void as Gupta power declined.

Table 2.4: Vākāṭaka-Gupta Genealogy and Chronology\textsuperscript{288}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eastern Vākāṭakas</th>
<th>Western Vākāṭakas</th>
<th>Guptas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vindhyāśakti (c. 250)</td>
<td>Ghaṭotkaca (c. 300–319)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pravarasena I (c. 275–335)</td>
<td>Candragupta I (c. 319–350)\textsuperscript{289}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gautamiputra\textsuperscript{290}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudrasena I (c. 335–360)</td>
<td>Sarvasena I (c. 330–355)</td>
<td>Samudragupta (c. 350–375)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{284} Fleet 1988: 52–56, no. 13; Sircar 1965: 321–324. Bhitarī may have been an imperial mausoleum for the Guptas (Bhandarkar et al 1981: 83). Huns (Sanskrit Hūnas) are discussed in more detail in Kidāras and Huns in Northwestern Indian subcontinent.

\textsuperscript{285} The chronology of later Gupta rulers is uncertain, but the genealogy and dates presented in Table—follow Willis 2005, whose reconstruction differs from Bhandarkar et al. 1981: 84–89 (who place Narasimhagupta last in a series of four brothers beginning with Vainyagupta).


\textsuperscript{287} Sircar 1965: 340–345.

\textsuperscript{288} Based on Bakker 1997: 168–171 (Appendices II-III); Bakker 2008; Willis 2005: 135, fig. 1.

\textsuperscript{289} Marriage with Kumāradevī (Licchavī princess).

\textsuperscript{290} Marriage with daughter of Bhavanāga (Bhāraśiva ruler).
### Table 2.4 (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eastern Vākāṭakas</th>
<th>Western Vākāṭakas</th>
<th>Guptas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prthvīsena I (c. 360–395)</td>
<td>Vindhyāsakti II (c. 360–400)</td>
<td>Rāmagupta (c. 375)²⁹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudrasena II²⁹³ (c. 395–405)</td>
<td>Pravarasena II (c. 400–415)</td>
<td>Candragupta II (c. 375/380–415)²⁹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divākarasena (before c. 419)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Kumāragupta I (c. 415–447)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dāmodarāsena (c. 415–422)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Purugupta²⁹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pravarasena II (c. 422–457)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghaṭotkacaguptā (c. 448–455)²⁹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narendraśena (c. 457–475)</td>
<td>Devasena (c. 450–460)</td>
<td>Skandagupta (c. 456–467)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hariśena (c. 460–478)</td>
<td>Narasīmha-gupta (c. 467–474?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prthvīsena II (c. 475–495)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kumāragupta II (c. 474–476)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Budhagupta (c. 477–488)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vainyagupta (c. 508)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Viṣṇugupta (c. 515?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cross-cultural Transmission between South Asia and Central Asia, ca. 500–1000 CE**

Competition for economic, political, and religious power affected patterns of cross-cultural contact and exchanges between South Asia and Central Asia during a period of instability after the downfall of the Guptas in the middle of the first millennium CE. Local and regional

---

²⁹¹ Perhaps identified with Kācagupta (immediate successor of Samudragupta), first husband of Dhruvadevi in *Devcandraguptam*.

²⁹² Marriage with Kuberanāgā (Bhāraśiva Nāga princess).

²⁹³ Marriage with Prabhāvati Guptā (daughter of Candragupta II), who continued to rule from c. 405–419.

²⁹⁴ Son of Kumāragupta, did not rule.

²⁹⁵ Perhaps married to Atibhāvati (his niece), the daughter of Prabhāvati Guptā and Rudrasena II (Bakker 1997: 17).
polities emerged, solidified, and expanded their domains in the Indian subcontinent while acting as patrons of competing Buddhist, Śaiva, Vaiṣṇava, and other religious movements. Ronald Davidson links the “early medieval vitality” of Indian religions, literature, and art to “the valorization of regional identity” and a “discourse of divine power” whereby “the gods became kings even as the kings became gods” (2003: 74). The systematic use of imperial metaphors of divine apotheosis in public inscriptions and literary texts composed in the courts of rulers who aspired to fulfill the cakravartin ideal of universal overlordship provides a political-historical context for the development of a “mature synthesis of esoteric Buddhism” (Davidson 2002: 114) and the monastic institutionalization of Śaiva Tantrism, both of which provided rival rituals of consecration (abhiṣeka), powerful texts and formulas (mantras), and religious ideologies to confer royal legitimacy. Volatile political alliances, changing military alignments, and fluctuating migration patterns did not result in insular stagnation, but often caused shifts in transregional routes for commercial exchanges and religious transmission. Contemporary sources from this period, including the accounts of Chinese travelers, inscriptions of visitors to Indian Buddhist centers, and material artifacts found far way from their original contexts, attest significant mobility via over-land and maritime itineraries. The emergence of new trade networks and merchant communities (such as the Sogdians in Central Asia) and macroregional conflicts between Indian, Chinese, Central Asian, Tibetan, and Arab forces had major impacts on cultural transmission, sometimes prompting the creation of new ties and in other cases con-straining access. The re-emergence of the northwestern borderlands as a contact zone between South Asia and Central Asia deserves special emphasis, since Buddhist literary and material cultures flourished at nodes for long-distance trade and political administration loosely con-


297 Sanderson, Alexis. 2009. “The Śaiva Age: The Rise and Dominance of Śaivism during the Early Medieval Period.” In *Genesis and Development of Tantrism*. Shingo Einoo, ed. Tōkyō: Sankibō Busshorin, 41–350 provides a detailed survey of royal patronage of Buddhism (pp. 70–116), but argues that Śaivism absorbed or provided the models for Buddhist Tantrism (252). His claim that the repertoire of Śaiva rituals and theory promoted economic, political, and social processes that encouraged “intellectual and aesthetic vigour” (253, n. 590) applies equally well to a Buddhist impetus.
trolled by a network of rulers affiliated with the Kidara and Alchon Huns or local dynasties like the Palola Šāhis of Gilgit.

**Kidāras and Huns in the Northwestern Indian Subcontinent**

Like their Saka and Kušāṇa predecessors, the Kidāra and Alchon Huns migrated to the Indo-Iranian borderlands from Central Asia as a result of Xiongnu nomadic expansion. Although relationships between Hunnic groups known as the Hūnas in Indian sources (and Chionites or Hephthalites in western sources) remain unclear due to conflicting reports about their origins and identities, they filled a significant gap by asserting control of areas between the eastern frontier of the Sasanians and the northwestern borderlands of the Guptas and their allies beginning in the fifth century CE. Based primarily on analysis of coins and seals, a group identified as the Kidāras emerged as autonomous rulers of large areas between Gandhāra and western Central Asia in the fifth century (ca. 430–477). Chinese sources based on the report of Dong Wan’s mission to the Western Regions in 437 CE affiliate the Kidāras (Judduoluo) with the Yuezhi (rather than the Xiongnu), but the testimony attributed to him may have been copied from or harmonized with later historical texts. The Kidāras portray themselves as “restorers of the previous order” (Grenet 2002:

---


299 Grenet, Frantz. 2002. “Regional Interaction in Central Asia and Northwest India in the Kidarite and Hephthalite periods.” Proceedings of the British Academy 116, 203–224. Grenet’s dates are adopted, although the chronological range for the Kidāras is highly uncertain, since the Chionites with whom they are sometimes identified are assigned to a period beginning in the fourth century immediately after the Sasanians lost control of Bactria in the mid-370’s during the rule of Shapur II (Grenet 2002: 206). La Vaissière’s hypothesis that “…all the nomadic kingdoms that flourished in Bactria between the middle of the fourth century and the middle of the sixth century can trace their origin back to a single episode of massive migration in the second half of the fourth century (circa 350–370), and not to a whole set of successive migrations” (2003 [2007]: 122) alleviates problematic associations between the Chionites and Kidāras, while leaving a significant lag before the Kidāras emerged as regional political power.

300 Passages referring to the Yuezhi affiliation of the Kidāras and Hephthalites in Wei shu (“History of the Wei”) chapter 102,8b (p. 2278), Bei shi (“History of the Northern Dynasties”) chapter 97.11b (pp. 3230–31), Zhoushou chapter 50 (p. 918), and Suishu chapter 83 (p. 1854) indicate that in the sixth century when the textual passages were redacted, the origins of the groups which occupied the former territory of the Kušāṇas were no longer clearly understood (La Vaissière 2003 [2007]: 120).
206–7) of the Kuṣāṇas or Kushano-Sassanians by adopting the title of Kidāra kuṣāna śāhi on Brāhmī coin legends. However, the title of Kidāra kuṣāna śāhi does not necessarily indicate that the Kidāras were related to the Kuṣāṇas, but ruled the former Kuṣāṇa territory.\footnote{Göbl, Robert. 1967. *Dokumente zur Geschichte der iranischen Hunnen in Baktiarien und Indien*. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, vol. 2, 53.} Keeping these caveats in mind, Shōshin Kuwayama reconstructs a scenario in which the Kidāras migrated to northwestern Pakistan after gaining control of five kingdoms north of Gandhāra and established a capital at Puruṣapura (modern Peshawar) based on passages in the *Weishu*:

> The king of Da Yuezhi called Jiduoluo (Kidara), brave and fierce, eventually dispatched his troops southward and invaded North India (present-day Pakistan), crossing the great mountains to subjugate the five kingdoms which were located to the north of Gandhāra.\footnote{Translated by Kuwayama, Shoshin. 1992. “The Hephthalites in Tokharistan and Gandhāra” (parts 1–2). *Lahore Museum Bulletin* 5.1–2, 19 (= Kuwayama 1989, “The Hephthalites in Tokharistan and Northwest India.” *Zinbun, Annals of the Institute for Research in the Humanities, Kyoto University* 24, 25–77 and Kuwayama, Shōshin. 2002. *Across the Hindukush of the First Millennium: A collection of the papers*. Kyoto: Inst. for Research in Humanities, Kyoto Univ.). According to Kuwayama, the five kingdoms to the north of Gandhāra included Yarkand, Tashkurgan, Wakhan, Chitral, and possibly Swat, although Grenet (2002: 207, n. 6) suggests that Kapisa should be added to the list. For a translation of the same passage, see Zürcher 1968: 373 and comments by Zeimal, E.V. 1996. “The Kidarite Kingdom in Central Asia.” In Litvinsky, ed. 1996: 122.} Brief Chinese references to Kidāra rulers coupled with distribution of their coin-types on both sides of the Hindu Kush from northern Gandhāra, Swat and Bannu (in present-day Northwest Pakistan) to Samarkand in ancient Sogdia have resulted in different interpretations of their relationships with regional contemporaries. Since Kidāra coins fit into a continuous series with those issued by their Kushano-Sasanian predecessors, Robert Göbl (1967) views the Kidāras as erstwhile regional allies of the Sasanians against the Alchon Huns. Adopting the perspective of the Chinese accounts, Kuwayama (1989, 1992) also holds that the Kidāras were opponents of a subsequent ‘wave’ of Xiongnu invaders who drove them out of Bactria (which Kuwayama refers to as Tokharistan) and into the northwestern frontiers of South Asia. Frantz Grenet (2002) questions the loyalty of the Kidāras to the Sasanians, since they “cashed in on the military threat they exercised against Iran” (2002: 209) by exacting tribute from Sasanian rulers such as Yazdigird II. While acknowledging a long struggle between
the Kidāras and Hephthalites (identified with the Alchon Huns) for control of Bactria and Sogdia, Grenet draws attention to evidence for coexistence between the last Kidāras and the first Hephthalites who seem to have been on “hunting terms” (2002: 212) in depictions on two Gandhāran silver bowls found in Swat and in Chīlek, north of the Sogdian capital in Samarkand. Grenet surmises that the Kidāras (and the Alchon Huns who later supplanted them) “…sought to control the mountainous nexus of trade routes linking Bactria, India, China, and Sogdiana” (2002: 207). The expansion of the Kidāra and Hephthalite Huns to Sogdia entailed a process of “Bactrianisation” (Grenet 2002: 208) whereby Indian cultural elements (including Buddhist elements) were introduced to some areas of western Central Asia which had not been exposed to the initial phases of long-distance transmission in earlier periods.

By acting as political and cultural mediators between India, Iran, and Central Asia, the Alchon Huns (identifiable with the Indian Hūṇas, Chinese Yida or Yada, and Hephthalites in Western historical sources) aided the development of overland trade and expansion of Buddhist networks in the fifth and sixth centuries, despite their exaggerated reputation as oppressive barbarians in Chinese and Sanskrit literary sources. While the Alchon Huns had much in common with the Kidāras (including similar origins in mass migrations from Central Asia to Bactria in the fourth century), they consciously distinguished themselves by abandoning Kuṣāṇa titles, using Bactrian and Brāhmī instead of Pahlavi on coin and seal legends, and developing distinctive styles of ornamentation and portraiture (particularly their artificially deformed craniums or “steeple heads”).303 They played a prominent role in Central Asian geopolitics in the fifth and sixth centuries by engaging in conflicts and enacting alliances with a series of Sasanian rulers (helping Peroz rise to power between 459–484 and sheltering Kawad I between 484–488), and expanding their dominion west to the Merv oasis (probably during the reign of Kavad I) and north to

Sogdia (by 509 CE). The Alchon Huns began to exchange diplomatic missions with the Chinese court in 457 CE after consolidating their stronghold in eastern Bactria, eventually took control of routes across the Hindu Kush away from the Kidāras, established themselves as overlords of northwestern India, and directly contributed to the downfall of the Guptas, whose position in central India eroded as the Hūnṣas (whom Skandagupta claimed to have defeated) made significant inroads as far as modern Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh.

The Alchon Huns appear in several inscriptions, including two Buddhist donations that demonstrate religious patronage of monasteries in northern Afghanistan and Pakistan. The recent publication of a Sanskrit inscription on a thin copper scroll belonging to the Schøyen collection provides valuable information about the identities of Alchon Huns who are named in a list of secondary donors who received credit for the erection of a relic stūpa. If Gudrun Melzer’s identification of year 68 as a Laukika era date corresponding to 492/3 CE is correct, this inscription supplies a fixed point in the chronology of the Alchon


Huns. Khingila (with the title of *mahāsāhi*) and Toramâna (titled *devarāja*), who were already well-known historical figures (but apparently not father and son, as previously supposed), are listed together with male and female contemporaries: Mehama (like Khingila, a *mahāsāhi* during whose reign the donation was made), Javûkha (a *mahārāja* who was the son of Sâdavikha), a queen, and two “mistresses of the great monastery” (*mahāvihārasvāminī*) named Arcavāmanâ and Sâsâ. The primary purpose of this long and ornate inscription is to record the establishment of a reliquary *stūpa* (*tathāgatacaityo dhātugarbha*) by the ‘master of a great monastery’ (*mahāvihārasvāmin*), whose official title of *Tālagānika-Devaputraśāhi* may indicate that he belonged to the ruling family of the Tālagān region east of Kunduz in northern Afghanistan, which was the geographical heartland of the Alchon Huns. At the beginning of the inscription, an extensive quotation from a Mahāyāna sūtra (*Śrīmatībrāhmaṇī pariprācchā*) about the teaching of dependent arising by the Buddha to the Brahmin woman Śrīmati is followed by the introductory verses to Nāgārjuna’s *Mūlamadhyamakakārika*. Melzer (2006: 252) suggests that these citation may indicate the use of *Pratītyasamutpāda* texts in consecration rituals. The invocation of passages from Mahāyāna sūtras and the concluding seven verses composed in classical Sanskrit meters show that monasteries supported by the Alchon Huns in a region “adorned with *stūpas* resembling a multitude of autumn clouds” (Melzer 2006: 277) were linked to Buddhist scholastic and literary networks.

The Alchon Hun rulers Toramâna and Javûkha are also associated with the donation of a monastery in another Buddhist inscription from Kura in the Salt Range in the western Punjab. The primary

---

307 Melzer 2006: 263–4 considers other possibilities, including the Gupta era of 319/20 CE, the Kaniska era (with hundreds omitted) beginning in 127/8 CE, and the era of the Tochi Valley inscriptions of 223 CE, but her arguments in favor of the Laukika/Saptarśī era (later used by the Palola Šāhis of Gilgit, as discussed in the following subchapter) are convincing.

308 Melzer 2006: 257–262 discusses the historical context of these rulers, whose names and titles are attested in lines 37–39 of the inscription’s donative formula (274).

309 Melzer 2006: 256; Grenet 2002: 210 suggests that eastern Bactria may have been the original base of the Hephthalites, and argues that the later Hephthalites continued to control the area around Surkh Kotal in the Surkh-ab valley on the route between Kunduz and Kabul.

donor named Roṭa-siddhavṛddhi, a ‘master of the monastery’ who was the son of Roṭa-jayavṛddhi, a ‘master of many monasteries’ (aneka-vihārasvāmino), extended the merit of the donation to his own brothers, wives, sisters, sons, and daughters and to all of the queens, princes, and princesses of Mahārāja Toramāṇa and Śāha Javūkha (written Jaŭkha), and expressed the wish that his religious offering (deyadharmac) be used for the “attainment of supreme knowledge by all beings.”311 The names and titles of the Masters of the Monastery, whose “special prosperity” (viśesavrddhi) was “praised and honored by the lord of Naścīra” (Bühler 1892: 241), corroborates Gregory Schopen’s hypothesis that some Buddhist monasteries were privately owned and inherited by prosperous families responsible for their maintenance and supervision.312 The last line of the inscription seems to have been intentionally defaced, and the designation of the Mahiśāsakas (ācārya mahīś[āsakānām]) as recipients of the donation may have been forged.313 Although this area has not been carefully surveyed for Buddhist and other archaeological remains, the significance of a monastery located at Kura is probably related to efforts by Hun rulers such as Toramāṇa (and his son Mihirakula) to maintain access to the “salt road” between Kashmir and the Salt Range.314

311 Since the copper scroll inscription (Melzer 2006) clearly differentiates Toramāṇa from Javūkha, earlier interpretations of Jaŭkha or Jaŭvla (as read by Bühler in line 10) as an epithet of Toramāṇa should be discarded, although the relationship between Javūkha and Toramāṇa remains unclear. Epigraphical parallels for this donative formula are compiled by Schopen 1979: 5–9 (-2005: 227–231), who argues that this standardized formula does not necessarily indicate Mahāyāna affiliation.


314 Kuwayama 1992: 6–7 (part 1) connects the importance of the salt trade between Kashmir and the Punjab to the location of the military camp of the Hephthalite ruler near Jhelum. With the assistance of Mohammad Usman, I was able to visit the site (“Kutte Mar”) in 1996, and although few surface remains were visible there, numerous other archaeological sites in this part of the Salt Range may belong to this historical period. I have found my unpublished notes (“Ancient Remains in the Salt Range”) online at various websites, including: http://www.reference.com/browse/Salt+Range. For references to articles by Michael Meister and Pakistani scholars on Hindu temples from the 6th to 11th centuries in the Salt Range and along the Indus River, see: http://www.arthistory.upenn.edu/meister/pakistan.html, including Meister, Michael. 2010. Temples of the Indus: Studies in the Hindu Architecture of Ancient Pakistan. Leiden:
Other epigraphic records of religious donations made by local subordinates of Toramâna demonstrate that Hûna rule in India did not necessarily alter patterns of non-Buddhist patronage. An inscription written on a colossal red sandstone sculpture of the boar avatâra of Viśṇu as Varāha at Eran (ancient Airikiṇa) in western Madhya Pradesh clearly indicates that a family of local Brahmin Mahârâjas who had ruled under the Guptas until at least 484–5 CE switched their allegiance to Mahârâjâdhirâja Toramâna within the first year of his Indian conquests.\(^{315}\) This expression of obeisance by a local feudatory named Dhanyaviṣṇu who had a Vaiṣṇava temple constructed at this site shows that the Hûna domain extended deep into the former territory of the Guptas, but does not really support Upendra Thakur’s Hinduization argument that the “culturally weak” victors (the Hûnas) “succeeded to the overwhelming cultural superiority of the vanquished and gradually forgot all about their earlier faiths and beliefs” (1967: 260). The adoption of Vaiṣṇava symbols such as the conch and the appearance of Laksṇmi on some coins issued by Toramâna hardly “point to his strong leanings to the Brâhmanic religion” or “mark his emergence as a convert to Hinduism” (Thakur 167: 261), since other issues with fire altars and polyvalent disks (cakras) circulated more widely.

A copper-plate inscription dated in the third year of Toramâna’s reign found near Sañjeli in Gujarat records donations of commodities by local and long-distance merchants to a Vaiṣṇava temple of the deity Jayasvāmin.\(^{316}\) The temple was built by Virâdhyika, the queen-mother of Mahârâja Bhûta, a regional overlord (viṣayapati) subservient to Toramâna, who is given Gupta imperial titles (Paramabhaṭṭâraka Mahârâjâdhirâja). As Ranabir Chakravarti notes, donations to this

---

\(^{315}\) Fleet 1888: 158–161, no. 36, pl. 23A; Sircar 1965: 420–422, no. 55.

temple by a mercantile organization (vaniggrāma) of local and long-distance merchants who came from Kanauj, Ujjayinī, and Mathura indicate that the district headquarters of Vadrapāli “…can be viewed as a nodal point in the overland supra-local trade network” (2008: 397) and “…combined religio-cultural activities with administrative functions and commercial transactions” (2008: 398). The construction and repair of a sun temple not very far way at Mandasor (Daśapura) in the neighboring region of Mālava by a guild of silk weavers demonstrates that commercial patronage of non-Buddhist temples sustained religious establishments during a period of considerable dynastic flux in the fifth and sixth centuries as the Hūnas contended with Guptas and emergent regional rulers for control of pivotal links between the Indian hinterland and the western coast.\footnote{317}

Literary traditions associate Toramāṇa’s son Mihirakula with religious oppression and the downfall of Hūṇa power in India, but the evidence from epigraphy and archaeology is ambiguous. In an inscription dated in Mihirakula’s fifteenth regnal year, a local donor of a sun temple in Gwalior praises Toramāṇa and Mihirakula as powerful sovereigns, indicating that the hegemony of the Hūṇas continued to be acknowledged in areas of north-central India during the early-mid sixth century.\footnote{318} However, the Aulikara rulers of Daśapura in the Mālava region resisted Hūṇa domination, according to the Rīsthal inscription of Prakāśadharman, who made grandiose claims of defeating Toramāṇa in battle, using the tusks of his vanquished elephants to make ivory seats for ascetics and dedicating the females of his harem to the temple of Lord Vṛṣabhadhvaja (Śiva).\footnote{319} In two sand-

\begin{footnotes}
318 Fleet 1888: 161–164, no. 37, pl. 22B; Sircar 1965: 424–426, no. 57. Sircar 1965: 424 gives c. 515–545 CE as an approximate range for Mihirakula’s reign, but the claim by the contemporary Aulikara ruler Yaśodharman to have made Mihirakula subservient in his undated Mandasor stone pillar inscriptions (Fleet 1888: 142–150, nos. 33–34, pl. 26B-C; Sircar 1965: 418–420, no. 54) aids in fixing a date for Mihirakula, since another inscription from Mandasor was issued while Yaśodharman was ruling in Mālava year 589, corresponding to 532 CE (Fleet 1888: 150–158, no. 35, pl. 22; Sircar 1965: 411–417, no. 53).
319 Salomon, Richard. 1989. “New Inscriptional Evidence for the History of the Aulikaras of Mandasor.” \textit{Indo-Iranian Journal} 32, 1–36, lines 12–14, vv. 16–18. The Rīsthal inscription is dated in 515 CE (Mālava year 572). Salomon points out that this date does not mark a \textit{terminus ante quem} for the reign of Toramāṇa, since “the rhetorical claim of his submission to the Aulikara king proves nothing more than that the two came into conflict, and that Prakāśadharman was not conquered by the Hun” (1989: 27).
\end{footnotes}
stone pillar inscriptions, Yaśodharman, who apparently succeeded Prakāśadharman, also claims to have subjugated Mihirakula, “whose forehead was pained through being bent low down by the strength of [Yaśodharman’s] arm in obeisance” (Fleet 1888: 148). In this prāśasti to Yaśodharman’s superiority over Mihirakula, the poet Vāsula remarks that Mihirakula did not render homage to anyone else except Śiva (Sthānu), which leads some historians (such as D.C. Sircar) to suggest that Mihirakula was indeed a Śaiva ruler, although it seems more likely that this convention is more directly related to the importance of Śiva as the family deity (iṣṭadevatā) of this branch of the Aulikaras.

Mihirakula is depicted as a violent tyrant and as a persecutor of Buddhists in the accounts of Chinese visitors to South Asia, but his rule in Gandhāra, the Punjab, and Kashmir does not appear to have had a negative impact on the growth of Buddhist monasteries. Song Yun, an official Wei envoy, visited the court of the Hephthalite (Heda) ruler in eastern Afghanistan in 519 CE with Huisheng and continued traveling to Swat and Gandhāra in 520 CE. In contrast to the ruler of Swat, who is depicted as a diligent Buddhist vegetarian, Song Yun described the Hephthalite ruler of Gandhāra as a bloodthirsty enemy of Buddhists:

The nature of the king is violent and cruel, very often conducting massacres. He does not believe in the Buddhist faith, but well worships their own heathen gods. As all the inhabitants in the country are Brahmans who respect Buddhism by much reading the sutras, so it is deeply against their wishes that they suddenly have such a king.

In contrast to John Marshall (1951: 1.76–7) and other historians (cited by Kuwayama 2002: 108) who claim that the Hephthalites destroyed Buddhist monasteries in Taxila and elsewhere, Kuwayama emphasizes that “no statement is made in any paragraph proving that the
Hephthalite king killed Buddhist monks or destroyed Buddhism in Gandhāra” (1992: 4 / 2002: 110). He cautious that Chinese Buddhist monks were especially concerned with “extinction of the True Law” and attributed persecution of Buddhism in Gandhāra to Mihirakula because he was a known historical figure associated with cruelty.324 Kuwayama’s criticism may be applied to Xuanzang’s recapitulation of Mihirakula’s attempt to persecute Buddhists when he ruled Śākala (modern Sialkot in the Punjab) “several hundred years ago” (Li 1996: 114). Xuanzang described Mihirakula as “a man of talent and intelligence with a bold and furious nature” (Li 1996: 114) who ordered the destruction of Buddhism and expulsion of monks after a royal servant (rather than a learned monk) was appointed as his Buddhist preceptor. The narrative of Mihirakula’s alleged persecution of Buddhism is linked with a story of his capture by King Balāditya of Magadha, whose mother spared Mihirakula from capital punishment. While it is tempting to identify Balāditya with a later Gupta ruler (such as Narasimha Balāditya), Balāditya was a common epithet and the story as well as Mihirakula’s subsequent campaigns against Gandhāra from a base in Kashmir appear to be anachronistic. Although Mihirakula is described in the Rājataranginī as a “royal Vetāla (vampire) day and night surrounded by thousands of murdered human beings” (Stein 1900: i.291), a major Buddhist shrine at Harwan was built during this period of Hephthalite rule.325 Despite a reputation for cruelty in several literary sources, Mihirakula and his Hūna predecessors may be compared to other “foreign successors [who] legitimated their presence in the same way that the new Indian dynasties clung to some Gupta formulae” (Williams 1982: 102). The Hūnas were probably expelled from central India by the middle of the sixth century, but continued to be perceived as foreign threats to north India from the Punjab, Kashmir and the northwestern frontiers.326

325 Stein remarks that the “legendary anecdotes . . . reproduce faithfully the popular tradition regarding the king such as had developed in Kaśmir within a century of his death” (1900: 1.78). Kak, Ram Chandra. 1933. Ancient Monuments of Kashmir. London: India Society [reprint, New Delhi: Sagar publications, 1971] and Paul, Pran Gopal. 1986. Early Sculpture of Kashmir. Leiden: Sneldruk Enschede, 39 ff. describe the Buddhist remains at Harwan.
326 Thakur 1967: 140–163 discusses additional Buddhist (Āryamañjuśrīmūlakalpa) and Jain references to the Hūnas and Mihirakula, as well as references to the domain of King Gollas west of the Indus River in the account of Kosmos Indikopleustes (Topographia Christiana), an Alexandrian merchant who visited western India around
In the aftermath of the Hūnas’ departure from North India, regional dynasties contended for imperial power, but Hūna rule in pockets of the northwestern frontier continued to have a significant impact on patterns of Buddhist transmission between South Asia and Central Asia. Frantz Grenet argues that “a second Buddhist conquest of Central Asia” during the Hephthalite period was “more far-reaching than the first one in the Kushan period” (2002: 213). In support of this assertion, he refers to Pierfrancisco Callieri’s identification of an early sixth-century soapstone statuette of a female playing a harp imported from Gandhara or Kashmir to Merv, where it was deposited in a stūpa with a reliquary, Brāhmī manuscript fragments, and other small figurines. Although an earlier stūpa may have been established in Merv sometime prior to this period, material evidence of contact between Buddhist cultures in northwestern India and western Central Asia supports Callieri’s hypothesis that “the westward expansion of Buddhism may therefore have profited from the temporary political subjugation of Margiana” (1996: 399) by the Hephthalites in the fifth and sixth centuries.

The Hephthalites also had an impact on the establishment of a triangular network for long-distance trade dominated by Sogdian merchants. Over 600 Sogdian graffiti and Bactrian inscriptions in the

530 CE. Schwartzberg, Joseph. 1992 [1978]. Historical Atlas of South Asia. Chicago: University of Chicago Press proposes that the Hūnas were assimilated into Indian society while continuing to wage wars against the Maukharis and other post-Gupta rulers of north India. The Hūnas were stereotyped as enemies to be conquered in the northern direction in epigraphic prāśastis and Sanskrit literary epitomes of heroic conquests, according to Pollock 2006: 244 (referring to an inscription written during the reign of Nārāyana Pāśapāla, 875–932 CE, extolling anachronistic conquests of Hūnas by his Pāla predecessors).


Upper Indus valley, particularly at Shatial, indicate that long-distance commerce flourished while the Hephthalites controlled adjoining regions.\textsuperscript{329} Étienne de La Vaissière points out that the frequent appearance of the ethnonym Hun (\textit{xwn}) in these inscriptions “…is historically inconceivable before a conquest of Sogdiana by the Huns, followed by a period of calm and fusion between the Sogdian population and the nomadic invaders” (2005: 81–82).\textsuperscript{330} Kuwayama attempts to attribute shifts in trade and pilgrimage routes between South Asia and Central Asia to changes in the political landscape with the rise and fall of the Hephthalites.\textsuperscript{331} Between 550–560 CE, the Hephthalites lost control of western Central Asia and Tokharistan (northern Afghanistan) to Turkish chieftains allied with the Sasanians.\textsuperscript{332} Afterwards, the sphere of Hephthalite rule was confined to the Surkhab valley (the middle course of the Kunduz River in northeastern Afghanistan), although they maintained a network of castles on routes to Bamiyan and an affiliated dynasty of Nezak Shahs held power in the Kabul valley until their defeat by the Arab general Qutaiba in 709–710.\textsuperscript{333} Following the decline of these Hephthalite successors, other local and regional dynasties emerged at important nodes in exchange networks and acted as Buddhist patrons and agents of transmission.


\textsuperscript{330} “Hun” (Sogdian \textit{xwn}) is well attested as a component of names in at least 15 Sogdian inscriptions from the Upper Indus (Sims-Williams 1989–92: 2.80 [glossary]). La Vaissière 2005: 82–83, 87, 108 proposes that an absence of Hun patronyms may indicate that Sogdian merchants ceased to use routes through the Upper Indus when the Hephthalites split the Kidāra kingdom in the first half of the 5th century, but such a short chronology for the Sogdian presence in the Upper Indus region is unlikely.

\textsuperscript{331} Kuwayama ties a “drastic change” (2002: 149, 194) in the itineraries of Chinese pilgrims and Indian monks from earlier routes through the Karakorum and eastern Hindu Kush to later patterns of travel through the western Hindu Kush (particularly Bamiyan) to the decline of the Hephthalites around 550 CE. However, Brāhmī and Proto-Śāradā inscriptions from the Upper Indus demonstrate continuous movement through the 7th century instead of a disruption in the 6th century. The epigraphic evidence from northern Pakistan is treated in greater detail in Chapter 5: Capillary Routes in the Upper Indus.


Palola Šāhis of Gilgit: Élite Patrons in a Buddhist Enclave

The Palola Šāhis, a local dynasty of rulers in Gilgit from the late sixth to early eighth century CE, supported the production of Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts and bronze sculptures at an important administrative and cultural hub in a network of deep valleys in the Karakorum mountains. Manuscript colophons, stone inscriptions, and inscribed bronze sculptures serve as primary sources for Oskar von Hinüber’s reconstruction of the chronology and genealogy of this family of Buddhist patrons. A collection of manuscripts discovered in 1931 west of Gilgit near the village of Naupur in the Kargah valley clearly demonstrates that local Buddhist literary culture flourished during this period. The extensive range of Buddhist texts, including 532 folios of the *Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya*, represented in the Gilgit manuscripts seems likely to have belonged to a monastic library, despite arguments to the contrary by Gérard Fussman and Gregory Schopen based on an absence of architectural evidence of monastic structures. Although absolute dates for the manuscripts can not be determined, Hinüber proposes a *terminus ante quem* around 630 CE based on the use of the so-called Round Brāhmī script before its replacement by Proto-Śāradā.

---

335 Fussman, Gérard. 2004. “Dans quel type de bâtiment furent trouvés les manuscrits de Gilgit.” *Journal Asiatique* 292, 101–150 dismisses earlier identifications of the quadrangular tower that contained the manuscripts as a “hollow stūpa” belonging to a royal monastery and instead suggests that it was the dwelling or chapel of an individual eremitic Buddhist teacher (*ācārya*) or a lineage of teachers. Schopen, Gregory. 2009. “On the Absence of Urtexts and Otiose Ācāryas: Buildings, Books, and Lay Buddhist Ritual at Gilgit.” In Colas and Gerschheimer, eds. 2009: 189–219 rejects Fussman’s theory that this building served as a residence and chapel for Buddhist monks who performed protective or healing rituals, and instead conjectures “…that it was a kind of sacred workshop, a combination of genizah and scriptorium, where old, unusable, or returned manuscripts (i.e., those with donor colophons or donors’ names in them) were kept, along with some master-copies, and where new manuscripts were manufactured and were for sale (i.e., those without donor-colophons or donors’ names in them)” (2009: 203). Manuscripts and other materials were excavated by Kaul Shastri, Madhusudan. 1939. “Report on the Gilgit Excavation in 1938.” *Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society* 30.1, 1–12 + pls. 1407–1434. Another substantial collection of 454 folios of a Sanskrit *Dirghāgama* manuscript was reportedly recovered from the site in 1998 (Fussman 2004: 104, n. 8).
336 In support of ca. 630 CE for the transition from Round Brāhmī to Proto-Śāradā, Hinüber refers to the colophon of a *Samghāta-sūtra* Proto-Śāradā manuscript dated in year three (*samvalsare tṛtiye 3*) of an unspecified era (2004: 25–26, no. 10), which
Names of early Palola Śāhi rulers, family members, and court officials appear among the lists of donors in colophons of Buddhist manuscripts and dhāranis (brief textual formulae conferring protection and other benefits). Three rulers, Vajrāditya-nandin, Vikramāditya-nandin, and Surendravikramāditya-nandin, are listed along with their wives among the donors of Mahāyāna sūtras in formulae beginning with the phrase: “this religious offering” (deyadharmo yam or devadharma yaṃ). Various forms of the name of the Palola Śāhi successor Navasurendrāditya-nandin is written in three Mahāmāyūrī fragments and incorporated into copies of the Vimaloṣṇīṣa dhāraṇī. As co-donors who received religious merit for their sponsorship of Buddhist manuscripts labeled as “religious offerings” and as donors whose names have been inserted into dhāranis, Navasurendra, his Palola Śāhi predecessors, their wives, and courtiers participated in the Mahāyāna ‘Cult of the Book’ in which devotees worship the Buddha’s dharmakāya by following exhortations to have many of the sūtras preserved in the Gilgit Sanskrit manuscripts written down.

Navasurendra has full imperial titles in a Sanskrit stone inscription at Hatun in the Ishkoman valley written in the Proto-Śāradā script and dated in year 47 of the Laukika era, corresponding to 671 CE.


The inscription records the excavation of an irrigation canal and the founding of a town by Makara Simgha, an official under the Palola Šāhis who simultaneously held the titles of Great Treasurer, Supreme Minister, Great Chief of the Feudatories, and Military Commander of Gilgit.341 Another damaged Sanskrit inscription at Dainyor, near the confluence of the Gilgit and Hunza rivers, with the name of his successor, Jayaman galavikramāditya-nandin and dated in Laukika era year 62 corresponding to 687 CE, may have recorded a land grant, but the details remain uncertain.342 The distribution of graffiti inscriptions with names of people with Palola titles or ethnonyms located near the confluence of the Gilgit and Indus rivers at Alam Bridge and at various sites in the Chilas plain of the Upper Indus suggests that the Palola Šāhis exerted considerable influence in the Gilgit valley and surrounding areas of northern Pakistan in the seventh century.343

Numerous bronze sculptures inscribed with names of Palola Šāhi queens, kings, and family members with dates in the seventh and eighth century attest to their direct patronage of a local atelier.344 The earliest inscriptions record donations of an image of the Buddhist goddess Prajñāpāramitā holding a manuscript (labeled as a Perfection of Wisdom text) by Maṅgalahamśikā, the Chief Queen of Vajrādityanandin, who belongs to the early seventh century [Fig. 2.4].345 The pedestals...
Figure 2.4: Bronze image of Prajñāpāramitā, donated by Mañgalahāṃsikā, Chief Queen of Vajrādityanandin (Source: Hinüber 2007, plate 1)
of small bronze images of the Buddha are inscribed with the name of Surendrādityanandin and dated during the reign of Navasurendra in 645–645 CE. Jayamāṅgalavikramāditya-nandin, the Palola Śāhi ruler known from the Dainyor inscription of 687 CE, donated a very large bronze sculpture of a seated Buddha dated in 706/7 (Laukika year 82) and another standing Buddha along with his wives, children and courtiers. His successor, Nandivikramāditya-nandin, donated two exquisite bronze images dated in 714 and 715 CE (Laukika years 90 and 91). In the earlier image, a jeweled Buddha acknowledges the patronage of this Palola Śāhi ruler by placing one hand on his head while holding a manuscript in the other hand. In the second image, the ruler himself holds a manuscript, perhaps reflecting the role of his family in Buddhist literary production. Another ornate bronze sculpture dated just one week prior to Nandivikramāditya-nandin’s inscribed bronze of 714 CE was a gift of the princess Devasīri and her husband, the treasurer Sāmkarasena, who are depicted in postures of reverence kneeling on lotuses and holding wreaths and incensers at the base of the sculpture. These dated bronze images donated by Palola Śāhi rulers and their families belong to a larger group of Buddhist bronze images that were produced by a local atelier of artists whose output demonstrates important links between the stylistic heritages of Gandhāra and Swat and traditions of Buddhist art in Kashmir and Tibet.
Shortly after the heyday of Buddhist patronage by the Palola Śāhis in the beginning of the eighth century, their realm became a key battleground in the struggle between the Tibetan and Chinese empires for control of long-distance routes through the high mountain borderlands. After Little Bolor (presumably controlled by the Palola Śāhis) made an alliance with Tang China in 717 CE to deter growing Tibetan influence in the Karakorum and Pamir mountains, Tibetan forces occupied the region in 722 and 737.350 Huizhao (Hye Ch’o), a Korean monk who traveled from Kashmir to Bolor, reported that Greater Bolor was controlled by Tibetans and Lesser Bolor was under Chinese dominion before 727 CE:

Greater Bolor was originally the place where the king of Lesser Bolor resided. It was because the Tibetans have come that he fled and shifted his residence to Lesser Bolor. The chiefs and common people remained and did not come.351

In 747 CE a Chinese expedition of 10,000 men led by the Korean general Gao Xianzhi crossed the Pamirs and defeated a Tibetan garrison in the Wakhan valley of present-day northeastern Afghanistan.352 The Chinese force reached Gilgit through the Yasin valley and subsequently conquered the capital of Baltistan (Great Bolor), located at present-day Katsura near Skardu, in 753.353 As a result of the intense conflict between Tibet and China for control of this strategic region in the middle of the eighth century, the Palola Śāhi dynasty disappeared, but religious and cultural exchanges between this region, Central Asia, and the Tibetan plateau are likely to have intensified.354
Table 2.5: Genealogy and Chronology of the Palola Śāhi Dynasty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruler:</th>
<th>Date: (Laukika year in parentheses)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vajrāditya-nandin</td>
<td>ca. 585–605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vikramāditya-nandin</td>
<td>ca. 605–625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surendrivikramāditya-nandin</td>
<td>ca. 625–644/655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navasurendrāditya-nandin</td>
<td>ca. 644/655–685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayamaṅgalavikramāditya-nandin (I)</td>
<td>ca. 685–710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nandivikramāditya-nandin</td>
<td>ca. 710–715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surendrāditya</td>
<td>ca. 715/720–?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The singular patronage of Buddhist literature and art by the Palola Śāhis in Gilgit contrasts with complex patterns of support for religious institutions affiliated with multiple traditions by their northwestern neighbors and North Indian contemporaries. The survival of at least eight Buddhist monasteries in Gilgit long after the period of the Palola Śāhis is attested in a Khotanese Śaka account of an itinerary from the Tarim Basin (via Gilgit) to Kashmir during the reign of Abhimanyugupta (958–972 CE). However, the number of small monasteries in Gilgit and other places along the route through the Upper Indus region pales in comparison to countless small monasteries and a large monastery with a dharmarāja stūpa and five hundred rock cells in Kashmir. While overlapping with the period of the Palola Śāhis, the Kārkotās (ca. 625–855/6 CE) ruling in Kashmir identified themselves as Vaisnava, but continued to establish and support numerous Buddhist establishments against the backdrop of a flourishing Śaiva literary culture. For example, in the Rājatarāṅgini, Kalhaṇa refers to King Bon’s foreign origins, which it locates to the south-west of Tibet where India meets the fringes of Iran” (1972: [2]35).

---

355 Adapted from Hinüber 2004: 99.
Lalitāditya Muktāpiḍa’s construction of Vaiṣṇava temples and Buddhist monasteries, which shared the same complexes at Huṣkapura and his royal capital at Parihāsapura:

At Huṣkapura this noble-minded king built the splendid [shrine of Viṣṇu] Muktasvāmin and a large Vihāra with a Stūpa. (4.18)358

At Parihāsapura (“which mocked the residence of Indra”):

That king, who was free from passions, built the ever-rich Rājavihāra [royal monastery] with a large quadrangle (catuḥśālā), a large Caitya, and a large Jina [Buddha image]. (4.200)

Into the image of Muktākeśava [Viṣṇu] he put 84,000 tolakas of gold. (4.201).

And collecting as many thousands of of palas of silver, that pure-minded [king] made the famous [statue of] Parihāsakeśava [Viṣṇu image]. (4.202)

With just as many prasthas of copper he made the glorious [statue of] the ‘Great Buddha’ (Brḥadbuddha) which reached up to the sky. (4.203)359

Although he does not refer to the Palola Sāhis, Kalhana describes relationships between the rulers of Kashmir and the Hindu Sāhis, who ruled from a capital at Udabhāṇḍapura (modern Hund) at an important crossing of the Indus River located to the north of the modern bridge at Attock from 870–871 until 1026 CE.360 From their base, the Hindu Sāhis occupied a primary hub on routes between South Asia and Central Asia, maintained fortresses at Barikot and Udegram in the Swat valley, embellished Hindu stone temples in the Salt Range, and presumably supported local Buddhist communities until Bhīmapāla, the last Hindu Sāhi, was killed in battle against the Ghaznavids.

---

358 Translated by Stein 1900: 1.140, who identifies this monastery with the Wukong’s Moung-ti Vihāra.
359 Translated by Stein 1900: 1.142, who also provides an archealogical description of the site in an appendix (2.300–303, Note F).
Several northern Indian contemporaries of the Palola Śāhis remained major patrons of Buddhist institutions, but rulers who identified themselves as Buddhists generally tended to dominate peripheral border regions in the eastern subcontinent. Inscriptions issued by the Maitrakas of Valabhi, who succeeded the Guptas and Hūṇas in Gujarat from the sixth to the eighth century, demonstrate complex patterns of religious patronage. The Maitrakas typically referred to themselves as Śaivas (parama-māheśvaras), but approximately a quarter of their inscriptions record donations to Buddhists (including a famous monastic center at Valabhi). In the account of his visit to Buddhist sites in North India, Xuanzang portrays King Harṣavardhana of Kanyākubjā (Kanauj) as a major Buddhist patron and convert who was targeted by “heretics” in a failed assassination attempt, but Harṣavardhana’s own inscriptions and Bāna’s poetic account of his deeds in the Harṣacarita depict him as a Śaiva. After his death in 647/8 CE, the Pālas of Bihar and Bengal (ca. 750–1200), who struggled with the Pratihāras of western India and the Rāṣṭrakūtās of the Deccan for control of the Ganga-Yamuna heartland, explicitly identified themselves as Buddhists (parama-saugata) and were responsible for constructing and expanding many of the great Buddhist monasteries in eastern India. However, their support for Buddhist institutions hardly precluded patronage of Śaiva temples and monasteries, which flourished in a competitive religio-political environment of appropriation and mutual exchange of rituals, iconography, and esoteric ideologies. The Bhaumakaras in Orissa (ca. 736–950) and the Candras in southeast Bengal (ca. 850–1050) followed the Pāla lead in adopting Buddhist epithets while supporting a variety of religious institutions. Buddhist institutions continued to feature prominently in South Asian intellectual and cultural life, particularly in northwestern and northeastern borderland areas which served as bases for expansion across the Himalayas to Tibet and via maritime networks to Southeast Asia.

Conclusions

This overview of ancient and early medieval South Asian historical contexts provides a framework for understanding diachronic processes in the formation and expansion of the early Buddhist sangha across regional and cultural horizons, with a general emphasis on the northwestern frontiers of the Indian subcontinent from the time of Aśoka to ca. 750 CE. Having completed a whirlwind tour of over a thousand years of South Asian Buddhist history, a pause to reconsider the questions posed at the beginning of this chapter highlights significant patterns.

Passages from inscriptions and texts reveal that much was at stake in shaping Buddhist religious identities through the development of narratives about the historical Buddha (whose parinirvāṇa probably dates between 400–370 BCE), previous Buddhas, their prior lifetimes, and early followers. By drawing connections between these figures and places in particular chronological frameworks of the past, present and future, hagiographical narratives illustrate core doctrinal beliefs, situate authoritative discourses understood as buddhavacana, establish institutional precedents, justify ritual practices, and promote exchanges of material donations for religious merit. These versions of Buddhist history had important ramifications for building networks of patrons (including but not restricted to powerful rulers and wealthy merchants) and transferring real and imagined religious topologies linked with the Buddha to locations outside of his original homeland, particularly to prosperous cities and agricultural areas.

Interreligious contacts, intrareligious debates, and encounters with exogenous groups played significant roles in shaping and changing Buddhist practices and ideologies. The emergence of Buddhist traditions of renunciation and the elaboration of doctrines of karmic retribution resulted from competitive dialogues with other śramaṇa movements (such as the Jains and Ājīvikas) and later Vedic traditions undergoing processes of reformulation. Internal contestation of monastic vinaya regulations and disputed interpretations of which teachings to attribute to the Buddha caused divisions in the sangha (saṅghabheda). Alternative goals and practices systematized (to varying extents) in texts and images associated with “vehicles” (Mahāyāna and Vajrayāna) developed in response to internal and external challenges. Intercultural exchanges with migrating groups, especially in
the borderland regions of the northwestern Indian subcontinent, had definite impacts on Buddhist material culture, as reflected in syntheses of Indian, Iranian, Hellenistic, and local features in art and architecture. Indo-Iranians, Indo-Greeks, Sakas, Kuśāṇas, and Huns who established various degrees of control over routes connecting Central Asia to South Asia greatly enhanced patterns of cross-cultural contact. Inscriptions recording donations by rulers, family members, and officials associated with these social outsiders demonstrate that their contributions to the expansion and consolidation of Buddhist institutions also aided their assimilation by providing cultural legitimation. Political and religious dynamics were closely intertwined with social and economic changes, since Buddhist monasteries were often clustered near hubs of commerce and administration on long-distance regional routes which Indian and non-Indian rulers vied to dominate.

Religious economies of exchange based on the awarding of merit for material support of Buddhist monks and nuns had important historical ramifications within and outside of South Asia. The literary legacy of the Mauryan emperor Aśoka as a cakravartin who donated generously and exclusively to the saṅgha provided an exemplary model for later Buddhist rulers. However, his edicts endorsing (mostly) nonviolent victory by imperial dharma and promoting donations to other śramaṇas and brahmins were less univalent. Whether or not the Buddhist model of Aśoka was in fact emulated by later rulers (such as Menander and Kaniska), the normative ideal of generous patronage to Buddhist and other religious institutions required basic conditions of commercial or agricultural prosperity, which in turn depended on local, regional, and long-distance economic networks. Changing patterns of patronage and exchange affected the religious economy, since dynastic turmoil, abandonment of old routes and the development of new networks, and a general shift toward permanent endowments by merchant guilds and land grants by rulers had significant implications for the fortunes of Buddhist monasteries. Thus, paths for Buddhist transmission did not remain stable or fixed, but adapted to fluctuating economic and political conditions.
CHAPTER THREE
TRADE NETWORKS IN ANCIENT SOUTH ASIA

The survey of ancient and early medieval South Asian history in the preceding chapter amply demonstrates that establishing and maintaining control of trade networks and arteries of cross-cultural religious transmission was a significant impetus for political dynamics. Based on this diachronic foundation, our attention now shifts to a synchronic exploration of specific route systems in the Indian subcontinent. This treatment of transregional networks emphasizes religious and cultural geography more than economic patterns, since available literary, epigraphic, numismatic, and archaeological sources do not permit a quantitative assessment of early trade.\(^1\) The aim of retracing routes and identifying nodes is to understand how trade networks shaped patterns of Buddhist transmission and how Buddhist ideologies provided an impetus to cross-cultural mobility and material exchanges. Trade can be broadly understood as a form of exchange involving the movement of commodities with fluctuating values conditioned by a wide range of economic, environmental, geographical, social, cultural, and religious factors. Combining Karl Polanyi’s general definition of trade as “the mutual appropriative movement of goods between hands” (1957: 266) with Neville Morley’s sense of trade as the “movement of goods across different sorts of boundaries” (2007: 11) as starting points, this examination is more concerned with exchanges across relatively long distances and interconnections between regional nodes than with local distribution and exchange networks.\(^2\) Rather than focusing on

---


2 Following Morley (2007: 11), it must be acknowledged that short and long distances are somewhat arbitrarily distinguished according to political and ecological considerations.
local contexts for the establishment and institutional growth of individual Buddhist stūpas and monasteries, this study of long-distance trade patterns seeks to clarify connections between clusters of sites within larger interregional frameworks. Since distance affects the value of both economic and religious goods, traders who acquire and carry goods between destinations can be compared with religious specialists, as they also:

...obtain materials from outside and bring them home under circumstances in which the act of moving from a locus outside to a cultural setting inside effects a symbolically significant transformation, sometimes of form, always of meaning. (Helms 1993: 105).³

The designations applied to routes used by merchants and religious travelers refer not only to their itineraries, but also to geographical regions with flexible boundaries and polyvalent socio-religious connotations. Encounters, contacts, and exchanges along these overland and maritime routes contributed to changing definitions of insiders and outsiders, demarcating norms of purity and pollution, and contrasting Buddhist and orthodox Brahminical xenologies. Patterns of religious mobility can be retraced by mapping trade networks and surveying commercial nodes.

The broad geographical and chronological scope of this chapter encompasses interregional networks that connected the overland arteries of South Asian with maritime routes across the Indian Ocean from the sixth/fifth century BCE to the end of first millennium CE. The journey commences on the Northern Route (Uttarāpatha) in the Buddhist heartland of Magadha in northeastern India and proceeds as far as the Indus River, pausing at Taxila, since regional networks of the northwestern frontiers of South Asia are examined in more detail in the following chapters. Links between the Ganga-Yamuna doāb in North India and the Deccan plateau in central and southern India are explored by following the Southern Route (Dakṣināpatha),

³ Mary Helms’ (1988, 1993) emphasis on relationships between distance and the valuation of knowledge and material commodities can be compared with observations by Karl Polanyi about trade as a “method of acquiring goods that are not available on the spot” (1975: 133) and Arjun Appadurai on the role of merchants who bridge gaps between consumers’ and producers’ knowledge of supply and demand (1986: 42). Building on Appadurai and Helms, Graham Parker refers to specific examples of ways in which Indian commodities imported to Rome belonged to “…a system of value where geographical distance brings social prestige…” (2008: 168).
with a focus on the distribution of Buddhist monasteries and shrines (caityas). In the final section, Seaports and Maritime Routes, connections are drawn between the overland networks of the Indian hinterland and long-distance trade and cultural exchanges across the Indian Ocean. While it is possible to show that these overland and maritime routes belonged to “a world of networks and connections” (Morley 2007: 96), there were limits to the success of Buddhist transmission.
Northern Route (Uttarāpatha)

The Uttarāpatha (literally the “Northern Route”) was the main artery of commercial and cultural exchange between the northwestern borderlands of South Asia and the Ganga-Yamuna doāb in northern India. Rather than a single road, the Uttarāpatha was a network of constantly shifting itineraries consisting of “multiple feeder routes... intertwined with the major axis” (Lahiri 1992: 401). Uttarāpatha commonly designates the “North Country” or “Northern Region,” encompassing territories from the Gangetic basin in northern India to Mathura, Taxila, and Bactria in northern Afghanistan and western Central Asia. Fluid literary and epigraphic references to the Uttarāpatha as a general geographical term for ‘The North’ overlap with its more specific and probably more original etymological meaning as the Northern Route. Textual associations of the Uttarāpatha with long-distance travel and trade in a northern or northwestern direction correspond fairly well with the “archaeological reality” (Lahiri 1992: 370) of transregional contact and intercultural relationships with inhabitants of the northwestern frontier. Archaeological evidence from the middle of the first millennium BCE amply demonstrates long-distance connections and continuities in material culture throughout the northern Indian subcontinent.

The development of arterial networks for the dissemination of material culture and commodities through interregional trade exchanges was closely linked with the growth of cities in the northern subcontinent. A characteristic feature of this cultural assemblage was Northern Black Polished (NBP) ware pottery beginning around 550–400 BCE and continuing until about 100 BCE. Nonlocal materials including lapis lazuli from Badakhshan (northeastern Afghanistan), sandstone from Mathura, and precious stones such as topaz and amethyst provide evidence for the transport of certain raw materials over long dis-

---


5 Issues of urbanization and the dating and distribution of NBP are discussed in more detail in Initial Phases of the Establishment of Buddhist Communities in Early India (Chapter 2 p. 74). Sharma, Ram Sharan. 1983. Material Culture and Social Formations in Ancient India. New Delhi: Macmillan, proposes that the appearance of NBP was an outcome of the use of iron tools, which were responsible for creating an agricultural surplus and thus “prepared the ground for the rise of urban settlements in northeastern India around 600 B.C.” (1983: 123). However, Chakrabarti 1995: 169 argues against an overemphasis on the role of iron technology.
Trans-regional movement of materials via trade routes appears to have been related to interlinked processes of urbanization and consolidation of political power in early historic South Asia. According to Georg Erdösy, Kausāmbī and Rājagrha were distinguished from smaller settlements by functioning as nodes for the “procurement, processing and exchange of raw materials absent in the alluvial plains” (1995: 82) before ca. 600 BCE. In the ensuing period from ca. 550 BCE to 250 BCE, the transition to urbanized city states (janapadas) was connected to population growth, cultivation of forest lands, long-distance trade, introduction of a monetary economy, and the development of writing systems. Archaeological evidence confirms “a broad but indistinct picture of a network of trade routes connecting sites in ancient South Asia” (Heitzman 1984: 122), which is mirrored in Buddhist and other literary references to the Uttarāpatha.

The network of roads called the “Northern Route” connotes a loosely defined northerly region with polyvalent associations depending on geographical contexts and orientation in Indian texts and inscriptions. The earliest literary reference to this term as a trade route is probably the grammarian Pāṇini’s brief allusion to goods which have been “brought via the Northern Route” (Uttarapathenāhṛtam) as an example in Astādhyāyī 5.1.77, which probably belongs to the fifth century BCE. Although the Northern Route is not explicitly mentioned

---

6 Lahiri 1992: 268–323 contrasts raw materials from within sub-regions of northern India with those imported from other sub-regions, in order to demonstrate that “certain artefacts of specifically non-local origin found in the archaeological repertoires of the sites along this axis also help in amplifying the nature of movement along this route” (1992: 371).


9 For this passage demonstrating the application of –ka suffixes, see Böhtlingk, Otto (editor and translator). 1886. Pāṇini’s Grammatik. Leipzig: Haessel (reprints,
in inscriptions of Aśoka, the distribution of his rock edicts at junctions of trade routes and in the border areas of the Mauryan empire demonstrate an extensive administrative system in the middle of the third century BCE [Map 2.2: Distribution of Aśokan inscriptions].

Passages in rock edicts and pillar inscriptions demonstrate that facilities for long-distance travelers were constructed on this imperial road network. In the second major rock edict, Aśoka ordered wells excavated and trees planted for both humans and animals on long-distance routes. An expanded version of this order is recorded in a version of his seventh pillar edict inscribed on a pillar brought to Delhi from Toprā in Haryana by Fīrūz Shāh Tughluq around 1368 CE:

> On the roads I have had banyan trees planted, which will provide shade for animals and men. I have had mango groves planted and I have had wells dug and rest houses built every nine miles. And I have had many watering places made here and there for the use of beasts and men. (Thapar 1961 [1997]: 265)


12 Although Hultszch (135, n. 2) translates nimsi[dhaliyā as “flights of steps (for descending into the water)” Thapar’s translation as “rest houses” is supported by parallels noted by Bühler (cited by Hultszch) for niṣidiyā in the Nāgārjunī Hill cave
The epigraphic evidence of Aśoka’s inscriptions clearly indicates that roads were maintained in order to facilitate long-distance travel, both by his administrative agents and armies, but also probably by merchants and Buddhist monks who circulated between urban centers and religious sites associated with the Buddha’s life and significant early monasteries. This network was also used for military and political expansion by other northern Indian dynasties and by groups of foreign rulers from the Northwest such as the Indo-Greeks, Sakas, and Kuśāṇas.

Descriptions of a route from the northwestern frontier to the mouth of the Ganges in Western classical literature provide further evidence of a major route across ancient northern India. Megasthenes’ report of a royal road with pillars to mark distances and junctions is quoted by Strabo (Geography 15.1.11, 15.1.50) and probably served as a partial source for a detailed account by Pliny the Elder (23/4–79 CE) in Natural History (6.62.1–6.62.4). Pliny the Elder seems to have followed Megasthenes in noting that markers along the route indicated distances and junctions with other routes and that officers were in charge of maintaining roads, but he also included contemporary first century CE sources of information about stations on the main artery from Puṣkalāvatī to Pāṭaliputra:

1. Peucolatis (Sanskrit Puṣkalāvatī, identified with modern Charsada)
2. Hydaspes (Jhelum) River
3. Hypasis (Beas) River
4. Sydrus (Sutlej) River
5. Yamuna River

inscriptions and nisidiyā in the Hāthigumphā inscription of Khāravela. See Falk 2006: 215–219 for traditions about Fīrūz Shāh’s installation of the pillar in the Firoz Shah Kotla after transporting it from Toprā (original location uncertain).


McCrindle 1877: 50 (Megasthenes Fragment 4 referring to a royal road 10,000 stadia in length), 86 (Megasthenes Fragment 34 with details about roads constructed with pillars every 10 stadia to show “byways and distances”). Eggermont 1966: 277 argues that Megasthenes was used as a source by Pliny the Elder in combination with a longer list of cities similar to those found in Ptolemy’s Geography (7.1.42 ff.), a 2nd century CE Greek work. For Ptolemy’s list, see McCrindle, J.W. (translator). Ancient India as described by Ptolemy. Calcutta: Thacker, Spink & Co. 1885: 152–155; Renou, Louis (editor and translator). 1925. La géographie de Ptolémée. L’Inde. (vii, 1–4). Paris: É. Champion; and Sircar 1967a: 121–143. Parker discusses the use of Megasthenes as a source by later western classical authors (2008: 42–48) and the account of India in Pliny’ s Natural History (2008: 78–80), which has a complicated history of excerpting and anthologizing in the process of textual transmission.
6. Ganges River  
7. Rhodopha (identification uncertain)  
8. Callinipaza (Kanyakubja or Kanauj?)  
9. Confluence of the Ganges and Yamuna  
10. Palibothra (ancient Pataliputra, modern Patna)  
11. Mouth of the Ganges

In outlining these overland itineraries in South Asia, Megasthenes, Strabo, Ptolemy, and Pliny the Elder may have been influenced by the model of an Achaemenid Royal Road developed by earlier writers such as Ctesias and Herodotus. Nevertheless, descriptions of a main road through the northern Indian subcontinent in western classical sources provide some hints about the location of the Northern Route, although the arteries, places, and peoples broadly associated with the *Uttarāpatha* fluctuated considerably in Indian literary sources.

Sanskrit epics use *Uttarāpatha* (or *Udīcyapatha*) as a geographical term for the northwestern borderlands of the “Āryan heartland” (*Āryāvarta*). The *Mahābhārata* and *Rāmāyaṇa* contain many episodes of travel, pilgrimage, and conquest in northern India, but do not refer to the *Uttarāpatha* as “a grand trunk route uniting diverse sections of the subcontinent” (Lahiri 1992: 369). The North is conventionally included in ‘conquests of directions’ (*digvijaya*) in which kings claim to have subjugated the borderlands of their realms by conquering adversaries in all cardinal directions. Such claims of conquest, symbolically re-enacted in the Vedic *rājasūya* ceremony of royal consecration, were necessary to justify applying the imperial title of *cakravartin* to rulers whose domains (*cakravarti-ksetra*) extended to the northern direction of the *Uttarāpatha*. Arjuna’s northern conquests before Yudhīṣṭhira’s consecration in the *Mahābhārata* (2.23ff.) incorporate mundane victories over various groups of northwestern inhabitants, including the Daradas and Kāmbojas (2.24.24), with encounters with otherworldly beings such as the Kimpuruṣas (2.25.1–5) before he was turned back by the gatekeepers of *Uttarakuru* (2.25.10–14). Thus, in the epic worldview, the *Uttarāpatha* encompasses both geographical locations inhabited by known groups and a mythical place with imagined beings.

---

17 Buitenen 1975: 2.76–85.
Kālidāsa applies the model of directional conquest in his poetic eulogy of an expedition to the northern direction by Raghu, the legendary forefather of Rāma, in the Raghuvamśa (4.66 ff). Raghu’s digvijaya reached the banks of Sindhu (Indus River) (4.67), or the Vaṅkū/Vaṅkšū (Oxus/Amu Darya) in important manuscript variants. In praising Raghu’s victory over the Hūṇas, whose wives he taught to blush (4.68), and his defeat of the Kāmboja princes, which resulted in rewards of tremendous amounts of gold and many fine horses (4.69–70), Kālidāsa reflects challenges to Gupta hegemony posed by the Hūṇas in the fifth century and alludes to cultural motifs of wealth and horses associated with the North (Kubera’s direction). The countries, rulers, and semimythical beings in the northwestern frontiers conquered by Arjuna in the Mahābhārata and by Raghu in the Raghuvamśa epitomize claims of universal conquest in epigraphic eulogies (praśastis).

The claim by the eastern Indian Mahāmeghavāhana ruler Khāravela to have “terrified the kings of the Uttarāpatha” in an inscription at Hāthigumphā, which probably belongs to the late first century BCE, indicates that the location of Uttarāpatha was understood in geographical relation to his own domain. Although the identity of the northern kings is unclear due to the poor condition of the inscription, the glorification of Khāravela’s campaigns against Magadha suggests that Uttarāpatha probably refers to the middle Ganges-Yamuna valley. In epigraphic eulogies of the Cālukyas and their feudatories, Pulakeśin II (died 642 CE) is praised for defeating Harṣavardhana, the “master of all of Uttarāpatha” (sakalottarāpatheśvara). In the Harṣacarita, a long poetic composition about Harṣa’s deeds by his court poet Bāṇa,
his older brother Rājyavardhana campaigned against the Hūnas in Uttārapatha, which probably refers in this context to the Punjab or Kashmir.21 In the Rājatarāṅgini (5.215–216), Kalhana refers to an expedition to Uttarāpatha by Śaṅkaravarman, who died in 902 CE before returning to Kashmir:

Roused to anger by this [event], the king set out on an expedition himself, and after destroying Vīrānaka, proceeded full of lust [for conquest] towards the northern region (uttarāpatha).

When he had conquered numerous territories on the banks of the Indus (Sindhu), and had received the homage of [their] terror-stricken kings, he turned back from that [region].22

This expedition by Śaṅkaravarman appears to foreshadow hostilities between the rulers of Kashmir and the Hindu Śāhis, whose capital at Udabhāṇapura (modern Hund) was vanquished by his successor.23 Therefore, the reference to Uttarāpatha in the Rājatarāṅgini is somewhat ambiguous, since it could refer to territories northwest of Kashmir in the Upper Indus region or to areas closer to the Hindu Śahi capital located further south. Although Kashmir is often considered part of the Uttarāpatha along with Gandhāra and other northwestern regions, the account of Śaṅkaravarman’s expedition in the Rājatarāṅgini distinguishes Kashmir from its neighbors.

A ninth century inscription found near Nalanda records the life journey of a Buddhist monk from the Northwest to Buddhist shrines and monasteries in northeastern India.24 His birthplace in Nagarāhāra (modern Jalalabad in eastern Afghanistan) is praised as “an ornament to Uttarāpatha” (Kielhorn 1888: 311–2). He traveled from the Kaniska monastery in modern Peshawar to Bodh Gaya and was appointed to supervise a monastery in Nalanda. The inscription commemorates the erection of an edifice for a vajrāsana during the reign of the Pāla ruler

22 Stein 1900: 1.214–15. Stein identifies Vīrānaka with the village of Viran on the Jhelum River at and points out that it was on the frontier between Kashmir and the Khaśa kingdom (perhaps identifiable with Khaśarājya in Brāhmī inscription no. 5:2–5 at Shatial).
23 The conflict between the Kashmir rulers and the Hindu Śāhis is briefly discussed in Chapter 2 pp. 178 ff.
Devapāla (ca. 821–860 CE). In this record, Uttarāpatha refers to the northwestern heartland of ancient Gandhāra, which remained a major Buddhist cultural center since monks like Vīradeva continued to travel from there to northeastern India as late as the ninth century CE.

The literary and epigraphic references discussed above show that the geographical position of the Northern Route fluctuated according to the viewpoints of particular sources. By excluding the borderlands of the Uttarāpatha from the “Heartland of the Āryas” (Āryāvarta) where proper Brahmans could best maintain their purity, orthodox Brahminical perspectives reflect a major shift in cultural topology away from the Northwest to the Ganga-Yamuna basin of northern India. In order to understand how this shift was related to normative processes of Brahmanical self-definition in contradistinction to impure outsiders, it is necessary to briefly recapitulate dynamic patterns of ideological marginalization in which the northwestern regions that once figured prominently in older worldviews came to be regarded as “outside of Dharma” (dharmabāhya). In earlier periods, the Punjab was evidently a central region of vedic culture, since the Rgvedic hymns (mantras) frequently refer to the Indus (Sindhu) and the ‘Seven Sindhus’ of the Punjab, whereas the Ganga and Yamuna rivers are mentioned only in the Nādi Sūkta (Rgveda 10.75.5), which is considered to be relatively late. Passages mentioning other rivers, including the Kabul (Kubhā) and Swat (Suvāstu) rivers, indicate that the geographical horizons of the Rgveda extended to areas now located in northwestern Pakistan and Afghanistan. The earlier Upaniṣads were probably composed in the
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25 Kāne, P.V. 1968 [1930–1962]. History of Dharmaśāstra (ancient and mediæval religious and civil law in India). Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, vol. 2, part 1, 12 compiles references to the Sindhu (Indus River) 2.15.6, 5.53.9, 4.30.12, 8.20.25; ‘Seven Sindhus’ 2.12.12, 4.28.1, 8.24.27, 10.43.3; Paruṣṇi (Ravi River) 4.22.2, 5.52.9; Vipāś (Beas River) 3.33.1, 4.30.12; Śutudrī (Sutlej River) 3.33.1, 10.75.5; Vitastā (Jhelum River) 10.75.5; Asiknī (Chenab River) 7.20.25, 10.75.5. The Ganga (6.45.31, 10.75.5) and Yamuna (5.52.17, 10.75.5) rivers probably belonged to the eastern periphery, since they are mentioned infrequently outside of the the Nādi sūkta (Rgveda 10.75.5). Witzel, Michael. 1987. “On the Localisation of Vedic Texts and Schools (Materials on the Vedic Śakhas 7).” In Pollet, ed. 1987: 175–176 comments on the geographical horizons of the Rgveda based on environmental and hydrographic references.

26 Kubhā (Kabul River) 5.53.9, 10.76.6; Suvāstu (Swat River) 8.19.37. Falk, Harry. 1997. “The Purpose of Rgvedic Ritual.” In Witzel, Michael, ed. 1997. Inside the Texts, Beyond the Texts: New approaches to the study of the Vedas. Cambridge: Harvard University Dept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies, suggests that the Helmand valley in Seistan (southeastern Afghanistan) may have been the home of the “proto-Rgvedc
kingdoms of Kuru-Pañcāla and Kosala-Videha in the Ganga-Yamuna plains rather than in the Punjab or northwestern regions, while the geographical range of the later Upaniṣads extends from the upper Indus to the lower Ganges and from the Himalaya to the Vindhya mountain ranges.27 Thus, by the late Vedic period in the middle of the first millennium BCE, a shift from the Indus and the Punjab to the Ganga-Yamuna doāb is perceptible in the expanded geographical scope of the Upaniṣads, which included areas of northern India not mentioned in earlier Vedic śanhitas.

The reorientation in religious and cultural topologies towards the Ganga-Yamuna doāb led Brahminical authorities on the Dharmaśāstras and Dharmaśāstras to consider the Northwest, like Magadha in the Northeast, to be outside of Āryāvarta.28 Rather than locating Āryāvarta in a specific geographical region, some of these authorities considered the upholding of orthodoxy and orthopraxy to be the most important criterion for defining Āryāvarta. However, according to the views of other authorities cited in Baudhāyana Dharmaśāstra (1.2.9), Āryāvarta begins “east of where the Sarasvati disappears” (Olivelle 1999: 134), thus effectively excluding the Punjab, the Indus River valley, and the northwestern borderlands. Opinions referred to in this passage and other Dharmaśāstras either more narrowly restrict Āryāvarta to the region between the Ganges and Yamuna (1.2.10) or broaden its range to include any area between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas where the black antelope wanders (1.2.12). Later Dharma texts attempt to reconcile the flexible boundaries of Āryāvarta with notions of the ‘Middle Region’ (Madhyadeśa) where Brahmanical norms prevail. For example, Mānava Dharmaśāstra (2.21) adopts the definition of Āryāvarta as the country between the Himalayas and Vindhyas, which encompasses the Middle Region between the confluence of the Ganges and Yamuna rivers in the East to the place of disappearance (of the Sarasvati River) in

---


28 The position of Magadha outside of Āryāvarta is discussed in Initial Phases of the Establishment of Buddhist Communities in Early India (in Chapter 2 pp. 76 ff.). Olivelle 1999: xxxiii dates discussion of Āryāvarta in the Dharmaśāstras of Baudhāyana and Vasiṣṭha between the middle of the 2nd century BCE and the first century CE. Links between Patañjali’s definition of Āryāvarta in Mahābhāṣya 12.4.1 and the boundaries of Madhyadeśa in Manu’s Dharmaśāstra 2.21–22 are discussed by Bronkorst 2007: 1–2.
the West. In cosmographic sections of Sanskrit purāṇas, Āryāvarta is divided into central (Madhyadeśa), western (Aparānta or Paścādēśa), eastern (Prācya or Pārvadeśa), and northern (Udicya or Uttarāpatha) regions. Purānic “lists of peoples” inhabiting Uttarāpatha or Udicya refer to the Kāmbojas and Daradas together with Gāndhārans, Kash- miris, and other groups which can be localized in a geographical range extending from Rajasthan and Punjab to Afghanistan, Iran, and Central Asia. These references suggest that the heterogenous population of the northwestern frontiers were suspected of not correctly maintaining traditional customs and practices.

Heterodox beliefs and practices attributed to regional inhabitants who were associated with ritually impure “foreigners” (mlecchas) contributed to the marginalization of the Uttarāpatha. Sanskrit passages often contrast the borderlands of the Uttarāpatha with the heartland of Āryāvarta. According to Baudhāyana Dharmasūtra 1.2.4, peculiar practices of northerners include “selling wool, drinking rum, trafficking in animals with teeth in both jaws, making a living as a soldier, and traveling by sea” (Olivelle 1999: 134). In the Mahābhārata, Karnā rebukes Śalya, the leader of the Madras in the Punjab, whose subjects are criticized for being “devoid of virtue” (dharmabāhya) since they engaged in antinomian practices:

8.30.15. They are devoid of virtue after drinking alcohol distilled from grain and molasses, eating beef with garlic, and pancakes, flesh, and figs. 8.30.16. Wearing garlands and smeared with ointment, intoxicated and banished outside the city walls, they laugh, sing and dance with women. 8.30.17. Excessively drunk, they call out to one another with various crude and crazy songs similar to the noises of monkeys. (8.30.15–17)

29 Mānava Dharmāstra 2.21: Himavad-vindhyayor madhyam yat prāg vinaśanād api pratyag eva prayāgāc ca madhyadeśāḥ prakīrtitah (translated by Olivelle 2004: 24). Sircar 1967: 16, n. 58 discusses references to the “disappearance” (vinaśana / adarśana) of the Sarasvati localized near Kurukṣetra in late vedic sources (Pañcavimśa Brāhmaṇa 15.10.6; Jaiminīya Upaniṣad Brāhmaṇa 4.26) and in the Mahābhārata (3.82.111). Sircar observes that Buddhist authors extended the boundaries of Madhyadeśa further eastwards to Kajangala (Rajmahal in eastern Bihar) and Pundravardhana (modern Mahasthan in West Bengal) “in their eagerness to include the land of the Buddha’s birth and activities” (1967a:17), while medieval authors such as Rājaśekhara refer to Vārānasi (Banares) as the eastern boundary of Madhyadeśa.


Such passages lead Klaus Karttunen to note “…the general unorthodox character of the Northwesterners, who practice an orgiastic religion, are barbarians with no Brahmans among them and are originally thought to be degraded Kṣatriyas” (1989: 202). 32

Indian and non-Indic literary sources share common topoi about a wonderland of marvelous but difficult-to-attain riches and fabulous people in the distant impenetrable mountains in the northern territories on the mysterious periphery of the Indian subcontinent. Stories of gold-digging ants reported by Herodotus (3.102) may have been adopted from Indian sources, since the Mahābhārata (2.48.4) and a Pāli commentary by Buddhaghosa (Manorathapūrāṇi 2.239.21) also connect ants with gold. 33 A “Kingdom of Women” (Strīrājya) located in the mythical land of Uttarakuru in other Sanskrit sources is associated with the production of gold in Xuanzang’s account and in Tibetan versions of the Inquiry of Vimalaprabhā the heroine was a descendant of the female progenitor of the “Gold Race” (suvarṇagotra). 34 The fantastic legends set in the Northwest may have had some foundation, since Al-Bīrūnī (973–1048 CE) refers to gold mines in the Dardar country on the upper Indus River, where Soniwal prospectors still pan for gold, in his work on mineralogy. 35 The Kūrmavibhāga (“Division of Globe”) in the fourteenth chapter of the Brhat Saṃhitā by

32 Fussman dismisses characterizations of the impure practices of the people of this region in normative Sanskrit texts, since on the basis of these texts the majority of the Indian population would be assigned degraded status, except for orthodox Brahmans living in Madhyadesa, “la seule Inde qui vaille” (1994a: 17, fn. 5).


Varāhamihira illustrates the *topos* of situating ‘fabulous peoples’ in all directions, including fantastic dog-headed people who live in the northern direction.\(^\text{36}\) However, Varāhamihira places other groups that can be reliably located in the northern and northwestern regions in the South and Southwest instead.\(^\text{37}\) Such motifs of immense material wealth located in a region populated by outsiders whose lifestyles deviated from the social and religious norms of the Middle Country of Āryāvarta may have provided additional incentives for commercial and religious mobility, especially perhaps for itinerant traders and other groups (such as Buddhist mendicants) who were not constrained by Brahmanical prohibitions against encounters with impure ‘others.’

**Routes and Nodes of the Uttarāpatha**

While the location and significance of the Northern Route shifts according to the geographical and cultural perspectives of literary and epigraphical sources, archaeological materials clearly demonstrate that a network of arterial routes through the northern Indian subcontinent was used for transregional interactions. An overview of major arteries and nodes belonging to this network illustrates connections between northeastern and northwestern nodes, with an emphasis on links between the cities of Mathura and Taxila. Since these arteries were interconnected, travelers were able to choose different itineraries depending on their purposes and conditions along the overland routes, which were probably linked with navigable rivers in earlier periods. The *Uttarāpatha* split into at least three branches along an axis from the northeastern to northwestern Indian subcontinent, with numerous North-South and East-West transversal connections:

1. The northernmost route followed the foothills of the Himalayas through ancient Hastināpura, Ahicchatra, Śrāvastī, and Vaiśālī to the ancient capital of Magadha at Rājagrha (modern Rajgir in south Bihar).\(^\text{38}\) This artery continued from Rajgir to Campā (5 km west of modern Bhagalpur) and through the lower Ganges to the port of


Tamralipti in the Bengal delta.\textsuperscript{39} According to Dilip Chakrabarti (1995: 212), Rajgir was a terminal point for trade routes linking the middle Ganges with the Chotanagpur plateau, which was rich in material resources, and routes to Paithan on the Godavari River. This itinerary seems to have been most widely used during the early historical period and during the lifetime of the historical Buddha.

2. A middle route in the Ganges-Yamuna \textit{doāb} passed through Samkāsya (Pāli Saṃkassa), Kauśāmbī (near the confluence of the two rivers at Prayāga), Banaras (ancient Kāśi, modern Vārāṇasī), and Pātaliputra (modern Patna).\textsuperscript{40} Many nodes on this route were also popular destinations during the early historical period and continued to be prominent in post-Mauryan periods.

3. A more southerly route followed the Yamuna River through Mathura to Kauśāmbī, where it joined the middle route along the Ganges River.\textsuperscript{41} This route was probably more widely used during the first to third centuries CE than in earlier periods due to the growing importance of Mathura as a political and commercial center of the Sakas and Kuśānas.

\textit{Mathura}

Mathura linked East-West itineraries of the Northern Route to North-South feeder routes of the Southern Route (\textit{Daksināpatha}). In an article on trade routes through Mathura from the post-Mauryan period to the Kuśāna period, Shiva G. Bajpai comments on the significance of Mathura’s geographical position:

\begin{displayquote}
Situated at the western periphery of the Gaṅgā plain on the crossroads of the principal geo-political and cultural divisions of India, the city commanded the gateway to the rich alluvial Gaṅgā plain, to central and southern India, and to the flourishing ports on the western seaboard. It traditionally had served as the focus for the ethnic migrations from the north-west and as a conduit for their further movements to the south and west. (1989: 46)\textsuperscript{42}
\end{displayquote}


\textsuperscript{42} Bajpai, Shiva G. 1989. “Mathurā: Trade Routes, Commerce, and Communication Patterns, from the Post-Mauryan Period to the End of the Kuśāna Period.” In
Mathura was located at the nexus of routes between the Punjab and Yamuna River valley and was directly linked to the three branches of the Uttarāpatha. Another conjectural route from Mathura led to the western region of Aparānta, probably via Bairât, and continued through modern Rajasthan southwards to the Saurāṣṭra peninsula in Gujarat, where Aśokan rock edicts and Sanskrit inscriptions of the Western Kṣatrapa ruler Rudradāman (ca. 150 CE) and the Gupta emperor Skandagupta are inscribed at Girnar. Feeder routes going directly south from Mathura via Vidiśā and Ujjayinī to the Southern Route and the port of Bharukaccha connected overland routes through northern and northwestern India with maritime routes to ports on the west coast. Since the area around Mathura was not optimal for agriculture, the prosperity of the city was due to its location at the crossroads of several trans-Indian trade routes, which enabled Mathura to become “a great clearing house of commodities” (Sharma 1989: 32).

Long-distance trade contributed to the cosmopolitan environment of Mathura, where religious and artistic traditions flourished with the patronage of wealthy donors and powerful rulers. During the early historical period, Mathura and the neighboring city of Krṣṇapura (perhaps located downstream from Mathura at Bateshwar) were the centers of the Śūrasena janapada. During the Saka and Kuṣāṇa periods, Mathura was one of the most important administrative, commercial, religious, and artistic urban centers in northern India. Mathura’s emergence as a major metropolis may also be attributed to military and political factors, including its role as a base for Indo-Greek expansion from the Northwest into the Ganga-Yamuna valleys and diplomatic and cultural ties between the Kṣatrapa rulers of Mathura and the Saka


46 Chakrabarti 2007: 204–205 identifies modern Bateshwar with Chrysobera (Kṛṣṇapura), which is referred to by Megasthenes as one of the two big cities of the Sauraseni, along with Methora (Mathura). Radiocarbon dates from excavations at Sonkh, about 25 km southwest of Mathura, indicate that settlement there does not precede 800 BCE, according to Härtel, Herbert. 1993. Excavations at Sonkh: 2500 years of a town in Mathura District. Berlin: D. Reimer, 85.

Kṣatrapas of Punjab, Taxila, Gandhāra, and Bajaur. Mathura also played a significant role in the administration of the Kuśāṇa empire, which “further helped transform Mathura into a base for absorption of men and ideas from outside its orbit” (Chattopadhyaya 1989: 24). The devakula shrine at Māt across the Yamuna River from Mathura epitomizes the mixture of Central Asian, Hellenistic, and Iranian architectural and monumental statuary with Indian politico-religious conceptions of the emperor as a cakravartin who governs through the fortune of patron gods and goddesses. It is not surprising that the Kuśāṇa chose this location for such a shrine, since Mathura was also a significant center for many Indian religious traditions, including Jainism, Buddhism, Vaiśṇavism, and devotion to Nāgas, Yakṣas, and other local deities. The impact of Mathuran art on the development of iconographic, stylistic and technical conventions for a wide range of religious imagery extended throughout northern India and probably into the Northwest.

Uttarāpatha in the Punjab
From Mathura the Northern Route continued through the Punjab via several possible itineraries. Excavations at Sanghol in Indian Punjab between Chandigarh and Ludhiana have revealed an impressive Buddhist sacred complex with Kuśāṇa period sculptures and architectural elements from Mathura. Another significant node on the Uttarāpatha was the city of Śākala, the capital of King Milinda (Menander) in the Milindapañha and later Mihirakula, according to Xuanzang. The

52 Śākala (Pali Sāgala) may be identified either with modern Sangla near Faisalabad or with Sialkot across the border from Jammu in Pakistani Punjab. Although Sialkot is now a larger city than Sangla, Fussman 1993a: 83 supports the localization of Śākala/ Sāgala in modern Sangla because the modern name Sangla is more likely to have been derived from Sāgala than Siāl(koṭ). In the Mahābhārata (2.32.14) and Pali jātakas,
immense stūpa at Mānikyāla, which is clearly visible from the Grand Trunk Road southeast of Rawalpindi, probably marked an important stage on the Uttarāpatha close to Taxila.\textsuperscript{53} At a place about two days journey away from Taxila, Faxian describes a large stūpa commemorating Prince Mahāsattva’s sacrifice of his own body in the Vyāghri-jātaka, which may be identified with the Mānikyāla stūpa.\textsuperscript{54} Deposits of coins in reliquaries excavated by General Ventura in 1830 indicate that the stūpa continued to be venerated from the time of its initial establishment during the reign of Huviṣka in the second century CE until at least the early eighth century when it was substantially renovated.\textsuperscript{55}

\textbf{Taxila}

The metropolis of Taxila was a major destination for military invaders, merchant caravans, students, teachers, and pilgrims coming to and from India on the Northern Route.\textsuperscript{56} Taxila emerged as the main center for political control and military administration in the northern Punjab beginning in the Achaemenid period due to its strategic location at the hub of routes from Gandhāra and Central Asia, northern India and the Punjab, and the upper Indus and Kashmir, but the


\textsuperscript{54} Legge 1886: 32 and Li 2002: 170 translate Faxian’s account of his visit to the “place where the Buddha once gave his body to feed a starving tigress” (Taishō 51, no. 2085, 858b). Xuanzang (Taishō 51, no. 2087, 885c, translated by Beal 1884: 1.145–6 and Li 1996: 99–100) also describes a massive stone stūpa associated with the story of Prince Mahāsattva’s bodily sacrifice but his localization of this narrative at “a great rocky pass” (Li 1996: 99) can not be reconciled with the topography of the area around Mānikyāla. Since Xuanzang continues his journey to Uraśā (Hazara) and Kashmir, the location of this shrine may be located elsewhere in northern Pakistan, but the geographical information seems to be confused.


growth of Taxila during subsequent periods can be attributed to a wide variety of factors.\(^{57}\) Literary references to merchants who traveled in caravans between northern India and Taxila underscore the role of Taxila as a commercial entrepot for long-distance trade between India and Central Asia.\(^{58}\) The concentration of wealth in the city was likely to have attracted teachers and students, since Taxila is identified as a center for learning in Buddhist jātakas.\(^{59}\) Buddhist stories about the decapitation of the head of a bodhisattva and the blinding of Aśoka’s son Kuṇāla encouraged pilgrims such as Faxian and Xuanzang to visit stūpas in and around Taxila where these narratives were localized. Archaeological and literary sources confirm Taxila’s eminence as the most important political, economic, cultural, and religious center in the Northwest.

Several routes converged with the Uttarakṣa at Taxila, according to John Marshall, who led the excavations of sites around Taxila from 1913–1934.\(^{60}\) He identified three main routes coming from western Asia through Bactria, from northeastern India, and from Kashmir. Since the hills to the North and the Salt Range to the South are more difficult to traverse than the Potwar plateau, Gérard Fussman observes that “Taxila is located on the shortest possible way from the Doab to Central Asia if you want to travel on a flat and well-watered road” (1993c: 84). Other routes branching off from the Uttarakṣa at Taxila lead north towards Mansehra, where another set of Aśokan rock edicts in Kharoṣṭhī marked an important junction of routes to Kashmir (following the Jhelum valley), Chilas (via the Kagan valley and Babusar Pass, which is only open during the summer months), and through the Indus River gorge (following the same path as the Karakorum Highway).\(^{61}\) The location of Taxila at the “main gate to India” (Chakrabarti 1966: 159) on a network of routes connected to Central Asia, Iran and the western China was largely responsible for its development into a political, economic and cultural hub of the Uttarakṣa.

\(^{57}\) Fussman 1993c: 87.
\(^{59}\) Law 1932: 53.
\(^{60}\) Marshall 1951: 1, 1.
The concentration of urban settlements and monasteries at Taxila demonstrates close relations between residents of the city and the Buddhist institutions which flourished on the outskirts. Excavations at Taxila have revealed that several sites were occupied during various stages:

1. Hathial ridge: early settlements from about 2500–500 BCE.62
2. Bhir mound: Taxila’s “oldest townlike settlement” (Fussman 1993c: 88), during Achaemenid, Mauryan and early Indo-Greek periods from ca. 425 BCE—mid-second century BCE.63
3. Sirkap: between Hathial and Kacchā Kot, an urban center laid out in a grid pattern and fortified in the last decades of the first century BCE, which declined during the second century CE.64
4. Sirsukh: a mostly unexcavated rectangular area of settlement north of Sirkap established during the Kuṣāṇa period.

Buddhist stūpas and monasteries are clustered around the urban settlements of Taxila, including Dharmarājikā (the core of the stūpa was probably constructed during the reign of Aśoka in the third century BCE), Kālawān (the largest Buddhist sacred complex at Taxila after Dharmarājikā), and Jauliāñ (constructed between the second to fifth centuries CE).65 As the most significant regional center of administration, trade, and Buddhist monasticism in the northwestern Indian subcontinent, Taxila’s sphere of influence extended across the Indus

---

River to Gandhāra. Extensions of the Northern Route westward to Gandhāra and northward to the upper Indus are treated in the following chapters, which demonstrate that Taxila was a major hub rather than a terminus of the Uttarāpatha.
The *Dakṣināpatha* (literally “Southern Route”) connecting the Ganges-Yamuna valley with the west coast via the Deccan plateau was the southern Indian counterpart to the *Uttarāpatha*. The Southern Route encompasses a transregional network of interconnected routes in southern India, but also refers generally to areas of the Deccan peninsula ostensibly separated from Āryāvarta by the Vindhya range of hills and the Narmada River. Numerous feeder routes branching off from “nodal points” (Chakrabarti 2005: 21) at Mathura, Etawah, Kauśāmbī, Vārānasi, and Rajgir connected the Southern Route with the Northern Route. This transregional network allowed raw materials such as iron, copper, and precious stones from the Deccan peninsula to be transported overland to the Ganges valley and provided an outlet for products from northern and northwestern India to seaports on the Indian Ocean. The Southern Route integrated the interior of the Indian subcontinent into broader patterns of long-distance commercial and cultural exchanges, as indicated by discoveries of Roman coin hoards and Egyptian and Mediterranean artifacts in western and southern India after the first century CE.

Archaeological and epigraphic sources expose significant material connections, long-distance trade contacts, and patterns of Buddhist transmission between northern and southern India. The distribution of NBP, Black and Red Ware, and other characteristic northern Indian pottery types in central India at Vidiśā and Ujjayinī and in the Deccan plateau indicates pervasive links in the last centuries of the first millennium BCE. The expansion of Red Polished Ware (RPW), which originated in Gujarat, and northwestern types of elite pottery to the Deccan peninsula provides a general guideline for assessing the relative strength of interregional commercial and religious exchanges in subsequent periods. The distribution of third century BCE Aśokan

---

69 According to Liu (1988: 29–30, maps 3–4, appendices II–IV) ceramic distribution indicates basic exchange patterns, the movement of commodities, and the economic framework for the use of money. Heitzman observed that “[Buddhist] Monastic site
inscriptions indicates that the Mauryan network extended from administrative centers in northern and central India to key areas of the Deccan peninsula. A Minor Pillar Edict at Sāñcī and Minor Rock Edicts at Rupnath and Panguraria in the Narmada valley belong to the intermediate zone between the Northern and Southern Routes, while Major Rock Edicts at the seaport of Sopara on the West coast, and Dhauli and Jaugaḍa in ancient Kaliṅga (modern Orissa) on the East coast show that the Mauryan empire stretched from coast to coast across the Deccan peninsula. Major Rock Edicts at Sannati and Erragudi and Minor Rock Edicts in neighboring districts of Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka were clustered around Suvarṇagiri (‘gold mountain’) in areas with ancient gold and diamond mines.

In the post-Mauryan period during the last two centuries BCE, Brāhmī inscriptions from Vidiśā, Bharhut, and Sāñcī in central India provide further epigraphical evidence for the development of networks for transregional movement. Antialkidas, an Indo-Greek Mahārāja in the late second century BCE, sent Heliodōros as his ambassador from Taxila to the court of Kāśiputra Bhāgabhadra, who probably controlled access to the Southern Route from Vidiśā (Fig. 2.1: Heliodoros Pillar). Buddhist donative inscriptions from Bharhut show that donors came from Pāṭalipura, Kauśāmbī, Vidiśā, Nāsik, Karhāḍ, and other cities in northern and central India. Among over 800 inscriptions at Sāñcī, toponyms indicate that many donors came from the nearby city of

---

distribution intersected completely that of Red Polished Ware, and overlapped the distribution of Rouletted Ware in Andhra Pradesh” (1984: 131).


71 The Brahmagiri and Siddapura inscriptions begin by addressing the Mahāmātras “from Suvarṇagiri” (suvaṃṇagirīte), which may be identified with Kanakagiri south of Maski in an area which “abounds in ancient gold-workings” according to H. Krishna Sastri (Hultszch 1925: 177, fn. 5). It is probably not coincidental that the minor rock edict at Maski was found by a British gold-mining engineer (Falk 2006: 81; Hultszch 1925: xxv). Lahiri comments, “That Andhra Pradesh was extremely strategic in the administration of the Mauryan empire is clearly suggested not only by the presence of Aṣokan edicts in the Kurnool district… but also by the archaeological evidence at Veerapuram, in the same district, of a mint with the authority to issue Mauryan currency” (1992: 388).


Vidiśā and adjacent regions of central India, but other toponyms and personal names show that visitors also traveled from locations on the Southern Route and from Gandhāra and Kāmboja in the Northwest. Thus, toponyms in Buddhist donative inscriptions illustrate of long-distance travel and religious mobility between northwestern and central India and the Deccan plateau in the first-second centuries BCE.

Construction of Buddhist monasteries clustered on trade routes from the West coast to the interior of the Deccan peninsula in modern Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh drastically accelerated during the Sātavāhana period from the end of the first century BCE until about the middle of the second century CE. Pratiṣṭhāna (modern Paithan in Maharashtra) was the major inland center of the Southern Route and the capital of the Sātavāhana dynasty, which struggled with the Western Kṣatrapas and other regional powers to control routes across the Deccan plateau between seaports on the western coast and the Krishna-Godavari river valleys. The Sātavāhanas, Western Kṣatrapas, and other regional rulers, as well as merchants and other donors (including monks and nuns) donated the resources to excavate and maintain over 900 rock-cut caves which mostly functioned as Buddhist shrines (caityas) at Ajanṭā, Nāsik, Junnar, Bhājā, Kārle, Kānherī, Kolhāpur, etc. Many Brāhmī donative inscriptions which explicitly refer to merchants and artisans who belonged to guilds record mercantile patronage of shrines located on capillary routes connecting the Southern Route to seaports across the Western Ghats. Rulers frequently

---

74 N.G. Majumdar (in Marshall, Foucher, and Majumdar 1940) 1940: 1.299–300, xxx–xxxi reads inscriptions of donors from Gandhāra (no. 702), and Kāmboja (nos. 169 and 601).
76 Conflicts between the Sātavāhanas and Western Kṣatrapas are treated in more detail in the subchapter on Kṣaharāta and Kārdamaka Kṣatrapas in Western India in Chapter 2 pp. 126–131.
78 Lüders 1912: 101–139, nos. 984–1199 lists over 200 Brāhmī inscriptions from caves in western India from periods before 400 CE, but many inscriptions from later periods are not included in the list. Burgess, James, and Bhagvanlal Indraji. 1881. Inscriptions from the Cave Temples of Western India. Bombay: Government Central Press, 27–38 and Senart, Émil. 1902. “Inscriptions in the Caves at Karle.” Epigraphia Indica 7, 47–74
distributed their patronage broadly to Buddhist, Jain, and Hindu establishments by endowing shrines, temples and caves with revenue from taxes on villages and land grants.\textsuperscript{79} For example, an inscription from a cave at Nānāghāt with labeled images of members of the Sātavāhana dynasty commemorated the performance of vedic sacrifices sponsored by Queen Nāganikā and praised the king (who was probably deceased, and whose name is lost in the inscription) with the epithet of “lord of Dakṣināpatha.”\textsuperscript{80} Claims by the Western Kṣatrapas and the Guptas to have conquered the “Kings of Dakṣināpatha” underscore the value of dominating the Southern Route.\textsuperscript{81}

In Indian literature Dakṣināpatha not only designated the network of trade and travel routes between the Ganges-Yamuna valley and the Deccan plateau, but more generally refers to the “southern region” separated from northern India by the Narmada River, just as Uttarāpatha refers to the “northern region.” The Arthasāstra attributed to Kauṭilya contrasts the Northern Route (referred to as Haimavatamārga rather

\textsuperscript{79} Fynes 1995: 44–6.
\textsuperscript{80} Although the inscription is damaged, the reading of this epithet is fairly certain since Burgess and Bühler 1883: 60 reads Dakhi[nāpa]thapatino and Sircar 1965: 193, no. 82, l. 2 reads Dakhi<napa*>thapati- (also see Lüders 1912: 121, no. 1112). The layout of the cave with images of Sātavāhana rulers and their family members has been compared to the Kuṣaṇa devakula at Māṭ near Mathurā (Rosenfield 1967: 152–3; Verardi 1983: 244–50), but Fynes points out that “the Nānāghāt cave was not a shrine to the dead, since the inscription suggests that several members of the Sātavāhana dynasty, including the queen who sponsored the sacrifices commemorated in the inscription, were still alive at the time it was engraved” (1995: 45). The conclusion by Verardi 1983: 149 and Fynes 1995: 45 that this site served as a rest house for travelers crossing the pass corresponds well with other evidence for transregional mobility along these capillary routes that connected the Deccan hinterland with the western coast. The date of the inscriptions is discussed by Fynes 1995: 44 (between ca. 25 BCE and 10 CE), Dehejia 1972: 19 and Ray 1986: 36–7 (70–60 BCE).
\textsuperscript{81} The epithet of “Master of the Southern Route” belongs to a Sātavāhana ruler who was defeated twice by the Western Kṣatrapa ruler Rudradāman, according to his Sanskrit inscription at Junagadh in 150 CE (Kielhorn 1905: 44, 47; Sircar 1965: 178), which also indicates a marriage alliance between the two regional powers. For Samudragupta’s claim to have captured and liberated twelve “kings of Dakṣināpatha” (Bhandarkar 1981: 12–25, 217; Fleet 1888: 12–13, Sircar 1965: 265), see Gupta ‘Golden Age’ Reappraised in Chapter 2 pp. 149–157.
than *Uttarāpatha* used for trade in horses, hides, and furs, with the more profitable Southern Route:

> [T]he commodities of conch-shells, diamonds, rubies, pearls and gold are more plentiful on the southern route (*dakṣināpatha*). Even in the case of the route to the south, the trade-route (*vaṃkpatha*) with many mines, with commodities of high value, with well-secured movements, or requiring little expenditure an exertion, is preferable, or one with commodities of small value, with an extensive scope (for sale). (7.12.24–5, translated by Kangle 1969: 2.360)

This passage indicates that the *Dakṣināpatha* was used as a trade route for lucrative commodities. A likely itinerary is outlined in the Pārāyana-vagga of the *Sutta-nipāta*, which refers to the northward journey of Bāvāri’s sixteen Brahmin disciples from his retreat on the Godavari River:

> …[1010] they all set out towards the North, [1011] firstly to Patiṭṭhāna of Alaka, then to Māhissati, and to Ujjeni, Gonaddhā, Vedisā, (the place) called Vanasa, [1012] and to Kosambi too, to Sāketa, and Śavatthī, best of cities… (Norman, trans. 1985: 161).

On the basis of this episode, G.P. Malalasekera suggests that “[i]t is possible that *Dakkhiṇāpatha* was originally the name of the road which led southwards…and that later the road lent its name to the whole region through which it passed” (1937–8: 1.1050–1051). A reference to “the Southern Route in the south” (*daksine dakṣināpatham*) in the Nala episode of the *Mahābhārata* (3.58.22) seems to reflect literary perceptions of *Dakṣināpatha* as both an actual “southern route” and the southern region. In the *Rāmāyana*, the exile of Rāma, Sītā and Laksmanā from the north (Ayodhyā) to the south (Danḍakāranya, Kīskindha and Lankā) has been interpreted as a reflection of Brahmanical expansion to the Deccan plateau, although identifying the

---

82 Lahiri’s comment that “our analysis of the archaeologival evidence, in this regard, does not show any significant movement of raw materials from the Deccan towards north India” (1992: 384) needs clarification. Discrepancies between literary sources and archaeological evidence are not surprising, but the absence of items referred to in the *Arthaśāstra* in northern Indian excavations in levels before 200 BCE (the terminus of Lahiri’s investigation) does not invalidate general patterns of exchange between northern and southern India. Moreover, despite the traditional attribution of the authorship of the text to the Mauryan minister Kauṭilya, the *Arthaśāstra* primarily belongs to the third century CE, although some passages like the one quoted here may preserve earlier textual strata (the issue of its date is discussed in Legacy of the Mauryans: *Āsoka as Dharmarāja* pp. 78–80, fn. 42). This passage is also discussed by Chakrabarti 2005: 7, Chakraborti 1966: 30 and Chandra [1966] 1977: 78.
imagined literary landscape with geographical locations is problematic. Kālidāsa’s vivid description in the *Meghadūta* of the cloud-messenger’s

---

83 Schwartzberg 1978: 13, pl. III.A.1 (“India as revealed in the Rāmāyana”) gives two itineraries for the path of Rāma’s exile “according to modern reinterpretation of the epic” in which Kiṣkindha and Lāṅkā are located in the upper Narmada valley, and
journey from Rāmagiri (Ramtek, north of modern Nagpur) in the Deccan plateau across the Vindhya range (v. 19) through Vidiśā (v. 24) and Ujjayinī (v. 27) to the Yakṣa’s home at Alakā near Kailāsa in the Himalayas represents an idealized journey from southern to northern India. Purānic lists of inhabitants of Dakṣināpatha or Dākṣinātya include the Pulindas of the Vindhya region, the Kaliṅgas of modern Orissa, Mahārāstras in the West, and Pāṇḍyas, Keralas, and Colas in the far South. The use of Dakṣināpatha as a geographical term for the southern region of India is reflected in the Periplus Maris Erythraei: “Thus the region is called Dachinabades, for the word for south in their language is dachanos” (Casson 1989: 83, §51). Lahiri’s conclusion that Brahmanical and Buddhist traditions depict the Dakṣināpatha as a “vehicle of cultural symbiosis involving the Gangetic plains and central India” (1992: 401) may stretch the literary evidence too far, but there is little doubt that this transregional network facilitated cross-cultural contact between the inland routes of the Deccan plateau and maritime routes across the Indian Ocean.

Routes and Nodes of the Dakṣināpatha

Bharhut

Although very little remains at its original site in the Tons River valley in northeastern Madhya Pradesh, Bharhut was a major Buddhist stūpa complex with Brāhmī inscriptions and sculptures from the late second and first century BCE (figs. 1.3 and 3.1). The location of Bharhut on an intermediate route between the Uttarāpatha and the Dakṣināpatha across the Vindhya Hills on the Rewa-Panna plateau leads Jason Hawkes

“according to traditional interpretation of the epic” in which Laṅkā is identified with modern Sri Lanka. Similar reservations apply to Arjuna’s pilgrimage to the “fords on the southern ocean” in Mahābhārata 1.208–9 (Buitenen 1973: 402–4).

(2009: 161) to suggest that the site was consciously selected by the monastic community due to its proximity to an important route for interregional travel, since there are no significant urban centers nearby. Hawkes’ observation that “…trade was probably one of the main causative factors in the development of the area” (2009: 168) of Bharhut is quite plausible, considering its nodal position in a network of regional routes between Kauśāmbī, Vārāṇaśī and other cities in the Ganges-Yamuna plains and the Narmada valley.86 Travelers coming from the northeast could reach Bharhut after ascending the Vindhya escarpment either at Deur Kothar, where stūpas and rock shelters have recently been excavated downstream the Tons River from Bharhut, or at Baldaha Ghat near the waterfalls of Keonti (Kevatikund), where caves with rock carvings of Buddhist stūpas were described by Alexander Cunningham in 1885.87 Different feeder routes from Bharhut to the Deccan led southeast to Bandogarh, where about twenty Prakrit and Sanskrit cave inscriptions record donations by merchants, traders, and other donors from as far away as Mathura (without noting the recipients of their gifts) and to the southwest through Rupnath, the site of an Aśokan Minor Rock Edict.88 Thus, archaeological and epigraphical sources demonstrate that ancient travelers could cross the Vindhayas by using several possible intra- and interregional itineraries.

Vidiśā and Sāñcı

Vidiśā, one of the largest urban centers outside of the Ganges basin in the Mauryan and post-Mauryan periods, supported adjacent Buddhist stūpa and monastic complexes in the hills around Sāñcı, as well as numerous non-Buddhist shrines and monuments, including impe-

86 Chakrabarti 2005: 77–89 discusses Bharhut’s importance in the early historic period as a connecting point in alignments of routes between the Yamuna and Narmada valleys and via the Balaghat gap in the Satpara range to the Wainganga valley routes in ancient Vidarbha in central India to Orissa and Andhra.
rial Gupta temples at Udayagiri. Vidiśā’s importance as the primary religious, commercial, and administrative node can be attributed to its “central position” (Rapson 1922: 471) on long-distance east-west routes between the Ganga-Yamuna basin, the Narmada valley, and ports on the west coast and on north-south routes between the Uttarāpatha and Dakśināpatha. As noted in lists of Indian rivers, cities and people in Ptolemy’s Geography, Kognabanda, likely to be a Greek equivalent to Kākanādbota (as Sāñcī is called in Brāhmī inscriptions), is located on a trade route which branched off from the Yamuna valley to follow the Betwa River. As at Bharhut, donors names and toponyms in more than 800 Brāhmī inscriptions indicate that the ‘catchment area’ of potential patrons extended far beyond Vidiśā to Ujjayini in the Chambal valley of western India, Māhiṣmati on the Narmada River, and Pratiṣṭhāna in the Deccan plateau. Other important epigraphic records from Sāñcī include an Aśokan pillar inscription and reliquary inscriptions commemorating prominent early Buddhist saints such as Mahāmaudgalyāyana and Śāriputra. The monumental architecture of stūpas, gateways, railings, and sculptures at Sāñcī and nearby sites of Sonārī, Satdhāra, Bhojpur, and Andher show that these Buddhist com-


90 According to Kālidāsa’s *Mālavikāgnimitra* composed many centuries later during the Gupta period, the Sunga shifted their capital from Pātaliputra to Vidiśā, where the family had previously served as feudatories of the Mauryas.


92 Majumdar 1940 (in Marshall, et al. 1940) identifies toponyms corresponding to Mahismati (Mahisati: nos. 213, 251–6, 274–6, 413), Pratiṣṭhāna (Patithana: nos. 214, 229, 546, 608, 717), and Ujjayini (Ujeni: 59 occurrences). See note 74 for references to long-distance travelers from Gandhāra and Kāmboja in Sāñcī Brāhmī inscriptions. Shaw 2007: 51 refers to an overemphasis on the local patronage networks, since Vidiśā (Vidisā) appears in only 16 inscriptions.

plexes were important residential monasteries and pilgrimage places. Recent studies of a broad range of religious sites around Sāñcī, Vidiśa, and Udayagiri have shown that the development of rudimentary rock-shelters from prehistoric to medieval periods, Buddhist hilltop stūpas and monasteries, Nāga and Yakṣa shrines, and Vaishṇava temples were linked to complex local and interregional patronage networks, which connected religious institutions and ritual centers with the construction of irrigation systems, dams, and other waterworks.  

**Ujjayinī**

Another major node of intraregional and long-distance trade was the city of Ujjayinī (modern Ujjain), the administrative capital of the central Indian janapada of Avanti. Ujjayinī was surrounded by a moat with a mud rampart that was probably constructed between the sixth to fourth centuries BCE. According to some Buddhist literary traditions, Aśoka served as the Mauryan “vicerey” in Ujjayinī during the first quarter of the third century BCE before his consecration as emperor, and separate Aśokan rock edicts at Dhauli and Jagada specify that officers (mahāmātras) were to be despatched from Ujjayinī and Taxila every three years in order to monitor other administrators. Like Taxila, Ujjayinī earned a formidable reputation in Indian literature as a prosperous regional metropolis famous for learned scholars who benefited from the generous patronage of wealthy merchants and powerful rulers. In the Meghadūta (v. 27), Kālidāsa has the cloud-messenger make a detour from his northward route in order to view “the roofs of Ujjayinī’s white mansions” (Nathan 1976: 33). The Periplus Maris Erythraei explicitly refers to the role of Ujjayinī in long-distance trade between the port of Bharukaccha and the Indian hinterland:

---

94 Shaw 2007 and Willis 2009 exemplify different approaches to interpreting Buddhist and Hindu archaeological remains in this region, since Shaw decries “…the narrow framework of reference through which archaeological material has been used by text-based scholars of Buddhist history” (without specific reference to the scholarship being criticized), while Willis attempts to integrate the art historical, architectural, and epigraphical evidence from a specific site (Udayagiri) with broader patterns of Gupta period literature, numismatics, and political and religious history.

95 Allchin 1995: 134–6, fig. 8.7.


There is in this region towards the east a city called Ozéné [Ujjayini], the former seat of the royal court, from which everything that contributes to the region’s prosperity, including what contributes to trade with us, is brought down to Barygaza [Bharukaccha]. (§48, Casson 1989: 81)

The same passage also indicates that “nard that comes by way of Prokrais” (Puṣkalāvatī) and “nard that comes through the adjacent part of Skythia, and costus and bdellium” were transported from the Northwest through Ujjayini to Bharukaccha. Routes from Ujjayini led north towards Mathurā and crossed the Narmada River to the south at Māhiṣmati before continuing to Pratiṣṭhāna or west to the port city of Bharukaccha (modern Broach) near the river’s mouth.

Pratiṣṭhāna and other Cities of Dakṣināpatha
The Dakṣināpatha proper began south of Ujjayini at the traditional crossing point (tīrtha) of the Narmada River at Māhiṣmati, identified with modern Māndhātā in Madhya Pradesh. Routes between Māhiṣmati and Pratiṣṭhāna passed Buddhist, Jain and Hindu cave sites at Ajanta, Pitalkhora and Ellora, where early caitya caves were excavated in the first century BCE and continued throughout the middle to late first millennium CE, including a heightened phase with support from Western Vākāṭaka feudatories in the late fifth century CE. From the Sātavāhana capital at Pratiṣṭhāna (modern Paithan in Maharashtra), routes through passes of the Western Ghats lined with rock-cut shrines connected the Deccan plateau to ports on the west coast. Other routes to the southeast via the Godavari valley and Tagara (identified with modern Ter) linked the western Deccan with Buddhist centers such as Nāgārjunakoṇḍa and Amarāvatī in the Krishna River valley in Andhra Pradesh. The Periplus Maris Erythraei

100 Law, Bimala Churn 1955. “Māhiṣmati in Ancient India.” Journal of Indian History 33, 313 ff. cites epigraphic and literary references to Māhiṣmati, which was associated with the Haihaya dynasty of the Mahābhārata and became the center of the Kalacuri dynasty in the post-Gupta period. Schwartzberg 1978: 26, pl. III.D.2b provides a map of the extent of the Kalacuri territory with a core area centered around Māhiṣmati.
emphasizes the importance of Pratiṣṭhāna (Paithana) and Tagara on inland trade networks of the Dāksiṇāpatha (Dachinabades):

Of the trading centers in the region of Dachinabades, two are the most outstanding: Paithana, twenty days’ travel to the south from Barygaza; and, from Paithana, about ten days to the east, another very large city, Tagara. From these there is brought to Barygaza, by conveyance in wagons over very great roadless stretches, from Paithana large quantities of onyx, and from Tagara large quantities of cloth of ordinary quality, all kinds of garments, garments of molochinon, and certain other merchandise from the coastal parts that finds a market locally there. (§51, Casson 1989: 83)

Long-distance trade in the types of items outlined in the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* allowed the Sātavāhanas, Western Kṣatrapas and subsequent local and regional rulers of the Southern Route to patronize religious establishments clustered on routes through the Western Ghats.

**Buddhist Caityas in Western India**

The location of Buddhist caityas (rock-cut caves with cells for monks and nuns, sculptures, and stūpas) in the Western Ghats and near seaports on the west coast testifies to interconnections between long-distance trade, patronage by various groups (including merchants), and religious transmission. As D.D. Kosambi observed, “Their sites were chosen at the junction of primitive tracks, which became crossroads on the major trade routes” (1960: 137). Selective links between cave sites (caityas), passes (ghāṭs) and seaports are summarized in the accompanying Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caityas</th>
<th>Ghāṭs</th>
<th>Seaports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nāsik</td>
<td>Pimpri, Thalghāṭ</td>
<td>Sopāra, Kalyāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junnar</td>
<td>Nānāghāṭ</td>
<td>Sopāra, Kalyāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kārle, Bheḍsā, Bhājā</td>
<td>Bhorghāṭ</td>
<td>Chaul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karhaḍ</td>
<td>Ambāghāṭ, Kumbārlīghāṭ</td>
<td>Dabhol, Jaigarh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Most of these caityas were excavated during the peak of long-distance maritime trade between western India and Egypt and Rome during the first to fourth centuries CE, when the Sātavāhanas and Western Kṣatrapas vied for control of the inland routes. However, merchants, artisans, male householders, female donors, and monks and nuns made significantly more donations than royal patrons to residential Buddhist monasteries. While most donations were made by local inhabitants, inscriptions record many gifts by donors who had traveled long distances across the western Deccan to caityas located on the coast (such as Kānherī) or near passes through the Western Ghats. According to D.D. Kosambi, the fortunes of the Buddhist monasteries clustered on trade routes fluctuated with changing economic patterns:

...the monasteries remained tied to the specialized and concentrated “luxury” trade of which we read in the Periplus. This trade died out, to be replaced by general and simpler barter with settled villages. The monasteries, having fulfilled their economic and religious function, disappeared too. (1960: 138)

Kosambi also proposed that many Buddhist monasteries may have established near junctions of trade routes in order to supplant blood sacrifices to local mother goddesses at important crossroads. After long-distance trade declined and the Buddhist monks and nuns who benefited from donations of economic surpluses abandoned the caves, the worship of mother goddesses such as Yamāī, Veher-āī and Mānamoḍī (or Ambikā) re-emerged at sites like Bheḍsā, Kārle and Junnar, where they are still venerated by local communities.

Seaports and Maritime Routes across the Indian Ocean

By linking South Asian overland networks with maritime routes across the Indian Ocean, coastal seaports offered outlets for commodities

---

106 Kosambi’s assertion that “royal support was comparatively slight” (1975 [1956]: 271) is supported by Dehejia 1992: 35–45.
107 Dehejia 1972: 142 compiles a list of cave sites with donations by inhabitants of distant places and observes that “…the architects and sculptors of the western caves, along with the merchants and traders, traveled widely” (1972: 140).
108 Kosambi supports this hypothesis with Sanskrit and Pali literary references to sacrifices at crossroads, contemporary field research on the popular worship of mother goddesses in Maharashtra, and concentrations of microliths at sites associated with the cult and Buddhist monasteries, but admits “in all these places it is difficult to prove the existence of the cult before the monasteries were carved out” (1960: 136).

Map 3.3: Indian Ocean Maritime Network (adopted from Foucher 1942: 5, fig. 2; Jettmar and Thewalt 1985: 6)
from the Indian subcontinent and opened up possibilities for long-distance cross-cultural contact. Recent archaeological excavations of seaports on the Red Sea and Indian coastline, inscriptions of Indian merchants in Egypt and Socotra, Greek papyri records of commercial transactions involving Indian goods, and Roman coin hoards in India and Sri Lanka show that information from western classical literary sources about maritime trade between India and the western world had significant material basis. According to Strabo and other classical authors, Eudoxus of Cyzicus was the first Greek sailor to cross the Arabian Sea from Egypt to India using the monsoon winds guided by a shipwrecked Indian pilot during the reign of Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II (ca. 120 BCE). Other accounts, such as the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* (§57), credit a sailor named Hippalos with the discovery of the monsoon winds, but such “foundation myths” (Parker 2008: 194) raise suspicions due to literary parallels with stories about low-prestige merchants and other wayward adventurers (like Odysseus) in Greek novels. It was only after the Ptolemaic period (ending in 31 BCE) that direct long-distance maritime trade between Egyptian seaports on the Red Sea and western Indian seaports accelerated. The *koinē* Greek text of the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* preserves many specific details about maritime itineraries, seaports and inland emporia, and commodities traded between India, Egypt and the Mediterranean during the first century CE.

Material evidence from archaeological excavations in Egypt and India and discoveries of imported items from India in the Mediterranean and from the Roman world in India attest long-distance trade contacts in the early centuries CE. Excavations in Egypt at Quseir al-Qadim (perhaps the port of Myos Hormos) and ruins of watering-places (*hydræumata*) on ancient roads to Koptos on the Nile River have demonstrated that goods were transported across the desert from coastal seaports to the Nile River. Luxury items from India, China, Persia, and Arabia were then shipped on to Rome and other

---

110 Casson 1989 is an accessible translation and commentary. Parker 2008: 98–100 refers to the *periplus* genre in western classical literary contexts as a "paradigm for chorography" and discusses its date (40–70 CE) and value for understanding Roman long-distance trade and Indian trade (172 ff.). Its value as a source for Indian history is discussed in Kṣaharāta and Kārdamaka Kṣatrāpas in Western India in Chapter 2 pp. 126 ff. fn. 181.

of nard, ivory, and textiles from Muziris to the port of Myos Hormos on the Red Sea and across the desert to Koptos and then down the Nile River to Alexandria. Merchants from other areas of the western and northwestern Indian subcontinent also wrote Brāhmī and Kharoṣṭhī graffiti in caves on the island of Socotra, near the coast of Yemen, which was an important node in the maritime network.

A partial list of the major ancient Indian seaports described in the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* includes:

1. Barbaricon (§38–9) was a port at the mouth of the Indus River near the “metropolis of Scythia” named Minnagara, where “all the cargoes are taken up the river to the king” (Casson 1989: 75). Barbaricon imported clothing, multicolored textiles, peridot or topaz (*chrysolithon*, “golden stone”), coral, storax, frankincense, glassware, silverware, money, and a limited amount of wine; in return, it exported costus, lykion, bdellium, nard,

---


118 Neither Barbaricon nor Minnagara have been conclusively identified due to the shifting delta of the lower Indus River, but Barbaricon can probably be localized at or new Barbhore in Sindh in southern Pakistan. The statement that “the throne is in the hands of the Parthians, who are constantly chasing each other off it” (Casson 1989: 75) may refer to the political situation in this region during the middle to late first century CE, perhaps following the reign of Gondophares. See Chapter 2, subchapter: Indo-Parthians: Mahārāja Gondophares of the Gondopharids? (pp. 123–125) for a brief overview of chronological and historical issues.

119 Costus corresponds to Sanskrit *kusṭha*, a medicinal herb from the Kashmir valley (Casson 1989: 191; Rawlinson 1916: 124–5; Warmington 1928: 197–8).

120 According to Rawlinson 1916: 125 and Warmington 1928: 205, lykion (or *lycium*) was a medicine (a yellowish dye used as an astringent) and cosmetic extracted from the western Himalayan barberry. Casson (1989: 192–3) seems to prefer an identification of lykion with extract from the wood of *Acacia catechu* grown throughout India and Burma.

121 Bdellium is gum resin from the *gugul* tree (*Balsamodendron mukul*) grown in western India and Pakistan which is very closely related to myrrh (*Balsamodendron myrrha*) (Casson 1989: 185; Warmington 1928: 201).

122 Nard corresponds to Sanskrit *nalada* (*Nardostachys jatamansi*), a plant belonging to the Valerian class used for making expensive fragrant oils (Rawlinson 1916: 126; Warmington 1928: 195). Despite some problems with the reading of the text (Casson 1989: 262–3), a northwestern origin for these items is clear.
turquoise,123 lapis lazuli,124 indigo,125 and Chinese pelts, cloth, and yarn (silk). Since most of the exported commodities were brought down the Indus River from or through the mountain areas of northern Pakistan, Afghanistan and Kashmir, Barbaricon functioned as a major outlet for long-distance trade items from the Northwest.

2. Barygaza (§41–51) is identified with Bharukaccha (Sanskrit Bhrsgukaccha), modern Broach in Gujarat, near the mouth of the Narmada River. Casson points out that “Barygaza is far and away the most important of the foreign ports mentioned in the Periplus Maris Erythraei, occurring in nineteen of the sixty-six chapters” (1989: 200). Literary references to Bharukaccha in Pāli and Sanskrit Buddhist literature also indicate that it was an important seaport with links to cities in northern India.126 According to Periplus Maris Erythraei §41, the coastal region around the gulf of Barygaza (Gulf of Khambhat/Cambay) was “the beginning both of Manbanos’s realm and of all India” (Casson 1989: 77). Since Manbanos may be identified with Nahapāna, the Periplus Maris Erythraei shows that the Kṣaharāta line of Western Kṣatrapas controlled the region around Barygaza in the middle of the first century CE.127 In contrast to Barbaricon, Barygaza was not only an important port, but also functioned as an industrial center for the manufacture and distribution of a wider variety of commodities.128 Imports to Barygaza listed in the Periplus Maris Erythraei (§49) included wine, coral, copper, tin, lead, peridot or topaz, many types of clothing, storax, yellow sweet clover, raw glass, realgar, sulphide of antimony, gold and silver Roman coins, silverware, musicians, and “beautiful girls for concubinage” (Casson 1989: 81). The items listed for export were very similar to those traded in Barbaricon: nard, cosm-

123 Turquoise ("blue-green stone") may have come from mines near Nishapur in northeastern Iran (Casson 1989: 194).
124 Lapis lazuli probably came from Badakhshan in northeastern Afghanistan (Casson 1989: 194), although other sources of lapis lazuli have been found in Baluchistan near the borders of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran.
125 Indigo ("Indian black") was used in Roman paintings and as a pharmaceutical (Casson 1989: 194–5; Warmington 1928: 204–5).
127 The issue of dates and identification of Nahapāna with Manbanos is treated in Kṣaharāta and Kārdamaka Kṣatrapas in Western India, pp. 126 ff.
tus, bdellium, lykion, and Chinese cloth (silk), but in addition ivory, onyx, agate, cotton cloth, *molochinon* cloth, and long pepper.

3. Ports enumerated in the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* (§52–3) south of Barygaza in the vicinity of modern Bombay include Suppara, corresponding to Sopāra (Sanskrit Śūrpara), Kalliena (Sanskrit Kalyāṇa), and Semylla, identified with Chaul. The *Periplus Maris Erythraei* provides specific information about political dynamics in Kalliena, where:

...in the time of the elder Saraganos was a port of trade where everything went according to law. [Sc. It is no longer] for, after Sandanes occupied it, there has been much hindrance [sc. to trade]. For the Greek ships that by chance come into these places are brought under guard to Barygaza.” (Casson 1989: 83)

The “elder Saraganos” may refer to Sātakarnī, perhaps the father of Gautamiputra Sātakarnī, and Sandanes may have been a local Western Kṣatrapa official under Nahapāna who disrupted Sātavāhana control of Kalliena and other ports in this area of the coast by re-routing foreign ships which were bound for Barygaza. Apparently, the Western Kṣatrapas and Sātavāhanas, as well as the dynasties which followed them in western India, continued to struggle for control of seaports used in the lucrative maritime trade described in the *Periplus Maris Erythraei*.

4. Muziris, probably located at Pattanam near the mouth of the Periyar River in Kerala, was the most significant port south of modern Mumbai described in the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* (§53–4). According to the text, “Muziris, in the same kingdom [of Keprobotos, Sanskrit Keralaputra], owes its prosperity to the shipping from Ariake [region around Barygaza] that comes there as well as to Greek shipping” (Casson 1989: 84–5). The primary export of this region was pepper, but pearls, ivory, Chinese cloth (silk), Gangetic nard, malabothron (cinnamon), transparent gems, diamonds, sapphires, and tortoise shell also appear in the list of items in *Periplus Maris Erythraei* §56. The testimony of the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* agrees with Indian archaeological and literary evidence which associates southern India with jewel mining and maritime trade.

---

5. Podukê, briefly mentioned in *Periplus Maris Erythraei* §60, is identified with Pondicherry, the former French colony south of Chennai on the southeast coast of Tamil Nadu. Excavations at Arikamedu, the site of the ancient port about two miles south of Pondicherry, have resulted in discoveries of imported Roman Arretine ware, amphorae, glass, and other archaeological materials which demonstrate sustained economic and cultural contact with western trade from the first century CE to ca. 200 CE. According to the *Periplus Maris Erythraei*, local boats sailed up and down the eastern coast and around Cape Comorin to the western coast to carry out indirect maritime trade, which was probably more common than direct trade with foreign merchants at these ports. Since the *Periplus Maris Erythraei* provides much less information about the east coast than the west coast, western seafaring merchants seem to have circumnavigated India very rarely.

Overland routes between India and the West were not as popular as maritime routes for long-distance trade. Isidore of Charax described overland trade routes from Mesopotamia to Kandahar in the “Parthian Stations” (*Stathmoi Parthikoi*) written in Greek around the beginning of the first century CE. The account of the itinerary begins at the crossing of the Euphrates River at Zeugma, which was directly connected with Antioch, and lists stages and distances of the journey to Seleucia on the Tigris River (§1), near the Parthian winter capital at Ctesiphon. From Seleucia or Ctesiphon, travelers proceeded across the Iranian plateau to the Parthian summer capital at Ecbatana (§6), and onward to the city of Rhaga in Media (near modern Tehran) and the Caspian Gates (§7). The route continued eastward to Antiochia in Margiana (§14, modern Merv in Turkmenistan), where it was linked with routes to Sogdia, Bactria and the Oxus valley. However, the route described by Isidore of Charax branched off southwards from Margiana to Alexandria of the Arii (§15, modern Herat in western Afghanistan), Sacastana (§18, Seistan), and the metropolis of Arachosia at Alexandropolis (§19, modern Kandahar in southeastern Afghanistan), where the account ends with the state-

---

130 Casson 1989: 89, 228.
ment: “As far as this place the land is under the rule of the Parthians” (Schoff 1914: 9). From Kandahar, which was a significant urban center and node for long-distance trade between South Asia and Iran since pre-Achaemenid times, routes to the northeast led to Gandhāra and Taxila, while a southeastern route led to the lower Indus.134 Rather than following the route to Kandahar described in the Parthian Stations, at least one Macedonian merchant (who may have lived in Syria) named Maes Titianus traveled from Bactria through the mountain countries of the Comedi and Sakas (Sacae) to a place called the “Stone Tower” (probably modern Tashkurgan in Xinjiang) in order to meet Chinese silk traders.135 Although Strabo (2.1.15, 17; 11.5.8, 11.7.3) and Pliny (6.19.52) refer to another route for Indian merchandise from Bactria through the Oxus valley to the Caspian Sea, these reports are suspect due to western authors’ lack of familiarity with the geography of Central Asia. Compared with the knowledge of maritime routes in classical sources, “much less is known of land-trade, though occasional glimpses of evidence show that caravans were traveling and dogs barking, even if only a few echoes reach us” (Karttunen 1997a: 348).

From this broad survey of links between transregional South Asian networks and maritime and overland routes to the West, it is tempting to suggest that the Indian subcontinent played a major role in the ‘world system’ of international commerce with the Roman empire during the early centuries CE. The maritime network detailed in the Periplus Maris Erythraei, excavations of ancient ports such as Arikamedu in southern India and Leukos Limen in Egypt, and literary and epigraphic references outlined in this section seem to validate Pliny the Elder’s moral outrage over the cost of long-distance trade in luxury items from India, China and Arabia:

And by the lowest reckoning India, China and that peninsula [Arabia] take from our empire 100 million sestertii each year. That is the sum which our luxuries and our own women cost us. For what fraction of these imports, I ask, gets to the gods or to the lower world? (Natural History 12.84; Sidebotham 1986: 36)136

---


135 Charlesworth, Martin Percival. 1926. Trade-Routes and Commerce of the Roman Empire. 2nd ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 103.

136 Morley 2007: 39 and Parker 2008: 184 translate and discuss the significance of Pliny the Elder’s statement. Morley uses this passage to question misleading
Steven Sidebotham warns that “we must use these citations cautiously” (1986: 36) since the volume of long-distance trade cannot be reliably determined on the basis of this passage. Nevertheless, Lionel Casson calculated that the aggregate value of the cargo of a fully loaded large ship capable of carrying 500 tons of the types of Indian commodities described in the second century Muziris papyrus (P. Vindob G 40822) would have been about 20,000 talents. This estimate would support the contention by E.H. Warmington, H.G. Rawlinson and other scholars that an “adverse balance” of trade favored India. According to Warmington:

…the Empire taken as one unit was often unable to offer to foreign regions in general and to oriental nations in particular sufficient products of its own to balance the articles imported from them in large quantities, and the result of this was the draining away from the Empire of precious metals in the form of coined money without any adequate return. (1928: 273)

Warmington’s observation that “The ‘drain’ to the East has continued therefore for nearly 2000 years” (ibid., 312) has recently been echoed by Andre Gunder Frank, who emphasizes the dominance of Asia in the global economy between 1400–1800, when gold and silver imported from American colonies enabled Europe, “which remained a marginal player in the world economy with a perpetual deficit” (1998: 75), to import commodities from Asia without offering much in return besides specie. Judging from the items described in the Periplus Maris Erythraei, it is likely that similar exports of gold and silver coinage were necessary to balance imports from India.
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137 Casson, Lionel. 1988. “Rome’s Maritime Trade with the Far East.” American Neptune 48.3, 152. Parker observes that the goods in the Muziris papyrus valued at 1,145 talents and 2,852 drachmae would have amounted to 7 million sestertii, suggesting that Pliny’s estimates of an annual drain of between 50–100 million sestertii “…are still within the bounds of the possible” (2008: 186).
The exploration of arterial networks known as the Northern Route (Uttarāpatha) and Southern Route (Dakṣināpatha) in this chapter has established guidelines for investigating paths for transregional movement within and beyond the Indian subcontinent. Archaeological patterns, inscriptions, and literary references show that these constantly shifting routes were used for intra- and interregional travel by various classes of merchants, rulers, administrators, armies, and monks, nuns and pilgrims. Evidence of trade and other economic activities involving the transportation of material commodities frequently indicates broader patterns of cultural exchange and social transformation, including interrelationships between urbanization and religious expansion. Long-distance networks certainly incorporated regional and local networks of individual macro-regions (janapadas), cities, and shrines. While it is useful to identify distinctive features of local cultures through analysis of small-scale exchanges of ordinary goods and catchment zones for religious patronage, this study has drawn attention to interactions between nodes, regions, and micro-networks in order to highlight mobility between distant regions and contacts between ancient South Asia and the outside world.

References to Uttarāpatha and Dakināpatha in texts and inscriptions apparently indicate that the names of these arterial networks of transregional routes were appropriated as geographical/cultural terms for distinguishing the ‘Middle Country’ of Āryāvarta or Madhyadesa from the northwestern and southern regions of the Indian subcontinent. Orthodox Brahmanical tendencies to view the inhabitants of peripheral borderlands as impure are related to the presence of foreigners who migrated to and ruled the Northwest and coastal seaports (including Barbaricon and Barygaza in the Periplus Maris Erythraei). The qualitative impact of transcultural exchanges resulting from the movement of people and materials via overland and maritime networks varies enormously depending on conditions for selective appropriation and re-contextualization.138 Aside from ephemeral adoption of figurines of exotic animals and some devotional items, mutual impacts

138 These terms are adopted from Pia Brancaccio, who observes that “Foreign models were selectively appropriated and recontextualized when they seemed familiar to the indigenous background” (2007: 392).
of maritime trade across the Indian Ocean are difficult to discern in western and southern India. In contrast, longstanding patterns of interaction between the Ganges basin and the Northwest contributed to a major shift in cultural geography from the Punjab to the Ganges-Yamuna doāb by the mid-late centuries BCE and provided pathways for the transmission of Buddhism and other śramaṇa movements that originated in Magadha to Mathura and Taxila beginning in the Mauryan period. Networks of exchange between the plains of North India and the Deccan plateau likewise facilitated the establishment of stūpas, caityas, and residential monasteries at significant transit points and hubs of the Southern Route at Bharhut, Vidiśā, Ujjayinī, the Western Ghats, and the Krishna-Godavari river valleys. The successful transplantation of Buddhism was not simply an outcome of long-distance trade, but required other conditions for the sangha to flourish. By looking more carefully at the Indo-Iranian borderlands of Gandhāra in the next chapter, such conditions for the regional proliferation of Buddhist material and literary culture in the fertile environment of the northwestern frontier will be clarified.
CHAPTER FOUR

OLD ROADS IN THE NORTHWESTERN BORDERLANDS

Ancient Gandhāra was a pivotal contact zone for movement into and out of South Asia. Migrations of Greeks, Sakas, Kušāṇas and Huns enriched the political and cultural history of this fertile region, which served as a launching pad for Buddhist transmission across the Hindu Kush and Karakoram mountains. As at other major South Asian nodes (such as Taxila, the northwestern metropolis located across the Indus River from Gandhāra proper), material surpluses generated by agriculture and trade permitted Buddhist complexes with stūpas and monasteries to proliferate in Gandhāra and neighboring regions. Although Gandhāra was geographically distant from Śākyamuni Buddha’s homeland in Magadha, the localization of his relics and narratives of his former lives contributed to a strong and enduring Buddhist presence during the first millennium CE. Gandhāran Buddhist art and archaeology, inscriptions and coins, and new discoveries of several collections of Gāndhārī manuscripts from the first few centuries CE amply demonstrate this region’s rich material and literary culture. These sources, along with the accounts of Chinese pilgrims who visited regional shrines and monasteries between the fifth and seventh centuries CE, provide different viewpoints on Gandhāran Buddhism. The regional ‘transplantation’ of Buddhism in Gandhāra and its successful movement across mountain passes raise interesting and longstanding questions about the character of Gandhāran Buddhism and the impetus it gave to transmission beyond the frontiers of the Indian subcontinent.¹ Which Gandhāran religious, cultural, economic, and political features have had discernible impacts on Buddhist literary texts, artistic motifs, devotional practices, and monastic architecture and institutions? To what extent are dynamic syntheses of hybrid indigenous, Indian, Iranian, and exogenous elements resulting from contacts and

¹ As a transplant requires suitable soil and other conditions to grow and flourish, whereas it is not necessary for an implant to adjust to a different environment, “transplantation” is preferable to the “implantation of Buddhism” discussed by Lamotte 1988: 333 [1958: 365] and elaborated by Fussman 1994a.
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Map 4.1: Gandhāran Nodes and Networks (based on Huntington, John. 2009. Archaeological sites in Gandhara, available online at http://Kaladarshan.arts.ohio-state.edu/resources/maps/fullsize/gandhara.jpg)
exchange with transregional migrants assimilated with Buddhist traditions? How was it possible for the Buddhist saṅgha to thrive for so long in this regional borderland, and why did Gandhāran Buddhism have such an extensive influence on early patterns of transmission in Central Asia and China? In order to address these questions, environmental, political, and economic conditions for settlement patterns and the institutional expansion of Buddhist shrines and monasteries are surveyed, along with relevant Gandhāran material sources. Nodes and networks for cultural and religious transmission between Gandhāra, Uḍḍiyāna (Swat valley), and Bactria (northern Afghanistan and the Oxus basin) are delineated. These connections permit us to retrace the overland itineraries of South Asian Buddhist missionaries to Central Asia and East Asia and to locate Buddhist shrines and monastic communities reported by visitors such as Faxian, Song Yun, and Xuanzang. This examination of ‘Old Roads’ for religious mobility concludes with an assessment of how Gandhāran Buddhists ‘imagined a place for Buddhism’ and made it their own through processes of social, cultural, and literary ‘domestication,’ particularly by situating jātakas, avadānas and other previous-birth narratives in the northwestern frontier milieu. Rather than importing Buddhist traditions without modification from Indian Buddhist centers, Buddhists selectively appropriated and transformed religious media to localize the Buddha’s presence and to turn the Dharmacakra from the regional hub of Gandhāra.

Environmental Conditions for Buddhist Transmission in Gandhāra

Just as religious and social conditions in ancient Magadha proved ideal for the emergence of the Buddhist saṅgha, the geographical, economic, and political environment of Gandhāra was optimal for Buddhist traditions imported from northern India to grow and expand in new directions. Before mapping regional routes in the northwestern borderlands, it is necessary to demarcate topographical features and the broader cultural extent of Gandhāra in order to discern significant

---

2 The phrase ‘imagining a place for Buddhism’ is borrowed from Monius, Anne E. 2001. *Imagining a Place for Buddhism: Literary culture and religious community in Tamil-speaking South India*. Oxford: Oxford University Press. The cultural and literary domestication of Gandhāran Buddhism is discussed at the end of this chapter.
patterns in the distribution of Buddhist establishments. The “center of gravity” (Foucher 1905: 1.13) of Gandhāra was located in the Peshawar basin around the confluence of the Kabul and Swat rivers, which join to form the Landai tributary of the Indus River. While the Indus River marks the eastern boundary of Gandhāra proper, the Suleiman Mountains form a permeable western boundary interspersed with numerous passes (besides the famous Khyber Pass). The Safed Koh range separates the Peshawar valley from the Kohat district to the south in the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) of Pakistan. Passes leading to the Mohmand and Bajaur districts in the northwest and the lower Swat valley and Buner district in the north and northeast intersect an arc of hills on the northern rim of the Peshawar basin. The rich alluvial land watered by drainage from the surrounding mountain valleys along with seasonal monsoon rains has long sustained “substantial agriculture and urban centres, and the entire region forms a transit zone between the highland massif of Central Asia and the Indian plains” (Zwalf 1996: 14).

Gandhāra was located on an extension of east-west arterial routes of the Uttarāpatha as well as northern and southern regional feeder routes. While the Gandhāran core area can be narrowly defined as the Peshawar basin, the amorphous cultural influence of “Greater Gandhāra” (Salomon 1999: 3) extended across the Indus River to Taxila (30 km east of the Indus) and westwards into modern Afghanistan following the Kabul River upstream to Jalalabad and Kabul, as well as the Bamiyan valley. Areas to the north of Gandhāra, such as

---


5 Although Takkasilā (Taxila) (treated in greater depth in Chapter 3: Taxila, pp. 201–204) is referred to as the capital of the Gandhāra mahājanapada in Pāli literature (Dietz 2007: 49; Law 1932: 49–50), a late passage in the Rāmāyaṇa (7.101.11) distinguishes between the capital of the Gandhāra viṣaya at Puṣkalāvati (modern Charsada) and the capital of the Gandharva deśa at Takkasilā (Taxila) (Jansen 2008: 27). Fussman criticizes the inclusion of Taxila in Gandhāra “par abus de langage” (1994a: 18, n. 6), but admits that Taxila participated in Gandhāran culture. While some authors add the Bamiyan valley “to the west of the core region” (Jansen 2008: 27) and areas of Bactria north of the Hindu Kush to ‘Greater Gandhāra,’ more restrictive
the Swat, Bajaur, Buner, Dir, Chitral, and the upper Indus, Gilgit, and Hunza valleys also maintained varying levels of cultural, commercial and religious contact with Gandhāra, yet remained distinct regions. Bannu, Kohat, and the Kurram valley located directly to the south of the Peshawar basin can also be included within the broader orbit of Gandhāra, but Kandahar and other areas of southeastern Afghanistan and neighboring areas of Baluchistan in southwestern Pakistan may be excluded. In this chapter, networks that connected the core areas of ancient Gandhāra with Swat and Bajaur to the north and with ancient Bactria across the Hindu Kush further to the northwest are discussed in more depth than links with Taxila (already treated in chapter 3) and the upper Indus (the focus of chapter 5).

The growth of Buddhism in Gandhāra benefited from political and social factors, including royal patronage and urbanization. Since Gandhāra and the lower Indus River valley were Achaemenid provinces until Alexander of Macedon’s attempted conquest in 327–6 BCE, the northwestern borderlands played important roles in the formation of early western classical ideas about Indian politics and life. During the reign of Aśoka (ca. 272–232 BCE), Major Rock Edicts inscribed in Kharos̱ṭhī at Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra signaled that these northwestern frontier regions belonged to the Mauryan empire. The initial foundations of Dharmarājika stūpas at Taxila and at Butkara I in the Swat valley probably date to the Mauryan period, although Aśokan Buddhist inscriptions are not found at these early monuments. While Buddhist missionaries may have reached Gandhāra earlier than the

---

6 See Chapter 2: *Iranian Contacts in the Northwest and Hellenistic Interactions*, pp. 96–109. Gandhāra and the western borderlands were the primary contact zones between the Hellenistic and Indian worlds before Alexander’s campaign.


8 Fussman 1994a: 19 and Behrendt 2004: 40 express skepticism about the attribution of these stūpas to Aśoka and argue for later dates in the second century BCE rather than the Mauryan period. While Aśokan inscriptions “do not directly address the introduction of Buddhism into Gandhara” (Behrendt, Kurt. 2007. *The Art of Gandhāra in the Metropolitan Museum of Art*. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 21), a Mauryan imperial presence in the Northwest firmly attested by Aśokan edicts at Mansehra and Shahbazgarhi supports the consensus view that the foundations for these two stūpas can be reasonably dated in the third century BCE.
time of Aśoka, the official introduction of Buddhism was apparently linked with imperial support, and it is only significantly later in the first century BCE and first century CE that Buddhist stūpas and monasteries begin to proliferate when the Sakas and their subordinates exerted control over routes and territories between Gandhāra and Mathura.

Settlement patterns indicate that agricultural surpluses fueled the growth of Gandhāran urban centers such as Puṣkalāvati, the ancient capital of Gandhāra near modern Charsada.9 Other important cities with very early archaeological layers ranging from prehistoric to Indo-Greek periods include Barikot, Udegram, and Mingora in the Swat valley, Puruṣapura (modern Peshawar), and Udabhanḍapura (modern Hund) at an important crossing of the Indus River.10 Recent surveys of the Peshawar basin by Ihsan Ali and other Pakistani archaeologists have revealed that the first century BCE and first century CE were periods of intensive growth of urban and suburban centers.11 Although there is relatively little archaeological evidence for Buddhist shrines

---


within these cities during the early pre-Kuśāṇa periods, the proliferation of stūpas and monasteries located outside of cities, close to transit routes, or on hillsides above fertile agricultural zones demonstrates that regional Buddhist expansion was intrinsically linked to conditions of urban and agricultural prosperity.12

The distribution of Buddhist archaeological sites in Gandhāra and adjacent regions of the Northwest reveals connections between monastic networks and interregional itineraries through river valleys and across mountain passes. Alfred Foucher, the “father of Gandhāra studies” (Zwalf 1996: 74), proposed three stages for the “propagation of Buddhism” in Gandhāra and Bactria from ca. 250 BCE to 150 CE:

1) Buddhist institutions expanded from northern India to the plains of Gandhāra between 250–150 BCE with the initial patronage of Aśoka.
2) Piedmont areas bordering the southern Hindu Kush and Himalayas gradually converted to Buddhism by the end of the first century CE at the time of the Kuśāṇas.
3) After a “long interval of time had separated the evangelization of the mountains from that of the plains” (Foucher 1942–1947: 2.279), Buddhism crossed the Hindu Kush to the Oxus valley.13

Gérard Fussman also discusses a “relatively coherent (and possibly illusory) tableau” (1994a: 20) reflected by archaeology and epigraphy in which the first monasteries and dharmarājika stūpas were established near cities at the end of the third century BCE, followed by progressive expansion into mountain areas from the second century BCE, and considerably more success at the beginning in the first century. These general models for understanding the growth of monasteries and paths of transmission in the context of regional topography tend to reify models of gradual diffusion from the Peshawar basin to the surrounding hillsides and over mountain passes without adequately accounting for the contemporaneous foundations of early stūpas at

---

Taxila and Butkara. Foucher’s observation that dozens of Gandhāran Buddhist monasteries are “threaded like pearls of a necklace” (1942: 1.156) along sinuous routes and often mark the openings of the principal passes between Gandhāra and Uḍḍiyāna (Swat) draws attention to systemic connections between the construction of Buddhist shrines and travel routes, as was sometimes the case also for medieval Christian monasteries. Other possible reasons for “siting” Buddhist monasteries in pleasant garden-like surroundings, in idyllic locations suitable for meditation, or on promontories suitable for defensive purposes are not to be excluded. While acknowledging that different types of Gandhāran stūpas and monasteries were accommodated to the local landscape for various reasons, it is still useful to quickly revisit Foucher’s early division of Buddhist archaeological remains in Gandhāra situated along “two concentric lines of ruins” (1905: 1.11–12), with sites on hills near cities of the Peshawar plain belonging to the inner band and those located further away on routes through the mountains between Gandhāra and Swat on the outer band.

Archaeological sites of Buddhist stūpas and monasteries in the Peshawar basin belonging to the inner radius tend to be located within or just outside of urban settlement areas. Stūpas and monasteries were rarely built inside of cities, but Buddhist sculptures excavated from the Bālā Hisṣār mound at Charsada (ancient Puṣkalavati) and a large stūpa-like structure in the adjacent city of Shaikhan Dherī probably dating from the second to fourth centuries CE are notable exceptions. The area of the “eight cities” (Sanskrit Astanagara / modern Hashtanagar) near the confluence of the Kabul and Swat rivers (upstream from Charsada) has also been a very productive region for Buddhist mater-

---

14 Marc Bloch’s comments (1961 [1949]: 1.63) about the location of medieval European monasteries in proximity to trade routes may be applicable to the distribution of Gandhāran Buddhist monasteries.

15 Schopen, Gregory. 2006. “The Buddhist ‘Monastery’ and the Indian Garden: Aesthetics, Assimilations, and the Siting of Monastic Establishments.” *Journal of the American Oriental Society* 126.4: 487–505 draws attention to aesthetic considerations in the selection of locations for Indian Buddhist monasteries. Jansen 2008: 29 suggests that the stupa and monastery at Nimogram on a high ridge above a side valley in Swat may have been due to the suitability of this spot for meditation, but does not exclude the possibility that such sites were chosen because they could be protected. Shaw 2007: 143 also suggests that the “fortress-like aspect” of some towered platforms on hilltops around Sāñci could indicate that these sites were selected for monastic inhabitation because of their suitability for defense and surveillance.

rual remains, but it is likely that extensive monastic sites have not been preserved because stone structures have been reused for modern buildings or lie buried beneath agricultural fields and settlements. Another major urban Buddhist complex was the “Kaniṣka vihāra” and monumental stūpa at the site of Shāh-ji-ki Ḍheri in the city of Peshawar (ancient Puruṣāpura), which is referred to in Faxian’s account as “over four hundred feet high . . . decorated with various kinds of ornaments . . . [and] the most splendid in all of Jambudvīpa” (Li 2002: 170–171). While recent excavations at Gor Khuttree in the center of Peshawar indicate that ancient Puruṣāpura was occupied as early as the fourth century BCE, the Buddhist site at Shāh-ji-ki Ḍheri is likely to belong to Kaniŝka’s period (after ca. 127 CE) or slightly later. Ancient Varuṣāpura (probably localized at Shahr-i Bahlol) was another major ancient city in Gandhāra where extensive Buddhist structural remains and sculptures have been found since the nineteenth century, but the site is not well preserved due to continued occupation. However, the impressive remains of a large Buddhist shrine and monastic complex that may have housed approximately 250–350 monks at its peak are preserved at Takht-i Bahi on a ridge a few kilometers north of Shahr-i Bahlol. Significant archaeological remains of stūpas and monasteries located on ridges and hilltops overlooking the Peshawar plain directly to the east and northeast of Takht-Bahi include Jamalgarhi, Sikri, and Tareli. Other hilltop stūpas and monasteries at Mekhasanda and Canaka Ḍheri belonging to Foucher’s inner concentric circle are
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17 Behrendt 2004: 24, 176 plausibly suggests that the relative paucity of Buddhist archaeological remains in urban centers in the plains of the Peshawar Basin compared with better preserved complexes in the foothills may be attributed to modern population and development pressure.

18 Kuwayama 1997 discusses the archaeological remains of the stūpa and monastery at Shāh-ji-ki Ḍheri in significant depth. Xuanzang also describes the shrine and neighboring monastery, along with narratives associating the construction of this complex with Kaniŝka (translated by Li 1996: 70–76). The so-called Kaniŝka reliquary inscription (CKI 145) is discussed in Chapter 2, subchapter Paradigms of Patronage under Kaniŝka and Huviŝka, pp. 137–142.


20 Behrendt 2004: 181–190, figs. 44–53 provides a recent overview of excavations at Takht-i Bahi since the nineteenth century.

21 Behrendt 2004: 191–199, figs. 61–63 (Jamalgarhi), 68–77 (Tareli), 90–91 (Sikri) re-assesses the architectural and sculptural evidence from Tareli and Jamalgarhi, and estimates that the peak monastic populations may have been over 200 at Tareli and
clustered on a spur of the Karamar mountain above Shahbazgarhi (where a set of Aśokan major rock edicts are inscribed). While the dating of these Buddhist monastic sites largely based on discoveries of coins, stylistic analysis of sculptures, and structural comparisons with Buddhist monasteries in Taxila and Swat remains open to dispute, their distribution can be explained by the ready availability of economic surpluses generated by prosperous urban settlements (ancient Puruṣapura, Puṣkalāvatī, Varuṣapura, and important crossroads at Shahbazgarhi) and the agricultural production of the rich Peshawar plain.

The outer band of the concentric line of Buddhist monasteries ringing the Peshawar Basin closely corresponds to transit points over mountain passes leading to Swat, Bajaur, Buner, and the upper Kabul River valley. For example, the so-called Shpola stūpa and the related monastic site of Ali Masjid just below the Khyber Pass leading to Jalalabad in eastern Afghanistan have received considerable attention because they are located on the primary modern route. Noting that many other Buddhist monasteries in the outer band mark the opening (“deboche”) of principal passes between ancient Gandhāra and Uḍḍiyāna, Foucher commented that “…the route would become the unique reason for sanctuaries” (1942: 1.157). While the Malakand Pass is the main modern passageway between the Peshawar basin and the lower Swat valley, the routes through the Shahkot, Mora, and Karakar passes were lined with archaeological remains of Buddhist monasteries at sites such as Loriyan Tangai, Sanghao, and Nathu. Materials found at Kashmir Smast demonstrate that religious establishments on these transregional lines of communication were not exclusively Buddhist monasteries. Another important Buddhist monastic at Ranigat is located on a steep mountainside in the Tutalai district in the northeastern Peshawar basin. The distribution of Buddhist and other religious monasteries on transit routes through mountain passes between
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23 Foucher 1942: 1.156, 159, n. 28; Luczanits 2008: 47, fig. 3.
24 “Parfois même, comme dans le cas extrême de Bāmiyān, la route sera l’unique raison d’être des sanctuaries.” (Foucher 1942: 1.157)
25 Zwalf 1996: 14, 18, n. 35.
27 Behrendt 2004: 97–99, figs. 78–82; Odani, Nakao. 2000. “New Discoveries from the Excavations at Rāṇigāt, Pakistan.” In Taddei, Maurizio and Giuseppe De
Gandhāra, Swat, and Buner, indicates that some religious communities were not directly dependent on urban patronage or local agriculture, but benefited from their position within interregional networks used by traders, pilgrims, and other travelers.

**Gandhāran Material and Literary Cultures**

Archaeological excavations of Buddhist *stūpas* and monasteries as well as discoveries of Buddhist art, inscriptions, coins, and manuscripts amply testify to high levels of cultural production in Gandhāra and neighboring regions of the northwestern Indian subcontinent. The innovative adoption of local, Indian, Iranian, Hellenistic, and Central Asian features in Gandhāran Buddhist sculptures continues to attract the interest of art historians and contemporary museum audiences. According to Wladimir Zwalf:

> The huge quantity of surviving sculpture and large number of sites reflect a powerful religious motivation in a region which, for some of the duration of the style, formed part of a large empire and possessed the commercial importance and consequent wealth for generous endowments. (1996: 20)

Foucher’s masterly *L’art gréco-bouddhique du Gandhāra* (3 vols., 1905–1951) remains a major touchstone for studies of Gandhāran Buddhist art. His debate with A.K. Coomaraswamy concerning the primacy of foreign Hellenistic influences versus indigenous Indian sources for anthropomorphic depictions of the Buddha still resonates as a “confrontation of colonizer and colonized” (Abe 1995: 82). Among art historians who have reconsidered the role of Gandhāran artists in the


formation of the Buddha image and the significance of western Hellenistic influences in Gandhāran Buddhist art, Maurizio Taddei’s contributions are particularly noteworthy:

We cannot of course content ourselves with a bare description of convergency or derivation phenomena in iconography and style. Nor can we accept facts as mere links in a chain of stylistic evolution under the impact of a foreign artistic culture: this would amount to admitting that Gandhāra was either a sort of cultural vacuum into which anything could be poured (just for the look of things) or a Hellenized province the inhabitants of which—though Buddhists!—regarded the Mediterranean countries as their fatherland. (2003 [1969]: 1.155–156)

While Foucher recognized the importance of Gandhāra as a significant zone of contact and cultural transmission between India, Iran, Central Asia, and the Hellenistic world, his emphasis on foreign influence tends to diminish Gandhāran impacts, since he tended to regard ancient Gandhāra, Bactria, and Udāiyâna as transit zones between the great civilizations of Europe and Asia. The prominent role played by Gandhāra in the development and elaboration of Buddhist artistic styles, architectural features, and the production, standardization, and transmission of texts written in Gāndhārī was connected to the position of this region on trade routes between ancient India, Iran and Central Asia, but it was hardly a “cultural vacuum” where these cultures just crossed paths.

Epigraphic and numismatic sources provide valuable evidence of intrareligious developments and interreligious dynamics in ancient Gandhāra. Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions that record donations to Buddhist communities by male and female lay patrons, local and regional rulers, and monks and nuns supply concrete data for studying onomastic patterns, religious and political titles, and chronologies for regional
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29 Original publication: “Harpocrates—Brahmā—Maitreya: A tentative interpretation of a Gandharan relief from Swāt.” Dialoghi di Archeologica 3, 364–390. In “Some Reflections on the Formation of the Buddha Image” (2003: 2.593–607), Taddei asks “What is wrong with Foucher?” (596) in order to “…underscore the fact that some of the premises are simply wrong” (597). He concludes that “Gandharan artists introduced a technique of narration which is neither fully Indian nor fully Hellenistic, though it was later widespread both in the Christian West and the Buddhist East; now we see that they introduced an image of the Enlightened One which is neither fully Indian nor fully Hellenistic; it was something new” (605).

30 Foucher 1942–1947: 2.368–371 (“Orient et Occident”); Olivier-Utard 2003 [1997]: 76 comments that Foucher’s views on Gandhāra and Afghanistan were conditioned by geographical and political outlooks of the early twentieth century.
history and art. Monastic affiliations of recipients of gifts reflect the geographical distribution and relative influence of various Buddhist ordination lineages. Coin hoards from Gandhāra help to reconstruct relative chronologies of local, regional, and imperial dynasties and shed light on cultural and religious symbol systems, since Indian, Iranian, and Greek and Roman gods and goddesses depicted and labeled on coins illustrate cross-cultural “transformation of image and symbol” (Errington and Cribb 1992).

Recent acquisitions within the last fifteen years of diverse collections of Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts belonging mostly to periods from the first to third century CE scholarly have broadened scholarly understanding of the scope of Buddhist literature in Gandhāra. Along with an incomplete scroll of a Gāndhāri version of the *Dharmapada* recovered in the 1890s near Khotan, “…these fragments are likely to be the oldest Buddhist manuscripts, as well as the oldest Indian manuscripts, known to date” (Salomon 1999a: xv). Five more important collections of Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts are now accessible:
1. British Library collection of twenty-nine birch bark scrolls with twenty-three texts.36
2. Senior collection of twenty-four birch bark scrolls with approximately 41 texts.37
3. Schøyen collection with approximately 250 small palm-leaf fragments of Gândhāri/Kharoṣṭhī texts reportedly from Bamiyan.38
4. Bajaur collection found in the Bajaur district of NWFP in Pakistan with ca. 19 birch bark scrolls written by 18 different scribes.39
5. “Split Collection”40

In addition to these manuscript collections, Kharoṣṭhī fragments from Kucha in the northern Tarim Basin, a scroll recently acquired by the Library of Congress, and strips of a scroll in the University of Washington Library confirm that Gandhāran literary cultures produced an extensive range of Buddhist textual genres which probably belonged to multiple mainstream schools rather than a particular “canon,” as suggested by Ingo Strauch’s analysis of vinaya fragments belonging to the Bajaur collection and Richard Salomon’s edition of versions of the Anavatapta-gāthā in the British Library and Senior collections.41 Studies of these texts have produced new insights into the use of Gândhāri as a Buddhist literary language and have raised interesting questions about the types of texts produced and circulated in monasteries when Gandhāra emerged as a “center of Buddhist intellectual activity” (Salo-
mon 1999: 178) in the first three centuries CE, including some early Mahāyāna sūtras.42

The employment of various media to transmit the Buddha’s teachings in written and visual forms raises several questions about relationships between the regional literary and material cultures during the first centuries CE. The material and historical contexts gleaned from inscriptions and coins have aided in the interpretation of manuscript fragments, but it remains to be seen if advances in textual studies of the manuscripts help to clarify issues in Gandhāran art and archaeology. While material evidence indicates unique hybrid regional features characteristic of a borderland environment, the extent to which Gandhāran Buddhist literary texts are culturally distant or relatively close to Indian Buddhist traditions varies significantly, and depends on the relationship of particular texts to versions in other Buddhist languages. While some narrative texts, commentaries, and scholastic treatises in the British Library are clearly original compositions without direct literary parallels, other texts may have been translated, transposed, or transformed versions of texts similar but not identical to versions preserved in Pāli and Sanskrit, or another hypothetical Buddhist Middle Indic dialect. Further comparative work on recently-discovered Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts may help to support if not prove the ‘Gāndhārī hypothesis’ of a link with early Chinese translations of Buddhist texts.43 What these textual and other artifacts reveal about the role of Gandhāra as a contact zone between South Asia and Central Asia remains open to speculation, but a full synthesis of archaeological, art historical, epigraphic, numismatic, and manuscript sources is beyond the scope of this investigation of routes for religious transmission in Gandhāra.

42 Allon, Mark and Richard Salomon. 2010. “New Evidence for the Mahāyāna in Early Gandhāra.” Eastern Buddhist 41.1:1–22 discuss Kharoṣṭhī fragments of the Bhadrakalpika-sūtra, Bodhisattvapiṭaka-sūtra, and Sarvapunyasaṃuccayasamādhisūtra in the Schøyen collection, and Strauch 1998: 123–125 presents the preliminary results of an examination of a Gāndhārī text resembling the Aksobhyavyāyāha-sūtra, the longest text in the Bajaur collection preserved in ca. 640 lines, which is an “independent source of the early variety of ‘Pure Land’ Buddhism which centers around the Buddha Aksobhya and his Abhirati Buddha field” (125).

43 Boucher 1998 critically examines the evidence for this hypothesis with regard to Dharmarakṣa’s Chinese translation of the Saddharma-puṇḍarikā sūtra, which is not (so far) attested among Kharoṣṭhī manuscript discoveries.
Multiple nodes of Buddhist transmission within Gandhāra belonged to a complex network with many itineraries for connecting the cosmopolitan frontier with the major arteries of South and Central Asia. Feeder routes north of Gandhāra led to Swat, Buner, Bajaur, Chitral, and the valleys of the upper Indus and Gilgit rivers, where capillary networks across the Karakorum range provided direct inks to the southern silk routes of the Tarim Basin. Other paths leading south from Gandhāra criss-crossed the foothills and passes through the Suleiman mountains to reach Kandahar in southeastern Afghanistan (ancient Alexandria in Arachosia), and yet other itineraries connected Gandhāra with the southern Punjab and the lower Indus valley. In the Gandhāran core area of the Peshawar basin, the ancient urban center of Puškalāvatī (near modern Charsada) probably functioned as an entrepôt for commercial traffic with Nagarāhāra and the upper Kabul valley (in eastern Afghanistan) via the Michni Pass or other passageways through the territories of modern Mohmand or Bajaur territories rather than the Khyber Pass, which is now the primary artery. Although the archaeological foundations are significantly earlier, by the Kušāna period Puruṣapura (Peshawar) had become a major hub for exchanges between Gandhāra, Nagarāhāra, and regions south of the Hindu Kush when itineraries on the southern side of the Kabul valley were more widely utilized. Other urban centers of ancient Gandhāra, such as Varuṣapura near Takht-i Bahi and Shahbazgarhi in the district of modern Mardan, occupied nodal positions where east-west arteries through the Peshawar basin intersected with multiple north-south feeder routes from Udādiyāna (Swat). Udabhaṇḍapura (modern Hund), an extensive archaeological site in the eastern Peshawar plain which served as the later capital of the Hindu Śāhīs, was located at the most important crossing of the Indus River for interregional connections with Taxila and the Punjab.

---

44 Capillary routes in northern Pakistan and the silk routes in eastern Central Asia are detailed in chapters 5–6.
Gandhāran Buddhists evidently maintained close connections with counterparts in the Swat valley of ancient Udḍiyāna, a famous region with an especially rich archaeological, artistic, epigraphic, and literary heritage with seemingly innumerable remains of Buddhist stūpas, monasteries, and rock carvings. Since the 1950s, Italian and Pakistani archaeologists have surveyed and excavated major Buddhist sites in the lower Swat valley, including stūpas and monasteries clustered around Butkara and Barikot.\footnote{Useful guides to surveys and excavations in the Swat valley include Ashraf Khan, Muhammad Ashraf. 1993. *Buddhist Shrines in Swat*. Saidu Sharif: Archaeological Museum; Faccenna, Domenico. 1964. *A Guide to the Excavations in Swat (Pakistan) 1956–1962*. Roma: [Scuolo Grafica Salesiana]; and Tucci 1958. Faccenna and his collaborators have published detailed excavation reports on Buddhist sites at Butkara I (1980–1981), Saidu Sharif (1989–1995), and Panr (1993) in ISMEO Reports and Memoirs. Excavations of Barikot directed by Pierfrancesco Callieri (2006, 2007) are ongoing.} Their surveys indicate that Buddhist monasteries concentrated on communication routes and connected with hydraulic systems were integrated into the prosperous mercantile and agricultural economy of the Swat valley. Based on the distribution of over 120 monasteries, a “radial model” in which Buddhist sites radiated outward from the older center at Butkara to inner valleys on the slopes of Mount Ilam above the modern cities of Mingora and Manglawar can be distinguished from a polygonal “multiradial settlement typology” in which the Buddhist monastic network expanded into the Karakar, Najigram, and Kandak valleys south of Barikot.\footnote{Olivieri, Luca Maria. 2008. “The Swat Case Study: Barikot and its Environs.” In Luczanits 2008: 294–295; Olivieri, Luca Maria, et al. 2006. “Archaeology and Settlement History in a Test Area of the Swat Valley, Preliminary Report on the AMSV Project (1st Phase).” *East and West* 56, 73–150.} Along the “ancient communications route” (Olivieri 2008: 294) leading to the Karakar Pass, monastic complexes are generally situated above the alluvial fan of fertile agricultural land and many of the most important sites, such as Tokar Dara, Najigram, and Tokdara are connected with dams and irrigation structures, while other more remote sites such as Amluk-dara and Abbasahb-china are built near water sources (springs and lakes) close to the head of the valley. The possibility of a Buddhist monastic role in the management of water resources and control of important road networks between the first and fourth centuries CE when most of the monasteries in the side valleys were
constructed may justify Luca Maria Olivieri’s strong hypothesis that “The economy of the Buddhist foundations doubtlessly favored, and even conditioned, the growth, development, and decadence of BKG [Barikot]” (2008: 297). The “silent presence” of “mountain people” is reflected in rock paintings, petroglyphs and shelters that may belong to a “local religious substratum” (Filigenzi 2008: 300–301).47

Old Roads Across the Hindu Kush (Map 4.2: Archaeological Sites in Afghanistan)

An extension of the Uttarāpatha called the “ancient route” (vieille route) by Foucher connected Gandhāra and Taxila with Bactria, thus linking South Asia with the overland network of the “silk routes” in western Central Asia.48 Extrapolating from literary sources, archaeological discoveries, and art historical analysis, Foucher contended that this “Old Road” across the Hindu Kush of Afghanistan was the primary artery for foreign invasions into northwestern India and the movement of Buddhism beyond the Indian subcontinent to Central Asia. In his description of the Old Road through the Hindu Kush of Afghanistan, Foucher acknowledged that this “grande-route” was not the only route between western Central Asia and the Indian subcontinent:

We do not pretend that the route which we will describe was the only one possible or the only one that existed: we only say that it was once the overland ‘highway’ between the West and the interior of the [Indian] peninsula… (1942: 1.3)49

Nagarahāra
Reliquaries and other artifacts from stūpas and monasteries clustered around Ḥadḍa near modern Jalalabad in Nangarhar district (ancient Nagarahāra) show that this area was an important center of artistic

---

48 The publication of La vieille route de l’Inde de Bactres à Taxila (Memoires de la Délégation archéologique française en Afghanistan I-II, Paris: Les éditions d’art et d’histoire, 1942–1947) was the culmination of Foucher’s scholarly ‘labor of love’ for Gandhāra and Bactria.
49 “[N]ous ne prétendons nullement que le route que nous allons décrire soit la seule possible ni la seule existente: nous disons seulement qu’elle a été jadis la ‘grande-route’ terrestre entre l’Occident et l’intérieur de la péninsule…” (1942: 1.3).
Map 4.2: Archaeological Sites in Afghanistan (Sources: Foucher 1942: 12, 21, 39 [figs. 4, 6, 8]; Ball and Gardin 1982)
and textual production with immediate ties to Gandhāra.\textsuperscript{50} Buddhist stūpas and monasteries at Bimārān, Chahār Bāgh, and Haḍḍa were already recognized as major sources of coins deposited in reliquaries as well as Buddhist sculptures before preliminary surveys by Foucher and subsequent French Archæological Mission (DAFA) excavations undertaken at sites around Haḍḍa.\textsuperscript{51} In a survey of the British Library collection of first century Gāndhārī Buddhist manuscripts, Richard Salomon notes that similar birch-bark scrolls were reported at Haḍḍa and other Buddhist sites around Jalalabad by earlier explorers and excavators.\textsuperscript{52} Unfortunately, the provenance of many of the artistic and literary materials suspected to have originated in eastern Afghanistan is insecure.

\textit{Kapiśa}

Abundant finds of ancient coins and numerous archeological remains of Buddhist stūpas attest to the commercial and cultural significance of the plateau of modern Begram (ancient Kapiśa).\textsuperscript{53} Ivory sculptures imported from western India, Roman glassware, and Chinese lacquer were among the spectacular discoveries of DAFA excavations between 1937–1946.\textsuperscript{54} The results of French excavations of Begram support Foucher’s assertion that “…it commanded the main routes between India and High Asia” (1942: 1.139), although Sanjyot Mehendale disputes the characterization of the findspot as a Kuśāna royal palace and instead proposes that the materials belonged to a commercial storeroom.\textsuperscript{55} Begram was a major node for interregional trade and tribute

\textsuperscript{50} Foucher 1942: 1.34–35, 148–154.
\textsuperscript{52} Salomon 1999a: 59–68.
\textsuperscript{53} Ball and Gardin 1982: 1.55–57; Foucher 1942: 1.28–31, 138–144.
networks, which played a critical role in the expansion of Buddhist institutions at courtly levels.

**Bamiyan**
The route to Bamiyan in central Afghanistan was “the true highway of another time” (Foucher 1942: 1.25). Due to its location in a valley connecting the Oxus and Indus watersheds via the Kara Kotal, Dan-dan-Shikan, Ak-Robat, and Shibar passes across the western Hindu Kush, Bamiyan was a particularly important place for traders and other travelers to halt for provisions. According to Xuanzang, who visited Bamiyan in 629 CE, “When merchants coming and going happen to witness visions of heavenly deities, whether as good omens or as predictions of disaster, they worship the deities to pray for blessedness” (Li 1996: 38). Perhaps the devotional need to make religious offerings before attempting or immediately after completing difficult journeys over dangerous mountain passes stimulated the growth of Bamiyan. Buddhist manuscript fragments from Bamiyan demonstrate that both artistic and literary cultures flourished there for several centuries, beginning in the second or third century CE. Xuanzang’s visit provides a terminus ante quem in the early seventh century for the worship of the colossal standing Buddhas (demolished in 2001) and a Mahāparinirvāṇa Buddha, which is now being excavated by Zemary-

---


58 Such a possibility suggested by Foucher 1942: 1.132–133 is also accepted by Klimburg-Salter 1989: 123, 136, although she attributes the construction of the monumental complex at Bamiyan to Western Turkic patronage at the beginning of the seventh century, since patronage by merchants and pilgrims would not have been sufficient to build the massive sculptures.

alai Tarzi and other DAFA archaeologists. Based on a shift in Chinese pilgrimage routes, Shoshin Kuwayama links Buddhist activities at Bamiyan to a period of commercial prosperity beginning in the middle of the sixth century. Although the regional political history remains obscure, the nodal position of Bamiyan within a network of routes across the Hindu Kush attracted patrons, pilgrims, and merchants.

**Bactria**

The “vieille route” traced by Alfred Foucher extended to Bactria, a major node for transregional overland trade located between the southern bank of the Oxus River and the Hindu Kush. Bactria is linked to Margiana (Merv) in the west, to Termez, Payon Kourgan and via the “Iron Gates” to the Sogdian emporium near Samarkand in the north, and across valleys in Badakhshan, Wakhan and the Pamir mountains to the Tarim Basin in eastern Central Asia. The proverbial “thousand cities of Bactria” referred to by Strabo (15.686) and Justin (41.1.8, 4.5) indicate that this region was known for its prosperity, which resulted from its central position on trade routes between northwestern India, Iran, Central Asia, and western China, and its fertility, which was largely due to a vast irrigation system in existence since the second millennium BCE. According to Strabo (relying on Apollodorus of Artemita):

---

60 Results of the ongoing excavations were discussed by Buffler, Eléonore. 2009. “Spreading of some Buddhist Architectural Designs between Afghanistan and China: The Case of the Cruciform Stupa” in a paper presented at the Buddhism Across Asia conference in Singapore (17 February, 2009). Numismatic evidence of Kushano-Sasanian coins found at the site may suggest that the main stūpa belongs to a period before the Kidāras and Alchon Huns controlled routes through the Hindu Kush beginning in the fifth century.

61 Kuwayama 2002: 159, map 17 (“Bamiyan and its Buddhist Activities”). Kuwayama’s assertion that earlier routes between Central Asia and Gandhara through the Karakorum and eastern Hindu Kush were “completely discarded” (1987: 725) is directly contradicted by the evidence of Buddhist inscriptions and petroglyphs from the upper Indus region discussed in Chapter 5.


63 References to the “thousand cities of Bactria” are discussed by Tarn 1951: 118–124 and Karttunen 1997a: 271. Foucher observes that population density is noted in all of the ancient sources, but “Ne cherchez pas ailleurs que dans ces centaines de petites bourgades rurales les ‘milles villes’ de Justin” (1942: 15). Tarn attributes the “thousand cities” to the rise in status of “serf villages” and claims that “the evolution of the serf village into the organized and quasi-autonomous township was the most important work done by the Greeks in Asia” (1951: 124). Karttunen disputes Tarn’s assertions
The Greeks who caused Bactria to revolt [from the Seleukids] grew so powerful on account of the fertility of the country that they became masters, not only of Ariana, but also of India (11.11.1, translation by Jones 1917–1933: 5.279).64

Foucher referred to a “Bactrian Mirage” because he was unable to identify Hellenistic layers during his excavations at Balkh. Although he did not find what he expected in Balkh, the survival of a Hellenistic outpost at Ai Khanum, which is not located on the main artery of the Old Road, essentially confirms some aspects of his hypothesis of Greek cultural impact in ancient Bactria.65

Routes of Buddhist Missionaries and Pilgrims to and from Gandhāra

Many if not most eminent Indian Buddhist monks in Chinese hagiographies compiled by Sengyou (c. 515), Huijiao (c. 530), and Daoxuan (664) either came from the northwestern frontiers of South Asia or traveled through this region on their overland journeys to Central Asia and China.66 Several figures are associated with the region of Jibin, which is often translated as Kashmir and sometimes as Kapiśa (located near Begram), but the term often refers more generally to the northwestern regions of South Asia, including areas of modern northern Pakistan. While literary accounts specify that monks from Jibin such as Buddhayaśas, Dharmayaśas, Dharmamitra, Vimalākṣa, and Puṇyatara traveled overland to Chinese centers via the Tarim Basin, other eminent figures including Buddhabhadra, Guṇavarman and Buddhajīva followed circuitous maritime itineraries. Several sixth

by pointing out that archaeological excavations at Ai Khanum, Surkh Kotal and other sites in Afghanistan conducted in the second half of the twentieth century after Tarn had proposed his hypothesis have demonstrated that the “thousand cities of Bactria” preceded the period of the Bactrian Greeks.


century Indian monks (Narendrayaśas, Vinītaruci, and Vimokṣasena) came from Uḍḍiyāna in the Swat valley.

Some hagiographical accounts provide interesting details about the long-distance journeys of eminent monks who traveled through northwestern India to Central Asia and China. For example, a Gandhāran monk named Jinagupta from ancient Peshawar (Puruṣapura) traveled through Afghanistan (Kapiśa) and the Pamir range to Tashkurgan, via the southern Tarim Basin to Khotan, and through the Gansu corridor to Xian.67 A western Indian monk named Dharmagupta also traveled though Afghanistan (Kapiśa), across the Hindu Kush, and via Tashkurgan, Kashgar, and Kucha to Xian and Loyang.68 Dharmakṣema, a master of protective spells (dhāraṇīs) from the “Middle Country” (Madhyadeśa), studied in Jibin before going to Kucha and the court of the Northern Liang ruler at Lanzhou, where he was murdered in 433.69

Based on his survey of biographies of Buddhist monks who came to China during this period, Kuwayama observes:

...most of the eminent translators of Buddhist texts in China were closely related to Ji-bin in the point that they studied the Buddhist philosophy there, whether they may have been natives of Ji-bin or not. It is also likely that those intending to proceed from Ji-bin to China inevitably took the routes leading to Kashgar and farther to Qyzyl [near Kucha]. (1987: 707)

Other Buddhists from China and Central Asia came to the northwestern Indian subcontinent to study for extended periods. Probably the most famous of them was Kumārajīva (344–413 CE), who traveled from Kucha to Jibin with his mother when he was eight or nine years old, and after three years returned via Kashgar to Kucha.70

Accounts of Chinese pilgrims supply geographical details and information about Buddhist communities and shrines on long-distance routes used by other Buddhist travelers as well as merchants, diplomatic missions and sometimes soldiers who traveled to and from South Asia. The famous Chinese traveler Faxian described numerous shrines in Uḍḍiyāna and Gandhāra around 400 CE.71 Zhemong and

---

71 Faxian’s sojourn in the Northwest is commented upon by Deeg, Max. 2005. Das Gaoseng-Faxian-Zhuan als religionsgeschichtliche Quelle: der älteste Bericht eines
other fifth century Chinese pilgrims traveled via similar routes to worship the relic of the Buddha’s bowl at Nagarahāra, but many details of their itineraries between Central Asia and northwestern India remain unclear.72 In the beginning of the sixth century, Song Yun and Huisheng travelled through the southern Tarim Basin to Tashkurgan, crossed the Pamir mountains to northeastern Afghanistan, and continued via Chitral to the Swat valley. Xuanzang provides a detailed report of his journey from China to India from 627–645, although his information about Buddhist communities in the northwestern frontiers is sometimes based on secondhand reports rather than firsthand observations. Zürcher cautioned that Chinese pilgrims, Indian missionaries and translators memorialized in hagiographies represent only “the tiny tip of the iceberg, the élite of scholar monks” (1999: 18) and suggested that many more anonymous foreign monks fulfilled roles as thaumaturges, meditation teachers, and ordination experts (1999: 52–7). Like the more famous figures whose long-distance journeys are sometimes outlined in religious biographies, these itinerant monks followed overland networks which connected the Tarim Basin to the northwestern frontiers of South Asia. While Chinese hagiographies about the travels of the great monks typically focus on Buddhist relics, previous-birth stories, images, and festivals localized at shrines and monasteries, similar itineraries between the northwestern Indian subcontinent and the Western Regions of China were followed by merchants with worldly goals of journeying for material profit.

**Domestication of Gandhāran Buddhism**

From the perspectives of local devotees and Chinese pilgrims who visited regional Buddhist shrines between the 5th–7th century, Gandhāra, Uḍḍiyāna, and Bamiyan were central hubs rather than marginal peripheries of the Buddhist world. The Chinese accounts reflect processes of “domestication” whereby local Buddhist inhabitants adopted previous lives of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and relics of Śākyamuni Buddha to local settings in the regional landscape of the northwestern border-
Depictions of hagiographical events in the life of Śākyamuni and narratives of his previous lives have served as useful sources for interpreting Gandharan Buddhist art and identifying archaeological sites of stūpas and monasteries. Although the historical Buddha clearly did not visit this region during his lifetime, the Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinaya includes apocryphal stories about Śākyamuni’s “conquest of dharma” (dharmavijaya) in Gandhāra, Kashmir, and other northern regions where, accompanied by Vajrapāni, he subjugated local Yakṣas and Nāgas. Literary sources regard a disciple of Ananda named Madhyaantika (Majjhantika in Pāli) as the earliest Buddhist missionary to Kashmir, the Indus Valley, and Gandhāra. Although these accounts and narratives of the Buddha’s previous lives, his conquests, and Madhyaantika’s mission to Gandhāra are objectively dismissed as ahistorical imaginings, they reflect Buddhist strategies to establish a locative connection between Gandhāra and Bodhisattvas, Śākyamuni Buddha, and prominent figures within the Buddhist tradition belonging to various past periods.

Abbreviated summaries of avadāna and pūrvayoga stories about Gandhāran historical figures from the first century CE also reflect the domestication of Buddhist narratives in Gandhāra in Kharoṣṭhī.

---


75 Fussman 1994a: 44, n. 162 refers to literary accounts in the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, Divyavādāna, and Avadāna-Kalpalatā as “pious fictions” which are not specific to Gandhāra.
manuscript fragments. Not surprisingly, Saka characters play important roles in many of these narratives. For example, Aśpavarman, a member of the Apraca dynasty who is attested in first century CE coins and an inscribed silver saucer from Taxila, helps to make arrangements for sheltering monks during the rainy season with a character named Zadamitra. In the following avadāna, Zadamitra vows to obtain individual enlightenment after discussing the disappearance of the true law with a monk. Timothy Lenz (2003: 182–191) relates this avadāna to a pūrvayoga story set in Taxila summarizing a dialogue between a Saka and a monk about the disappearance of the “True Dharma” (saddharma), which concludes with the Saka making a vow to become an Arhat. The favorable depictions of Zadamitra and the Saka as aspiring devotees of Buddhism in these Gāndhārī narratives present an interesting contrast to other Buddhist ex eventu prophecies associating the disappearance of the Dharma with an invasion of Kauśāmbī in northern India by foreign kings, including Sakas, Parthians, and Greeks. Another very fragmentary story explicitly set in Gandhāra (gadharami) involves a ‘Great Satrap’ (Mahaksatrap(*pa)) named Jihoniga, who is also known from first century CE coins and an inscribed vessel from Taxila. Although these original compositions of avadāna and pūrvayoga story summaries with contemporary historical figures present interpretive difficulties due to the lack of direct literary parallels, the incorporation of these characters into Buddhist narratives was likely intended to acknowledge their religious patronage and to appeal to a regional audience.

Étienne Lamotte dismissed the value of these types of narratives for illuminating local traditions, since in his view the domestication of legendary stories merely reflects a process in which pan-Indian Buddhist narratives have lost their original local associations in processes of oral and written transmission when they become linked with places outside of the Buddha’s homeland:

80 Lenz 2010: 95–98; Salomon 1999a: 141–145 (Frag. 2.1r is reproduced on the cover of Salomon 1999a).
The stories, tales, legends and fables, undergoing a perpetual interchange of ideas, were conveyed from one end of the world to the other and, if they ever had any local characteristics which might betray their origin, they soon eliminated them and acquired a universal aspect which made them to the taste and within the reach of everybody. (1988: 442 [1958: 487])

Gérard Fussman also argues that Gandhāran Buddhism was no different in terms of ideology from Gangetic Buddhism. While Gandhāran Buddhists certainly sought to link their own traditions to the Indian Buddhist homeland, it was also necessary to compose new stories and adapt other narratives to local settings in order to attract potential patrons, including Sakas, Kuṣāṇas, and Huns.

Conclusion

Gandhāran Buddhist manuscripts, inscriptions, art, and architecture clearly reflect the cosmopolitan culture of the frontiers between ancient India, Iran and Central Asia. Gandhāran Buddhism blended South Asian and exogenous features from the cultural environment of the northwestern frontier. The long period of rapprochement with peoples and cultures foreign to South Asia probably strengthened the appeal of Gandhāran Buddhism in adjacent regions of Bactria and the Tarim Basin. As the primary zone of contact and encounter between India and the outside world, Gandhāra provided a springboard for the transmission of Buddhism beyond South Asia.

---

81 Lamotte elsewhere comments that “Alongside Vārāṇasī... Gandhāra was the only one to play the game—somewhat puerile, but profitable to the places of pilgrimage—of the acclimatization of the legends” (1988: 335 [1958: 367]).

82 “… sur le plan idéologique, le bouddhisme du Gandhāra ne se distingue en rien du bouddhisme gangetic” (Fussman 1994: 43).
CHAPTER FIVE

CAPILLARY ROUTES OF THE UPPER INDUS

While the Old Road across the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan connected Taxila to Bactria and western Central Asia, an alternative network of intertwined passageways through deep river valleys and high mountain passes in the upper Indus region of northern Pakistan directly linked major arteries of the Northern Route of the Indian subcontinent with branches of the silk routes in the Tarim Basin of eastern Central Asia. Capillary routes following the Indus, Gilgit, and Hunza rivers and side valleys across passes through the western Himalaya, Karakorum, and Pamir provided paths for long-distance trade and cross-cultural transmission between transregional overland arteries at a “Crossroads of Asia.”¹ Before the construction of airports, jeep roads and the Karakorum Highway (KKH) between Pakistan and China, capillary networks gave ancient travelers many choices of north-south and east-west itineraries. Modern routes followed by the KKH through northern Pakistan and the Salang tunnel north of Kabul across the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan have eclipsed the ancient pathways through mountain valleys and passes, but travelers who wrote their names in graffiti inscriptions and drew images on rocks at river crossings and wayside shrines were not restricted to staying on major highways.² As Marc Bloch remarked in regard to medieval Europe: “Traffic, in short, was not canalized in a few great arteries; it spread

¹ “Crossroads of Asia” broadly encompasses the modern Northern Areas of Pakistan, although the phrase also applies to the Tarim Basin of Xinjiang in western China, borderland areas of northern Afghanistan and northwestern Pakistan, and western Central Asian republics of Kirghizstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. Errington and Cribb extend the concept of “Crossroads of Asia” to parts of India and Iran: “For us the Crossroads of Asia is a broad concept, centrally focused on Afghanistan, but also including the southern Central Asian republics of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Tadzhikistan, to the north; eastern Iran, or Khorasan to the west, and the northwestern parts of Pakistan and India to the east and south” (1992: 1). Owen Lattimore includes Mongolia, Xinjiang, and other areas of eastern Central Asia in the “Inland Crossroads of Asia” (Lattimore, Owen. 1962. Studies in Frontier History: Collected Papers, 1928–1958. London: Oxford University Press, 119–133).

² Foucher 1942: 1.22–24.
capriciously through a multitude of little blood vessels” (1961 [1949]: 1.64). Bloch’s comments on medieval European roads are relevant to trans-Asian routes:

It is in the nature of good roads to create a vacuum around them—to their own profit. In the feudal age, when all roads were bad, scarcely any of them was capable of monopolizing the traffic in this way. (Bloch 1961 [1949]: 1.63)

Instead of following a single main route, “...the traveler had almost always the choice of several itineraries, of which none was absolutely obligatory” (Bloch 1961 [1949]: 1.64). Rather than functioning like interstate highways in the United States or the Autobahn in Germany, which create vacuums by monopolizing traffic, multiple itineraries allowed merchants, monks, pilgrims, and other ancient travelers to choose from interconnected passageways. Their decisions depended on many factors, including the seasonal condition of mountain passes and river fords, the availability of provisions, animals, and porters, as well as political stability, security, and sometimes the location of religious shrines along the way. Topographical imperatives were often decisive in choosing routes through the high mountain desert environment, where travel from one point to another in a straight line was not possible. Since crossing the high mountains was difficult for large groups of traders in caravans, capillary networks were probably used for a smaller scale of trade than the bulk trade of the main arteries.

Indian, Iranian, Chinese, and Tibetan inscriptions and petroglyphs lining the interconnected pathways belong to travelers and residents from a wide range of cultural and linguistic backgrounds and show that this region was definitely not a “cul de sac” (Fussman 1986c: 56–58; 1993b: 1). The written and visual records, as well as stray archaeological finds, the testimony of Chinese pilgrims and other literary references, and evidence of Buddhist manuscripts and sculptures found near Gilgit demonstrate significant patterns of cross-cultural movement. Capillary routes through this high-altitude transit zone between South and Central Asia were used for migrations across the mountains, long-distance trade in valued commodities and cultural expansion. Multidirectional flows of travelers bringing trade goods

---

Map 5.1: Capillary networks in Northern Pakistan
and materials as well as religious texts and images to and from many points via interconnected capillary routes in the upper Indus region supports a model of long-distance transmission rather than unidirectional diffusion along a major artery.

Capillary networks in northern Pakistan (Map 5.1) belonged to larger networks of trans-Asian trade routes, and played a crucial role in linking the major overland arteries of South Asia with the silk routes of Central Asia and China. While earlier chapters gave broad overviews of South Asian networks, this chapter focuses on the role of a particular transit zone in Buddhist transmission beyond the Indian subcontinent. In the first part of the chapter (Geography, Economy, and Capillary Routes in a High-Altitude Environment), geographical and economic features are given a detailed treatment in order to explain links between transregional and intraregional networks. The second part of the chapter (Graffiti, Petroglyphs, and Pilgrims) examines epigraphic records and visual markers in correlation with literary accounts of Chinese pilgrims, Arabic and Persian sources, and a Khotanese Śaka itinerary. These combined sources illustrate Manifestations of Buddhist Presence at individual nodes in the upper Indus, Gilgit and Hunza valleys. The implications of this evidence for understanding patterns of long-distance Buddhist transmission at élite and sub-élite levels are discussed in the chapter conclusions.

Geography, Economy, and Capillary Routes in a High-Altitude Environment

Deep river valleys and high passes in the mountain desert environment played determining roles in the formation of capillary networks that linked this border region to ancient Gandhāra, Swat, Kashmir, and the Tarim Basin. The Karakoram, Hindu Kush, and western Himalayan mountain ranges converge in this area, where many of the world’s tallest mountains are concentrated, including K2 (8611 m), Nanga Parbat (8126 m), Rakaposhi (7788 m), and Batura (7785 m). The stark difference in altitude between the summit of Nanga Parbat (8126 m) and the bottom of the Indus gorge (ca. 1300 m) indicates “a very young uplift” (Gansser 1964: 66) in terms of geological time. Glaciers cover over a quarter of the Karakoram mountain range, which is

a larger percentage than any other region outside of the polar ice caps.\(^6\) Due to the very arid climate of the valley floors (Gilgit, for example, only receives an average of 134 mm of rainfall per year), sustainable agriculture in the high mountain desert environment relies on glaciers to supply water for irrigation. While the gradual advance of glaciers down the slopes of the mountains often block roads, retreating glaciers can open new routes. The geological dynamism and vertical landscape presented special challenges for habitation and long-distance trade and travel, but the geographical barriers were not insurmountable.

Many valuable commodities, especially precious stones and metals, either originated in or were transported through the mountains of northern Pakistan.\(^7\) Several gemstones incorporated into the *saptaratna* classification are found in the upper Indus region and adjacent areas of Chitral, Swat and Kohistan. Emeralds, yellow-green epidote, green actinolite (which includes the jade mineral nephrite), green serpentine, pink to fine red rubies, and variously colored spinels are associated with the Indus suture zone running through Hunza and Gilgit to Swat.\(^8\) In fact, ruby deposits in the rocks at Haldeikish almost led to the destruction of the graffiti and petroglyphs.\(^9\) Gemstones associated with pegmatite deposits in areas between Gilgit and Skardu and in the Hindu Kush near Chitral include a blue variety of beryl, many types of multicolored tourmalines, topaz, feldspar (moonstone), and quartz.\(^10\) Many types of crystal, a favorite material for reliquaries and carved geese (*hamsa*), are also found in northern Pakistan.\(^11\) The main sources for lapis lazuli were located in the valley of the Kokcha River in Badakhshan (northeastern Afghanistan), which was linked to the upper Indus region via Chitral.

---


\(^11\) Kazmi 1995: 289; a crystal goose (*hamsa*) is “the symbol of the wandering soul and the promulgation of the Buddhist doctrine to all realms” (Errington 1998: 86).
River Valleys and Mountain Passes in Northern Pakistan

The Upper Indus, Gilgit, and Hunza rivers and their affluents form natural passageways through alluvial canyons in the narrow valleys between the high mountain ranges. However, as water levels increase due to melting snow during the summer (mid-May to mid-October), the swollen torrents of these rivers become treacherous to cross.\(^\text{12}\) Since the rivers are much easier to ford after water levels recede, the period from October to January was probably the time of maximum mobility in the upper Indus region.\(^\text{13}\) If conditions were unsuitable for crossing turbulent rivers or snowbound passes, travelers had to delay crossing the rivers and mountain passes until conditions became relatively safe. Many concentrations of inscriptions and rock drawings mark important junctions where travelers may have been temporarily forced to stop while waiting for the right conditions to proceed onwards. In connection with the location of Buddhist petroglyphs and inscriptions at a crossing of the Indus River near Chilas, Aurel Stein observed:

> The possibility of risks run at these crossings, when the Indus in the early spring and summer carries down its mighty floods, might also have served to stimulate such acts of devotion or gratitude. (1944: 22)\(^\text{14}\)

Karl Jettmar, who followed in Stein’s footsteps but was able to explore sites in the region more thoroughly, also suggested that dangerous river crossings motivated travelers to make images and write graffiti:

> In olden times as well as up to the twentieth century this was a maneuver of considerable risk. You prayed before you started and you offered thankful gifts when you had succeeded. (1979: 920)

Jettmar proposed that “the valleys on both sides of the Indus must have been a series of seasonal ‘waiting rooms’ for travelers” (1989: xxvii).

---


\(^\text{13}\) Jettmar 1994: 172.

Travelers from Gandhāra, Swat, and Kashmir could take several routes to the upper Indus transit zone, depending on the time of year and local conditions. Very difficult routes through the deep gorges of the Indus River now followed by the KKH in the Kohistan district of NWFP are described by Chinese pilgrims as the “Hanging Passages.”15 This was the most direct way from the upper Indus to the Swat valley, but long-distance traders probably followed less dangerous routes which were open during restricted periods.16 A route from Mansehra which passes through the Kagan Valley and over the Babusar Pass to Chilas is only open during the summer because accumulations of snow prevent passage during other seasons. Therefore, travelers coming from the upper Indus had to wait until May or June to use this route, while travelers coming from Mansehra, Kashmir, or points further to the South (such as Taxila) needed to begin their journeys by August.17

During his expeditions to eastern Central Asia in the early twentieth century, Aurel Stein explored routes through the upper Indus region used by earlier Chinese pilgrims.18 On his first expedition from Kashmir to Central Asia in 1900, Stein followed the ‘Gilgit Transport Road’ through the Astor valley, which was built in 1890–92 to supply British military campaigns in Gilgit, Chitral and Hunza. Although he commented that this route “...is marked out by nature as the most accessible line of communication from Kashmir to the Dard territories northward” (1907: 1.1), he later realized that other routes between Kashmir and Chilas were more practical than the difficult route of the

15 Jettmar locates the “Hanging Passages” between Sazin and Jalkot, where “the dangerous part of the journey came to an end” (1987a: 99).
17 Jettmar 1987a: 98.
Gilgit Road, which lacked grazing areas for laden animals. Several capillary routes between Kashmir and Baltistan cross the high-altitude Deosai plateau, and it is possible to reach Ladakh by following the Indus River.

Traditional connections between Kashmir, Gilgit, Baltistan, and Ladakh continued to be used in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, but are now blocked by border disputes between India and Pakistan. Traditional caravan routes from Khotan and Yarkand in the southern Tarim Basin crossed the Karakorum (5575 m) and Muztagh (5370 m) passes in the eastern Karakorum range to Ladakh and Baltistan. While these routes across the Karakorum Pass continued to be used until the third quarter of the nineteenth century, at least four other passes over 5000 meters had to be crossed, and the journey over several barren stretches took about a month to complete in one direction. Since the eastern Karakorum routes were extremely difficult, routes further to the west through the Pamir range were more likely choices.

Pamir routes were “the safest and quickest way across the stupendous mountain barriers between Central Asia and India” (Klimburg 1982: 33). According to Klimburg, “Probably the most important among the ancient trails from the Pamirs down into Gandhāra followed the Chitral Valley” (1982: 28). Song Yun and Huisheng probably followed these routes on their journey between Chitral (She-mi), Swat (Wu-chang), and Gandhāra around 519–20 CE. A route through the Yarkhun valley in the eastern Hindu Kush of present-day northeastern Afghanistan and the Chitral Valley in northwestern Pakistan provided connections to the capillary network of the upper Indus region. The main route to Chitral follows the Kunar River (lower Yarkhun River) from Jalalabad (ancient Nagarahāra) through Nuristan in eastern Afghanistan. Several routes converge in Chitral, including a route

19 Stein 1928: 1.4–5; Lorimer, Emily O. 1939. Language Hunting in the Karakoram. London: Allen & Unwin describes the immense difficulty of crossing these passes on the Gilgit Transport Road in a snowstorm at the end of the summer.
from Swat and Dir over Lowari Pass (ca. 3118 m) and a route to the north over Dorah Pass (ca. 4554 m) continues to Badakhshan. Other passes provide connections to the Wakhan or Ab-i-Panja valley, one of the sources of the Oxus River (Amu Darya) which flows through western Central Asia.\(^{23}\) The Baroghil Pass (ca. 3804 m) links the Wakhan valley to the upper valley of the Yarkhun River, and the Darkot Pass (ca. 4630 m) connects the upper Yarkhun valley with the upper Yasin valley.\(^{24}\) The headwaters of the Yarkhun valley are joined via the Karambar Pass (ca. 4188 m) with the Karambar valley, which feeds into the Ishkoman River near Imit.\(^{25}\) The Karambar valley is connected with the Wakhan valley via the Khora Bhurt Pass (4630 m) and with the Chupursan valley via the Chilinji Pass (5247 m).\(^{26}\) The interlinked network of high mountain passes was intermittently used by various travelers, merchants, pilgrims, and semi-permanent resident communities for crossing the permeable frontiers between Central Asia and South Asia.

Capillary routes through the Yasin and Ishkoman valleys linked Gilgit to the Wakhan valley in northeastern Afghanistan. Although petroglyphs have been discovered in the Ishkoman valley near Imit, the paucity of Buddhist rock drawings and visitors’ inscriptions suggests that routes through these valleys were not as popular as routes through Hunza-Haldeikish, Gilgit-Alam Bridge, and the upper Indus during the first millennium CE.\(^{27}\) Nevertheless, epigraphic and archaeological evidence from sites such as Hatun (five km north of the confluence of the Ishkoman and Gilgit rivers), Gakuch (across the Gilgit River from the mouth of the Ishkoman Valley), and Bubur (on the northern bank of the Gilgit River in Punyal) show that this part of the Gilgit valley was included in the domain of the Palola Śāhis during the seventh

---

\(^{23}\) Klimburg 1982: 26, Map 2.

\(^{24}\) Kreutzmann1996: 265, fig. 42; Stein 1928: 1.45–7, figs. 43, 48.

\(^{25}\) Stein 1928: 48–50, figs. 47, 49–50.

\(^{26}\) Stein 1928: 1.50 ff., figs. 51–2, 57, 61. According to Stein, “It is only for a few weeks in the early spring and autumn that it is possible to follow the route leading up the Karambar valley to the north and across the Khora-bohrt pass (about 15,000 feet) to the Afghan Pamirs. Even then it is far from easy” (1928: 1.48–9).

century and was probably significant in the Tibetan-Chinese conflict in the middle of the eighth century.\footnote{28}

Numerous capillary routes link the upper Indus valley with Gilgit, which still serves as the administrative and commercial hub for the Northern Areas. During the summer, interconnected routes through side valleys of the Gilgit and Indus rivers allowed ancient travelers to bypass dangerous river crossings. Paths through the Kar Gah and Shingai Gah valleys, located west of Gilgit near Naupur, lead over the main ridge of mountains to watersheds of the Kiner Gah and Hodar Gah valleys and to petroglyph and graffiti complexes at Thalpan and Hodar on the northern bank of the upper Indus River.\footnote{29} The Kar Gah headwaters are connected with the wide valley of the Khanbari Gah, which flows into the upper Indus downstream from Thor and Oshibat.\footnote{30} Affluents of the Gilgit/Ghizer River provide possible connections with the Tangir and Darel valleys, which join the Upper Indus near Shatial.\footnote{31} A seasonal route through Mastuj connects Chitral to Gilgit over the Shandur (ca. 3734 m) and Chamarkhan (4334 m) passes. Stein noticed rock drawings of stūpas with Brāhmī inscriptions at Pakhtoridini and near the village of Charrun between Mastuj and Chitral along this route.\footnote{32} Another feeder route from the South over the Kachikani Pass (ca. 4766 m) directly connects the upper Swat Valley to the Gilgit River.\footnote{33} Thus, a network of river valleys and mountain passes through the Pamir and Hindu Kush connect Chitral with Gilgit, Badakhshan, Swat, and ancient Gandhāra.

In addition to these capillary routes through mountain valleys, a major route follows the Gilgit River downstream to its confluence with the Indus River near Alam Bridge, where Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī grafﬁti along with some petroglyphs mark an important crossing. This complex is located at a junction of regional routes connecting Gilgit

\footnote{29} Connections between these valleys are clearly visible in the NASA Landsat image in the map of “Rock Carvings and Inscriptions along the Karakorum Highway” in Jettmar, ed.:1989 [ANP 1]. The colossal image of a Buddha carved from a rock cliff overlooking the Kar Gah valley indicates the importance of routes through these valleys.
\footnote{30} Tsuchiya 1999: 379, map 3.
\footnote{32} Stein 1921: 1.37–41, figs. 5–6.
\footnote{33} Klimburg 1982: 26, map 2.
with Baltistan through deep gorges of the Indus River (still used as the main road to Skardu) and with Kashmir across the Deosai plateau or through the Astor valley. Visitors to this complex who were traveling on routes between Hunza, Gilgit, Baltistan, and the upper Indus probably arrived during the late autumn, winter, or early spring, when rivers could be crossed safely and temperatures on the valley floor are bearable. This micro-network of intra-regional capillary routes between neighboring valleys was used for intra- and interregional travel and trade.

Hunza-Haldeikish is the northernmost major site of graffiti and petroglyphs. West of Hunza is the Ishkoman valley of the Ghizar district, and southeast of Hunza is the Shigar valley of Baltistan. Nager is located directly across from Hunza on the southern and eastern side of the Hunza river. To the south, the KKH connects Hunza with Gilgit and extends to the north through Sost via the Khunjerab pass (ca. 4600 meters) to Tashkurgan. From the Wakhan valley, the Irshad Unwin Pass (ca. 4926 m) is connected to the headwaters of the Chupursan valley, which joins the upper Hunza River. The Mintaka (ca. 4629 m) and Kilik (ca. 4755 m) passes also provide access from the Misgar valley of northern Hunza to the Taghdumbash Pamir area of southwestern Xinjiang. In addition to routes over the Mintaka, Kilik, and Khunjerab passes and through the Chupursan valley which closely follow affluents of the upper Hunza River, paths over the Shimshal pass and a difficult trek over the Hispar glacier to Baltistan may have also served as minor feeder routes to the Hunza valley during various periods. Although the reputation of Hunzakuts (residents of Hunza) as infamous raiders of caravans discouraged travelers from passing through the valley in pre-colonial periods, Haldeikish graffiti show that these routes were widely used in the early- to mid-first millennium CE. Because of its strategic location on trans-Asian routes crossing the Karakorum mountains, Hunza is not an isolated and remote utopia impervious to change, but an important crossroads affected by outside influences throughout its history. Capillary routes through the Hunza Valley must have always been difficult due to constantly shifting glaciers, avalanches and landslides, steep paths through

---

34 Stein 1928: 1.51–2.
35 Stein observed that the Kilik and Mintaka passes “can be crossed, even with laden animals, during the greater part of the year” (1907: 1.21).
narrow canyons, and swollen rivers and streams during periods of snowmelt. Although the Hunza route was an important capillary through the Northern Areas, it was not the only possibility nor was it always the most practical choice. Capillary routes across the Karakorum and Pamir ranges provided relatively quick and direct connections between the long-distance trade routes of the northwestern Indian subcontinent and Central Asia. Despite the difficulties of these routes over the Pamirs to northern Pakistan, “A shortcut between Central and South Asia was possible, partly compensating for the dangers and strains” (Jettmar 1989: xxvii).

Graffiti, Petroglyphs, and Pilgrims

About 5000 graffiti and over 30,000 petroglyphs written and abraded onto rocks along capillary routes in the upper Indus region demonstrate remarkable mobility across the high mountain terrain. Visitors and local residents created designs and wrote brief inscriptions by abrading (rather than incising) the dark surfaces of rocks with pointed stones or metal implements. The dark patina, called “desert varnish,” is formed by a combination of the autochthonous process of iron and manganese leaching from the interior to the surface of the rocks over thousands of years to develop a smooth coat and the allochthonous action of windblown sand and dust in the arid mountain desert environment which creates a shiny exterior polish.36 As in Native American petroglyphs, the repatination of the lighter lines of drawings and inscriptions preserves a contrast with the older desert varnish. This process of repatination can sometimes indicate the relative chronology of petroglyphs and inscriptions, but rates of repatination of desert varnish vary widely from place to place and even from rock to rock depending on geology and orientation to the sun. Jettmar, relying on his own experience with prehistoric carvings, estimated that full repatination of petroglyphs takes three or four millennia, but this figure depends on exposure to the sun as well as the quality of the rocks.37


Ghulam Muhammad published the first account of petroglyphs and inscriptions carved on stones on the banks of the Indus River.\(^{38}\) In 1942 Aurel Stein examined groups of inscriptions and petroglyphs near Chilas which had not been noticed by British officials who, with the exception of John Biddulph and D.H.L. Lorimer, had little interest in the antiquities of the Gilgit district.\(^{39}\) Subsequent explorations of the upper Indus valley confirmed that these earlier discoveries were “the tip of an iceberg.”\(^{40}\) After the completion of the Karakorum Highway (KKH) connecting Pakistan and China in 1979, Karl Jettmar and Ahmad Hasan Dani initiated efforts to document rock drawings and inscriptions in the Northern Areas of Pakistan.\(^{41}\) Studies of selected inscriptions and petroglyphs, including analysis of their historical, religious, and artistic significance, have been published in volumes of *Antiquities of Northern Pakistan*.\(^{42}\) Nine volumes of *Materialien zur Archäologie der Nordgebiete Pakistans* (MANP) published to date thoroughly document petroglyphs and graffiti at Oshibat, Shatial, Hodar, Shing Nala and Gichi Nala, Dadam Das, and Chilas Bridge / Thalpan.\(^{43}\) These publications supply crucial data for examining the nature of long-distance trade and religious transmission in northern Pakistan.

Brahmi, Kharoṣṭhi, Sogdian, Bactrian, Chinese, Tibetan, and Hebrew inscriptions provide concrete evidence for cross-cultural contact, religious dynamics, and linguistic change. Travelers and local residents

---


\(^{39}\) Stein 1944: 16–24.


\(^{41}\) For a bibliography of initial publications, see Jettmar 1989: vi–x.

\(^{42}\) The first two volumes of *Antiquities of Northern Pakistan* (abbreviated as ANP) are edited by Jettmar (1989–93) in collaboration with König, Thewalt and Bemmann, and the third volume is edited by Fussman and Jettmar (1994). The fourth volume on Sazin, a fortified village in Indus-Kohistan is authored by Peter Alford Andrews and Karl Jettmar. The fifth volume by Oskar von Hinüber (2004) is devoted to sources for studying the Palola Sāhis.

recorded their own names, often along with the names of their fathers, in formulaic graffiti. Onomastic patterns in Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī inscriptions reveal a mixture of Indian, Iranian and indigenous proper names reflecting the cultural diversity of travelers and residents who wrote graffiti and drew petroglyphs. Formulae of arrival with various expressions for “x arrived (here)” explicitly refer to travel, with records of visitors from as far away as Mathura. Unlike donative inscriptions at Bharhut, Sāñcī, and caityas in western India with numerous references to merchants and traders, graffiti from northern Pakistan rarely include titles specifying the visitors’ occupations. Consequently, very few travelers are explicitly designated as merchants, apart from vanij (vanī) (Oshibat 82:2) and sārthavāha (sarthavahasya) (Shatial 39:23).

About 600 Sogdian, Bactrian and Iranian inscriptions provide strong evidence for the use of long-distance routes through the upper Indus between the third to seventh centuries. Although occupational titles rarely appear in Sogdian graffiti in northern Pakistan, toponyms and personal names derived from places near Samarkand and ethnonyms connected with China and Kucha suggest that many of these travelers were merchants involved in long-distance trade between Sogdia, northern Pakistan, the Tarim Basin, and China. Sogdian inscriptions have also been found in Ladakh, including a record dated in year 210 (perhaps corresponding to 841/2 CE) of “Caitra of Samarkand, together with the [Buddhist] monk Nōsh-farn, sent as messengers to the Qaghan of Tibet” (Sims-Williams 1993: 158–9, no. 2, pl. 2–6). Sogdian travelers who reached Ladakh and Tibet probably followed routes along the upper Indus through northern Pakistan. Epigraphic evidence of Sogdian and other Iranian inscriptions found along the

---

45 Hinüber 1989a: 46, no. 28, pl. 71.
upper Indus (especially at Shatial), Ladakh, and Hunza-Haldeikish validates Sims-Williams’ hypothesis that Sogdians “were engaged in the trade between India and Sogdiana and in that between India and China” along a triangular network of trade routes “with India, China, and Sogdiana as its three corners” (1996: 56).49

Chinese, Tibetan and Hebrew inscriptions in the Northern Areas also demonstrate long-distance diplomatic, cultural and trade relations. The Chinese inscription of “[Gu] Wei-long, envoy of Great Wei, now dispatched to Mi-mi” (Ma Yong 1989: 144, pl. 217) records the visit by an official envoy of the Northern Wei dynasty to Hunza-Haldeikish while traveling to the Sogdian center of Maymurgh around 451 CE.50 Tibetan inscriptions in Gakuch, Baltistan, Ladakh, and Hunza-Haldeikish show that Tibetan influence extended westwards to the upper Indus, Hunza, Gilgit, and Yasin valleys.51 A set of Hebrew inscriptions at the “Campsite” complex on the upper Indus River between Chilas and Oshibat records the names of Jewish merchants who may have replaced Sogdians as long-distance trading partners with Hindu merchants in Kashmir in the ninth century.52

Petroglyphs from prehistoric periods to the present time represent a wide spectrum of styles, motifs and images ranging from very common simplified drawings of mountain goats (caprini) to skillful renderings of Buddhist stūpas, portraits, and narratives. Each site has its own distinctive characteristics—concentrations of zoomorphic petroglyphs may indicate hunting grounds or trails into the mountains where game was available, while drawings and inscriptions at complexes located near settlements were more likely to have been produced by local inhabitants than visitors. Indian, Iranian, and indigenous elements adopted in petroglyphs indicate patterns of religious and cultural transmission. Buddhist and non-Buddhist petroglyphs

---

49 La Vaissiére 2002 [2005] is a detailed study of the Sogdian trading network. For historical relations between Sogdian traders and Hephthalites in the northwestern frontiers of South Asia, refer to chapter 2, subchapter: Kidāras and Huns in the Northwestern Indian Subcontinent, pp. 159–170, especially 169–170.


(which are in fact the majority) exhibit hybrid features that sometimes deviate from standard iconographic repertoires of South Asian art. For example, unusual drawings of Harītī and images of Vāsudeva-Kṛṣṇa and Baladeva-Balarāma labeled with relatively early Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions at the site of Chilas II are quite distinctive, and shed light on the multiple religious proclivities of visitors, who were not exclusively Buddhist.53 (Fig. 5.1)

Although Buddhist images are less numerous than other types of drawings at most sites, they provided locative focii for Buddhist veneration at outdoor shrines, attracted travelers and local devotees who added their names in proximity to the drawings, and indicate routes of transmission. Such “relics of instruction” (uddeśika dhātu) in the form of drawings of stūpas, Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and narrative scenes established a Buddhist presence in areas without the resources (at least initially) to support residential monastic communities. In lieu of building monasteries and constructing stūpas with “bodily relics” (śarīra) or “relics of use” (pāribhogika dhātu), itinerant monks, artists, and local donors drew Buddhist images on rocks and recorded their donations of “religious offerings” (devadharma) with inscriptions. The drawings concentrated at dangerous river crossings or in way stations below mountain passes attracted traders, travelers, and local devotees who wrote their names in proximity to the images at wayside shrines (caityas). Gifts of rudimentary stūpa images and more elaborate petroglyphs generated merit and expanded opportunities for worshipping and remembering the Buddha. Petroglyphs of ornate stūpas, jātakas, scenes from the life of the Buddha, and images of various bodhisattvas correspond more closely to Buddhist architectural and iconographical patterns. The standardization of Buddhist images in some rock drawings was probably due to closer contact with other Buddhist artistic traditions than was previously the case in earlier stages of long-distance transmission.

Literary accounts of Chinese pilgrims corroborate epigraphic and petroglyphic evidence for trans-regional movement to and from South Asia on these particular capillary routes from the fourth to eighth centuries. Faxian vividly described many details of his route across

53 Fussman, Gérard. 1989c. “Les inscriptions Kharoṣṭhī de la plaine de Chilas.” In Jetتمar, ed. 1989 (ANP 1), 3–5, no. 1,2 (rama[kriša]), pl. 4; 10–11, no. 3,3 (hariti pratha[ka]s), pls. 10, 12; 15–16, nos. 7,3 (valadebo), 7,6 (vasudevo), pl. 18 (= fig. 5.1).
the “Onion” (Cong-lin) mountains between Khotan and Swat around 403 CE, but the precise path of this stretch of his itinerary remains uncertain. After leaving Khotan, he visited the mountain kingdom of Jiecha, “in the midst of the Onion range” (Legge 1886: 23), possibly located at Tashkurgan in southwestern Xinjiang, close to Skardu in Baltistan, or in Ladakh. After crossing the Onion mountains, Faxian visited Tuo-li, where a large wooden image of Maitreya was venerated by neighboring kings. Archaeological remains of such a shrine have not been found, but Tuo-li may have been located in a valley of an

---

54 Tashkurgan is generally accepted as the location of Jiecha (Kuwayama 1987: 711), but locations in Baltistan (Deeg, Max. 2000. “On the localisation of Faxian’s kingdom of Jiecha.” In Taddei and De Marco 2000: 877–888) and Ladakh (Legge 1886: 18, n. 2; 22, n. 3) correspond more closely to the report that Faxian and his fellow travelers “went westwards [from Jiecha] towards North India, and after being on the way for a month, they succeeded in getting across and through the range of the Onion mountains” (Legge 1886: 24). While travelers could proceed to the West from Tashkurgan to Wakhan, in other Chinese sources Tashkurgan is named Khe-ban-tuo/Han-ban-tuo (corresponding to Kharvandan in Sogdian), which makes an identification between Jie-cha and Tashkurgan unlikely.

upper Indus tributary between Shatial and Chilas. From Tuo-li, Faxian traversed the difficult “Hanging Passage” (*xuan du*):

From here they traveled southwest along the mountain range for fifteen days on a difficult path that was full of obstacles. The crags rose to a formidable height and there was nothing but precipitous rocks towering high in the mountains. One would feel dizzy when looking down from above, and there was no foothold for proceeding along the way. Below flowed a river called the Indus. The ancients had hewn a stairway-like path out of the rocks that has seven hundred steps. After climbing the stairway, the party crossed the river by walking carefully over a rope suspension bridge. The banks of the river were nearly eighty paces apart. (translated by Li 1996: 168)\(^56\)

Zhimeng, another Chinese Buddhist pilgrim who left Chang-an (modern Xian) in 404 CE, followed roughly the same route as Faxian from Khotan though Ji-sha (Jie-cha in Faxian’s account) to Bo-lun.\(^57\) There, nine of the fourteen monks accompanying Zhimeng turned back to China and the Indian monk who was probably their guide died of fatigue.\(^58\) After crossing the “Snowy mountains” (Himalaya) and the Indus River, Zhimeng reached Jibin (probably Gandhāra rather than Kashmir). Other Chinese monks named Dharmavikrama and Hui-lan also journeyed from China to Jibin, probably through Bolor, the upper Indus, the Hanging Passages, Swat, and Gandhāra, to worship the relic of the Buddha’s bowl at Nagarahāra in the fifth century.\(^59\)

The journey of Song Yun and Huisheng followed similar routes from the southern Tarim Basin to Swat and Gandhāra between 518–522 CE. Although he probably did not visit Bo-lu-le east of Chitral, Song Yun described the direct route from Swat in terms similar to Faxian’s description:

One has to cross iron-chain bridges across bottomless chasms; there is nothing to hold on to, and at any moment one may suddenly fall 10,000


\(^{57}\) Kuwayama cautions that Hui-jao, who edited Zhi-meng’s biography, “…was quite careless of precise locations of North Indian kingdoms, or had little knowledge about Indian geography…” (1987: 711, n. 27). Nevertheless, the geographical position of Bo-lun between Jisha/Jiecha and Jibin is consistent with other accounts.


According to Kuwayama (1987: 718, 721), later Chinese pilgrims followed routes further west towards Bactria and away from the infamous “Hanging Passage” in subsequent periods.

Xuanzang probably did not pass through the upper Indus region during his travels in Central Asia and India from 627—645 CE, but he described the route from Swat to the Indus River:

The roads are craggy and steep; the mountains and the valleys are dark and gloomy. Sometimes we have to cross by ropes, sometimes by iron chains stretched (across the gorges). There are foot-bridges (or covered ways) suspended in the air, and flying bridges across the chasms, with wooden steps let into the ground for climbing the steep embankments.

(Beal 1884: 1.133)

Xuanzang also provided detailed information about the Maitreya image in Da-li-luo, where, according to his sources, gold and turmeric were found and where the former capital of Udādírānā was located. A route led from Da-li-luo along the Indus River to Bo-lu-luo in the middle of the Snowy Mountains, which could be reached “by the help of flying bridges and footways made of wood across the chasms and precipices” (Beal 1884: 134–5). According to Xuanzang, Bo-lu-luo was long from east to west, narrow from north to south, rich in gold, silver, wheat, pulse (lentils), and other supplies, continually cold, and inhabited by rough people who spoke a somewhat different language written in similar letters to those used in India. The secondhand nature of this information is probably the reason why Xuanzang does not refer to the Palola Śāhi rulers of this region, whose support of Buddhist scholarship in the seventh century was contemporary with Xuanzang’s visit to Swat.

Huizhao, a Korean monk who visited India around 723–727 CE, traveled from Kashmir to Bolor, which at that time was divided into Greater Bolor (fifteen days’ journey northeast of Kashmir) controlled by Tibetans, and Lesser Bolor (seven days’ journey northwest of Kashmir) under Chinese dominion. Huizhao’s account includes some information about the customs, dress and hairstyles of the local inhabitants of Lesser Bolor. He also referred to poor economic conditions:

The poor are many and the rich are few. The valleys are narrow and cultivable lands are limited. The mountains are withered and sterile, with no trees or grass. (Yang 1985: 48)
Huizhao’s account of impoverishment contrasts sharply with the information in Xuanzang’s report from about one century earlier. While some elements may be exaggerated (e.g. “no trees or grass”), the region of Lesser Bolor may have indeed experienced economic and military catastrophes leading to the downfall of the Palola Šāhis during the eighth century.

Persian and Arabic texts supply details about the routes followed by merchants traveling between Central Asia and Northwest India. *Hudūd al-ʿĀlam* ("Regions of the World"), a Persian geography written in 982 CE, contains information about routes connecting western Central Asia with Kashmir through the present Northern Areas of Pakistan. Merchants and other travelers followed routes from the Oxus River through Badakhshan and the Wakhan corridor to Bolor in northern Pakistan.\(^6^0\) The description of Bolor (Persian *Bulūr*, corresponding to Chinese Bo-lu-luo), where “there is no salt but that imported from Kashmir” (Minorsky 1937: 121, §26.19), occurs between Samarqandāq (probably Sarhad in Wakhan) and Andrās (tentatively identified with Dras, about 100 km east of Srinagar on the route between Kashmir and Ladakh).\(^6^1\) As in later Chinese sources, Bolor proper is distinguished from “Bolorian Tibet” (Baltistan), where “[t]he people are chiefly merchants” (ibid., 93, §11.2). The itinerary in the *Hudūd al-ʿĀlam* outlines stages of an east-west network of routes which were probably used by earlier Sogdian merchants whose names are preserved in upper Indus graffiti of the third to seventh centuries.

Al-Bīrūnī (973–1048 CE) refers to a route between the northwestern frontier of Kashmir and the upper Indus valley which was very similar to those itineraries outlined in *Hudūd al-ʿĀlam*. Following his discussion of the people, cities, and rivers of Kashmir, Al-Bīrūnī notes:

> Leaving the ravine by which you enter Kashmir and entering the plateau, then you have for a march of two more days on your left the mountains of Bolor and Shamilān…. Their towns are Gilgit, Aswira, and Shiltās… (Sachau 1888: 1.207)\(^6^2\)


\(^6^1\) Minorsky 1937: 369–70.

In this passage, Aswira can be identified with Astor, and Shiltās corresponds to modern Chilas. The “mountains of Bolor and Shamilân” indicate the Karakorum, western Himālaya (including Nanga Parbat), and Deosai plateau in Baltistan. The route described by Al-Bīrūnī was the primary entryway to Kashmir through the valley of the Jhelum River, which could be reached from the Northern Areas through the Kagan valley and Babusar Pass above Chilas.

A Khotanese Śaka itinerary was probably the most popular north-south route between the Tarim Basin, Gilgit, Chilas, and Kashmir during the tenth century, but it may have been used widely for several centuries before and after this period. Although many places have not been identified, a significant segment of the route passed through the Ishkoman, Gilgit and upper Indus valleys. The text refers to an important ford of the Gilgit River at Bubur (Baubuera) in modern Punyal. The “king’s abode” was in the “great city” of Gilgit (Giḍagītī), where eight stone samghārāmas indicate that Buddhism was still flourishing. Chilas (Śilathasa/Śidathasi) is referred to as another “great city” on the Indus River south of Gilgit. From Chilas, the Maṅgalacakra bridge could be reached after a journey of eight days, probably via the Babusar Pass and Kagan Valley. From “the first Indian city towards Kashmir” (Bailey 1936: 262) located at the bridge near the confluence of the Kishanganga and Jhelum rivers (close to Muzaffarabad), the itinerary describes places along the Jhelum River on the route to Baramula (Varnavalā) in Kashmir.


65 According to Bailey (1936: 260, citing Morgenstierne), the “Blue River” may be identified with the Ishkoman River (Burushaski ściqam means “blue”), the Sīna is the Gilgit River (ibid., 261), and the “Golden River” is the Indus (262). Tucci comments that Golden River “is here certainly not a mere poetical attribute” (1977: 19, fn. 17), since this region is associated with gold in other literary traditions.

66 Bailey 1936: 262.
Enigma of an Absence of Archaeological Evidence and Manifestations of Buddhist Presence

In contrast to the rich corpus of petroglyphs and inscriptions and interesting literary references to the upper Indus region, very little archaeological evidence is available to corroborate the use of this network of capillary routes for long-distance trade and religious transmission. Aside from stray finds, the archaeological record for this region is very poor because systematic surveys and excavations have not been undertaken. Nevertheless, among the most notable discoveries are items which may have been imported during Saka migrations, including a bronze rhyton and another bronze vessel from the Ishkoman valley, a bronze plaque from the Kandia valley, and a large golden ring discovered near Pattan in the Kohistan district of the Indus valley.67 The paucity of other items imported through long-distance trade exchanges may also be due to the tendency of artifacts to be found at opposite ends of trade route terminals rather than in transit zones. The absence of archaeological remains of urban centers on routes through the mountain valleys of northern Pakistan does not necessarily indicate that traders bypassed this region in the first millennium CE, but instead probably relates to the inability of the physical environment to support large populations in cities. Judging from the meager archaeological remains of stūpas and monasteries in northern Pakistan, the establishment of large-scale Buddhist institutions in northern Pakistan did not take place before the middle to late first millennium CE.

The following overview begins downriver on the upper Indus at Shatial and ends at Haldeikish in the Hunza valley. Rather than a comprehensive survey, the focus of this tour is on inscriptions and rock drawings that demonstrate a Buddhist presence. Along the way, other important sites of possible Buddhist stupa sites and shrines are noted. The largest concentrations of Buddhist petroglyphs in northern Pakistan are located south of Hunza-Haldeikish and Alam Bridge in the upper Indus valley between Chilas and Shatial.

Shatial

Over one thousand inscriptions and seven hundred petroglyphs located at Shatial bridge on the upper Indus River mark an especially significant junction of ancient byways used by long-distance traders and Buddhist missionaries and pilgrims. Shatial functioned as an important “transit station” (Durchgangsstation) on routes connecting the upper Indus to the Swat valley and Gandhāra via the infamous “Hanging Passages” (xuan du). Across the Indus River from Shatial, pathways through the Darel and Tangir valleys lead northwards to Gilgit and Chitral, with further links to Badakhshan and the Oxus watershed in northeastern Afghanistan. Shatial is distinguished from other upper Indus sites by almost six hundred Iranian visitors’ inscriptions from the third to seventh centuries CE, which were primarily written by Sogdian visitors. The longest inscription at Shatial was written by a Sogdian traveler on his way to Tashkurgan in southwestern Xinjiang:

(I), Nanai-vandak, the (son of) Narisaf, came (here) on the tenth (day/year) and have requested the favor from the soul of the holy place Kārt

---

Bandini-König and Fussman 1997 (MANP 2).

Numerous Indian inscriptions written in the Brāhmī (411), Kharoṣṭhī (15), and Proto-Śāradā (7) scripts suggest that South Asian merchants met their Sogdian counterparts at this commercial hub or entrepôt. Drawings of 138 stūpas at Shatial also indicate the religious significance of this waystation, especially to Buddhist visitors. The most impressive Buddhist image at Shatial is a large triptych with an intricate drawing of a stūpa flanked by an illustration of the Śibi Jātaka (in which the king of the Śibis holds a bird which he has saved by cutting off a piece of his own flesh), and an unidentified structure that may represent another Buddhist narrative, with devotees prostrating below. The depiction of the king of the Śibis as a Buddha deviates from conventional representations. Based on paleographic analysis of Sogdian, Brāhmī, and Kharoṣṭhī graffiti densely written within and around these images, Gérard Fussman dates the drawing to ca. 350 CE. Thus, Shatial served multiple functions as a significant commercial node and as a wayside shrine where the jātaka story of King Śibi’s selfless gift of his own flesh may have been localized.

**Oshibat and other “crossing stations” of upper Indus**

Several important complexes located upstream from Shatial on the upper Indus are located where tributaries enter the Indus from side valleys or at river crossings where local, regional, and long-distance travelers drew designs and wrote their names while waiting to continue their voyages. A mixture of many types of petroglyphs at the “crossing station” of Oshibat depict animals (especially caprids, since simple drawings of goats or ibexes are by far the

---

most common type of petroglyph in northern Pakistan) with a relatively small proportion of stūpa images (37 drawings are only 4% of the total). Numerous Brāhmī inscriptions (230) record Indian, Iranian, and local personal names (with -oṭ(t)a suffixes), and the names of visitors in some Sogdian inscriptions (26) recur at Shatial and other sites.

The crossing at Oshibat was linked to routes on the other bank of the Indus River, where petroglyphs and inscriptions at Helor Das, Hodar, and Dadam Das were made by local inhabitants as well as transregional traders and travelers. Over 130 drawings of stūpas demonstrate popular Buddhist devotion at Hodar. Brāhmī and Proto-Śāradā donative inscriptions indicate that many drawings were “religious offerings” of local inhabitants, including a scribe (divīra) named Bhita, who shared the merit from drawing abstract geometric stūpas with his mother and father.

These transformed images of stūpas with only the most basic features of multiple foundations leading to an apex crowned by a staff,

---

sometimes in the form of a trident, show that simple drawings provided a focus for veneration and generated merit in essentially the same way as more elaborate petroglyphs. According to Volker Thewalt:

Many of these elaborate rock-carvings must be attributed to highly skilled craftsmen who received their artistic training in the great monasteries of Gandhāra, while others are crude imitations, executed by traveling laymen or the inhabitants of neighboring villages, wishing to gain some spiritual merit by reproducing these sacred monuments. (1985: 2.782)\textsuperscript{73}

The popularity of drawing and venerating \textit{stūpa} images at Hodar contrasts with the relative paucity of Buddhist images at the nearby site of Dadam Das (only 5 \textit{stūpa} petroglyphs), which seems to have functioned as a prehistoric hunting station and border post for long-distance traders such as Đoival (37:10, 15, 24), who wrote his name in Brāhmī and Kharoṣṭhī next to an image of an Iranian fire altar (his name also appears at Shatial 54:24).\textsuperscript{74}

Among the petroglyph “stations” located at the mouths of the Harban, Khanbari, Minargah, and Gichi valleys, only the catalog of petroglyphs and inscriptions at Gichi has been published.\textsuperscript{75} This site can be divided between an eastern part with many Buddhist engravings near the remains of a settlement at the mouth of the Gichi stream and a western part with a majority of visitors’ inscriptions. \textit{Stūpas} with anthropomorphic features included among 77 images of \textit{stūpas} on rocks at Gichi Nala are associated with a local devotee named Saṅgamitra (nos. 31:1, 3, 4, 5), who seems to have introduced his own unique innovations into the designs (p. 113). Brāhmī inscriptions predominate, aside from a single inscription in Sogdian and an exceptional Hebrew inscription (no. 155:4). There are at least 25 examples of Buddhist dedicatory formulae (with \textit{devadharma-}, \textit{krīta}, and \textit{dharmaheṭuvarada}), and the repetition of the names of some visitors who wrote their names at other sites allows their routes through the upper Indus region to be reconstructed.


\textsuperscript{74} Bemmann 2005 (MANP 5): 104–106.

Chilas-Thalpan

Proceeding upriver from Shatial on the upper Indus, several graffiti and petroglyph complexes are located at crossing points, but many of the most impressive Buddhist petroglyphs are concentrated near the modern bridge between Chilas and Thalpan. The earliest petroglyphs of *stūpas* are found at the complex of Chilas II, where about sixty Kharoṣṭhī graffiti belonging to periods from about the first to third centuries accompany Buddhist and non-Buddhist petroglyphs. Rock drawings of *stūpas* at Chilas II typically have only three to five “umbrellas” or “parasols” (chattras) attached to a mast (yaṣṭi) above a rectangular harmikā which crowns a cylindrical dome (anḍa). A contrast between abundant *stūpa* drawings and the absence of anthropomorphic images of the Buddha at Chilas II leads Martha Carter to conclude that the Buddha icon was not included in “the common repertoire of devotional imagery” (Carter 1993: 363) at this stage in the upper Indus. Iconographic motifs connected with Buddhist, Hindu, and indigenous traditions shed light on the multiple

---

76 Bandini-König 2003– (MANP 6–9).
77 Fussman 1989c [ANP 1]: 1–40.

Fig. 5.4: Stūpa veneration at Chilas II (Source: ANP 1, plate 22)
religious proclivities of visitors to this encampment, which was apparently not an exclusively Buddhist shrine. (Fig. 5.1)

At sites around Thalpan and Chilas a local patron named Kuberavāhana donated several ornate stūpas as well as visual narratives of Śākyamuni Buddha’s religious biography. He is portrayed with his teacher Mitragupta in a detailed drawing of the Vyāghrī Jātaka, a widespread narrative in which a Bodhisattva (labeled Mahāsattva) makes a gift of his own body to save a hungry tigress and her cubs.\(^78\) Other petroglyphs of the Śibi Jātaka (also illustrated downstream at Shatial) and the Rṣipāṇcaka Jātaka suggest that these narratives may have been linked with local or regional sites. Another prominent local patron named Sinhoṭā donated “religious offerings” (devadharma) of petroglyphs depicting the Bodhisattvas Avalokiteśvara and Maitreya along with stūpa drawings at Chilas bridge. Other inscriptions denote homage to Buddhas and Bodhisattvas associated with the Mahāyāna such as Amitābha, Aksobhya, Prabhūtaratna, and Ratnaśikhin.\(^79\) The standardization of Buddhist images in rock drawings donated by Kuberavāhana and Sinhoṭa at Chilas and Thalpan was probably due to close contact with Buddhist artistic traditions in neighboring regions of Swat, Gandhāra, and Kashmir.

**Shing Nala**

A shrine at Shing Nala, located approximately thirty km upstream from Thalpan, has a remarkable concentration of Buddhist petroglyphs, including 156 stūpas (41% of the total engravings) often recorded as “religious offerings” in Brāhmī donative inscriptions.\(^80\) Most of the Buddhist images and inscriptions are clustered around a large geological formation that periodically fills with water and serves as a place to rest in the shade of overhanging rocks. Since Shing Nala was not located on a major transit route, Ditte Bandini-König (2001: 57–58) hypothesizes that the localization of a Buddhist shrine was tied

---


to the residential retreat of a Buddhist forest monk (aranyavāsin), who attracted visitors for a limited period around 500 CE. If this hypothesis is correct, Shing Nala was not a “wayside shrine” per se, but primarily functioned as a pilgrimage place, which became a focus for the devotion of visitors who made their own stūpa designs. Designs of elaborate stūpas with profuse architectural details and decorative elements and other complex Buddhist drawings are relatively scarce outside of Chilas, Thalpan, Shatial, and Shing Nala. Rudimentary images of stūpas with only the most basic features show that patronage was not restricted to élite donors.

Alam Bridge

Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī graffiti written on rocks near the confluence of the upper Indus and Gilgit rivers close to Alam Bridge reflect patterns of long-distance travel. While there are very few petroglyphs of stūpas or other images to indicate that this site functioned as a Buddhist shrine, personal names and titles clearly indicate that many visitors were Buddhist travelers or local devotees. Approximately twenty percent of the personal names in Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī graffiti at Alam Bridge are composed of Buddhist naming elements. Examples of Buddhist titles in Brāhmī graffiti include a novice (śrāmanera) named Asokakṣema, a “Master of Monastic Law” (vinayadhara) named Ratnarakṣita, and a “Śākya monk” (śākyabhikṣu) named Satyaśresṭhi. Brāhmī graffiti recording the visits of Palolajo Bhikṣus were written by Buddhist monks with regional ethnonyms, since Gilgit and the surrounding valleys were ruled by the Palola Śāhis until the early eighth century. Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī graffiti at Alam Bridge serve as valuable written records of the journeys of agents of Buddhist transmission.


Hunza-Haldeikish

Inscriptions and petroglyphs at Hadeikish in the Hunza valley mark a significant waystation on the network of capillary routes through the Karakorum mountains. Over one hundred Kharoṣṭhī, Brāhmī, Sogdian, Bactrian, Chinese, and Tibetan inscriptions at Haldeikish provide concrete evidence for the movement of travelers during the first millennium. Haldeikish is predominated by petroglyphs of mountain goats (the name of Haldeikish is derived from haldén, the Burushaski word for a male ibex or a domesticated male goat), which may indicate an ongoing connection with hunting expeditions. Four large rock outcroppings form a conspicuous natural landmark near an important ford across the Hunza River and provide a convenient resting place for visitors who drew zoomorphic designs and abraded graffiti into weathered patches of desert varnish covering the sandstone and shale surfaces. Since graffiti at Haldeikish primarily record the arrival of visitors in epigraphic formulae similar to those used at Alam Bridge and there are very few Buddhist petroglyphs, this site probably functioned as a transit station for long-distance travelers rather than a shrine for local devotees. Nevertheless, Buddhist personal names (appearing in a relatively higher proportion of the Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions, which outnumber other inscriptions at this site) indicate that Haldeikish belonged to the capillary network of long-distance routes of Buddhist transmission between South Asia and Central Asia.

Conclusions

This upper Indus border region of northern Pakistan was a significant transit zone for the initial phases of Buddhist transmission beyond South Asia. The climate and terrain of the high mountain desert environment severely limited agricultural production. Precious gems and metals found throughout the mountains of northern Pakistan probably provided a powerful incentive for undertaking difficult journeys through the mountains, since there is always a demand for such high-value/low-volume commodities. Hunting was evidently a major occupation based on scenes depicted in rock drawings and still has a meaningful role in local traditions in the Northern Areas of Pakistan. However, in contrast to more fertile areas of Gandhāra, Swat, and the Kashmir valley, the material resources of this region were not suffi-
cient to support large residential Buddhist monasteries. Like the Takla Makan desert in Xinjiang (to be explored in the following chapter), the high mountain passes, deep river valleys, and other topographical features of this region were difficult to traverse in certain seasons. Nevertheless, images drawn on rocks located at nodes in networks of capillary routes and inscriptions written by visitors to record their arrival at crossing points clearly indicate that these physical barriers were not impediments to transregional mobility.

Buddhist names written in Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī graffiti, various types of stupa drawings, illustrations of jātakas and other Buddhist biographical narratives, and images of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas reflect different stages in the regional establishment and transmission of Buddhism in the transit zone of northern Pakistan, which was definitely not devoid of a Buddhist presence. “Religious offerings” (devadharma/deyadharma) of Buddhist petroglyphs given to wayside shrines (caityas) localized the presence of the Buddha by acting as visual commemorative relics for local and itinerant devotees to worship in an environment that could not initially sustain permanent stupas and residential monasteries. Chinese accounts of Faxian and Xuanzang refer to a Buddhist shrine with a colossal wooden image of the future Buddha Maitreya in the upper Indus region. However, its location is unknown, and archaeological evidence of local monasteries mentioned nearby the shrine has not yet been discovered. While Buddhist institutions are very well attested by archaeological remains of stupas and monasteries in the Swat valley of ancient Udāyana, socio-economic conditions in the upper Indus apparently did not support a pattern of monastic settlement before a period of élite patronage by the Palola Śahi dynasty of Gilgit from the 7th to early 8th century. The enigmatic absence of a Buddhist institutional presence before this period did not mean that Buddhists were missing from the transit zone of the upper Indus. Instead, this overview of Buddhist petroglyphs and inscriptions has demonstrated that traders, itinerant monks, and local patrons began to localize religious topologies and narratives long before élite patronage led to increased levels of Buddhist literary and artistic production in Gilgit.
CHAPTER SIX
LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMISSION TO CENTRAL ASIAN SILK ROUTES AND CHINA

Previous chapters have retraced paths of Buddhist expansion along the great arteries of the Northern and Southern Routes of the Indian subcontinent, the Old Road to Bactria, and capillaries through the mountain valleys northern Pakistan. In this chapter, the focus shifts to overland networks for long-distance transmission through the desert oases of Central Asia, which functioned as a critical transit zone for the early movement of Buddhism to China. Southern and northern branches of the so-called silk routes in the Tarim Basin of modern Xinjiang in western China merit special consideration, since an enigmatic absence of Buddhist stūpas and monasteries in the early phases of long-distance transmission raises important questions about the history of Buddhism in Central Asia and China. Why does the earliest archaeological evidence of Buddhist institutions in eastern Central Asia appear to belong to a later period than the first Buddhist communities in Han China? Which economic, environmental, and religious conditions permitted Buddhist literary and artistic cultures to eventually flourish, and how were regional monastic institutions linked to Buddhist nodes elsewhere in Central Asia, South Asia, China, and Tibet? How were Buddhist ideas, images, and other materials transformed in the process of transmission through the transit zone of the Tarim Basin? How does the process of long-distance transmission affect the early development of Chinese Buddhism, and do these initial patterns have longer-term ramifications? Although it is not possible to fully address each of these broad questions, brief descriptions of nodes on the silk route network of the Tarim Basin and a reconsideration of Erik Zürcher’s alternative model of long-distance transmission of Buddhism to China will bring dynamic patterns in the historical movement of Buddhism in intermediate zones between India and China into sharp relief. Rather than marginalized transfer points for the passage of Indian missionaries and Chinese pilgrims, Central Asian Buddhist centers developed distinctive religious cultures and played central roles in trans-regional exchanges.

This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the CC-BY-NC License.
Map 6.1: Tarim Basin (based on Klimburg 1982: 16–17)
Trans-Asian overland networks termed the “Silk Route” or “Silk Road” (Seidenstraße) by Ferdinand von Richthofen in the late nineteenth century encompassed numerous primary arteries and secondary capillaries used for various commercial and cultural exchanges, including the transmission of Buddhism between Central Asia and East Asia. While the Silk Road is popularly associated with opulent grandeur and exoticism, silk was only one of many commodities traded on multiple branches of intertwined itineraries. As Xinru Liu remarks,

The Silk Road was not a single route, nor did it remain stable throughout its existence. Depending on variations in environmental, political, and social conditions, the many branches of the Silk Road rose and fell in their frequency of use. (1998: 2)

In the broadest sense, the silk routes extended from Rome to China along parts of the itinerary described in the *Parthian Stations* by Isidore of Charax. Western Central Asian routes from Margiana (Merv) reached Termez and Bactria in the Oxus valley, or branched to the north through Bukhara and Samarkand in Sogdia. Routes from Sogdia through the Ferghana valley of the Jaxartes River crossed the Alai range to join other routes from the Oxus valley on the other side of the Pamir mountain range.

This treatment is more specifically concerned with lines of communication between China and a chain of garrisons and agricultural oases in the Tarim Basin of modern Xinjiang. Chinese sources refer to

---


3 See chapter 3: *Seaports and Maritime Routes across the Indian Ocean* in Chapter 3 pp. 224–225 for a discussion of the overland network from Zeugma on the Euphrates in present-day Iraq to Kandahar in southeastern Afghanistan described in the *Stathmoi Parthikoi* (Schoff 1914).
these frontier borderlands as the “Western Regions” (Xi-yu), a general term for all of Central Asia, but more often applied to “eastern Central Asia” instead of “western Central Asia.”

The branches and extensions of the silk routes through eastern Central Asia were connected with South Asia via a network of capillary routes through northern Pakistan, as detailed in the preceding chapter. Like the Northern Route of South Asia, the silk routes connecting China with Central Asia were not well-maintained international highways with fixed unalterable paths, but rather functioned as parallel arteries of commercial exchange, religious transmission, cultural diffusion, and political and military expansion.

Depending on travelers’ goals and destinations, at least three fairly well-defined itineraries were used for traveling around the Tarim Basin. Southern, intermediate, and northern branches of the silk routes around the Takla Makan desert connected the western frontiers with the Han Chinese capitals at Ch’ang-an (modern Xi’an) and Loyang. After following the Ho-xi corridor between the Gobi desert and Nanshan mountains through Gansu province to Dunhuang, the silk routes divided into northern, southern and central branches. The northern route started from the Jade Gate (Yu-men-kuan) outside of Dunhuang and continued to the Turfan oasis, a rich agricultural, commercial, and religious node described in more detail below. The northern route followed the southern foothills of the Tien-shan range from Turfan to Kucha (an urban center with numerous Buddhist caves nearby) and Kashgar, where the southern route reconnected with the northern branch. The southern route began at the Yang-kuan gate outside of Dunhuang and continued to Miran and Niya. The southern route followed the northern foothills of the Kunlun mountains to Khotan.

---

4 Eastern Central Asia has also been known as Chinese Turkestan, Eastern Turkestan, Serindia, Kashgaria, and Chinese Tartary (Härtel and Yalde 1982: 18). Western Central Asia was formerly known as Soviet Turkestan, now divided into the independent countries of Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kirghizstan, roughly corresponding to the ancient regions of Sogdia, Bactria and Korezm (Rhie, Marylin M. 1999. Early Buddhist art of China and Central Asia. Leiden: Brill, vol. 1, 7, fn. 2). Transoxonia is another name for western Central Asia west of the Pamirs and between the valleys of the Oxus and Jaxartes rivers.

Yarkand and Kashgar. An intermediate route from Dunhuang led to the military garrison at Lou-lan on Lop-nor lake, where branches diverged to Miran on the southern route and Karashahr on the northern route.

While routes through eastern Central Asia were used by the Yuezhi and other nomadic groups in earlier periods, Chinese interest in the Western Regions developed in the second century BCE as a result of conflicts between the Former (Western) Han dynasty and the Xiongnu nomadic confederacy. During the reign of the Han emperor Wudi (141–87 BCE), Zhang Qian was sent as an envoy to the Yuezhi in the Oxus Valley to make an alliance against the Xiongnu. Although this mission ultimately failed, by 111 BCE the Han dynasty controlled the Gansu corridor to Dunhuang, and shortly thereafter the Great Wall was extended to the Jade Gate and a system of 570 watchtowers was constructed along the routes. Following the submission of Lou-lan in 109 BCE, Miran in 77 BCE, and Turfan (a major base of the Xiongnu) between 90–60 BCE, the Han dynasty established a series of military garrisons and irrigated agricultural oases in eastern Central Asia.

According to the *Hou Han shu*:

Agricultural garrisons were set up in fertile fields and post stations built along the main highways. Messengers and interpreters travelled without cessation, and barbarian merchants and peddlers came to the border [for trade] everyday.

After Han influence declined in the beginning of the first century CE, Ban Chao re-established temporary Han control over the silk routes through eastern Central Asia while serving as Protector General of the Western Regions from 91–102 CE, but local and regional rulers regained power by the end of the second century CE. Chinese control of the Western Regions continued to fluctuate, but political instability

---

6  For Yuezhi migrations across Central Asia to South Asia under pressure from the Xiongnu, see Chapter 2: *Dynamics of Mobility during the Kušāna Period* pp. 132–145, particularly *Early Kušāna Genealogy and Chronology*.


did not necessarily hinder travel or trade along the silk routes through eastern Central Asia.\textsuperscript{12}

Archaeological and artistic patterns demonstrate significant connections between northwestern South Asia and the southwestern Tarim Basin during the early centuries CE. A brief survey of a few nodes in the Tarim Basin demonstrate intersections between South Asian, Iranian, and Chinese economic and cultural spheres in eastern Central Asia.

**Kashgar**

Kashgar, located at the junction of the northern and southern silk routes on the western edge of the Tarim Basin near the base of the Pamirs, was “the main meeting point of most of the main communication routes between China and the centers of western Central Asia” (Rhie 1999: 247). As a prosperous and fertile oasis in a very strategic location, Kashgar became a protectorate of the Former Han empire in the middle of the first century BCE, but control of Kashgar wavered between Yarkand, Khotan and the Later Han administration of Ban Chao during the first century CE (ibid., 248). The *Hou Han shu* refers to Yuezhi (probably Kuṣāṇa) military and political involvement in the dynastic succession of Kashgar between 87–91 CE and 114–119 CE.\textsuperscript{13}

Cultural links between Kashgar and the northwestern Indian subcontinent are evident in archaeological remains of five large stūpas with hemispherical domes (*anādas*) on circular or rectangular foundations, which are very similar to architectural patterns of Buddhist sacred centers in Gandhāra, Taxila, and other sites in Swat and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{14} Petroglyphs of *stūpas* in the upper Indus, particularly at Chilas and Thalpan, exhibit many of the same features, such as hemispherical or parabolic domes on three or more rectangular foundations, like those of *stūpas* at Mauri Tim outside of Kashgar, Subashi

\textsuperscript{12} Hulsewē 1974: 123; Rhie 1999: 161.

\textsuperscript{13} See Chapter 2: *Dynamics of Mobility during the Kuṣāṇa Period especially Kuṣāṇa Conclusions*, pp. 114 ff., note 242.

\textsuperscript{14} According to Rhie, the circular base and hemispherical dome of the *stūpa* at Topa Tim “…generally accord with the early form of Indian *stūpa* and the earliest form in the Gandhāran region” (1999: 249), while *stūpas* at Kurghan Tim, Kizil Debe, Khakanning-shahri (Tegurman), and Mauri Tim with square or rectangular bases and hemispherical domes are very similar to *stūpas* at Taxila, Swat and Afghanistan in the first to third centuries CE (ibid., 250 ff.).
near Kucha, Niya, Endere, and Lou-lan. While Marilyn Rhie (1999: 252–3) and Aurel Stein (1921: 1.37–8) liken the stūpa at Mauri Tim to a stūpa drawing from Kara Tepe in Termez and petroglyphs found near Chitral, and draw parallels to developments of stūpa types in Bactria, stūpa designs on rocks in the upper Indus suggest alternative routes for the transmission of stūpa models to eastern Central Asia from Gandhāra, Swat or Kashmir. Foucher’s argument that the Old Road was the primary route for the transmission of Buddhism (Foucher 1942: 1.3) seems to underlie theories of an early diffusion of Buddhist elements from western Central Asia across the Tarim Basin of Xinjiang to China favored by Rhie (1999: 427), although she also finds many strong parallels with the art of Swat and Gandhāra.

Khotan

Coins, manuscripts, and other artifacts reflect economic and religious connections between Gandhāra, Gilgit, and Khotan, the major city of the southern silk route for most of the first millennium in tribute relationships with China. Bilingual coins of Indo-Scythian (Saka) and Kuśāṇa rulers from South Asia and coins issued by Khotanese kings with legends in Chinese and Kharoṣṭhī suggest ties between Khotan and Gandhara via capillary routes across the Karakorum in the first century. The distribution of bull and camel copper coins of Kujula Kadphises and copper drachmas of Kaniṣka in Gandhāra, Swat, Kash‐mir, and Khotan leads David MacDowall to conclude that that “[b]oth denominations must have been the copper currency of the Karakorum country and the upper Indus valleys” (1985: 156) and that “coin‐age reinforces other evidence of developing links between the Tarim basin and upper Indus” (1985: 157). Joe Cribb has identified thirteen

---

18 MacDowall’s conclusion that a “northern route” for the establishment of Indo-Scythian and Kuśāṇa empires is demonstrated by the names of Maues, Gondophares, and Kuśāṇa rulers in Kharoṣṭhī inscriptions from the Northern Areas is based on unreliable identifications of these names by Dani 1985. The association between Kaniṣka and Khotan in later literary sources can not be confirmed.
groups of Sino-Kharoṣṭhī copper coins from Khotan adapted from the copper coins of first and second century CE Saka and Kuśāṇa rulers with similar Kharoṣṭhī legends, images of horses and Bactrian camels, and weight standards. According to Cribb, these Sino-Kharoṣṭhī coins from Khotan provide evidence for a “secondary route” across the Karakorum mountains directly to Gandhāra, since “[i]t is Gandhāran cultural and political influence which is most strongly seen in the coinage of Khotan” (1985: 145).

The distribution of Buddhist manuscripts suggests textual transmission between Gandhāra, Gilgit and Khotan. An incomplete manuscript of a Gāndhārī version of the Dharmapada found in a cave at Kohmārī Mazār near Khotan in 1892 may have been brought from Gandhāra to Khotan sometime after the late first or second century CE. Close connections between monastic communities in Gilgit and Khotan during the seventh century CE are evident in the preservation of similar Mahāyāna sūtra texts (particularly the Saṃghātā-sūtra), shared palaeographic affinities and Śaka orthographic features, and Iranian proper names in colophons of Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts from Gilgit. Perhaps Khotanese scribes responsible for copying the manuscripts came to Gilgit, where their work was supported by the Palola Śāhis, who were avid Buddhist patrons. Such relationships between the Palola Śāhis, scribes from Khotan, and resident communities of Buddhist monks reflect strong cultural, religious, political, and, in all likelihood, commercial ties between Gilgit and Khotan.

Many other religious and commercial items were imported to Khotan from the northwestern Indian subcontinent. Small Gandhāran stone sculptures, including an image of emaciated Siddhartha belong-

---

19 The dates proposed by Cribb for Sino-Kharoṣṭhī coins from Khotan in the first and second century before ca. 132 diverge from the dates between ca. 175–220 CE proposed by Lin Meicun, ca. mid-second century to fourth century suggested by Ma Yong, the time of Ban Chao (late first century) to third century accepted by Hsia Nai, and the Warring States period according to Enoki Kazuo (Rhee 1999: 339, fn. 31).

20 It is uncertain whether or not this manuscript edited by John Brough (1962) was actually written in Khotan, since arguments for its local composition based on the scroll format and linguistic features have been disconfirmed by recent discoveries of other Gāndhārī scrolls, including one example of another Dharmapada fragment (Lenz 2003; Salomon 1999: 102, 120, 129–30).


22 Hinüber 1983b: 58.
ing to a portable diptych, steatite fragments of a miniature stūpa, and moulded terracotta figures of Herakles and Serapis with Harpocrates arrived in Khotan via long-distance networks for trade and cultural transmission. Such images transported to Khotan may reflect a transmission of Gandhāran Buddhist iconography and styles. Fragments of finely woven tabby silk from China reflect long-distance trade or tribute relations with Khotan during the third or early fourth centuries CE. While Khotan flourished as a regional commercial and religious center of the southwestern Tarim Basin and served as a connecting point between China, India, western Central Asia, and Iran, stūpas and monasteries were not apparently constructed before the third century. Marylin Rhie tentatively concludes that “Buddhist establishments may have been rather well established in Khotan by 200 AD” (1999: 322), but she dates sculptures from the Rawak stūpa located north-east of Khotan in the late third to early fourth centuries CE. Thus, Khotan, which later became a major Buddhist center on the southern silk route, lacks definite archaeological evidence for residential Buddhist monasteries before the late third century.

Oases of Kroraina: Niya, Endere, Miran, Loulan

Oases located east of Khotan along branches of the southern silk routes in the Tarim Basin functioned as nodes in regional trade networks and as centers for Buddhist art and architecture. Close to one thousand Kharoṣṭhī documents in the Niya Prakrit dialect of Gāndhārī from sites around Niya, Endere, and Loulan provide interesting snapshots of commercial relationships involving administrative officials, local merchants, and Buddhist monks in the southern Tarim Basin during the third to fourth centuries CE. Kharoṣṭhī continued to be employed

---


24 Rhie 1999: 276, fig. 4.15c.

for writing administrative documents in the southern Tarim Basin until at least 321 CE, probably after it had fallen out of general use in Gandhāra. The period of the Kharoṣṭhī documents in Shan-shan between the third to fourth centuries CE corresponds to the period of transition from Kharoṣṭhī to Brāhmī in graffito in northern Pakistan. The subsequent decline of the southern silk route kingdom of Shan-shan during the late fourth and fifth century led to the extinction of Gāndhārī as a living language.

A recently-discovered Buddhist inscription from Endere, paintings from Miran, and stūpas at Lou-lan provide valuable evidence for the history of Buddhism in Central Asia. An epithet of a Kroraina / Shan-shan king (probably Amgoka) describing him as a Mahāyāna devotee (Mahayana-[sam]prasti[da]sa) in a Kharoṣṭhī inscription from Endere provides epigraphic evidence for Mahāyāna patronage sometime in the middle of the third century. Exquisite mural paintings of the Buddha and disciples and the Viśvantara Jātaka in shrines III and V at Miran display stylistic similarities with the artistic traditions of northwestern India, but also reflect ties with the art of Iran and western Central Asia in the fourth and fifth centuries. At least five stūpas in the Lou-lan area on the northern shore of lake Lop Nor, including a very large monumental stūpa within the city walls, reflect the roles of Lou-lan as the capital of the Kroraina kingdom, a prosperous commercial center on an intermediate route through the Tarim Basin, and the headquarters of the regional Buddhist saṅgha. The economic prosperity of agricultural oases and trading centers on the southern silk route enabled Buddhist communities to establish stūpas in Niya, Endere,

---

26 Brough 1965: 604; Lin 1996. Various propositions for the chronological range of the eastern Central Asian Kharoṣṭhī documents are listed by Rhie (1999: 338, fn. 28), from 235/6 to ca. 321 CE promoted by Brough (1965) to alternative dates from 175–359 advocated by Lin based on a new discovery of a Kharoṣṭhī document with a regnal date of the Shan-shan ruler Sulika (ibid., 343 ff.).

27 Salomon 2008b.


30 Rhie 1999: 385.
Cherchen, Charklik, and Miran, and the great stūpa in Lou-lan. Just as the architectural forms of these stūpas are very similar to stūpas in Gandhāra and Bactria, Buddhist sculptures from Miran (and from the Rawak stūpa near Khotan) which belong to the fourth-fifth century “maintain considerable links with the art of the greater Gandhāra area, especially with Swat and probably Kashmir” (Rhie 1999: 425).

Political relations between Kroraina and China fluctuated from vigorous Chinese control while Ban Chao was Protector General between 80–104 CE to “virtual independence” (Rhie 1999: 331) from the last quarter of the second century CE to the third century.31 Even during periods in the late second century CE when China lost control of Shan-shan, luxury commodities from Central Asia continued to be in demand in the Chinese capital at Loyang.32 In exchange for luxury items from the Western Regions, Chinese silk was probably used in commercial transactions, since silk was preferred to copper coins as currency.33 Silk fragments found at Lou-lan and Niya may have been used in transactions, since the commercial value of silk is featured in Kharoṣṭhī documents.34

During the period when the Tibetan empire vied for control of Central Asia with the Chinese and Arabs, cross-cultural contact with Chinese in Dunhuang (controlled by Tibet from 786–848) and with local inhabitants of Khotan and Miran (directly administered by Tibetan garrisons) is reflected in Old Tibetan Annals and Chronicles.

31 Chinese documents found at Lou-lan and Niya with dates between 252—330 CE suggest that Chinese control was re-asserted after the middle of the third century (Rhie 1999: 333–5). Brough (1965: 600 ff.) proposes that the title of jitu(m)gha (corresponding to Chinese shi-zhong) in Kharoṣṭhī documents indicated the submission of the Shan-shan ruler Angoka in 263 CE or slightly later. However, he points out that the contrast between numerous Chinese documents found at Lou-lan and relatively few Chinese documents recovered at Niya (especially compared with the large number of Kharoṣṭhī documents) shows that “The position of the Chinese in the two principal towns was obviously very different” (1965: 603), since Lou-lan functioned as a garrison with a significant Chinese administration, while the Chinese presence at Niya was probably restricted to a frontier guard-post or customs checkpoint.

32 Rhie 1999: 331.


34 Rhie 1999: 422–3, 467. In a list compiled by Raschke 1978: 791, fn. 627 based on Burrow, Thomas. 1937. The Language of the Kharosti Documents from Chinese Turkestan. Cambridge: Univ. Press, several Kharoṣṭhī documents from Niya (nos. 3, 35, 225, 345, 348, 419, 489) and Endere (no. 660) refer to transactions and punishments involving rolls of silk (pāṭa). Other documents refer to thefts and gifts of silk items (nos. 149, 318, 345, 353, 566), and one document (no. 35) refers to merchants from China involved in an investigation of a debt of silk.
in Tibetan Buddhist texts. For example, the *Inquiry of Vimalaprabhā* (translated from Sanskrit before 812 CE) is an *ex eventu* prophecy of relations between the kings of Khotan and Skardu (located in Baltistan in northern Pakistan) and incorporates popular narratives that associate female rulers descended from ogres (*rākṣasis*) with the production of gold.35

**Turfan**

Intermediate routes through Karashahr and northern routes through Turfan probably eclipsed the southern route by the fifth century CE.36 Many of the most important archaeological sites on the northern silk route are clustered around Kucha and the Turfan oasis. A local dynasty patronized Buddhism in Turfan by the end of the fourth century, and the earliest literary evidence for local Buddhism is a translation by Dharmarakṣa dated in 296.37 Buddhist manuscripts from monasteries in and around Turfan and cave paintings from Bezeklik provide ample evidence of Buddhism “above the ground” but there is little evidence for Buddhist items in tomb inventories “below the ground” until the sixth century.38 Early evidence for Buddhism in Turfan supports Zürcher’s hypothesis of long-distance transmission, since “Monasticism seemingly leaped across an underdeveloped Central Asia to the wealthy cities of China, only filtering back to Central Asia when economic conditions allowed it” (Hansen 1998: 38).

**Kucha**

Mural paintings in cave monasteries, Buddhist manuscripts, and archaeological remains of *stūpas* from sites around Kucha in the northwestern Tarim Basin display various continuities with Buddhist


36 Rhie 1999: 392.


artistic and literary cultures. Buddhist paintings from the Kizil caves, the earliest of which may belong to the fourth and fifth centuries, demonstrate stylistic affinities with artistic traditions of Swat, Gandhāra, Sasanian Iran, and China. On the basis of stylistic features in details of composition and decorative dress in mural paintings, Härtel and Yaldiz adopt the general distinction between “an older, western school (about AD 500–700) around Kucha, and an eastern school of later date (about AD 650–950) in the region of the Turfan oasis” (1982: 47). Early paintings from the cave monastery of Kizil (outside of Kucha) which preserve stylistic features related to sculptures from Swat and a Buddhist reliquary from Kucha with Gandhāran and Iranian elements demonstrate certain continuities between the art of the western part of the northern silk routes and the artistic traditions of Swat, Gandhāra and Sasanian Iran into the middle of the first millennium CE. Collections of Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts (including some Kharoṣṭhī fragments) from the second to sixth centuries suggest links with centers of Sarvāstivādin Buddhist scholasticism in Kashmir, Gandhāra, and possibly Mathura. Brāhmī was subsequently adopted for writing Buddhist manuscripts and secular documents in vernacular languages of eastern Central Asia such as Tocharian (or Kuchean) and Khotanese Śaka. Graffiti and caravan passes written in Tocharian (or Kuchean) testify to long-distance travel by Buddhist monks and merchants during the seventh century. Among the archaeological remains at Subashi, the ancient urban center of Kucha, are two large monastery sites with small circular stūpas encased within larger stūpas, which Rhie attempts to date from the second or third centuries.

39 Härtel and Yaldiz 1982: 47, Rhie 2002: 719. 40 This general distinction does not mean that all of the paintings in cave monasteries near Kucha exhibit the same style and belong to the same period between ca. 500–700 CE. Härtel and Yaldiz 1982: 49 point out that the Chinese style of Buddhist painting which was predominant in the Turfan area is also found in paintings at Kumtura near Kucha. According to Bussagli, Mario. 1979 [1963]. Central Asian Painting. Treasures of Asia. Geneva: Skira, “It is generally considered that painting at Kūcā began in the fourth century AD and continued, somewhat attenuated, throughout the eighth century, and even beyond” (1979 [1963]: 71).


“if not earlier” (2002: 644), but the arguments for such early dates are inconclusive.

Material remains from sites along the northern and southern silk routes around the Tarim Basin in eastern Central Asia reflect close relations between long-distance trade and patterns of cultural and religious transmission from the northwestern Indian subcontinent and western Central Asia. Since the most direct routes from South Asia to the Tarim Basin passed through the mountains and river valleys of northern Pakistan, this intermediate border region probably played a crucial role in transmitting architectural forms, artistic elements, and South Asian languages written in Kharoṣṭhī and Brāhmī scripts to eastern Central Asia. Branches of the silk routes which extended westward beyond eastern Central Asia to Sogdia and Bactria and southward to Kashmir and Gandhāra via capillary routes in northern Pakistan continued to flourish from the Later Han period in the first centuries CE through the Wei and Tang periods in the middle to end of the first millennium CE, even though the Xiongnu, autonomous local and regional rulers, and Tibetans, Turks, and other foreign powers constantly challenged Chinese control of the Western Regions. Although the routes through modern Gansu to Xinjiang were originally established in order to secure China’s western frontiers against nomadic raids, tribute relations involving gift exchanges of rolls of Chinese silk for horses from Ferghana, jade from Khotan, and other luxury commodities eventually led to extensive commercial and cultural contacts between China and Central Asia.

**Long-distance Transmission Reconsidered**

The movement of Buddhism across geographical and cultural frontiers between northwestern South Asia and Central Asia was a critical step in the early spread of Buddhism to China. As already discussed, Erik Zürcher emphasized that models for gradual diffusion by “contact expansion” of Buddhist monasteries along trade routes connecting urban centers and agricultural oases do not apply to the earliest stages of the establishment of Buddhism in Xinjiang.44 Rather than accepting

44 Chapter 1: Diffusion vs. Long-Distance Transmission (pp. 4–7) introduces models of long-distance transmission developed by Zürcher in some of his later publications (1990, 1999).
diffusion-based theories, Zürcher develops an alternative paradigm of “long-distance transmission” for the cross-cultural movement of Buddhism in the “transit zone” of Xinjiang during the first centuries CE. The process of long-distance transmission closely corresponds to the movement of Buddhism through the upper Indus region of northern Pakistan, which also functioned as a transit zone in the periods before Buddhist stūpas and monasteries were established. Inscriptions and rock drawings created by travelers in the early to middle first millennium CE now provide ample evidence for the use of direct routes from Gandhāra, Swat and Kashmir through northern Pakistan to the Tarim Basin. Networks of capillary routes through northern Pakistan were not the only routes for the transmission of Buddhism to Central Asia and China, but they did serve as critical links for long-distance travel, trade and religious and cultural transmission between Buddhist centers in the Indian subcontinent and southern silk route oases in Xinjiang. However, many scholars still consider indirect routes from Taxila through the Hindu Kush in present-day Afghanistan to the Oxus valley the most likely path for the propagation of Buddhism to western Central Asia, eastern Central Asia and China.

The diffusion of Buddhism by contact expansion was more difficult, if not impossible, in the high mountains of the Himalayas, Hindu Kush, and Karakorum, in the desert of the Tarim Basin, and in other areas which lacked arable land to maintain the local population above subsistence levels. The early transmission of Buddhism from the northwestern Indian subcontinent to Central Asia probably did not result from contact expansion, since surplus resources necessary to support the establishment of Buddhist monastic institutions were not available. For this reason, the desert environment of Serindia (modern Xinjiang) remained devoid of Buddhist monasteries during the Later Han period in the first centuries CE. According to Zürcher, “The unanimous testimony of the archaeological data and the Chinese written sources leads us to conclude that at the time when Buddhism started to settle in China, in the first two centuries of our era, Serindia still was virtually untouched by monastic Buddhism” (1990: 176). Zürcher maintains that the earliest reliable archaeological evidence for the establishment of Buddhist monasteries in the Tarim Basin belongs to periods after

---

ca. 250 CE, about one century later than the first translators of Buddhist texts into Chinese arrived in the Chinese capital of Loyang and nearly two centuries after the first Chinese literary references to Buddhist monks. However, he acknowledges that “the oases in the Lop Nor region and along the southern branch of the Silk Road present a somewhat different picture” than sites along the northern silk routes, since “the traces of Buddhist activity reach back to a somewhat earlier period” (Zürcher 1990: 173), especially in the Kroraina kingdom between Niya and Lou-lan and in Khotan. Zürcher adopts a “working hypothesis” that the development of Chinese types of irrigated agricultural colonies (tuntian) in Xinjiang during the second century CE which led to “explosive population growth…urbanization, a flourishing trade, and the formation of a prosperous urban elite” (1990: 181) created the conditions necessary for monastic Buddhism to flourish in southern silk route centers of Khotan, Miran and Lou-lan by the middle of the third century. Before this period, “Serindia appears to have played the role of a neutral transit zone” (ibid.) in long-distance transmission of Buddhism to the Chinese capital at Loyang.

Zürcher proposes that the “embryonic and archaic phases” (1999: 15) of Buddhism in China during the Later Han period resulted from long-distance transmission rather than contact expansion. Features of Later Han Buddhism directly related to long-distance transmission (in contrast to features which would result from contact expansion) include “extreme hybridization, the diffuse incorporation of disparate elements, no coherent complexes of doctrines or scriptures, but rather a random collection of single translated texts” (Zürcher 1990: 182). Zürcher distinguishes three different “sectors” in the “composite phenomenon” (1990: 159 ff.) of Han Buddhism:

1. Hybrid court Buddhism at the élite level
2. Nucleus of monastic Buddhism centered in the “Church of Loyang”
3. Diffuse adoption of Buddhist elements at the sub-élite level.

---

47 See Khotan subsection earlier in this chapter.
The first “hard evidence” (ibid.) for the existence of Buddhism at the élite court level is an imperial edict issued in 65 CE which praises Liu Ying, the King of Chu:48

> The king of Chu recites the subtle words of Huang-lao⁴⁹ and respectfully performs the gentle sacrifices to the Buddha. After three months purification and fasting, he has made a solemn covenant (or: a vow) with the spirits. What dislike or suspicion (from Our part) could there be, that he must repent (of his sins)? Let (the silk which he sent for) redemption be sent back, in order thereby to contribute to the lavish entertainment of the upāsakas and śramaṇas. (Zürcher 1959: 1.27)

Chinese literary sources of the second century CE such as the “Rhapsody of the Western Capital” refer to Buddhist monks (sangmen), relics (sheli), and “white elephants” (a symbol of the Buddha’s conception).⁵⁰ These references show that some popular aspects of Buddhism were adopted in a hybrid cult associated with court circles, but “there is no suggestion of any kind of monastic organization” (Zürcher 1990: 162).

In contrast, the activities of An Shigao in Loyang beginning before ca. 150 CE herald the entry of “organized monastic Buddhism” (Zürcher 1990: 163). An Shigao and his co-translators were foreign transplants rather than local enthusiasts for hybrid novelties. Not only was there a large chronological gap of several decades between the embryonic hybrid cult and An Shigao’s arrival, but “there is no evidence of any connection between this embryonic Buddhism, with its quaint terminology and its puzzling relations with court and courtiers, and the activities initiated by An Shigao” (Zürcher 1991: 283).⁵¹ Early Chinese translations by An Shigao, Lokakṣema, and other Parthian, Sogdian, and foreign translators suggest that the texts were intended for a select group of Chinese lay devotees interested in meditation techniques, breath control, and esoteric traditions, which provided distinct alternatives to traditional Chinese systems of belief and practice.⁵² Since ordination formulae were not translated into Chinese

---

48 The kingdom of Chu corresponded to northern Jiangsu province and southern Shandung, and the court was located at Pengcheng (Zürcher 1959: 1.26).
49 “The study and practice of Taoist arts which were supposed to lead to bodily immortality, and which were much en vogue at the imperial court and among the princes around the middle of the first century” (Zürcher 1959: 1.26).
until the third century, most of the early Chinese followers were not monks, but clerks, copyists, traders, and artisans who belonged to a literate intermediate level of society (‘gentry’). Although distinctions between monks and laymen were probably not so important, “the earliest community bears the stamp of authenticity: a nucleus of monks who devote themselves to the practice of the religious life; active in translating, preaching and explication, and supported by a circle of upāsakas” (Zürcher 1990: 163).

The origins of the early foreign translators reflect geographical patterns of the initial long-distance transmission from northwestern South Asia and western Central Asia. Based on the names, ethnonyms, and provenance of the earliest groups of eminent monks preserved in Chinese biographical sources (Gaoseng zhuan and Xu gaoseng zhuan), Zürcher (1999: 29–33) distinguishes four phases of Buddhist propagation between the second to fifth centuries CE:

1. An early phase from ca. 150 to ca. 270 CE of “western Central Asian dominance” by Yuezhi, Parthians and Sogdians during the period of the Kuśāṇa empire
2. Another phase from ca. 270 to ca. 380 CE marks a decline in the number of foreigners, but the influx of translators from Khotan and Kucha “reflects the beginning of a flourishing monastic Buddhism in the oasis states from the early third century” (1999: 32)
3. A phase of “maximum activity” (ibid.) from ca. 380 to ca. 450 CE by prominent monks coming from northern India, especially Kashmir
4. A final phase of “modest input” (ibid.) from Buddhist centers in Southeast Asia, especially from Funan in the lower Mekong delta, beginning in the middle of the fifth century.

Famous translators from Xinjiang with foreign backgrounds such as Dharmarakṣa (ca. 233–311 CE), a Yuezhi monk from Dunhuang, and Kumārajiva (344–413 CE), a monk of Indian descent from Kucha who studied in Kashgar and Kashmir (Jibin), came to the Chinese Buddhist centers of Ch’ang-an and Loyang after the period of initial long-

---

distance transmission. Although traditional biographies claim that Dharmarakṣa and Kumārajīva came from the Tarim Basin in the third and fourth centuries, there is surprisingly little archaeological evidence for Buddhist monasticism in eastern Central Asia prior to periods when they began their extraordinary careers as prolific translators of Mahāyāna sūtras and other Buddhist texts from Indic languages into Chinese.

At the beginning of the fifth century, “a highly standardized homogenous scriptural language” (Zürcher 1999: 25) for Chinese translations of Buddhist texts was developed by Kumārajīva and his collaborators, whose translation projects were patronized by the court rather than private devotees. In the oral/aural/written translation process, an “international translation committee” (Boucher 1998: 498) of Chinese and Central Asian students, monks and scribes often assisted the foreign masters, who usually do not seem to have been able to write Chinese (with the exception of Kumārajīva). In Zürcher’s opinion, “the role these foreign masters played in the actual formation of Chinese Buddhism appears to be less decisive and less substantial than we would assume it to be at first sight” (1999: 58) since they only supplied the “raw materials” of written or memorized texts, while Chinese assistants and Central Asian intermediaries did the real work of reinterpreting and reformulating the translations.

While Chinese Buddhist literary sources preserve more information about “high-class translators” (Zürcher 1999: 5) who received official patronage and élite scholar-monks who belonged to “the tiny tip of the iceberg” (ibid., 18), many anonymous foreign monks (huseng) were responsible for the transmission of Buddhism at sub-élite levels. These foreign monks (whose biographies are rare) fulfilled numerous roles as magicians, miracle-workers, faith healers, meditation experts, ordination experts, and authenticators of relics (ibid., 5, 19, 53). They were involved in the ongoing “diffuse and unsystematic adoption of Buddhist elements” (ibid., 19) and promoted the veneration of images of the Buddha, six-tusked elephants, and auspicious relics which were associated with the afterlife in popular beliefs and practices. Such foreign monks also produced “anonymous translations” (shiyi) which

---

represent “a ‘special’ layer in early Chinese Buddhism, a type of Buddhism that is less sophisticated, less scholastic and more laity-oriented than the level represented by foreign masters who are known by name” (ibid., 24). According to Zürcher, “The vast majority consists of free (and sometimes drastically shortened) versions of sūtras taken from the Āgamas, or narratives of the Jātaka and Avadāna type, which suggests a public of lay readers satisfied with simple, edifying stories” (ibid., 22). Similar genres of Buddhist literature are well represented in an early collection of Kharoṣṭhī manuscripts in the British Library.

Conclusions

During the early phases of Buddhism in China in the Later Han period, the first Iranian and western Central Asian foreign monks and translators were active in Loyang about a century before residential monasteries were established in the Tarim Basin. The paucity of archaeological evidence in the transit zone of Xinjiang does not corroborate a pattern of diffusion by contact expansion from monastery to monastery following major trade routes. Elite centers of Buddhist literary and artistic production only develop later when sufficient economic surpluses are available for making donations to support year-round monastic institutions. However, such a network of monasteries was not necessary for sub-elite agents of Buddhist transmission who crossed formidable boundaries in the mountainous northwestern frontiers of South Asia and the Takla Makan desert in eastern Central Asia, but who remain largely anonymous in literary traditions.

These concluding observations are not intended to reify a false or misleading dichotomy between contact expansion at elite levels of eminent monks and nuns eulogized in official hagiographies and long-distance transmission at the sub-elite levels of itinerant Buddhist merchants, wonder-workers, and spell-casters. Certainly there was considerable overlap, since prominent foreign translators were actively

---

56 Zürcher 1999: 24 notes that about 100 “anonymous translations” are preserved in the Taishō canon, but observes that the number should be much larger, since many of the later attributions to early non-anonymous translators are unreliable (ibid., fn. 15). More than 317 anonymous texts (about twice the number attributed to specific translators) are listed by Dao’an (314–385 CE) in Zongli zhongjing mulu, but 90% of these have been lost (ibid., 20–21).

engaged in long-distance transmission and everyday monks and nuns clearly benefited from the trickle-down effects of “high level patronage” of monastic centers. Nevertheless, Zürcher’s heuristic distinction between patterns of contact expansion and long-distance transmission is useful for generating alternative paradigms to the spread of Buddhism by diffusion.
After setting out to retrace paths of Buddhist transmission, what conclusions can we draw at the end of the journey? Patterns of Buddhist transmission overlap with cultural and commercial exchanges due to symbiotic relationships between monastic communities and donor networks in a “moral economy” of merit. Buddhist literary texts employ economic metaphors to encourage donors, including merchants, to make “religious offerings” (deyadharma) of material gifts for the “gift of dharma” (dharmadāna). As the establishment of stūpas and residential monasteries required material resources, donations of surplus wealth sustained the growth of the Buddhist saṅgha. Many examples from Buddhist manuscripts, inscriptions, and archaeological artifacts examined in the previous chapters illustrate economic, social, and political catalysts for the formation and expansion of the Buddhist saṅgha from the time of the Buddha in the fifth century BCE to the end of the first millennium CE. As the saṅgha consolidated its position within and outside of ancient India, Buddhist monks and nuns frequently participated in social and economic dynamics, despite ascetic ideals of withdrawal. Considerable literary, epigraphic, and archaeological evidence demonstrates that Buddhist institutions played key roles in political legitimation, management of hydraulic systems, and development of interregional road networks for long-distance trade. Routes for commercial exchanges of high-value commodities and cross-cultural interactions have served as conduits for transregional Buddhist mobility, which fluctuated with changing economic and political conditions. An ability to change with shifting conditions of material support and to appeal to wide audiences was a very significant factor in successful Buddhist transmission.

Rather than viewing the spread of Buddhism as a process of gradual diffusion from one point to another along major trade routes, applying a paradigm of “long-distance transmission” to transit zones between South Asia and Central Asia helps to explain uneven flows of Buddhist monks, nuns, and other missionary agents through intertwined...
arteries and capillaries that connected multiple nodes of Buddhist literary and material culture within political and economic networks controlled by local rulers, regional administrators, and guilds of merchants and craftsmen. While theories of point-to-point diffusion can account for the gradual spread of static forms of Buddhism between closely connected centers on established major routes, other models provide better explanations for irregular patterns of movement with rapid accelerations and sudden halts, local changes in religious practices and ideologies, and distinctive features of regional Buddhist cultures. The model of long-distance transmission proposed by Erik Zürcher in his later articles to explain anomalous features of early Chinese Buddhism as an alternative paradigm to diffusion by “contact expansion” can be extended more broadly to transit zones in South Asia to clarify different chronological stages and institutional levels of Buddhist movement.

Long-distance networks of the “Northern Route” (uttarāpatha) and the “Southern Route” (daksināpatha) incorporated regional and local micro-networks of individual regions, cities, and shrines, and were linked to overland and maritime routes that connected the Indian subcontinent with the Red Sea and Mediterranean. Literary and epigraphic references and archaeological patterns of distribution of commodities and cultural artifacts point towards significant mobility between distant nodes, complex interactions, and different levels of economic, cultural, and religious exchange. While the northwestern and southern frontiers tend to be viewed as “outside of dharma” (dharmabāhya) due to contact with impure foreigners from orthodox Brahmanical perspectives, Buddhist attitudes are more inclusive, probably in no small part because many of these outsiders were important donors. Ancient Gandhāra (in the northwestern borderlands on the frontier between modern Northwest Pakistan and northeastern Afghanistan) was an especially pivotal and prosperous contact zone between South Asia and Central Asia. Archaeological remains of stūpas and monasteries, distinctive artistic traditions, Kharoṣṭhī donative inscriptions, and Gāndhārī manuscripts from the first centuries CE amply reflect the deep impact of Buddhism. Regional traditions of Gandhāran Buddhism synthesized indigenous and exogenous features from the cultural milieu of the borderland environment and successfully domesticated stories connected with the Buddha and his previous births. Extensive contacts helped to open paths for the transmission of Buddhism beyond South Asia to Bactria in the Oxus valley of western Central Asia and with the Tarim Basin in eastern Central Asia.
Interconnected capillary routes through the deep valleys of the upper Indus River and across high Karakorum mountain passes in northern Pakistan directly linked Gandhāra, Swat, and Kashmir with arterial branches of the so-called silk routes in the Tarim Basin of modern Xinjiang. Petroglyphs and inscriptions from prehistoric to relatively recent periods mirror the multicultural backgrounds of visitors and local inhabitants who drew designs and wrote names on rocks lining these routes. However, architectural remains of stūpas and residential monasteries are not clearly attested before a period of heightened patronage by the Palola Śāhi dynasty of Gilgit in the seventh century. The late establishment of formal Buddhist institutions in this transit zone between more fertile areas of the Swat valley, Kashmir and desert oases such as Khotan in the southern Tarim Basin can be attributed to the difficulties of generating adequate surpluses to support residential communities of monks and nuns in the high-mountain environment. The Tarim Basin also functioned as a critical transit zone for the initial stages of long-distance transmission of Buddhism to China. While hybrid Buddhist rituals were performed in court circles at Pengcheng in the first century CE and foreign Buddhists began translating texts into Chinese at the Han capital in Loyang in the second century CE, the first Buddhist archaeological evidence in the transit zone of Xinjiang can not be reliably dated before the third century CE. As Zürcher has argued, the relatively late appearance of stūpas or monasteries in the Tarim Basin indicates that early Central Asian and Chinese Buddhist traditions resulted from more complex processes of transplantation, transmission, and transformation than diffusion by contact expansion.

Catalysts for the Formation and Expansion of the Buddhist Saṅgha

This particular case study of early patterns of Buddhist transmission highlights the significance of interreligious exchanges and trade networks as dynamic catalysts for the establishment and growth of Buddhist institutions far outside of the homeland of the historical Buddha. Contacts with other religious groups and exogenous migrants to South Asia contributed several important dimensions to Buddhist ideologies, practices, and identities during the initial phases of the emergence of Buddhism in the fifth century BCE and subsequent periods of expansion throughout and beyond the Indian subcontinent. Buddhist traditions arose from interreligious contexts of intense competition between śramaṇas (including Ājīvika and Jain forerunners) and Brahmins who
formulated responses reflected in late Vedic texts (particularly the early Upaniṣads) within and outside of ancient Magadha. Efforts to define Buddhist doctrinal positions in deliberate contradistinction to the views of contemporary rivals in the middle of the first millennium BCE resulted in alternative karma theories, dependent arising, no-self, and other ideological hallmarks of mainstream Buddhism. Shortly after the emergence of the Buddhist saṅgha as a distinct śramaṇa movement, intrareligious contestation led to splits within the community (saṅghabheda) and eventually to separate ordination lineages, different vinaya codes, separate textual classifications and rescensions (which were not necessarily tied to scholastic divisions), and diverse paths (mārgas) and vehicles (yānas) of practice leading to various religious goals of nirvāṇa, pure land rebirth, and Buddha-hood. Such internal developments within the Buddhist saṅgha were directly and indirectly stimulated by external contacts with śramaṇa and Brahmin religious competitors and also by cross-cultural encounters with Iranians, Indo-Greeks, Sakas, Kuśānas, and Huns who were assimilated into the social and political milieu of the northwestern borderlands in the late centuries BCE and early centuries CE. Sustained interactions with these “outsiders” (insofar as xenologies were constructed by orthodox Brahmins in Āryāvarta) had significant ramifications and longstanding impacts on Buddhist material culture and transmission beyond South Asia, particularly in regional Buddhist literary and artistic traditions of Gandhāra, Swat, and Afghanistan. While the degree of hybrid cosmopolitanism is more apparent in sculptures produced by Gandhāran ateliers than in Gāndhārī Buddhist manuscripts (which nevertheless exhibit distinctive regional features of language and genre), the flexibility of Buddhist traditions to adapt to internal and external changes is rooted in a very early history of transcultural exchange.

The consolidation of patronage networks provided a critical impetus for the expansion of Buddhist communities within political domains and across cultural boundaries. The Mauryan emperor Aśoka is adopted as a paradigmatic patron and ideal Buddhist ruler, but the epigraphic records preserved in his mid-third century BCE edicts do not corroborate Buddhist literary hagiographies in which he is portrayed as an exclusive Buddhist supporter. Instead, his inscriptions clearly demonstrate that he advocated generosity to all śramaṇas and Brahmins and that he made donations of caves to the Ājīvikas. While Aśoka identified himself as an upāsaka, made pilgrimages to Buddhist shrines, and addressed inscriptions to Buddhist communities at Sarnath, Kośāmbī,
Sāñcī, and Bhairat, the growth of Buddhist institutions during his reign can not be attributed to his propagation of Buddhism as an official state religion, but to political, administrative, and economic conditions that facilitated expansion throughout the Mauryan empire (and possibly beyond its boundaries to Sri Lanka, according to accounts in Pāli vanśas). Buddhist missionaries used the example of Aśoka to appeal to other rulers and powerful patrons, although religious patronage and identity was not necessarily exclusive to particular traditions. Erik Zürcher asserted that “There can be no doubt that from the earliest times Buddhism has been a missionary religion par excellence” (1999: 6). However, it is not necessary to assume that Buddhist monks and nuns had similar ideological justifications, used the same methods, or sought identical results as modern missionaries. Mandates to “wander the path” in order to “teach the dharma” (Mahāvagga 1.11.1) compelled Buddhist monks and nuns to propagate the Buddha’s teachings by reciting and interpreting texts, to establish the presence of the Buddha in stūpas, and to expand opportunities for followers to accumulate merit, but they were not exclusively intent on religious conversion. These intrinsic motivations provided strong structural incentives for religious mobility and institutional expansion of the saṅgha across political, cultural, and linguistic boundaries. An essential aspect of the process of crossing boundaries between South Asia and Central Asia was the establishment of Buddhist communities in prosperous regions of the northwestern borderlands, where material support was available for constructing stūpas and building residential monasteries. Initially, dharmarājika stūpas were built at important administrative nodes at Taxila and in the Swat valley as early as the Mauryan period, but other nodes such as Bamiyan, Gilgit, and Khotan later emerged as prominent centers of Buddhist literary and cultural production when socio-economic conditions for élite patronage “ripened.” However, conditions for these centers to become “hubs” for multiradial shrines and monasteries were uneven, and links with patronage by ruling authorities are unclear in some cases (i.e. Bamiyan). The early phases of long-distance transmission through transit zones of the upper Indus in northern Pakistan and the Tarim Basin in Xinjiang did not depend on high-level patronage for the establishment of permanent stūpas and residential monasteries, since itinerant monks and merchants marked their passages at wayside shrines with images and inscriptions.

This study has emphasized the central importance of trade as a particularly important economic catalyst for Buddhist transmission and
institutional expansion. Historical patterns of Buddhist expansion were not exclusively determined by economic conditions, but an investigation of trade networks contributes another dimension to typologies of religious transfer, communication, and mobility. As elaborated in the introduction and borne out with concrete examples in the following chapters, the growth of the Buddhist saṅgha and trade networks were mutually imbricated in two major ways:

1. Various classes of merchants played significant roles as patrons of monastic communities and agents of transmission by donating material goods in exchange for religious merit, which functioned as an incentive to accumulate wealth and tied the saṅgha to networks of social support. Buddhism was and is not a “trading religion” in the strict sense that traders, merchants, financiers, and bankers were its only supporters, but epithets of the Buddha as such “caravan-leader” (sārthavāha), Avadāna and Jātaka narratives of his previous lives as a maritime merchant or overland trader, and the worship of Bodhisattvas such as Avalokiteśvara who are invoked as protectors of merchants in distress indicate Buddhist efforts to make special appeals to affinities with these groups of potential patrons. Epigraphic attestations of donations by merchants and archaeological distribution of stūpas and monasteries near junctions of trade routes through passes of the Western Ghats and Hindu Kush, at maritime seaports on the Indian Ocean, and urban centers such as Mathura, Taxila, and Peshawar that functioned as administrative, commercial, and religious nodes amply demonstrate a strong nexus between Buddhist institutions and economic networks.

2. Buddhist monastic institutions participated in commercial exchanges and economic transactions despite ideals of ascetic withdrawal, renunciation of material wealth, and normative principles forbidding individual monks and nuns from handling money and buying and selling. It is necessary to read between the lines of normative vinaya prescriptions against the accumulation of property by monks and nuns to find numerous exceptions allowing the monastic community (the corporate saṅgha) to own and distribute a wide range of properties (including landed estates and slaves), accumulate capital from permanent endowments, and lend money on interest through networks of intermediate agents and managers. Furthermore, donative inscriptions of gifts by monks and nuns at Bhārhut, Sāñcī, and other Buddhist sites demonstrate that they
continued to have private property and were not completely dependent on lay patronage for support. *Vinaya* rules setting conditions for traveling with and seeking donations from merchant caravans and narratives about monks who participated in trade missions and traders who visited monasteries along their routes reflect deep connections between mobile monastic and merchant communities.

Thus, the religious economy of the Buddhist *saṅgha* and more general economic patterns were intertwined and paths for Buddhist transmission and commercial exchange often overlapped due to the embedded nature of religion and economy in social and cultural networks.

*Changing Paradigms for Buddhist Transmission within and beyond South Asia*

In order to explain why Buddhist transmission was successful in the South Asian homeland of the historical Buddha and his followers as well as in the distant northwestern borderlands and the transit zones of Central Asia, a counterintuitive question may be posed: how did the Buddhist *saṅgha* make itself attractive to diverse audiences of patrons, devotees, and monastic recruits? The worthiness of the *saṅgha* as a fruitful “field of merit” for donations to ripen and bring higher rewards than the initial material gift was ostensibly based on a formal separation from the social economy. However, strong evidence for interrelated Buddhist and economic networks synthesized in this treatment of patterns of long-distance transmission and trade indicates that such a separation was more doctrinal than actual. Politically powerful patrons who gained social legitimacy as rulers and commercial constituencies whose donations led to greater rewards were not the only audiences that were receptive to Buddhist appeals, but their support was highly instrumental in the institutional growth of the *saṅgha*. Although social, political, and economic catalysts for Buddhist transmission have been emphasized in this book, numerous other religious “attractors”, including ideologies, devotional rituals, and meditative practices, also stimulated Buddhist expansion by drawing adherents with wide-ranging interests and levels of commitment. For example, the doctrine of selflessness (*anātman*) could be deployed as a semantic incentive to make generous donations, since avarice entailed karmic punishments of rebirth as a pig, hungry ghost, or consignment to
hellish states. Opportunities to earn merit through devotional worship of stūpas and images was and continues to be a central concern of both élite and non-élite practitioners. The production of merit through meditation has traditionally been associated with monastic specialists, who developed paths of practice and thought for attaining religious goals of awakening, release from the cycle of worldly rebirth, and transcendence of mundane patterns of cognition. To posit that one of these examples is necessarily more internal, intrinsic, or “endogenous” as a motivation for attraction to the saṅgha than so-called “exogenous” factors is to prioritize a particular location for Buddhist traditions in the realm of philosophical thought, ritual practice, or meditative techniques. Rather than constructing a dichotomy between internal religious causes and external social conditions or reifying a ‘protestant’ hierarchy of primary ideological beliefs over secondary vulgarizations, it would be more fruitful to develop integrative models in which attractors and catalysts are correlated in a dynamic system of Buddhist formation, transmission, and transformation.

Flexible processes of “locativization” and translation certainly contributed to Buddhist transmission outside of South Asia. The transposition of religious topologies to locations outside of the Buddhist heartland was facilitated by portable relics and images that established a locative focus for the Buddha’s presence. If material surpluses were not immediately sufficient to build monumental stūpas for the Buddha’s physical relics, devotees could worship “commemorative” relics of images of the Buddha, Bodhisattvas, or stūpa drawings or establish caityas for venerating the “dharma body” (dharmakāya) of the Buddha in written texts and other materials. Worship of texts was privileged as a direct connection with the Buddha’s presence, particularly according to Mahāyāna viewpoints that regarded the Buddha’s dharmakāya as superior to his corporeal forms. Translations of Buddhist texts reflect cross-cultural movement across linguistic boundaries, and careful analysis of the distribution of manuscripts, variant readings, and different recensions can provide clues to links between Buddhist literary centers. While studies in the transmission of textual traditions have helped to clarify the literary history of monastic ordination lineages, the intellectual history of prominent ideas, and the relative chronological development of Buddhist genres, much work remains to be done to incorporate this work into a comprehensive understanding of broader patterns of Buddhist transmission.
Following multiple paths of transmission between South Asia and Central Asia has illuminated dynamic interactions between regional cultures in the northwestern borderlands with the aim of providing alternative perspectives on the history of Buddhism and the history of religions. Rather than reinforcing a dialectic opposition between Indian Buddhism and Chinese Buddhism by rehashing outdated arguments over an Indianizing Buddhist religious conquest beyond the frontiers of South Asia or a Chinese transformation or Sinification of Buddhism, this investigation shows that the hypothesis of Buddhism as a monolithic unchanging religion must be reconfigured. A relational network approach to long-distance transmission challenges assumptions about a straightforward diffusion of Buddhism from India via Central Asia to China. Multidirectional movement by agents of Buddhist transmission (monks, nuns, pilgrims, missionaries, merchants, and migrants) who selectively left traces of their journeys in literary texts, inscriptions, and material artifacts indicates more complex patterns of transmission than an oversimplified flow of influence in a single direction along a fixed route. As they consolidated multifaceted links between religious, economic, and political nodes along multiple lines of communication, they formed their own parallel exchange networks, thus enhancing possibilities for cross-cultural contact and transfer. The consolidation of Buddhist networks of religious mobility greatly enhanced the pace and process of transmission, which proceeded in variable stages depending on local, regional, and transregional contingencies (including socio-political stability or instability, environmental and economic conditions of sufficient material surpluses, and shifts in patronage patterns). It remains to be seen if trade networks played comparative roles as catalysts for long-distance transmission in other Buddhist geographical and historical contexts that were beyond the scope of this inquiry: Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia (where the role of maritime networks may have been analogous to the overland networks examined here), Tibet and Himalayan regions where itinerant trading communities continued to migrate across mountain routes until recently, and East Asia (only early Chinese Buddhism has received brief attention, but patterns of expansion to Korea and Japan need reconsideration). The comparative relevance of situating mutually embedded religious, economic, political, and social networks in historical contexts will continue to illuminate interactive patterns and dynamics in the history of religions.
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